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INTRODUCTION
A pair of handsome suits appeared amidst a sea of wedding gowns from every
culture and era in the history of Chicago. They were part of an exhibition on wedding attire
at the Chicago History Museum in 2010 called I Do!. The next year, 60 same sex couples
gathered at the museum for a mass civil union ceremony hosted by The Civil Rights Agenda.
A dilapidated German rail car sits between the wings of a new building, built
especially for visitors to explore its filthy and terrifying history. How can we use the feelings
it evokes? Can this object help us sow peace beyond our own lives?
A Mexican soldadera, glares out at a photographer from under a broad-brimmed straw
hat, a pistol shoved in the pocket of her pants. Her beribboned shirt is carelessly buttoned,
revealing the ends of the cravat shoved inside it. From her work-hardened hands to her
delicate earrings, she embodies complexity. Her stance is insouciant, but ready. Only later do
we think of her black skin and African features against her obvious Mexican identity.
The bedroom of the great reformer, Jane Addams, is like any other: simple and plain,
a spot to sip a cup of tea, a writing desk, a cozy fireplace topped with the portrait of her true
love, Mary. How could this woman be wanted by the FBI as the most dangerous woman in
America and be the recipient of the Nobel Peace Prize?
The principle that museums can, do, and should work for social justice is the point
of departure for this study. New literature confirms this premise. In his recent Museums,
Equality, and Social Justice, Richard Sandell writes “The last two decades have seen concerns
for equality, diversity, social justice and human rights move from the margins of museum
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thinking and practice, to the core.”1 To paraphrase Hilde Hein’s argument from the Routledge
Companion to Museum Ethics, museums have an institutional morality and have been become
increasingly responsive to change in society.2
Janet Marstine writes that “while social responsibility is founded on new modes of
inclusion and engagement, it is equally predicated on forwarding a social justice agenda.”3
Thus, for museums to be ethical institutions today, they must work for social justice.
The foundation of contemporary museum ethics, writes Marstine, is Hein’s notion
that museums have a moral agency that the museum itself exercises over time even as the
museum’s staff changes. “While museum staff may come and go,” writes Marstine, “their
synergy across time and place, especially as built into the mechanisms of organizational
change, creates an institutional ethics, as well as an ethics of the museum sector.”4
Contemporary museum ethics is no longer defined by codes as it once was In a way,
Marstine and her colleagues argue for a return to the bedrock of the original code that the
American Association of Museums (AAM) issued in 1925. The contemporary code of ethics
for museums focuses on professionalization and the relationships between museums and
donors, collectors, and other museums. In the original code of ethics, by contrast, “the value
of museums ‘is in direct portion to the service they render the emotional and intellectual life
of the people.’”5 The primacy this statement places on the visitor sounds very contemporary.
Nevertheless, to a person, all of the authors in the Marstine volume, including many leaders
1

Sandell, Museums, Equality, and Social Justice, 1.

2

Hilda Hein in Marstine, The Routledge Companion to Museum Ethics, 112–124.

3

Ibid., 13.

4

Ibid., 5.

5

Celka Straughn and Howard Gardner in ibid., 7, 41.
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in the field of museum work, call for museums to go beyond abiding by the prevailing code
of ethics to, as Hein puts it, the creative and idealistic work of shaping and preserving
values.6
In this dissertation, I will build a toolkit of curatorial tactics for those who wish to do,
or are already doing, curatorial work for social justice. I will focus this collection of tactics
around the strategy of resonance and wonder, which I discuss in detail below. I use the term
“resonance” to refer to intellectual relevance and “wonder” to refer to all kinds of embodied
emotional responses. My hypothesis is that resonance and wonder combine to strengthen
curatorial work for social justice.
The unique role of museums involves social justice.
Museums don’t just have a role to play in working for social justice. This work is part
of a constellation of elements that, taken together, make museums unique. As Hein writes,
precious objects aren’t the only reason museums are special. Hein posits “the containment
of valuable things” is also a common function of other organizations. But it’s what museums
do with their resources and for whom that counts the most.7 In fact, many of the kinds of
services and programs that museums offer various publics can be had in other places –
universities, libraries, social service agencies, or community centers – but only museums
offer the range of services at once, together with access to collections and exhibitions.
Other elements contribute to the contemporary definition of museums that emerges
from recent scholarship as well, and these elements also relate to museums’ role in working
for social justice. Howard Gardner describes museums’ staff members as societal trustees,
6

Hein in ibid., 7.

7

Hein in ibid., 7-8.
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people with a clear view of the “big picture,” “who are concerned with the long-term welfare
of the society,” and, most importantly, people who put this long-term wellbeing of society
ahead of their own personal interests while on the job.8
As custodians of materials that are often one-of-a-kind or rare, museums have a
corresponding set of social responsibilities. According to Robert Janes, a professor in
Archaeology at University of Leicester, past president of Glenbow Museum in Calgary, and
author of Museums in a Troubled World: Renewal, Irrelevance or Collapse, this makes museums
much like seed banks in terms of their value to the world. He calls them
the repositories of the evidence of our adaptive failures and successes…tool,
technology and art banks – curating the most distinctive trait of our species –
the ability to make tools and things of beauty.9
He cites a paleontologist at the Natural History Museum in London, Richard Fortey, who
called museums the “conscience of the world,” and said that their collections would be the
only way for humans to “understand and monitor what we’re doing to the world.” Janes’s
metaphor of the museum as seed bank is apt at the level of the global network of museums
as well as at the level of museums’ collections. There is a loose, almost organic, system of
museums around the world. Janes calls it trusted and respected despite its self-organized
nature. As institutions, these more than 40,000 museums are as diverse as museums’
collections. Janes argues that this meta level of diversity is crucial to the ability of museums
to beat back the suffocating homogeneity that corporate culture has wrought on the planet.10
Culture develops organically among any group of people. But corporations are meant
to produce products or services for profit, and corporate leaders intentionally groom their
8

Gardner in ibid., 12.

9

Robert Janes in ibid., 62.

10

Janes in ibid., 63.
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cultures to help produce these results.11 The very purpose of corporate culture is managing
people.12 But dysfunctional corporate cultures are actually far more common than healthy
ones. According to John Childress,
most organizations seem to struggle to remain competitive and profitable,
and wind up…having a robust and competitive strategy but a mostly
dysfunctional culture characterized by high stress, long hours, endless time in
meetings, poor hiring and costly turnover, significant rework, mediocre
quality, poor employee engagement and average productivity.13
A globalized corporate model for institutional work and the products of that labor
has suffused and homogenized everything from agriculture, where monocultures have
choked out heirloom varieties, to museum organization and leadership, where museums
increasingly look and function more like corporations. Janes argues that this trend is
environmentally and culturally destructive. He says that museums must resist corporate
models, which would force them to compete in an arena where they will never win.
Museums must conserve their institutional diversity and the diversity of their collections.
Furthermore, he writes, “it is obvious that the marketplace is incapable of addressing the
collective good, while museums are potentially key agents in doing so.”14
The Field of Social Justice
Scholars of social justice divide the field into two categories: distributive justice and
retributive justice. Distributive justice is about the equitable distribution of risks and rewards

11

Childress, Leverage; Flamholtz and Randle, Corporate Culture the Ultimate Strategic Asset; Deal and Kennedy,
Corporate Cultures; Salama, Creating and Re-Creating Corporate Entrepreneurial Culture.
12

Deal and Kennedy, Corporate Cultures, 15–16.

13

Childress, Leverage, 173.

14

Janes in Marstine, The Routledge Companion to Museum Ethics, 57.
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in society. Retributive justice is about the redress of wrongs.15 In the context of exhibitions
that work for social justice, distributive justice includes the equitable distribution of historical
recognition, inclusion in dominant national identities, and the guarantee of civil and human
rights. Retributive justice in exhibitions includes mitigating prejudice and transitional justice
efforts to commemorate and prevent atrocities such as genocide. While my dissertation
focuses on contexts of distributive justice, it will include retributive justice in the context of
the Illinois Holocaust Museum and Education Center. Literature in the field of transitional
justice, a subset of retributive justice, has been calling out for the type of work that museums
provide. Transitional justice is an area of study that addresses
the attempts of new governments in regimes that have recently undergone a
transition to democracy to establish a process to hold members of the former
regime (as well as groups in opposition to this regime) accountable for gross
violations of human rights that occurred during their tenure.16
Literature on transitional justice, such as Tristan Anne Borer’s Telling the Truths,
describes several needs that museums can help to meet.17 They are rebuilding communities,
fostering conversation about the unthinkable and unspeakable, and placing events in
historical context rather than reinforcing artificial breaks in history. In general, transitional
justice efforts require going beyond what truth and justice commissions do to get at the
meaning of the events that have transpired. That is the work of museums.
The notion that museums can be activists makes some people uncomfortable
because they see this as a sign that museums are shirking their responsibility to be objective.
Visual culture produces and maintains ideology, so regardless of a museum’s political
15

Capeheart, Social Justice.

16

Borer, Telling the Truths, 17.

17

Tristan Anne Borer and RIREC Project on Post-Accord Peace Building, Telling the Truths: Truth Telling and
Peace Building in Post-Conflict Societies, (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 2006), 41, 214-215, 218.
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position, it either supports extant ideologies or builds alternate ones. Contemporary
scholarship supports this idea. As Sandell put it,
Over the past two decades, the view that museums are socially constitutive
and that they construct and communicate realities which function to reshape
(not simply reflect) social relations, moral codes and conventions is one
which has gained widespread support, not only within museum studies but
also in sociology, cultural studies and anthropology.18
Museums have, as Hein notes, “had an activist agenda since the enlightenment.”19 Sandell
cites the roots of public institutions of the Progressive Era as activist.20 For him, an activist
museum is one that “does not simply reflect and reinforce dominant moralities and widely
supported positions on rights issues, but is increasingly concerned to actively challenge and
reconfigure them.”21 As Marstine writes, “to be the compassionate and equitable institutions
that the new museum ethics imagines, institutions must be willing to accept the
responsibility of activism.”22
It’s well-documented that we all have agency and positions from which we speak. As
Richard Sandell put it, “regardless of intent, museums construct ways of seeing which have
social and political effects.”23 Stephen Weil (A Cabinet of Curiosities: An Inquiry Into Museums
and Their Prospects, 1995) and Steven Dubin (Displays of Power: Memory and Amnesia in the
American Museum, 1999) make similar points. In Interpreting Art in Museums and Galleries,
Christopher Whitehead writes:
18

Sandell in Marstine, The Routledge Companion to Museum Ethics, 135.

19

Ibid., 13.

20

Sandell in ibid., 134.

21

Sandell in ibid., 136.

22

Marstine, The Routledge Companion to Museum Ethics.

23

Sandell, Museums, Prejudice and the Reframing of Difference, 195.
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Recognition of the fallacy of the neutrality of the gallery space is
commonplace now: the gallery is not, and never was, a value-free
location…and to go there is not to leap into some alternative pre-political
reality of aesthetic contemplation and reverie.24
Dubin asserts that museums either support the status quo or they are actively working for
change. This stands to reason. Any institutions, that claim to take no position are tacitly
taking the position that the status quo is acceptable.25 It’s easy to assume that this
endorsement of the status quo is nefarious, that the museum claims to take no position but
is, in fact, taking one it doesn’t want to own up to. But there’s another possibility that’s even
more concerning: that museums, like so many other public institutions, are actually unaware
of the positions they are taking. Curators are no different. Susan Pearce says it best: “The
most dangerous exhibitions are the ones mounted by authors who claim objectivity, and who
are therefore unaware of the broader purposes to which their work could be put.”26
We all take positions that the many features of our individual and, in the case of
museums, institutional, subjectivity inflect. Delving deeper into the discomfort some people
have with subjectivity, however, makes it clear that it is not only museums’ lack of objectivity
and propensity towards actual interpretation that causes distress, but also the sense that
museums could choose to turn history to their own political ends. Historical relativism, the
notion that there are various histories to be told about any given set of events, looms as a
specter to some—and looks like a useful tool to others. Ed Rothstein’s article, “To Each His
Own Museum, As Identity Goes on Display,” in the New York Times, strenuously criticizes

24

Whitehead, Interpreting Art in Museums and Galleries, xvii.

25

Marcia Tucker in Stephen E. Weil, A Cabinet of Curiosities: Inquiries into Museums and Their Prospects
(Smithsonian Institution Press, 1995), 76, 110; Dubin, Displays of Power (with a New Afterword), 3, 11; Sandell,
Museums, Prejudice and the Reframing of Difference, 177.
26

Pearce, Museums and the Appropriation of Culture, 103–128.
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culturally specific museums for simply making up history to suit their purposes.27 For
example, Rothstein writes that culturally specific museums exist partially to refute the
arguments of the great imperial museums, something I think is certainly true. Then he writes
of the National Museum of the American Indian (NMAI), saying that it “jettisons Western
scholarship and tells its own story, leading one tribe to solemnly describe its earliest
historical milestone: ‘Birds teach people to call for rain.’” Part of my task in this dissertation
will be engaging this kind of criticism and comparatively analyzing the range of ways in
which museums working for justice use history. In the case of NMAI, for example, I think
Rothstein misses the point. The museum is precisely trying to offer tribes a venue for telling
alternative versions of their histories, mythologies, and stories, and blending the significance
of these categories in a way that does not privilege Western epistemologies.
In an open letter to Rothstein and Arianna Huffington on her blog, Museum 2.0,
Nina Simon refutes Rothstein’s article cited above for arguing that “it’s ok for (American)
museums to have a Euro- and white-centric approach to interpretation, but not ok for them
to center on minority identities or approaches.”28 She cites the Wing Luke Asian Museum as
one example of a culturally specific museum that “strikes an incredible balance between
telling a uniquely ethnic story and welcoming non-Asians into it.” In chapter four, I write
about this being one of the jobs the National Museum of Mexican Art (NMMA) does well
and may do even better after the forthcoming renovation to its permanent exhibition.
For decades, scholars and practitioners from around the world have been writing
about museums being in a state of crisis. The literature on the museological crisis enables us

27

Edward Rothstein, “Identity Museums Challenge History’s Received Truths,” The New York Times, (December 28,
2010), sec. Arts / Art & Design. https://www.nytimes.com/2010/12/29/arts/design/29identity.html.
28

Simon, “Open Letter to Arianna Huffington, Edward Rothstein, and Many Other Museum Critics.”
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to see it as museums’ struggle to respond to the debate that Duncan Cameron, then Director
of the Brooklyn Museum, sparked in 1971 regarding whether museums should be temples or
forums. 29 Today, the role of the museum as forum and experimental laboratory is broadly
accepted. Cameron argued that the social responsibility of museums is to “interpret matters
of public importance, no matter how controversial.”30 This is a small harbinger of the
museum work for social justice that would begin to become more popular over the next four
decades. My story is largely about the state of these practices in the 21st century.
The contemporary museum work I study also builds on the community museum
movement, which began in the late-1960s. This movement took the notion of the museum
as a forum or town square one step further. If a town square is a place where people
congregate, then a community center or community museum is both a place to congregate
and a provider of necessary services. In a moment when American cities were failing,
policymakers were giving up on urban populations and instead inflicting so-called “urban
renewal” upon them, many different kinds of first voice organizations cropped up to meet
communities’ needs at the grassroots level. Museums were among these organizations.31
Some museums turned towards new forms of work, increasing the range of services they
offered to include everything from simply being a heated place to relax for the afternoon to
offering festivals for children, bilingual education, training opportunities for nurses,
programs to improve the memory of elderly people, and access to mammograms and other
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medical tests.32 In the thick of the debates on multiculturalism of the 1990s, AAM produced
Excellence and Equity, the landmark report that effectively changed the mission of American
museums to be educational and equitably accessible.33 This report endorsed the activities of
community museums, which were making museums accessible to people who felt excluded
by them.
At the moment, museums have been proving their relevance by realizing their ability
to work for social justice. In this project, I take for established the fact that museums can
and do work for social justice and that this contributes to the ongoing relevance of museums.
The Value of a Warmer Model in Museum Work for Social Justice
The attitudes and values a museum embraces either support its work for social
justice or chip away at its effectiveness. Often, museums that work for social justice are also
among those that proclaim the value of tolerance. In this dissertation, I agree with Wendy
Brown that tolerance is a troubling attitude, especially for this kind of institution. My search
for an alternative led me to Edith Doron’s notion of hospitality in the museum. Here I will
briefly explain what I think her model has to offer and why it helps us to think our way out
of the ideological bind that Brown describes.
Hospitality vs. Tolerance
Brown illustrates the myriad problems with tolerance in Regulating Aversion. Tolerance
creates a hierarchy wherein the one tolerating is superior to the tolerated one. Much more
problematically, however, institutions from schools and museums, to corporations, and even
32
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the United Nations promote tolerance as if it could be a broad social program. In fact, it is a
personal value that only individuals can adopt. As a result, it frames the need for change as
an individual problem, not one that requires changes in public systems that would result in
greater social justice. The ethos of tolerance actually handicaps political social justice
projects.34 Furthermore, when the onus is on individuals to be tolerant, the state is free to be
intolerant in whatever ways most suit its needs, such as curtailing civil liberties and racial
profiling.35 The devastating consequences of depoliticizing a museum through the ethic of
tolerance as the Museum of Tolerance does are evident in Brown’s case study of that
museum in chapter three.
Instead, a museum can model and engender hospitality, a more positive
relationship.36 Doron quotes Kant demonstrating that tolerance and hospitality are two sides
of the same coin, that tolerating living in close proximity to others leads to a state of
hospitality wherein others have the right to visit. Yet it is easy for us, as Doron puts it, to feel
that we do not need guests. We only tolerate them. In fact, the ethos of hospitality is good
for society in general because we do need guests. We need diversity and we need all of those
who are different from ourselves. That is the recipe for keeping our shared project of
humanity going.
Museums should continue to work for social justice because our continued human
existence on the planet demands that we share resources equitably and learn to care for
34
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others. Whoever “we” are, “we” do not survive (or thrive) if “they” don’t. Our existence is
contingent and shared. Furthermore, just as healthy agriculture requires diversity, so do our
human societies. So, I hope, with this tiny piece of museum work, to further museums’ work
for social justice and thus to help our societies become more sustainable.
Groupness
Museums working for social justice combat the negative forms of a phenomenon
called groupness by teaching us to think our way out of it. The psychologist, Henri Tajfel,
coined the term “groupness” in 1970.37 Groupness is the propensity of humans and other
animals to form groups. We form these groups based on the slightest pretext. In college,
housemates or teammates speak a special in-group language together, for example. Each of
us belongs to many groups, some with stronger alliances than others. The formation of
groups is necessarily also about exclusion. We rightly rail against this with interdisciplinary
academic programs, cross-listings of books and academic positions, perhaps by refusing to
accept a single sexual or racial or ethnic identity. But nevertheless, our innate tendency to
create the groups of “us” and “them” that help us tell friend from foe is inescapable.
Groupness is neither good nor bad, simply a fact of life. But clearly it can have
harmful effects depending on what groups it reinforces. Gerda Lerner, the pioneer of
Women’s Studies, provides another way of thinking about groupness. She sees
discrimination as being a tactic for maintaining a patriarchal society and patriarchy as being
dangerous to the survival of humans. With this urgency, Lerner provides a clear answer to
the question of why working for social justice is important. Feminism is just one way of
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dismantling groupness, a task that will ultimately help our civilization survive. “I do not
argue that women are better than men or wiser or kinder;” writes Lerner,
I simply observe that throughout the millennia of patriarchy women as a
group have been kept out of major positions of power. They have therefore,
like all the oppressed, had to focus on individual and group survival, and
develop characteristics that would improve their chances for it.38
Lerner looks at discrimination as “one technique with an infinite variety of arbitrary targets
designed to keep oppressive systems in power.”39 For Lerner, all designations of otherness
function to “keep hierarchy in place for the benefit of the dominant.”40
Lerner’s view of groupness is especially instructive when placed alongside corporate
culture or what Janes calls “business tribalism.” What he writes about, “in-group thinking
that excludes non-business people…narcissistic notions of personal worth as measured by
obscenely high salaries and bonuses…” is another entrance into the topic of groupness.41 It
is especially important for museums to avoid adopting corporate culture, not only for the
reasons described above, but also because adopting corporate culture will badly hamper their
ability to work against negative groupness. If they adopt a cultural form where negative
groupness is silently accepted without critique, then how will they teach visitors to combat it
in order to improve social justice? This vision for museums is neither far-fetched nor new. It
is at the foundation of what museums are. Janes quotes Wendell Berry, a distinguished
American writer and activist, who wrote
One thing worth defending, I suggest, is the imperative to imagine the lives
of beings who are not ourselves and are not like ourselves: animals, plants,
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gods, spirits, people of other countries and other races, people of the other
sex, places – and enemies.42
For Janes, museums are founded on doing precisely this imagining. They “specialize in
assembling evidence based on knowledge, experience and belief, and in making things
known…bearing witness.” Museums exist to put visitors into other beings’ shoes, so they
must be smart guardians against groupness and teach visitors to be on their guard as well.
The model of hospitality rather than tolerance is clearly better suited to teaching us
to step into another’s shoes because we can be invited as guests to do so. This is especially
true in culturally specific museums, which are museums that at once strengthen one group
identity and seek to decrease negative groupness in the form of prejudice.
Shared Authority – Transforming Groupness
Sharing authority is a crucial element of curatorial work for social justice that both
works against negative groupness and makes museums more hospitable to a broader range
of people, in keeping with Doron’s model. It deserves mention here because of the crucial
position it holds in Marstine’s tripartite definition of museum ethics.
For Marstine, the three tenets of museum ethics are social responsibility, radical
transparency, and guardianship of heritage. The latter two elements are more often the
province of areas within the museum beyond the curatorial, such as museum administration
and leadership on the one hand and collections work on the other. However, shared
authority forms the ethical bridge between the curatorial and these other areas. Marstine
defines radical transparency as the establishment of “the institution and its communities
together” of “clear guidelines for what can and cannot be shared” in terms of everything
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from the museum’s finances to objects on view.43 Whereas we are used to hearing of sharing
authority primarily in conjunction with specific programs or exhibitions, Marstine makes it
the basis of museological organization.
For Marstine, the notion of guardianship is predicated on sharing authority over a
basic part of museum work with people who represent the communities from whence the
materials come, visitors to the museum, or neighbors of the museum. “Guardianship,”
continues Marstine, “prioritizes repatriation as a human right and emphasizes the
strengthening relationships that the return of cultural ‘property’ inspires.” In other words,
the relationship between the museum and a given community is the real object the museum
should be guarding. “Guardianship advances an ethics of sustainability, not accumulation.”44
Merging her theory with that of Janes, Marstine handily provides an environmental backdrop
for the formation of museum ethics. This reminder is critical because Janes only pointed out
the environmental requirement for museums’ work in social justice. If we are to reach a level
of environmental sustainability that will allow our societies to continue, that requirement
actually pertains to all human endeavors. So, this core issue recurs in the conversation of
museums’ corporate tendencies, groupness, the value of social justice, the value of museum
work for social justice, and on and on, informing my work and purpose as a whole.
Introduction to Resonance and Wonder
Within curatorial work for social justice, I hypothesize that the most effective
strategy is blending content and materials that elicit embodied emotional responses (laughter,
tears, awe, etc.) with materials that resonate intellectually with a contemporary concern. I call
43
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this curatorial strategy “resonance and wonder.”45 In this project, I expand the notion of
wonder beyond awe to include all embodied emotional responses. As a shorthand, I call the
embodied emotional responses “wonder,” even when they evoke emotions such as horror.
Stephen Greenblatt’s essay from 1990, “Resonance and Wonder” provides the
foundation from which I argue that exhibitions for social justice will be more effective when
they intentionally blend resonance and wonder. For Greenblatt, wonder is “the power of the
displayed object to stop the viewer in his or her tracks, to convey an arresting sense of
uniqueness, to evoke an exalted attention.”46 In Wonder and Generosity, Marguerite La Caze
writes that wonder is part of the makeup of an ethical stance in life.47 In particular, it
contributes to the acceptance of difference.
I visited the Chicago History Museum (CHM) in January 2014 on a quest for
wondrous experiences at a museum that, unlike art museums, is not known for producing
wonder. Wondrous objects call the visitor to them and she need not read labels to feel
embodied emotions. As I entered the museum, I recalled my first taste of wonder when the
museum reopened after renovations in 2006. I was working at the NMMA, and I visited
CHM with a colleague. When we saw the centerpiece of the foyer, the lowrider 1978
Chevrolet Monte Carlo by the Amistad Car Club of Cicero, IL, our jaws dropped and we
chuckled that low chuckle of surprised and appreciative recognition.
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Figure I.1. 1978 Chevy Monte Carlo lowrider (in the lobby of CHM), Photo by SJ B via Flickr

This would make our Mexican members feel welcome in the History Museum.
I had various new wondrous experiences at CHM in 2014. I felt the eerie paranoia of
being in a wax museum in Inspiring Beauty: 50 Years of Ebony Fashion Fair, where dozens of
custom made mannequins, each with different hair, eyes, noses, complexion, jewelry, and
makeup, surrounded me, posed mid-trip down the runway, some spinning slowly on their
pedestals.
In the permanent exhibition, Chicago: Crossroads of America, I briefly felt a sense of awe.
I could see only the L car from 1892 beneath the high vaulted ceiling and the brick wall
covered in period advertisements stretching up beside it. The present lifted away. Looking
down the other side of the gallery ruined the feeling of being back in the past as I could see a
phalanx of exhibits extending into the distance. But entering the car was exhilarating – the
smell, the light, the rush of possible discoveries – just the way it feels to me to enter a
museum. I still had the physical memory of riding the L fresh in my body and could just
touch the memory of what it might be like to ride this one, though it was so different.
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Others have described related or overlapping phenomena that are not quite the same
as what I call wonder. Hans Gumbrecht writes about the difference between presence
cultures and meaning cultures.48 “In a presence culture,” writes Gumbrecht, “the things of
the world…have an inherent meaning,” a meaning beyond that which can be conveyed by
interpretation. In a meaning culture all knowledge must be verified by thinking.49 Gumbrecht
argues that our culture has become a meaning culture and that a recuperation of some
elements of presence culture would enhance the work of the humanities.
Ken Arnold and Thomas Söderqvist write about interpreting the surgical instruments
on view at the Wellcome Collection in London and the Medical Museion in Copenhagen.50
They use Gumbrecht’s work to argue that the visitors’ experience and best understanding of
the tools on view would be served by less textual and even factual interpretation and more
visceral interpretation that relies on visitors’ visual apprehension of what the instruments do
to the body. Arnold and Söderqvist are right because the kind of interpretation they propose
would build empathy with the patients on whom the instruments are used. This would create
embodied reactions to the instruments themselves. I had just such an experience at CHM’s
exhibition, Facing Freedom. In the section on Armed Conflict, Dr. Lucius Benham’s surgical
kit from the Civil War with its gleaming saw for amputations fairly leapt out of the case at
me, menacing, yet perhaps also promising salvation. It succinctly conveyed to me the idea
that war was a place so terrible that this dreadful instrument might be good news.
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Walter Benjamin uses the term “aura” to describe the elusive quality that artwork and
objects lost when they became mechanically reproduced.51 But aura was not necessarily for
Benjamin that which gives us embodied emotional responses.
Catherine Cameron and John Gatewood’s article, “Seeking Numinous Experiences
in the Unremembered Past,” and Kiersten Latham’s “The Poetry of the Museum” introduce
numenous experience and its role in the museum visit, which is very close to what I call
wonder. The difference is that the numinous connection between the visitor and an object
often relies on the visitor having some knowledge or idea about the object, while a
wondrous response does not. Cameron and Gatewood write that most visitors to museums
and other historic sites are motivated by more than a quest for information or pleasure. They
call visitors seeking a deeper experience or a personal connection to the past “numenseeking.”52
For the definition of numinous objects, Latham cites a study from 1993 by R.P.
Maines and J.J. Glynn, “Numinous Objects.” According to Maines and Glynn, these are the
objects that have acquired enough significance that we preserve them, not because of their
aesthetic qualities, but because of their “association, real or imagined, with some person,
place, or event endowed with special sociocultural magic.”53 In Latham’s study, her goal was
to demonstrate that numinous experiences are valid and important to study in museums. I
take the combined meaning of Cameron and Gatewood’s essay and Latham’s essay to mean
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that people seek wonder on their visits to museums.54
Other museum professionals have described numinous experiences with “visceral
learning” and “wrap-around learning,” the terms D.L. Perry uses in “Profound Learning:
Stories from Museums” from 2002. In both experiences, Perry associates profound
understanding with experiences felt by the body, which we know to be consistent with
neurological studies of learning and memory formation discussed below. For Perry, visceral
learning is characterized by physical experience, deep understanding that takes the learner by
surprise, and “(a way of knowing) that has little to do with intellect or cognition,” perhaps a
kind of gut feeling. Wrap-around learning, happens “in the presence of a wonderful object.”
This experience is “sensory and holistic learning that is felt with [the] whole body, and via all
[the] senses.”55 Both of these are kinds of embodied emotional experiences, and therefore
kinds of wondrous experiences.
Using Louise Rosenblatt’s Transactional Theory of the Literary Work from 1978, Latham
categorizes numinous experiences in museums. Latham’s dimensions of numinous
experience are deep engagement or transcendence, which “can involve intense concentration
that may cause the individual to lose a sense of time passing” or experience ‘‘flow;’’ awe or
reverence, which includes “spiritual communion with something or someone;” and
empathy.56 Empathy, is particularly important to this study. Latham is confirming, from
scholarship deeply based in the humanities rather than the brain sciences, that experiences of
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wonder build empathy. This is one of the core reasons that the strategy of resonance and
wonder is useful to curatorial work for social justice.
When Latham applies Rosenblatt’s theory of the process of reading literature to
exhibitions in museums, she is using a kind of reader response theory on exhibitions.
Latham argues that exhibitions are like texts that do not consist solely of what is in the
gallery. But like literature that can become poetry when the reader brings her own experience
to bear upon it, an exhibition truly sings when it resonates with the visitor.57
Allison Griffiths’s Shivers Down Your Spine: Cinema, Museums, & the Immersive View was
also foundational for me. Her goal was “examining the…cognitive and visceral mapping
skills we bring to bear on spectacular and immersive …structures…media…and modes of
exhibition.”58 Griffiths asked how ways of seeing and particular associations with kinds of
spaces (arches signifying cathedrals and therefore sacredness, for example) affect the way we
think of other spaces and experiences.59 Using Hermann Krüger’s stages of museum
spectatorship, Griffiths concluded that wonder is necessary to draw viewers into
understanding and resonance.60 Griffiths moves us from wonder to resonance.
For Greenblatt, resonance is
the power of the displayed object to reach out beyond its formal
boundaries to a larger world, to evoke in the viewer the complex,
dynamic cultural forces from which it has emerged and for which it
may be taken by a viewer to stand.61
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Resonance is an important way for a visitor’s engagement, piqued by embodied emotional
response, to take root. Daniel Schacter, Director of the Schacter Memory Lab at Harvard
University, explains in The Seven Sins of Memory: If people can elaborate on incoming
information and relate it to their own experiences, memories endure. If we engage in certain
encoding acts at the moment of making a memory that cause us to think about the meaning
of what we’re learning, memories endure. We can cut down on the transience of memory by
associating images with information as we are first trying to remember it (encoding it).62 This
may mean that exhibitions of visual materials are particularly well suited to helping people
remember the information in them because they provide ready made visual mnemonics.
Resonance can arise from many different sources. They all stem from the groupness
described earlier in this introduction. You may find resonance at a Holocaust museum
because a relative of yours was personally involved, or because of the use of poison gas on
innocent civilians in Syria. You may find resonance at the NMMA because you are Mexican
or because you’re visiting the Day of the Dead exhibition and a relative of yours passed away.
Whatever the source of the resonance, once an installation in a museum triggers it, it
strengthens your sense of groupness, in which you are an insider and define yourself as part
of that culture and distinct from outsiders. The formation of groups is one of the strongest
human urges and can be as broad as your nationality or as narrow as being a collector of
fountain pens. This is one way to explain how museums help us step into one another’s
shoes. And it flips the negative groupness I discuss above on its head, using groupness as a
tool to connect groups together through the intersectionality of individual visitors.63
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Lawrence Weschler assisted in my understanding of resonance and wonder when he
discussed the relationships between wonder and education, engagement, and resonance in
Mr. Wilson's Cabinet of Wonder. He drew on Greenblatt’s Marvelous Possessions as well as
“Resonance and Wonder.” Initially, we see that wonder is a kind of anti-resonance. In the
moment of wondering, we know nothing, nor are we capable of learning or even necessarily
grasping what we see.20 We are just bewildered or awestruck. But, Weschler described
wonder as a threshold we cross into a more lasting resonance.21 Wonder draws us in and
then we turn from it – through it – to contemplation and thence to resonance or
engagement.
Our brains respond to resonance and wonder:
I believe curators can enhance the effectiveness of their exhibitions for social justice
by implementing the strategy of resonance and wonder in a systematic and intentional
manner. That’s because resonance and wonder are useful for helping people build memories
and understanding as well as empathy.
Moderately strong emotions raise the level of cortisol in the bloodstream, which
enhances the functioning of the hippocampus, an area of the brain that plays an important
role in the formation of memories. An in depth discussion of neuroscience is not
appropriate here, but there is broad consensus in the field on the statements I make here
about wonder, resonance, memory, and empathy.64 Nevertheless, understanding how
curatorial tactics work on the brain can show us how they might be combined to make better
experiences are represented in politics and other social structures. As William puts it, intersectionality is about
“the need to account for multiple grounds of identity when considering how the social world is constructed.”
(358).
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exhibitions that help visitors learn more, remember more, and empathize more. When we
heed the lessons of recent neurological work, we can take advantage of tactics already in use
in museums that dovetail with how our brains function.
If we have a wondrous emotional response in regards to another person’s story, we
identify with them and feel how they feel. In this way, wonder and resonance form a
recursive loop of feedback, continually reinforcing memories, lessons, and empathy in the
visitor as they interact and as exhibits trigger them.65
The combined effectiveness of emotion in building memories and the power of
groupness to cement a sense of ownership and belonging generates the greatest impact on a
visitor. She becomes enthralled and engaged. Crucially for this project, resonance and
wonder also build empathy, without which there is no social justice.
Resonance and wonder can help us build empathy.
One of the reasons that resonance and wonder work to build empathy is that
empathy is a naturally arising outcome of the way the human brain functions. There are
systems in the brain that make it possible for you to feel what someone else is feeling simply
by watching that person, and these systems are at the heart of what we call empathy.66 The
phrase “monkey see, monkey do” represents a deep neurological truth: What we do activates
a certain pattern in the brain. But what we watch being done activates the same pattern. To
our brains, seeing is the same as doing. If you cut your finger, you cringe. If you see
someone cut his finger, you also cringe. Moreover, if you look at Caravaggio’s painting The
65
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Doubting Thomas, wherein Thomas plunges his hand deep into a wound on Christ’s side, you
cringe. That reaction is empathy.
When people empathize, they can actually catch each other’s emotions. We know
that instinctively from being with someone whose poor mood poisons our own, or from the
glee of a family member perking us up from our own bad mood. When people do catch each
other’s emotions, they unknowingly and involuntarily coordinate their movements, including
micro-expressions that flicker across the face far too quickly for the naked eye to see.67 We
can synchronize with other people by watching them on film, as well.
The ability to build empathy not only through interactions with other people but also
through interactions with representations of people has tremendous implications for
museums. Marstine touts museums as an “ideal laboratory for promoting social justice and
human rights.” She cites Jeanne Nakamura, who wrote that “responsibility for others can be
learned through practicing it in a small world designed with that purpose in mind.”68
Museums could, of course, offer programs that involved empathy education in a
variety of ways (lectures, workshops, film screenings, curriculum development, and so on).
But museums can also teach empathy, in a much less didactic way, though exhibitions using
resonance and wonder to build empathy. Greenblatt’s understanding of how wonder helps
build respect for others supports this idea.
For him, building respect for others is another compelling role of wonder.
Greenblatt analyzes Albrecht Dürer’s response to viewing the wondrous gifts Hernan Cortés
sent to King Charles V. Dürer tries to understand the objects by fitting them into categories
he knows, thinking about their economic value, and considering the role they play as a
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tribute to King Charles. But in the end of his description of his experience, Dürer exalts the
craftsmanship of “men in foreign lands” and the beauty of their work. It is here that
Greenblatt finds a special meaning in the gaze of those experiencing wonder. He writes that
respect and admiration for others were among those feelings fueling Dürer’s response.69
Greenblatt’s concern for fostering these feelings is part of the reason he does not want to
see wondrous museums give way to museums concerned exclusively with resonance. Here
again, I agree with him. “Both the poetics and the politics of representation are most
completely fulfilled in the experience of wonderful resonance and resonant wonder.”70
How resonance and wonder work together to make memory:
It goes against our post-Enlightenment education to think of reason and emotion as
connected rather than as opposites. But contemporary neurologists, such as Antonio
Damasio and Joseph LeDoux, have demonstrated the fallacy of the notional split between
reason and emotion. In fact, emotion and feeling are the “bridge between rational and
nonrational processes.”71 Emotion is part of making reason, and actually launches the
process of rational thought. Indeed, Damasio has shown that without emotion to pre-select
choices - automatically and unconsciously through what we know as the gut reaction - we
would wind up stuck in an endless loop of rational thought and never reach a decision.
Damasio’s work supports the idea that a visitor’s a physical emotional reaction in a
museum can anchor a moment of experience and thinking and turn it not only into a
memory but into a “beacon of incentive” for continued engagement.
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Up to a point, the more powerful the emotional reaction, the more well cemented
the resulting memory will be. There is a point, however, beyond which we become
overwhelmed by the stress of the emotional experience and it blocks the formation of
memory. (Too much cortisol, the stress hormone, interferes with the functioning of the
hippocampus, a part of the brain that is crucial in forming memories.) Finding the sweet
spot is the curator’s job. Many curators already do this instinctively. Nevertheless, knowing
why this is important in terms of making memory and engaging the visitor can be valuable in
reminding curators to implement these breaks more intentionally while also monitoring
emotional exhibits with a critical eye.
The more a curator can engage the visitor’s sense of wonder without overwhelming
her, the more the curator will be able to keep the visitor thinking. This is because rational
thinking and emotion happen in direct proportion to one another.72 Some museum
professionals know this from experience and try to build wonder for their visitors and
themselves. For example, as the staff was designing and planning the exhibits for the United
States Holocaust Memorial Museum (USHMM), the Exhibition Dept. laid objects out “in
special staging sessions…for the planning team to inspect and choose.” Staff members
“came to the storage facility to form sensory links with what many thought of as the ‘real
material’ of the exhibition.”73 Curators at the NMMA also visit special selections of material
from the permanent collection in the vaults or off-site storage to research specific questions
about works and to see what emotional experiences they have in front of the works.
Museum staffs who know why the combination of resonance and wonder is so effective for
engaging visitors and building that engagement over the long term might implement these
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sessions more regularly with that in mind and would benefit from seeking out ways to
implement the combination of resonance and wonder for the visitor in the gallery.
Overview of the Dissertation
This dissertation is a collection of tactics that fall under the rubric of resonance and
wonder and an exploration of how to intentionally and systematically integrate resonance
and wonder in exhibitions for social justice. I look at four institutional case studies, the Jane
Addams Hull-House Museum, the Chicago History Museum, the Illinois Holocaust Museum
& Education Center, and the National Museum of Mexican Art. The museums in this study
include museums of art, history, natural history, specific cultures, commemoration of
atrocities, university museums, and historic site museums. In this way, I cut across the
disciplinary boundaries among these institutions. My primary sources include ethnographic
research, collections of objects, the documentation that accompanies exhibitions (grant
proposals and reports, agendas, meeting minutes, scripts, graphic design, curatorial and
design review presentations, texts, maps, press releases and press files, demographic statistics
on visitors, photographs, and films), and institutional documentation (strategic plans, vision
statements, notes, minutes, agendas, and presentations from board meetings, staff retreats,
and other planning sessions, capital campaigns and building plans).
This dissertation uses and builds on memory and affect studies, cultural and
institutional history, social justice studies, and cultural policy, applying them to museums. It
also contributes to museum studies as it evaluates many curatorial practices in a diverse set
of institutions. Rather than reexamining whether or not museums can work for social justice,
this project maps practices that can support this work and demonstrates ways to integrate
and improve on existing curatorial tools. I propose curatorial work for social justice as one
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answer to the supposed contemporary crisis of relevance in museums. This project both
delves into why various curatorial tools work the way they do and offers a range of
theoretical concepts from diverse fields that curators and other scholars can use to hone new
strategies for museum work.
Jane Addams Hull-House Museum (JAHHM) is one of the best examples of a
museum that is engaged with its commitment to social justice at all levels. To this end, it is
instructive for chapter one to offer a clear understanding of what a good example looks like
and where challenges still remain. JAHHM also represents three different kinds of museums,
allowing us to see how curatorial work and administration can differ for a historic house
museum, a university museum, and a Site of Conscience, as compared with the other kinds
of museums in later chapters. In examining the curatorial work of this museum, we will see
how the model of the art museum can transform a history museum.
Once an elitist institution, the Chicago Historical Society is now an avowedly
inclusive public museum. CHM contains a fascinating inner tension. In chapter two, we can
see what happens when curators have a commitment to social justice that is not supported
by the highest levels of the administration. And we can see examples of curators working on
projects that clearly have the potential to work for social justice, yet disavowing that
potential. A museum of this stature and longevity commands great resources in terms of
objects, human resources, finances, and space. How and why will this mainstream museum
contribute to building a more equitable Chicago?
In the Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center (ILHMEC), discussed in
chapter three, we see deep tradition and cutting edge museum work. We see a strong
commitment to working for global justice today and internal challenges that inhibit this work.
And, we see a fantastic example of wonder in action alongside a range of opportunities to
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leverage more resonance in exhibitions. As a 21st century Holocaust, ILHMEC is an
excellent place to examine the tensions around Holocaust museums. It lives them fully.
The NMMA is another excellent example of how a museum can work
comprehensively for social justice when supported from the highest levels of the
administration to the tour guides and maintenance workers. It differs from JAHHM in at
least three important ways. As a first voice museum, it works for social justice only as an
outcome of its more focused goals for the Mexican community. The NMMA is an art
museum, not a history museum, though it often teaches history through art. As we consider
its curatorial work, chapter four will examine what this format allows.
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CHAPTER ONE - OUTSPOKEN ACTION:
LIVING THE LEGACY OF THE REFORMERS
AT THE JANE ADDAMS HULL-HOUSE MUSEUM
Everything at the Jane Addams Hull-House Museum, including its curatorial work, is
done with the goal of improving social justice. That is not the case with other museums in
this study. The institution is politically transparent and bold. The staff of Hull-House is
committed to continuing Jane Addams’s work in the present, though, as I discuss below,
they could never do so without the support of the university.
The museum takes on causes of the Progressive reformers that are still areas of
injustice today. These include: labor rights, food justice, environmental justice, immigration
reform, prison reform, and women’s rights among others. The museum advances these
causes by displaying them and their histories in the permanent and temporary exhibitions
and inviting visitors to act within the exhibitions and elsewhere. JAHHM also offers an
extensive schedule of programming to educate various publics about contemporary injustices,
their historical roots, and potential solutions. In this chapter, I’ll tell the history of the
museum and analyze its curatorial tactics, demonstrating both its groundbreaking successes
and opportunities for growth and change.
A Historic House Museum
The Hull-House Museum safeguards a piece of Progressive history. Hull-House is a
National Historic Landmark. But it’s not the kind of historic house that tells the story of its
owner. At Hull-House Settlement, Jane Addams and Ellen Gates Starr, the founders, chose
32

to live in conditions radically different from their social status. Addams was a college
graduate, a rarity among women in the 1880s, and she had an inheritance from her father, a
state senator in Illinois and a banker. Addams was inspired by Toynbee Hall in London to
make a settlement house in the US. She was having an adventure with a political bent.
People often misunderstand the idea of the settlement house. It was not a kind of
halfway house for immigrants or a social service agency. Rather, it was an experiment in
social reform and a laboratory for the shared production of social change. The workers for
change were reformers, like Addams, Starr, and many others, as well as local, working class
residents, who spent time at the settlement house outside of their own busy lives and jobs.
The reformers were people of an upper class who intentionally settled in a working class
neighborhood. They weren’t paid a salary. They paid to be there. They chose to radically
transform their lives by acting against the normal trajectory of their careers and domestic
lives. They did this as a protest to inequality and myriad other social ills, and to explore their
roles in society. These transgressive people worked in settlement houses 20 years before the
Progressive party had a platform. When it did come along, that platform incorporated many
lessons from decades of experimenting at the Hull-House Settlement.74
Hull-House began in 1889 by offering art and literacy classes to those in the
surrounding neighborhood. As the interaction between the reformers and the local residents
increased and deepened, Hull-House began to offer more and more responses to local needs,
including classes in English, cooking, and American government along with sewing and
technical skills.75 Carol Duncan, a historian and scholar of Progressive era reformers
summed up the activity at Hull-House:
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By 1892 there were 18 residents and over 100 volunteers. Two years later, there was
a playground, a gymnasium with showers, a men’s club, a coffee house, and a
cooperative boarding house for working women. An art gallery, day care center, and
museum were up and running in 1900. By 1910, 21 years after its founding, HullHouse was operating 13 buildings covering an entire city block. Several thousand
visitors a week attended lectures, arts and crafts classes, meetings, readings, college
extension courses, concerts, and exhibitions, or took meals in one of the settlement’s
eating rooms.76
It’s crucial to remember that all of these spaces were associated with elements of the
Progressive social movement. For example, when Hull-House opened its playground, there
were none in Chicago. The reformers of Hull-House were at the forefront of campaigning
for children to have safe spaces to play and against child labor. Likewise, showers were
significant in a moment when public sanitation was in crisis. The coffee house was notable
for its purpose – bringing people from diverse cultures together. In the Progressive era,
“Hull-House was the undisputed leader in the culture of reform.”77
That this particular historic house should become a museum dedicated to ongoing
social change honors its own history. But it also makes sense in terms of the history of
museum work in the US. John Cotton Dana was a contemporary of Addams and Starr,
reforming the field of museums in ways that still reverberate in our cultural sector today.
Dana took over the Newark Museum in 1902. He criticized art museums as elite institutions
that upheld the power of the ruling class and viewed the American adoption of a European
model for museums as a problem. The model of classical palace or old style castle for
museums, Dana wrote, influenced the character and location of museums to make them
inaccessible to the majority of urban American publics.78
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Duncan’s A Matter of Class shows how Dana’s ideas provide a roadmap to the culture
of the Progressive reformers, including both its more conservative side, which promoted
business, and its radical side, which promoted democracy. “As a library and museum
director,” Duncan writes, “he mediated between Newark’s elites and its large population of
working people, convinced he could serve the cultural interests of all classes without
compromise.”79 Of course, he could not. He ended up serving business interests more than
those of workers.80 Unlike Addams, Dana was not interested in changing the conditions of
work in favor of workers.81 The agenda of the Progressive reformers was largely to “preserve
the current social and economic order, while bringing to it a new class harmony by fixing its
gravest injustices, inequities, and inefficiencies,” and this was Dana’s agenda as well.82
Though a visitor to Hull-House might not come away with this perception, the example of
Addams’s Labor Museum shows how Addams conforms to this agenda as well.
The Labor Museum at Hull-House was the settlement’s response to a generational
gap that arose between immigrant children and their parents. The children did not respect
the expertise that their parents brought from their country of origin, because American
culture did not value it. Parents, who were farmers, potters, or weavers, for example, were
unable to use those skills in America’s industrial economy. So to their children they appeared
unskilled. At the Labor Museum, the first generation of immigrants was able to teach about
the skills that were relevant in their native lands. The place of immigrants in the Labor
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Museum also reinforced an evolutionary tree of labor history that positioned their expertise
as the work of the past and American industry as the work of the present and future.
Addams was concerned for immigrant children who were “destined for low-skilled,
dead-end factory jobs,” but who “received nothing from their schooling that could prepare
them for the monotony of their work [or] give them a sense of contributing something
valuable to their world.”83 To this end, she hoped that the Labor Museum would give these
children a sense of the value of unskilled labor and their part in the progress from an
agricultural to an industrial economy. So, Addams’s concern was not in keeping people away
from work in factories, but in giving them intellectual tools to endure and perhaps appreciate
their work. In Twenty Years, Addams wrote that the goal of art was “to feed the mind of the
worker, to lift it above the monotony of his task, and to connect it with the larger world.”84
Here’s where the Progressives’ emphasis on the aesthetic and on labor reform butts
up against their commitment to preserving the class system. As Duncan put it,
the museum sent a double message. Part of the time, it taught that craftwork
is healthful, life-enhancing, and utterly unlike machine tending, which is
degrading, alienating, and debilitating…at the same time, the museum taught
that…the craft tools represent…development that led to machine production.
Machines, Addams suggested, are accumulations of the skills of past
generations.85
The Progressives were the ancestors of both progressive and conservative lineages leading to
the present. JAHHM selects its history carefully. So, it is not where we will learn about the
Progressives’ investment in the class system. This is why I underscore the political context of
the history of Hull-House even as I extoll the virtues of JAHHM in its work for social justice.
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Edward Alexander and other historians consider Dana to be one of the founders of
the “modern museum movement.” When we consider what museums are today, it is difficult
to overestimate the importance of his ideas. The very definition of museums that we use
arose from his work. Dana collaborated closely with teachers to bring them into museums
and to bring objects into classrooms. He railed against the notion that the simple act of
viewing art created cultural uplift and instead insisted on docents, labels, and other
descriptive and interpretive materials. He emphasized the need to exhibit materials from a
variety of media (rather than just oil paintings) and wrote that museums were 40 years
behind libraries in terms of creating access. As Dana strove to make museums more
accessible, he compared them unfavorably to department stores of the day. He wrote that,
though museums shouldn’t emulate department stores, the lighting, accessibility, freedom of
information, welcoming environment, and organization of the stores for visitors were all
tools that museums should develop.86 Dana’s plans for changing museums were even more
radical than they might seem today given the roles of museums in the late 19th century.
Museums were one of the marks of a “civilized” city. They also distinguished their
benefactors. Most importantly, they “reinforced the authority of the nation’s white, AngloSaxon Protestants by enshrining their high culture and designating it the national culture –
the culture one needed to be counted as a civilized American.”87
If the notion of contemporary museum work is predicated on Dana’s work, and
Dana’s is predicated on that of Hull-House, then Hull-House Settlement has had a
significant influence on contemporary museum work. This is another reason that JAHHM is
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an excellent case study for this dissertation, and is also a good reason for JAHHM to be at
the forefront of museum work today.
Addams passed away in 1935, and in 1963 the Hull-House Association decided to
preserve two buildings from the Hull-House Settlement as a museum. It opened in 1967 and
tours began in 1972. At that time, JAHHM was almost exclusively concerned with relating
the history of Addams. The museum emphasized the “Hull Mansion,” as the building was
formerly known, as a historic house. The interpretation ended at World War I, and treated
only the stories of Addams and, to a certain extent, the other reformers at Hull-House.88 Peg
Strobel (Director from 1999 to 2006) and others have referred to it as “a shrine to Jane
Addams.” Even in that incarnation, the museum discussed her exclusively as a Progressive
reformer. Discussing her personal life seemed unnecessary when Addams was still well
known, beloved, and deeply missed in the local community.
In 1991 AAM adopted Excellence and Equity: Education and the Public Dimension of
Museums. After being forgotten during World War II, Dana’s legacy was back. The report
struggled to redefine excellence in museum work. Excellence now required the equitable
distribution of the museum’s resources. The report argues that museums must “embrace
cultural diversity in all facets of their programs, staff and audiences, in order to have any
hope of sustaining vitality and relevance.” The report calls for museums to share authority
and argues that museums can foster the qualities that individuals need to live in and
contribute positively to a “pluralistic society.” The report defined these qualities as
“understanding of and respect for all peoples, spirit of inquiry and openness, and critical
thinking.”89 As a result, accredited museums’ changed their mission statements to include
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education. Many of the tenets of the report, such as shared authority, have finally become
best practices of museums today. It’s clear to me that Excellence and Equity provided an
institutional basis for the movement of curatorial work for social justice.
In the early 2000s, JAHHM was coming to the cutting edge of curatorial work for
social justice, slowly transforming itself from a sleepy, narrowly focused historic house
museum into its contemporary incarnation through a set of dramatic changes in the
permanent exhibition. In keeping with Strobel, I call these different incarnations the “draft
exhibition” (2005-2006), the “transitional exhibition” (2006-2009), and, finally, Re-Defining
Democracy: Jane Addams and the Hull-House Settlement, the current permanent exhibition that
opened in 2010 under Lisa Lee.
The museum is both more and less of a historic house than it ever was. The
exhibition on view today fully integrates architectural elements with other kinds of displays,
making JAHHM a completely new kind of historic house museum. The role of the space is
not primarily to show us how Hull-House looked at the turn of the 20th century, but rather
to explore topics that are both historical and contemporary. Since the second floor of HullHouse was transformed into galleries in 2005, the main messages of the museum have
changed. According to Amanda Signore, former Assistant Education Coordinator, the main
goal of the museum used to be conveying the facts of the founding of the Hull-House
Settlement and the work there. Now the focus is on advancing the work that the reformers
did in the original Hull-House settlement as well as learning from it.90
A University Museum
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In Museums and American Intellectual Life, Steven Conn tells the history of how
quotidian intellectual power transferred from museums to universities at the end of the first
quarter of the 20th century. Disciplines became so specialized that communication both
among the disciplines and between them and the general public ceased.91 By the time the
Hull-House Museum was founded, the split between the academy and publics was great and
roundly criticized by both students and communities. In the early years of JAHHM, the
relationships between University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC) and the surrounding
community were becoming ever more strained. The Hull-House Settlement had been a good
neighbor and community member. In 1963, eleven of the original thirteen buildings from
the Hull-House Settlement were torn down to make way for the expansion of UIC. The two
remaining buildings were the Residents’ Dining Hall and the Hull Mansion. In the name of
“urban renewal,” UIC razed swaths of homes to make way for its South Campus. In the
midst of the roiling social and political climate of the ‘60s and ‘70s, this little university
museum contained within it the memory of precisely the kind of fight for social justice that
the area, indeed the nation, needed. Moreover, the history of Hull-House Settlement
bespoke a university museum that would eventually need to be imbricated in active exchange
beyond the walls of the university lest the history of the settlement house die. It took
decades for the museum to change in this way and for the university to allow it.
The museum placed an exhibition about the changing ethnic groups in the
neighborhood in the Dining Hall, but the university’s administrators took the building away
from the museum. In 1995, the museum became part of the Jane Addams College of Social
Work at UIC. From 1997 to 1998, the chancellor seriously considered eliminating the
museum altogether. Betsy Hoffman, Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs
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from 1998 to 1999, appointed a committee to find a way to save the museum. Peg Strobel
was one of the members of this committee and Hoffman eventually chose her for the
position of Interim Director. Hoffman left UIC in 2000, and the new provost was not
interested in the museum. The museum needed a new champion, and that was the Dean of
the College of Art and Architecture, Judith Kirshner. In a move that is still controversial, the
museum transferred to the College of Art and Architecture. Professors there valued the
museum as a teaching lab for their Museum and Exhibition Studies Program.92
Strobel was interim director for four to five years and so initially did not feel that she
had the mandate to make significant changes to the interpretation in the museum.93 She
regained the Residents’ Dining Hall in 2002 and made it available for programs such as the
museum’s weekly soup kitchen cum symposium, “Re-Thinking Soup.” Strobel focused on
creating formal structures and procedures for the museum. Before this, the museum lacked
the basic structures of a professional museum, such as a collections plan and long-range
planning for exhibitions. Strobel took direction from a report at the university level about
how best to make the museum useful to the university’s community of students, faculty, and
staff as well as audiences outside the university.
Here, in the early 2000s, the activism of the Hull-House reformers reenters the story.
The planning for the new permanent exhibition followed from Strobel’s plan to make the
museum best serve its core audiences. She saw this as an extension of her overall intellectual,
civic, and personal commitment to academic activism. Strobel and Rima Schultz, then
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Associate Director, completed a draft of the permanent exhibition by 2005 and, by 2006,
had received reviews of it from a team of scholars outside the museum. In 2006, Strobel
gave the museum a new mission statement:
The Jane Addams Hull-House Museum serves as a dynamic memorial to
Jane Addams, the work of her associates, and the neighborhood they served.
The museum embodies UIC’s urban land grant commitment by preserving
and developing the original Hull-House site for the interpretation and
continuation of the historic settlement house vision, linking research,
education, and social engagement.94
Kirshner’s tenure as Dean lasted from 1998 through 2012, when she took a position at the
Art Institute of Chicago.95 This was a blow to the institutional stability of and support for
JAHHM. That same year the museum lost the transformative director who followed Strobel,
Lisa Lee. Lee began her position as Director of Art and Art History at the College of
Architecture, Design and the Arts at UIC in 2013. She remains an advisor at the museum
(Visiting Curator), but she and Lisa Junkin, Interim Director of JAHHM, both contended
with an interim Dean of Art and Architecture who was not supportive of or interested in
JAHHM. Now, there is once again a stable and supportive administrative structure above
Junkin and Lee in the personage of the new dean, Steve Everett. This support from leaders
at the university is crucial to the museum’s ability to work for social justice.
A Site of Conscience
In 1999, the Lower East Side Tenement Museum in New York, along with eight
other museums in seven other countries, founded the International Coalition of Sites of
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Conscience (SoC).96 In its own words, SoC is a coalition of “historic sites specifically
dedicated to remembering past struggles for justice and addressing their contemporary
legacies.”97 The organization believes in the political agency of history and the necessity of
engaging with the past to form a just present and future. As SoC puts it, “the power of
historic sites is not inherent; it must be harnessed as a self-conscious tactic in the service of
human rights and civic engagement.”98
In 2004, under Strobel, the museum joined the SoC as an institutional member. She
knew the museum did not have the interpretive framework in place to be an accredited Site
of Conscience, nor could she commit to finding the additional five members required of the
accredited sites. But Strobel saw the mandate to work for equity as fundamental to her plan
for the ongoing operations of JAHHM. True to her commitment to SoC, Strobel wanted to
connect the history of Hull-House to contemporary fights for social justice. This has
become a guiding premise at the museum as it has matured.
For the draft exhibition, Strobel’s goals were lofty yet relatively conventional insofar
as they were constrained to turning the narrative of the exhibition away from the center of
Addams and European immigrants in the heyday of the settlement and toward the periphery.
Strobel wanted to cover the whole period from 1889-1963, address the many different ethnic
and religious communities around Hull-House, and point out that Addams built a large
community that offered opportunities not only to women but also to families, men, and
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queer people.99 Strobel wanted to find a way to discuss Addams’s relationship with Mary
Rozet-Smith, Addams’s intimate partner in life, but ultimately it was Lee who made the
decision to convert the second floor of the museum into galleries and to deal with that story
in Addams’s bedroom. Strobel wanted to convey how Hull-House intervened in the social,
economic, and political issues of the time. Furthermore, the individuals working for social
justice at Hull-House were doing so in groups. These people shared goals of social justice,
but as with Starr and Addams, not always the same ideas about how to get there. By
providing the most complex yet historically accurate narrative possible, Strobel hoped to
demonstrate that achieving social justice is a complicated process. Ultimately, the transitional
exhibition that she and Schultz produced was complex but confusing.
Lee grew famous in Chicago and beyond for her fearless and uncompromising
stance about the work of the museum. She did not come from a background in museums,
but rather the directorship of The Public Square, which she co-founded. According to Lee,
“all museums should work for social justice.”100 She gave the keynote speech at the joint
conference of the Association of Midwest Museums (AMM) and Visitor Studies Association
(VSA) in Chicago in 2011. She called upon all of the museums represented there to be bold
in their pursuit of making the societies they live in more equitable.101 She extolled museums’
leaders to educate the public about the value of their institutions. Museums provide an
opportunity to let visitors imagine what could have been, a radical imagination of a more just
99
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world.102 Lee embraced the mandate of the SoC for her own museum but went beyond that
to say that “linking history to the fight for justice is an obligation, not just a choice some
museums make…” In order for museums to play a meaningful role in society by working for
social change, their leaders can’t stop at the mission. Lee put it this way:
Museums as public institutions have missions, which guide their work. But in
order for them to play a meaningful role in society as a site for social change,
they also need to be informed by a sense of truth, morality, and personal
ethics, which come from the individuals who inhabit these spaces and
interpret these missions… And while organizational missions are crafted in
such a way to be written in stone…the nature of social justice is to challenge,
change, extend the horizon, always toward a better picture.103
Thus Lee expanded the mandate to all museums, no matter their mission. “Working for
justice is not an option,” Lee said, “our vocation is humanity.”104 In her chapter of The
Routledge Companion to Museum Ethics, “Peering into the Bedroom,” Lee writes
Belonging to [SoC] has enabled us to see how linking our history to the
continuing fight for justice is not simply a choice that some historic sites and
museums make, but rather an obligation and responsibility.105
In its exhibitions as well as its public programming, JAHHM routinely addresses
inequities in access to food, health care, sanitary and safe living conditions, as well as
inequities based on gender, sexuality, race, ethnicity, and immigration status. In this, JAHHM
follows the path laid out by Janes.
He argues for museums to fight for what he calls “indivisible benefits,” “concerned
with the 'common good' [such as] justice and peace, clean air, drinkable water, and so
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forth.”106 He connects the history of museums and their devotion to history with their
responsibility for the future. Janes writes “As self-professed keepers of...'all those acts that
preceded us', as well as the champions of their present and future meaning, can museums
not be the harbingers of an adaptive future?”107 There is power in incorporating the goal of
working for social justice into the idea of what it means to be a sustainable institution. Janes
and JAHHM both tap into this power, as I hope to do in this study overall.
Most museums that address issues of social justice at all do so in ancillary
programming or, if they address them in exhibitions, they are buried in the text of specific
labels, apparent only to close readers. The overt presence of issues of social justice as driving
themes and conversation pieces within exhibitions at JAHHM is unusual in the museum
field in general, to say nothing of historic house museums. It is exciting to see these issues
taking on prominence in a museum such as this rather than one of the bourgeoning set of
museums that proposes to treat civil rights or human rights, for example, in their entirety.
In January 2015, the commitment of Hull-House to SoC will grow and mature as the
museum welcomes a new director, Jennifer Scott. Ever since she left her long term Vice
Directorship of the Weeksville Heritage Center in Brooklyn, Scott has been teaching
anthropology and museum studies at the New School for Public Engagement in New York
and Parsons School of Art and Design History and Theory as well as consulting for SoC.
JAHHM’s Model: The Art Museum or The Artist
Schultz described Hull-House Settlement as “a place that was a concept, a theory
about democracy, and a place where that theory was implemented.” Lee made the museum
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like that as well. It’s a kind of meta-museum, as Mekaila Rivers, one of the tour guides, put it.
JAHHM is partly a museum about museum work. As a university museum, it is a laboratory
for experimental strategies in design, programming, voice, evaluation, and discipline. And it
is a manifesto about the responsibility of museums in society today.
Though Lee and Heather Radke, Exhibition Curator at JAHHM, both described
JAHHM as being modeled more on an art museum than a history museum, I believe the
museum actually embodies the kind of work an artist does rather more than that of an art
museum. JAHHM refuses to be constrained by historical objects as sources as history
museums can be. The museum is not overburdened by trying to convey specific historical
facts. Certainly the curators want to convey certain information to visitors, but their
concerns about the utility history can be put to in the present are more pressing.108
Many scholars, especially historians, would criticize Hull-House, saying they play fast
and loose with historical facts. But, as Schultz put it, Lee is “channeling Jane Addams, more
than recreating [a particular historical moment]. It’s an extremely interesting and provocative
way of doing it.” I think it is ok to be more flexible about the way you tell history when your
purpose is the right one. The museum is telling history to advance work for social justice and
to encourage visitors to take action, think, talk, and be inspired to work for good in the
present. It’s important to note, too, that the history Hull-House tells is not untrue or
distorting of facts. There is a fine line between that and using a specific version of history as
propaganda, as many political parties do. Lee was not blind to this. But most importantly the
new director of Hull-House specializes, through her work with SoC, in using histories of
specific sites to work for social justice in the present.
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Radke relishes the freedom she has at Hull-House to include diverse resources as
evidence in exhibitions and represent them in various ways beyond the objects in the
museum’s collection. She described the mélange of materials that goes into the product in
the gallery – philosophical theory, art theory, history, objects, community work, a multiplicity
of voices – as coming together in an artistic manner. This isn’t necessarily typical of an art
museum, but it is the kind of pastiche that an artist uses. Even if JAHHM functions more
like an artist than an art museum, the peers of the museum may still be art museums.
JAHHM is good at making and combining resonance and wonder because it’s a
history museum that’s willing to let art take up interpretation where history leaves off.
Naomi Stead argues that history must give way to art in cases of difficult history.109 But I
don’t think that the interplay of history and art should be reserved for only those special
cases. On the contrary, a presentation of history that involves or gives way to art at times is
likely to involve more of both resonance and wonder than one that does not. Therefore, it
will help visitors learn and remember the history on display. Of course, the art in this context
does not exist exclusively as a counterpoint. Rather, as in the case of JAHHM (and, as I’ll
demonstrate in chapter four, at the NMMA) curators and scholars orchestrate the interplay
of these media, paying close attention to the meanings that each piece conveys.
Lee wanted to change the public image of JAHHM and the kind of experience that
its visitors have. She wanted visitors to feel the need to visit JAHHM continually, just as they
do with the Art Institute of Chicago. One strategy was using art much more at the museum.
Another was offering a temporary exhibition that changes each year. The public programs of
the museum certainly draw repeat visitors from the community of UIC and beyond. But
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Lee’s new curatorial interventions, such as Alternative Labeling, discussed below were
unusual attempts to keep folks engaged in the galleries and draw repeat visitors.110
Curatorial Work for Social Justice at JAHHM: Overview of Exhibitions
In this case study, I will draw on Re-Defining Democracy as well as the series of yearlong exhibitions entitled Unfinished Business. Unfinished Business has included juvenile justice,
arts education, home economics, and leisure time. These temporary exhibitions extend the
work of the Hull-House Settlement on issues that continue to areas of injustice today. The
exhibitions bring the history of the reformers’ work to bear on the contemporary state of
those topics. Before discussing the curatorial tactics at play in the galleries, an overview of
the exhibitions and the way they take shape will help orient the reader to JAHHM’s methods
and institutional culture. We begin with the permanent exhibition.
Re-Defining Democracy: Jane Addams and the Hull-House Settlement
Lee was not the only curator of the permanent exhibition. Other staff members at
JAHHM also curated whole sections of the exhibition. I interviewed all of those involved in
curating this exhibition including Strobel, Schultz, Lee, Junkin, former Education
Coordinator, now Interim Director, and Naomi Blumberg, the former Exhibitions
Coordinator, now at CHM.
The work that Lee and her team did began with Strobel and Schultz’s revamping of
the permanent exhibition. As with Holocaust museums, historical memory for JAHHM
means taking action in the present. These two very different kinds of museums share a built
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in mechanism for that action. In the case of JAHHM it is the unresolved quests of the
reformers. Strobel and Schultz also wanted to make the story of Hull-House one that was
not exclusively about white immigrants. They wanted to address the contentious history of
the relationship between the neighborhood of Hull-House and the surrounding (and
infiltrating) UIC. Both of these last goals required a discussion of public housing and the
unresolved racial struggles in Chicago.
Schultz and Strobel wanted to shift the emphasis from the building to the activities
that took place within. This shift allowed a historic house museum to stay alive and relevant,
no mean feat. It was a rocky road, though, to the first draft of the museum’s first permanent
exhibition. Strobel and Schultz were historians, not curators, and struggled to effectively
present their information. The texts featured long sentences that the reader must search and
reread in order to understand. Few visitors would stand in the museum and read them in
their entirety. Overall, the panels are written like a book.
The entryway of the Hull-House became a place for learning about the arrival of
UIC in the neighborhood.111 The northern front parlor contained a section called
“Respecting Work.” This section included information about sweatshops, trades in the
neighborhood, and working mothers. It also featured the Hull-House Kilns (a pottery studio
and classroom) and other crafts at Hull-House. The Labor Museum at the Hull-House
Settlement also addressed organizing for trade unions and industrial labor.112
The southeast parlor was devoted to Starr and Addams. Perhaps as a result of her far
more militant tactics as a reformer, she tends to be overlooked in favor of Addams. Strobel
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and Schultz wanted to elevate public perception of Starr’s role in the settlement house.113 In
the Octagon Room, now the site of a soundscape recreating Halsted St. and the interior of
Hull-House in 1889, there was a model of the settlement house. In the library or back parlor,
there was a panel on the Near West Side and African Americans as well as a large panel
tackling four separate and disparate topics: unsuccessful artistically rendered images of
people in the neighborhood; race and Bowen Country Club; Christmas at Hull-House; and
art programs at Hull-House.114 This panel is extraordinary for its riotous confusion of text
blocks and images.115 It features 33 images and 22 text blocks, not including the captions
associated with the images. The visual cacophony of the panel obscured the important
content Strobel and Schultz were trying to convey. For example, the discussion of Christmas
was important because it was here that Schultz and Strobel interpreted one of the failures of
the settlement house. The leaders of Hull-House fancied the holiday celebrations of the
settlement house to be those of their local community, but in fact they were probably
inappropriate since a large part of that community was Jewish.
Strobel began to make the exhibition her priority and won grants to work on it. She
opened the transitional version, which remained on view under Lee from 2006 to 2009. Lee
made several important interventions that affected the final permanent exhibition (2010) and
became part of the interpretive strategy of the other curators at the museum. In particular,
her use of art in the museum, specific calls to action on the part of visitors, and use of affect
and emotion in the museum are important tactics for this investigation.
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At the plenary session of the Visitor Studies Association (VSA) annual meeting, Lee
described Re-Defining Democracy as “designed to cultivate emergence of a new political agent,”
the visitor.116 She referred to the museum “trying to capture individuals and get them to go
out and become an activist.”117 One example of this is a display that features the original
mailboxes for the residents of Hull-House. Many have a card inside pertaining to the
reformer to whom the box belonged. On one side is information about that reformer in his
or her day. On the other side is information and discussion questions about the state of an
issue that was important to that reformer. The activity is a smart way to keep too much text
from cluttering the walls while also engaging visitors in enacting a role that is authentic to
that object – checking the mail. This activity, which is appropriate to the setting, feels more
interesting than lifting a flap to discover a fact. It taps into our desire to touch objects as well
as the voyeuristic desire that contributes to the success of books from The Jolly Postman to
Griffin and Sabine wherein we get to read others’ mail.
Finally, the tour guides, a crucial part of the interpretive strategy at JAHHM,
personally call their visitors to action at every turn. I’ve taken guided tours with Junkin,
Amanda Signore, Alyssa Greenberg, and Mekaila Rivers. The latter two are graduate students
at UIC who work as tour guides at the museum. In all cases, the educators stopped
periodically throughout the tour to attempt to engage visitors in conversation about the
contemporary state of particular issues, such as immigration and fair labor, and to discuss
potential avenues for making society more equitable in those areas. Rivers, for example, tried
to start a discussion about whether or not settlement houses were good models for social
change and whether or not they would work today.
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Both Junkin and Rivers use an exhibit in Addams’s bedroom to prompt a discussion
about people being perceived as dangerous. This can lead into a discussion of juvenile justice,
racial stereotyping, or a number of other related topics. The exhibit features Addams’s
Nobel Prize alongside her voluminous FBI file. The FBI had labeled Addams the “most
dangerous woman in America.” It’s instructive to think about what makes someone
dangerous and how often danger is simply the unknown or the uncontrollable. This kind of
conversation is a good entry point, especially with groups of students. As high schools
become increasingly jail-like, with metal detectors, armed police officers, security guards, and
security cameras, it’s easy for high school students to feel that others see them as criminals.
Unfinished Business
Blumberg described the purpose of Unfinished Business as deliberately spelling out the
connections between the past and the present and involving different communities and
organizations in the work of JAHHM. The reformers addressed numerous issues, so this is
an excellent mission for temporary exhibitions that could be handily sustained for many
years. As the guide to “Exhibit Layout” put it, the introductory labels in the gallery introduce
the visitor to the idea of “unfinished business” and call them to action. Unfinished business,
it says, is “the work towards a more egalitarian society.”118
Juvenile Justice
Teresa Silva, the curator of Unfinished Business: Juvenile Justice, described the goals that
the JAHHM staff and external collaborators shared, saying that they paired down the
content to three guiding ideas. They wanted visitors to feel compassion, to feel that kids
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deserve a second chance, and to feel that one needs to look at the specific circumstances of
the child who is entering the juvenile justice system before deciding that child’s fate.119 This
inaugural iteration of Unfinished Business was “dedicated to the history and current state of
juvenile justice in the United States.”120
Reformers such as Lucy Flower, Florence Kelley, Jane Addams, Julia Lathrop, and
Alzina Parsons-Stevens were intimately involved in the movement for juvenile justice. It
went hand in glove with their advocacy for children, play, and recreation. Children, the
reformers argued, were not just small adults. They needed space and time to play and learn,
and it was inhumane to jail children alongside adults, as had been done when they
committed crimes. As the history of juvenile justice begins in the exhibition,
In 1899, Hull-House reformers established the first juvenile court in the
nation. It was envisioned to be a compassionate system of judges, detention
centers, and probation officers to care for youth and to create a restorative
justice process rather than a punitive one.121
Today, however, that is not the system we have. The dire state of juvenile justice and the
prevalence of incarceration in the US in general are causing contemporary activists to
imagine and realize alternatives to putting young people in jail. In curating the exhibition,
Silva worked with a variety of groups that are active for prison reform today. She showed
their work in the Action Stations discussed below.
Among these collaborators are Project NIA, the Chicago Freedom School, two
teaching artists, Rachel Marie Crane-Williams and Elgin- Bokari T. Smith, the artist and
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activist Billy Dee, and young people inside and outside the juvenile justice system. They
produced the a set of five zines Hull-House commissioned for an Action Station.122
Zines are cheap, fun, homemade mini-magazines intended for hand-to-hand
redistribution. This station, like the others in Juvenile Justice, builds the willingness of visitors
to act on an issue by getting visitors to act inside the museum. Following Steven Tepper and
Yang Gao’s philosophy of “do more, do more,” that seed of acting in the museum may be
enough to inspire further action outside of the museum. Tepper and Gao write that those
who engage more with the arts in one venue are more likely to do so in another.123 I think
that those who consider social justice in the setting of the museum are likely to engage with
social justice elsewhere. The first action the visitor takes with respect to the zines is to pick
up and read the zine. The second is taking the zine home. And the third is handing off the
zine to another person and explaining the contemporary state of juvenile justice.
Arts Education
From 2011 to 2012, Unfinished Business addressed arts education. Blumberg told how
the lack of cross-cultural experience in arts education and the simple lack of access to arts
education are important concerns today just as they were in the Progressive era.
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Just as the reformers of Hull-House did, the exhibition reflected on the importance
of art, its potential to bring about social change, and our cultural rights. To Addams and
Starr, said Lee, “democracy meant more than just an achievement of political rights; it
included cultural and social ones, too.”124 The exhibition, Blumberg wrote, discusses the
teaching artists of Hull-House alongside contemporary teaching artists in Chicago, and
connects the work of the two groups as an ongoing struggle for equitable access to arts
education.125 The organizations working in Chicago today, wrote Blumberg, are not just the
descendants of Hull-House Settlement. They “constitute its unfinished business.”126
The reformers of Hull-House believed that “the best way to ‘bring meaning and
purpose to the drab lives of their immigrant neighbors was to introduce them to things of
beauty, especially great art.’”127 The Art School offered training in art and crafts. There was
studio space for artists throughout the settlement. And the programming at Hull-House
included music lessons, a theater program, and dance lessons. The art that the reformers felt
was most salutary was featured prominently in spaces such as the nursery and the library.
Addams was a friend of the reformer of public education, John Dewey, and Dewey
frequently visited the Hull-House Settlement. He agreed with Addams about the power of art
within education, saying that “art is the most effective mode of communications that
exists.”128 In order to infuse the experience of public education in Chicago with art as much
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as possible, Starr and Addams founded the Chicago Public School Art Society in 1894, which
still exists as Art Resources and Teaching (A.R.T.).129
Using art for social uplift is a standard tool of Progressive era reform. In fact,
introducing their neighbors to the “uplifting powers of art” was one of the reformers’ original
goals.130 When Addams and Starr moved into the Hull-House, they
immediately began decorating with reproductions of great works of art they
collected while touring Europe and fine furniture from Addams’ family home.
This is the first indication that aesthetics will play [the] important role in the
world they do at the Settlement.131
After Addams and Starr founded the settlement house, the Butler Art Gallery was the first
building to be built, in 1891. Addams wrote “we furnished the house as we would have
furnished it were it in another part of the city. (Twenty Years, 81)”132 In this, Addams
acknowledges something that is worth remembering whenever it is tempting to criticize the
reformers, as it often is in hindsight. Core members such as Starr and Addams didn’t spend
weekends in their upper class homes. They used their social capital and maintained upper
class social connections for the purpose of reform, but they made their lives at Hull-House.
Home Economics
Unfinished Business: Home Economics (2012-2013) was about invisible labor, “the work
that makes all work possible,” as the slogan of the Chicago Coalition of Household Workers
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proclaims. The coalition co-curated the exhibition with Radke.133 At the most basic level,
Radke, Lead Curator of the exhibition, wanted visitors to understand invisible labor. “It’s
actually work. It’s necessary. We all do it. It’s not considered part of the GDP,” Radke said.
The law does not provide domestic workers with basic protections that we take for granted,
such as minimum wage, protection from discrimination, time off to eat while working, paid
sick days, the right to overtime pay, and a weekly day of rest.134
Radke has long been interested in domestic space as a radical space with political
implications and effects. She worked with two other curators, Lee, and Tara Lane. Lane is an
artist and pastry chef who left her jobs at Blackbird and Avec, foodie favorites in Chicago, to
work for social justice through food. She created the successful public program, “ReThinking Soup,” at Hull-House.135 As the three developed the exhibition in 2012, an article
was published in Atlantic Monthly called “Why Women Still Can’t Have It All.” The debate
about the work / life balance that raged around that article and others represented the
mainstream thinking on the issue of domestic labor. Radke saw that it was very white and
middle class. In essence, the debate was about how much of their roles as mothers women
must relinquish for them to achieve the highest possible levels of professional success, or,
conversely, how much professional success women must forswear in order to be exemplary
parents. This debate assumes that women have the economic flexibility to choose how much
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time they spend with their children and the education to choose what they do for a living.
Home Economics is about work that is invisible even within that discussion.136
The topic is relevant to Hull-House, an institution of women, in the control of
women, striving to bring visibility to their domestic and professional or industrial work. The
reformers recognized that we choose for women to do domestic work, and not men. Radke
told me of Charlotte Perkins Gillman’s alternative to women taking sole responsibility for
domestic work: Everyone should do laundry and food preparation together in teams. First
and second wave feminists were also very interested, as Radke put it, in the ways in which
love and care are critical and need to be valued both financially and in our hearts.137
Radke said that visitors to Hull-House often think of social justice as being about
sweatshops, for example. The majority of our experience is swept under the rug when we
don’t look beyond the very obvious. For Radke and Lee, “home economics” suffered a
similar fate. “Justice in the home isn’t always about who’s doing the dishes,” said Radke. We
need to think about childcare, elder care, and caring for the sick as well as running the home.
Rec Room
Radke’s next project, about free time and play, opened in May 2014. As she worked
on Home Economics, she meditated on the rallying cry from 1906 for the eight hour work day:
“eight hours for work, eight hours for rest, and eight hours for what you will.”138 The
structure of our labor organizing no longer rests on the same rhetorical foundation, Radke
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told me. We don’t feel we have the right to time off and recreation. In the Progressive era,
activists rallied to receive the same amount of money for working less time. Now, we ask for
more money for our time or we ask employers to purchase more and more of our free time.
The relationship between time and money has changed.
In the exhibition, Radke argues that time off and play should be recognized human
rights. The United Nations’ includes play in its Declaration of the Rights of the Child.139 But
Radke says that play often gains legitimacy today through a Protestant notion that we should
play because it makes us better workers or that children should play because play is their
work.140 When we advocate for play solely on the basis of it making us better workers, we
accept the notion of ourselves as primarily workers.
One way out of Radke’s frustration in delineating the right to leisure and play is to
place them in the realm of our cultural rights. Reformers at Hull-House lived their critique of
capitalism in two ways, says Radke. First, they suggested to workers that they were not just
workers. Activities outside of work are also part of our identities. Secondly, a schedule with
no free time in it was incompatible with participatory democracy. “When you’re working 15
hours a day you can’t participate in democracy,” said Radke. That cuts the worker
completely out of the goal of the Hull-House Settlement, leaving her no time to vote, protest,
or even be informed.
So, under these same banners, Radke musters a range of historical topics – the
movement for the eight-hour day, the playground movement, and John Dewey’s educational
reform – all of which concurrently revalued free time and built a new definition of freedom.
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Tactics for a Curatorial Philosophy
Radke’s experience is emblematic and helps me to introduce the way the curatorial
tactics at JAHHM emerged. In the year since Lee left Hull-House, the museum has begun
the process of codifying some of the practices that were the hallmarks of her philosophical
and logistical approach to projects. For example, all staff members who are involved in new
projects are responsible for considering opportunities for social engagement and social
change as well as privileging marginalized points of view.141
At Hull-House, Lee carried on Strobel and Schultz’s goal of complicating the story
of Hull-House and telling as many possible stories from off center. Stories from off center
build resonance with a greater range of visitors. When you combine marginalized groups,
they form a majority in most places. So stories that move away from traditional protagonists
will resonate more broadly. Lee had several important tactics for achieving this.
Taking a Position
In Silva’s description of curating Juvenile Justice, she laid out the process of taking a
curatorial position very clearly. First, she had a set of “curatorial questions” that she and the
rest of the team needed to answer:
•
•
•

What do we want our audience to know?
What do we want our audience to feel?
What do we want our audience to do?142

I find these questions fascinating because many museums would only admit to using the first
one. The second two imply taking a position, something many museums disavow.
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This kind of transparency builds resonance. It is as if the museum extends an olive
branch to the visitor and says “Yes! It is ok, even desirable, for you to make connections
between this material, your life, and other contemporary phenomena because this material is
situated in our contemporary lived political experience.”
“Nurturing counterpublics” through Forms of Address143
Lee drew on the work of the scholars Iris Marion Young, Lauren Berlant, and
Michael Warner in building her belief that forms of address create the publics they call upon.
Publics are not just out there waiting to be addressed. The author, curator, etc. calls them
into existence by addressing them. Lee drew counterpublics – under or misrepresented
groups, marginalized groups, and generally counterhegemonic groups – from among the
museum’s visitors through the forms of address in the museum. She wrote that it was
“critical” to the identity of the museum to continue to create “a ‘counterpublic’ space that
might enable a different world and public to come into being.”144 For Lee, this was part of
the mission of the museum to work for restorative justice. Here she is distinguishing among
the four kinds of truth that the South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission
defined: forensic truth, personal truth, social truth, and, restorative truth.145 Restorative truth
is about restoring justice and creating the best truth imaginable for the world. “For the
JAHHM,” Lee wrote, “we celebrate the historic role Hull House played as a site for
resistance and recognize the Museum’s role in providing ‘counter’ and ‘oppositional’ space
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that challenges the dominant narrative.”146 According to Lee, creating this counterpublic
space can influence the mainstream public sphere to become more inclusive.147
Lee described the Alternative Labeling Project as a way to create counterpublics
through the most common form of address at the museum, the label. This project was a way
for the museum to “address visitors as citizens engaged in the process of creating meaning”
in homage to the participatory democracy of the Hull-House Settlement. In addressing
visitors this way, the staff of the museum also hoped to address the visitor in such a way as
to invite her to “step out of [her] prescribed role as consumer.”148 One of the early instances
of this project, which is ongoing at the museum, occurs in Re-Defining Democracy. It was a
crowd-sourced label for the portrait of Mary Rozet-Smith hanging in Addams’s bedroom.

Figure II.1. Portrait of Mary Rozet-Smith by Alice Kellogg Tyler, Oil on canvas; Image courtesy of Jane
Addams Hull-House Museum
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It was considered too controversial to show until 2005, according to Junkin.149 Junkin and
other educators strive to normalize the context of the portrait. If Addams were a man, they
say, nothing would seem more natural than hanging a portrait of his wife over the mantel.
First the museum gathered ideas from the public inside the bedroom. Then, the
museum produced three versions of the label and asked the public to vote on it. Finally, the
museum produced a label for the piece. The label turned the bedroom into a counterpublic
space. When the museum relinquished some authority through crowd-sourcing the label, the
staff hoped that this would “create a space for mutually illuminating interplay and usher in
the possibility for us to become co-producers of knowledge with our visitors.”150
Schultz says that Addams’s life offers a way of visualizing and understanding the
famous feminist slogan “the personal is political.” One of the crucial ways in which Redefining
Democracy differed from the transitional permanent exhibition was the museum’s
manifestation of that slogan. Indeed Lee’s exhibit in Addams’s bedroom excels at this. The
second floor was never open to the public before 2010. Jane Addams’s personal life is
synecdoche for personal life in general in this exhibit. Through it, we learn about the ways in
which the personal lives of historical figures can be made political in ahistorical ways. We
also learn about the political differences between the private choices of women in Addams’s
era and our own. Lee wrote that the Alternative Labeling Project
allowed us to introduce what might normally be understood as our ‘private
opinions’ into our institutional work. This refusal to separate
schizophrenically our desiring, political selves and everything we care so
deeply about from other parts of our daily lives, including the work that we
do, does not mean that we are in favor of collapsing the differences between
public and private or erasing the distinction between work and leisure, but,
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instead, that we recognize how these issues are already completely
ideologically linked with one another.151
When the museum claims a position and staff members are also allowed to claim their
positions, the museum takes a step toward rupturing the false notion of objectivity. This is,
in and of itself, an important political intervention.
Two curators of Unfinished Business talked about their forms of address in our
interviews. For Silva, it was important to use language that was “subtle rather than didactic.”
Radke’s Home Economics included
long, meandering [labels]…written almost as prose-poems—and yet they are
perhaps the most effective labels in our museum. Nearly every member of
our staff who read the labels, including the designer who laid them out and
the preparator who mounted them on mat-board, was moved to tears by the
specificity and intensity of the stories and the broader realities they spoke
to.152
Radke is referring to the labels written by domestic workers, described further below.
In “Civic Seeing: Museums and the Organization of Vision,” Tony Bennett
makes the important connection between forms of address in the museum and
embodied experience. Bennett writes that there is a form of address happening in the
museum that visitors apprehend visually and that plays to the various visual literacies
of visitors. “‘Civic seeing,’” is what Bennett calls the visitor’s experience of the civic
lessons embodied in the arrangements in an exhibition. These lessons are meant for
visitors to see, understand, and perform in the world beyond the museum.153
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Civic seeing was a crucial tactic for Dana. In his view, the old museum was an
“oracular demonstration” whereas the new museum would be an “Institute of Visual
Instruction.”154 So this tactic is well rooted in the Progressive past of Hull-House.
Nurturing counterpublics creates resonance for specific political purposes. In this, it
supports the strategy of resonance and wonder. All museums call publics into being through
the use of specific forms of address. Therefore, it is worth using them mindfully.
Furthermore, as Radke demonstrated through the emotional responses people had to the
labels by domestic workers, this tactic can build wonder as well as resonance.
“Thick description” 155
A third tactic that helped Lee never to tell one story as if it’s the only one is what Lee
called “thick description.”156 The anthropologist Clifford Geertz coined the term to describe
his ethnographic method.157 As Lee put it, “complicating history makes it more accessible!
The history of the winners is the least accessible.”158 By this she meant that a history with
multiple points of entry – places where all kinds of visitors can find resonance with their
own experiences – is going to be accessible to the greatest variety of visitors. Greenblatt says
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as much when he writes that the key to resonance is “the intimation of a larger community
of voices and skills, an imagined ethnographic thickness.”159
The Alternative Labeling Project is one way of implementing this tactic. It provides
additional voices speaking from the museum to a range of kinds of visitors. Because of the
longer form of the labels, the alternative labels are thicker descriptions – more nuanced,
more detailed, and ultimately more memorable. (Traditional labels are 50-75 words, and
these labels often exceed 250 words.)
One of the Alternative Labels is the thickest of thick description, a lengthy
“prosepoem” by Terri Kapsalis about, as Lee put it, “health, sickness, war and peace.”160 It
is the label for Addams’s traveling medicine kit. The museum created a physical experience
for the visitor that will contain within it, for some, embodied emotional responses.
Visitors can reserve a half hour to read the label while drinking tea served to them by
a staff member. In Lee’s introduction to the label, she states that one of the goals of the
Alternative Labeling Project is creating an embodied experience.161 The physical experience
of the gallery may be quiet and contemplative – or loud and filled with students – but the
experiences Kapsalis’s label brings on are different: surprise and revulsion at the thought of
the painful boils on the buttocks of Karl Marx; anger at the cruel and misogynistic Dr.
Mitchell. He treated both Charlotte Perkins Gilman and Jane Addams, imposing on Gilman,
at least, his hideous “rest cure” for women’s nervousness wherein he confined otherwise
healthy women to bed and forbade them to sit up, engage in any activities, and eat normally.
They were served four ounces of milk every two hours by a nurse.
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The label, filled with seemingly small questions to the reader, offers many
opportunities for meditation: Did Addams know that “cure” and “care” share a Latin root?
Probably…I start to think about her education. Back to work! Ultimately, Kapsalis’s story
becomes the story of how Addams found the cure for her ailments in the Hull-House
Settlement. 65 pages into reading the label comes the question from Kapsalis: “Are we closer
to understanding Addams’ travel medicine kit?” The answer is yes, but more importantly we
are closer to understanding Addams in all her humanity and to understanding her project at
Hull-House. These multilayered understandings are the benefit of thick description.
Shared Authority
Shared authority and community curation comprise a fourth tactic that helps tell
stories from off center. This tactic uses the labeling tactics (forms of address, thick
description, Alternative Labeling), but also goes beyond them to encompass interventions
such as the Action Stations in Unfinished Business (below). It can even encompass whole
exhibitions, such as I Define Myself: Undocumented and Unafraid or Report to the Public: An Untold
Story of the Conservative Vice Lords. Both exhibitions were facilitated by the museum, but
wholly curated by groups from outside the institution. For Lee, these kinds of initiatives
created “sutures in the public.” This is clear. An exhibition at JAHHM by undocumented
immigrants, for example, connects the curators with the students, faculty, and staff at UIC,
the staff of JAHHM, and visitors to JAHHM. All of these people, as Lee pointed out, belong
to multiple publics themselves. If these visitors are able to step into the shoes of the
undocumented curators, the exhibition is creating empathy, a necessary precursor to
anyone’s participation in a push for a more equitable society.
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Community curation is a way to share authority at JAHHM, and Unfinished Business is
the exhibition in which it takes place most often. Nevertheless, each curator of Unfinished
Business shares authority differently. Three examples illustrate the spectrum at JAHHM.
Silva and Lee co-curated Juvenile Justice. Technically, Silva was the “facilitator” of this
“community curated exhibition,” but I think it’s more accurate to say that Silva curated the
show and the external partners curated the Action Stations. Silva said that the project taught
her the importance of finding community curators who are interested, but also the need to
be aware of how busy people are. She believes that in the future the museum needs to
develop the content and get collaborators’ feedback. If someone had more time and wanted
to work step by step as a curator on the project, Silva would have welcomed that. But she
doesn’t expect to find an external partner who would.
The process of sharing authority for Arts Education began with a dinner on March 23,
2011, not quite six months before the exhibition was scheduled to open. The museum
invited 25-30 arts professionals to the dinner and continued to work with four to five of
them on the exhibition. For this dinner, Blumberg wrote a text that nicely describes the role
of community partners in the exhibition. She said that the staff of JAHHM was confident
about the history of arts education at Hull-House Settlement, but it needed the expertise of
the community organizations to discover the state of arts education today.162 This was an
unspoken part of Juvenile Justice as well. As I tried to make clear above, the partners of HullHouse are the experts on juvenile justice today, while the museum is the expert on the
history. This philosophy about community curation also became part of Radke’s exhibitions,
though she involved community members earlier in the process.
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When Radke began collaborating with the Chicago Coalition of Household Workers
on Home Economics, she and the coalition created a mission for the exhibition that “blended”
the missions of the museum and the coalition.163 This, Radke and others hoped, would help
ensure that the coalition didn’t just provide content for someone else’s project. Rather,
Radke described the relationship this way:
Today the exhibition serves as a teaching tool for the coalition, where they
can bring domestic workers, reporters and those curious about their cause to
understand it…They also take our history into the world, talking about the
history of social reform and the power of exhibition practices at protests and
organizing events. Collectively, we blurred the lines of curator, museum
professional and community member, rather than merely bridging our
differences.164
For Radke, and for me, the exhibit within Home Economics that involved domestic workers
was the most successful part of the exhibition. Radke asked them to bring in objects that
represented their work and write labels for them. To do so, the domestic workers
collaborated with Young Chicago Authors, “a creative writing and youth spoken-word
organization that cultivates new creative voices in Chicago.” Among the many objects were
an adult diaper, a sponge, foreclosure documents, and a pillbox. The details of the workers’
experiences charge their stories with emotion. Radke quotes one label in Museum Magazine.
This label, written by…Lisa Thomas, identifies a yellow sponge:
I wake up at 5:30, I leave home at 6:00 take that long ride…when I walk in the door
Sutter says “Lisa is that you? I was so worried you would not come. I’m ready to eat.”
These were her first words every day. She weighed 450 pounds…Her stomach was so big
that it took me and her three sons to lift it. We put pillows under the arm. Pillows under
the stomach. Rolled sheets between the legs to make it easier to wash. I would use a large
sponge…First it took about an hour to wash her hair. Her hair was long and grey and it
could touch her feet. The pillows underneath her arms because they were so big one person
could not lift them. As I began to wash her with the sponge she would tell me, “the hot
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water feels so good.” After the arms we washed her stomach. We had three pillows under
her stomach. I washed it in sections. She would thank me the whole time. It took two hours
to bathe her and then change the sheets…I cover her with a sheet because she doesn’t have
anything big enough to wear. After I fix her breakfast. She gets 4 waffles, 6 eggs, and 7
sausages…While I’m cleaning she moans. She is still hungry. She cries for more food. The
doctors have her on a strict diet. Before I leave I would give her two hot dogs.
Sharing responsibility is an ethical museum practice, but it is also an important way
of building resonance with groups of people who may not yet feel a connection to the
museum. Through shared authority, people come to be represented and heard inside the
museum, and the resonance this creates can ramify throughout their communities. Because
this process can take years, I argue that we should see the institutional commitment to social
justice as a global one rather than one that applies only to a specific exhibition or program.
Museum Effect
In her essay, “The Museum as a Way of Seeing,” Svetlana Alpers argues that the
museum effect turns all objects into works of art. It heightens our ability to apprehend
things that were made with the ideology of the museum effect in mind, but it can obscure
the meaning of things that are taken out of context and into the museum.165 Radke wrote
about her experience of working with the domestic workers:
In choosing how to display the artifacts and words provided by our
collaborators, we took seriously the “museum effect”…we wanted to push the
visitor to examine her own ideas of what deserves to be placed within the
venerable walls of a museum. And so we took a blue adult diaper and placed it
in an expensive vitrine.
…A visitor is confronted not just by any vernacular object, but by…items that
ask a visitor to empathize with some of life’s harshest realities. This
empathetic response was one of the key goals of the exhibition.166
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She used the museum effect to leverage empathy in the visitor, making the museum
effect an important tool in the strategy of resonance and wonder.
“Feminist, social justice pedagogy”
When Lee talks of using a “feminist, social justice pedagogy” in the museum,167 I
believe she is referring to the kind of pedagogy that the formidable Gerda Lerner helped to
invent along with what we now know of as Women’s Studies. Lerner writes:
Rather than focusing on various forms of discrimination…as aberrations in
otherwise well-functioning social systems, I look on them as one technique
with an infinite variety of arbitrary targets designed to keep oppressive
systems in power.168
Lerner argues that “feminism is a practical, political program for the liberation of both
women and men and for the creation of a better social order. It is, in fact, the only existing
such program which has a likelihood to succeed.” Here, she positions feminism as crucial to
working for social justice.
But feminism is also crucial to teaching social justice. In Living with History / Making
Social Change, Lerner outlines the class she designed for teaching how dominant groups use
difference to maintain their dominance and how we can stop the “cycle of hatred and
discrimination.” Empathy is an important tool for her students to practice. She writes,
“Changes in attitudes toward others cannot be accomplished solely by intellectual effort. The
aim is to practice empathy based on one’s own experiences.”169 Empathy is part of feminism
for Lerner and the staff at Hull-House. I agree, and I see empathy as part of many
counterhegemonic, egalitarian, and subaltern philosophies. Feminist pedagogical practices
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are crucial to the curatorial strategy of resonance and wonder, since one of the most
important goals of that strategy is to produce empathy.
Tools for Experiential Exhibit Design
The experiential, rather than informational, tenor of JAHHM was a hallmark of Lee’s
work. Schultz commented that Lee probably got more across to the visitor as a result. As
Lee’s view of the museum’s work was more streamlined, so her approach to doing that work
was both less traditional and at times somewhat blasphemous for scholars and museum
professionals alike. The long labels are one example of this. Giving visitors experiences is
really about tapping into wonder. Those experiences are physical ones that connect to
resonant content and encourage greater engagement with the museum and its partners.
Individual Stories
Strobel and Schultz wanted to ensure that JAHHM would be a place of contention
and critical thinking. Their tactic was to complicate the story, bringing in Starr and
decentering Addams without diminishing her leadership and importance. They tried to
demonstrate that there wasn’t one Hull-House. People entered in different ways: as
reformers, children taking classes there, immigrant workers, etc. This came to fruition in the
Day in the Life exhibit that walks through the days of two people in tandem, hour by hour Addams and a woman who worked at a sweatshop and lived at Hull-House.
Junkin’s goal with A Day in the Life was to give visitors an emotional and visceral
sense of what it meant to be at Hull-House. She said that you can’t understand intellectually
what was it like to live in the non-traditional spaces of the settlement house, what was it like
to face the living and working conditions that immigrants faced in the neighborhood. She
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feared going too far in the “emotional” direction, but noted that JAHHM usually offers very
intellectual interpretation.170 So Junkin saw this as a way to bring in emotion. She also wanted
to put visitors in the shoes of residents walking through a typical day to demonstrate the
creative and joyful parts of communal life in the settlement house.
Junkin uses our ability to empathize with others through imagining their physical
experiences. By providing narrative labels, Junkin allows the visitor to draw conclusions
from context such as whether people stayed up late. These are the kinds of details that set
the tenor of our days. This tactic is so successful because it uses visitors’ imagination of the
physical details of everyday life, an embodied experience, to create embodied knowledge of
another individual. Again, though, as she took this approach the concerns about historical
specificity and authenticity surfaced. Junkin was not naïve to the balance she tried to achieve.
She asked what it means as a historian to make assumptions about what people might be
doing when you don’t really know. In the end, she tried to balance her assumptions about
specific individuals (who she had chosen because of the relatively detailed historical records
associated with them) with factual information about life during the time period.
Physical Experiences
In Addams’s bedroom, the goal was to give a fuller picture of her as a person and
businesswoman, saving the Reformers’ Room for all of the other reformers. Showcasing
Addams’s letters could have been boring, but the staff solved that problem by laying out the
letters in and on Addams’s desk and having certain ones copied and laminated for visitors to
handle. Blumberg feels that this tactile experience helps to keep visitors engaged, and
neurological evidence supports her. Once you understand how the brain is organized and
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how it makes memories, it seems self-evident that having more sensory experiences
(especially ones that are laden with emotion) will enhance the intellectual experience while
also making more lasting and detailed memories.
In the bedroom, a constellation of objects portray Addams as an educated, prolific,
and varied writer. Unlike in some spaces in the house, the bedroom recreates a moment in
time. It was important to Strobel and Schultz to illustrate change over time, but they saw this
as very hard to do in the space of a historic house museum. Lee’s interventions of
Architectural Encounters, film, soundscapes, and audio guides that use views of Halsted St.
are all steps toward doing this.171 They don’t afford the visitor a sense of many distinct
points in time, but they do give an ample sense of then vs. now.
Here in the bedroom, the experience takes precedence over authenticity. What
appears to be Addams’s bed actually belonged to Lee’s niece. Strobel and Schultz, as
professional historians rather than curators, would never have allowed this looseness around
“authenticity” and specified historic moments around the museum.
Unfinished Business has featured a range of physical experiences. Some may be
wondrous while others may simply be about embodied learning. Visitors can have embodied
experiences that will still enhance their memories and engagement in a way similar to wonder
without it being a full-blown embodied emotional experience. But the effects of this weaker
form of embodiment will likely have less impact on the visitor as well. Here I’ll look at two
embodied experiences that live in the gray area between embodied learning and wonder.
Viola Spolin was a drama teacher, director, and actress who began working at HullHouse Settlement in 1924. There she met and studied with Neva Boyd, who founded the
171
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Recreational Training School at Hull-House Settlement. Boyd’s program was a “one-year
educational program in group games, gymnastics, dancing, dramatic arts, play theory, and
social problems.”172 Out of her work with Boyd, Spolin developed a set of exercises for
actors to help them learn to improvise realistically. She called these “theater games,” and
became famous for them. According to JAHHM, Spolin “invented theater games as a way to
facilitate training in a way that crossed ethnic and cultural barriers.”173 Nick Rabkin, a
powerful administrator and consultant on the arts in Chicago, was one of the advisors to
Arts Education. Rabkin entered the cultural stage in Chicago as director of a theater company.
In an email to Blumberg, he was enthusiastic about including Spolin in the project, writing
that her games were “not just about making better theater – but better people and a better
society.”174 The idea of violent or destructive games having a detrimental effect on society is
widespread. In recent years, though, the idea of games as constructive venues for making the
world a better place has experienced a renaissance. In Arts Education, visitors could play some
of Spolin’s theater games together. The experience might be quite wondrous. In one of the
games, Mirror Speech, two participants take turns leading and following. They choose a
subject of conversation and then the initiator begins speaking while the reflector tries to
mimic the words of the initiator exactly, speaking them at the very same time. Then they
attempt to change roles with no pause in conversation. This experience created both
empathy, as the partners mirrored one another, and hilarity as their attempts broke down.
This game and others, such as Difficulty With Small Objects, were designed to break down
hierarchy in the theater setting and involve actors in the roles of directing as well. In
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Difficulty With Small Objects, a single player becomes “involved with a small object or
article of clothing which presents some problem. Some examples include opening a tightly
sealed jar, dealing with a caught zipper, a jammed drawer, tight boots.” The partner guesses
the problem. Again, the combination of physicality, emotion (probably humor), and
mirroring can produce empathy and the embodied emotional response that will drive the
visitor’s connection to resonant content.
Mary Wood Hinman, another arts educator at Hull-House Settlement, was one of
the first professional folk dancers in the US. She traveled the world, studying folk dances in
their original environments at her own expense. According to Arts Education, she once “ate
only boiled eggs and canned pineapple for weeks in order to continue her travels.”175
Hinman saw folk dance as a vehicle for reform, communal expression, and
participation across race, gender, and class. Her classes kept kids out of the
dance halls and out of trouble, instilled a respect for [the students’] foreign
origins, and provided much-needed recreation and physical exercise.176
The final and most popular Action Station in Arts Education was based on Hinman’s
teaching. This station was the simplest and the most successful. Dance steps were marked
out on the floor. Behind them, a panel on Mary Wood Hinman shouted “Turn around, show
some respect, and do the Tuttle Clog!”
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Figure II.2. Gallery Shot of Arts Education; Image courtesy of Naomi Blumberg

Students loved it. One of Spolin’s theater games was a listening game wherein visitors
recorded the sounds they heard in the gallery. Many of the notes record the “squealing,”
“stomping,” “thumping,” and “laughter” associated with learning the “Tuttle Clog.”
Reclaiming Art and Uplift
The Dark Underbelly
Katharine Martinez described some of the problems with the Progressives’ methods
of sharing art in her essay, “Consumers and Commercial Visual Culture 1880-1920.” Social
workers, Martinez writes, tried to raise the station of poor immigrants by raising their level
of culture and taste. They did this by providing tenement dwellers with reproductions of
high art pieces. These same social workers were troubled when periodicals started providing
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“ready to frame” pictures, democratizing high culture. The access to high culture was only
acceptable when it was doled out by the culture brokers. Furthermore, the social workers
railed against the choices people made and the way they valued images in their own homes.
The social workers did not want people hanging high art with low, or making their own
meanings of the images.177 “Tastemakers knew the public could not distinguish between art
and images that were not art,” Martinez writes.178 Over time, public opinion shifted in favor
of images for pleasure rather than moral uplift. This was largely the result of the efforts of
the commercial picture industry and an increasingly commercial visual culture. Martinez
describes the response of the Progressives this way: “late-nineteenth-century tastemakers
dismissed commercial pictures, linking popular visual culture to cultural inferiority, moral
and mental chaos, anarchy, and the demise of civilization. Xenophobia and racism were
often undercurrents in such writings.”179 This thumbnail sketch of the Progressive context
around visual culture and art helps outline the complexity and historically specific nature of
terms such as reform and even social justice.
Arlette Klaric’s essay, “Gustav Stickley's Designs for the Home: An Activist
Aesthetic for the Upwardly Mobile,” provides another example. Stickley's brand, Craftsman
(est. 1901), included home furnishings, house plans, publications, design services, and do-ityourself projects that provided middle-class Americans with a sense of self that was both
populist and elite, “conducive to plain living and high thinking.”180 Stickley’s simple but
finely crafted designs borrowed from Shaker furniture and the ideology of the Arts and
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Crafts Movement rather than European sources.181 “Stickley,” Klaric writes, “promoted class
as an ideology rather than a birthright…This construct…enabled the socially aspiring to
honor lower-class origins while acquiring the benchmarks of elite status.”182 Much like the
reformers at Hull-House, Stickley and others in the Arts and Crafts Movement were
tinkering in the social category of class through the use of art and decorative arts.
Lee’s Version: Art as a Sensual Pleasure and Radical Democratic Practice
Lee took the Progressive tactic of using art for uplift and made it her own as a tactic
in the museum. She introduced the Guerrilla Girls Feminist Extravaganza at Jane Addams’s
Birthday Peace and Justice Conversation, saying that the importance of the arts in working
for social justice is that they literally create a vision of change and make it acceptable. The
arts make possible the kinds of challenges to normative thinking that reformers such as
Addams and the Guerilla Girls work for, because without the arts we would not be able to
perceive the propositions for change as well.183 Lee repeatedly returned to the notion that the
reformers of Hull-House embraced the pleasures of our “embodied existence,” such as food
or art, as being the foundation of cultural and personal sustainability.
One concern of museums working for a more equitable society is that visitors will
not be interested in content that deals with issues of social justice. Visitors do not spend
money on a vacation or a day of free time to be burdened with feelings of guilt or
overwhelmed by a sense of injustice in the world. Quite the contrary, the environment at
Hull-House is welcoming, abuzz with happy, productive activity. Visitors feel this excitement
and may guiltlessly seek pleasure at their visits to JAHHM. At bottom, one reason JAHHM
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is so successful is that you enjoy going there. I saw Lee’s presentation at the Imagining
America conference in 2012, and she passed out a few kinds of specialty chocolate to the
attendees, guiding us in a tasting by way of introduction to her topic. Of course, everyone
loved it. In less overt ways, the museum strives to build on this method.
JAHHM also builds on its usual base of visitors by overtly discussing the
improvement of social equity in positive ways that visitors can incorporate into their daily
lives. In Unfinished Business: Juvenile Justice, visitors were able to send postcards to inmates at
the Tamms Supermax Prison. In Unfinished Business: Home Economics, visitors could think
about use and reuse while learning to make an old T-shirt into a tote bag at Frau Fiber’s
Action Station. JAHHM engages regular visitors in the process of thinking about questions
of equity when they might not otherwise be doing so. It also provides them with the proper
resources to act on particular issues even as it demonstrates that the JAHHM is a place for
them, if they are seeking museum fare that works for social justice.
For the staff of Hull-House, art creates multiple pathways to increased participation in
radical democracy. Both using and making art involve claiming our cultural rights. Bill Ivey,
the former chairman of the National Endowment of the Arts, wrote a cultural bill of rights
in Arts, Inc.: How Greed and Neglect Have Destroyed Our Cultural Rights. It includes the right:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Ivey and Lee are fighting the same fight. Ivey describes “expressive life” as “the interior
space where heritage and free expression operate simultaneously.”185 Today, the gatekeepers
of this expressive life are corporations and market forces.186 This positions culture as a
dangerous force that is, at best, neutral. Ivy recommends that, rather than trying to make a
direct link between art and improved grades in school, for example, the cultural sector
should link the arts to the rights of citizens to lead expressive lives.187
David Anderson argues that it is the responsibility of museums to “reduce
inequalities of social participation” and help ensure that the cultural rights of everyone are
being fulfilled.188 What’s more, “the achievement (by individuals and communities) of
cultural rights is a responsibility of the state” insofar as international law secures our cultural
rights. Cultural rights are a human right according to the United Nations, and “every
international definition of human rights states that they are fundamentally interdependent
and indivisible.” Therefore, cultural rights cannot be less important than other rights.189
Even though the core need for access to art and creative outlets remains important
today, Anderson writes that those are not enough to constitute fulfillment of cultural rights.
He draws on Rodolfo Stavenhagen’s three concepts of culture to construe several broad
categories of cultural rights beyond freedom of expression and access to cultural venues.
There must be “civic spaces that provide the opportunity for reflection and spirituality” and
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equal access to “accumulated cultural capital” as well.190 But even this broader concept of
cultural rights does not satisfy Anderson because it portrays citizens in “plural democratic
societies,” such as the US and Britain, as being essentially passive in their fulfillment of
cultural rights. On the contrary, Anderson argues, many people want to put something back
into the cultural sphere – to contribute something that others will enjoy.
Ivey’s proposal that the cultural sector connect the arts to our cultural rights, rather
than students’ grades, is analogous to Radke’s desire to move the conversation about the
value of leisure away from the relationship between leisure and productivity. Radke argues
that humans start making art when we have a certain amount of leisure time. One of the
definitions that feeds Anderson’s broadened conception of cultural rights is culture as
creativity. So if we view culture as creativity and creativity as emergent in the making of art,
then cultural rights and the right to leisure time are linked. Our right to leisure is an
extension of our cultural rights and is therefore a protected human right.
This view helps illuminate the way art functions at Hull-House. It works for
resonance and wonder. But it also maintains the primacy of both our cultural rights and our
right to leisure as valid and important for the ongoing practice of participatory democracy.
The museum gives its visitors an intoxicating mandate to enjoy themselves. Just as the
Progressives saw all kinds of pleasures as political acts, so Lee argued that enjoying the
museum was political as well.
JAHHM integrates the presentation of art and objects as an art museum might. For
Blumberg, as for Radke and Lee, this is a central tactic. And this tactic is certainly important
for implementing the strategy of resonance and wonder. Louise Rosenblatt, a scholar of
literature, described the difference between efferent reading and aesthetic reading, which also
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applies to experiencing exhibitions. In the efferent experience, the visitor “reads” the
exhibition in search of particular “bits of information to be used in some way, as one would
do when reading a recipe, newspaper, or instructions on a medicine bottle.” In the aesthetic
experience, however, “the reader’s primary concern is to involve herself,” to lose herself in
the flow of the experience.191 The staff of Hull-House wants visitors to have these aesthetic
experiences because they believe, rightly, that they are valuable in their own right and that
they will improve the formation of memories and learning in the museum.
Lee wanted to build on the Progressives’ use of art throughout the house, to make
visitors aware of cultural rights, and to draw on the visceral impact of art to improve visitors’
experiences. For example, the library that featured the challenging multi-topic didactic panel
is now hung, salon style, with paintings from residents at Hull-House. Paintings comprise
the bulk of the museum’s collection, but were largely unused prior to Lee. Now they feature
prominently in each room, both harkening to the status of the museum as a house museum
and drawing attention to important issues through means other than gallery chats on labels.
The reformers were also using art in their home for its visceral effect. A quick look
back at Dana and the Newark Museum will illustrate my point: the Progressive concept of
uplift from art actually stems from the physical experience of wonder. Dana’s antithesis in
the museum world was Benjamin Ives Gillman, the Secretary of the Museum of Fine Arts in
Boston. Despite their very different views of museums – Gillman’s the pure temple, and
Dana’s closer to the forum – they shared views about the wondrous experience. “Both
regarded the ‘aesthetic emotion’ as a clearly distinguishable quality of experience,” according
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to Duncan.192 Gillman tried to contain that emotion within the specialized space of the art
museum, and Dana “sought to spread it throughout the urban environment.” Dana didn’t
connect the experience of wonder to resonance. But he clearly described aesthetic emotion
as one of the embodied emotional responses – “your whole body is a little stimulated, your
heart beats a little more vigorously, your breath is a trifle deeper. You are exalted for a
moment and probably you have a cleaner and broader view of life.”193 John Dewey wrote
about aesthetic experience as well. For Dewey, the value of art was in producing a holistic
experience of active engagement including sensations such as flow. Phillip Jackson described
the sensation of flow in John Dewey and the Lessons of Art. “When we are fully immersed in
experience, its components so interpenetrate one another that we lose all sense of separation
between self, object, and event (1998, 3).”194 Moreover, for Dewey the aesthetic experience
did not only occur in the presence of art, but could also take place with other materials that
elicited this kind of deep and fulfilling engagement. According to Latham, “Dewey hoped we
could enlarge the domain of art and integrate it more fully into the real world.”195 The
reformers recognized this kind of transcendent experience and tried to use it for social
reform, and in her tenure at Hull-House, so, in her way, did Lee.
Art: Supporting Resonance and Wonder
Lee also used art to access other senses, as with the sound installation in the Octagon
Room. This contributes to the museum’s engagement of visitors as various kinds of learners
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and is also important to my hypothesis that by using both resonance and wonder museums
can be more effective at engaging visitors in questions of social justice. Paul Gabriel is an
educational consultant who researches how to make museums more accessible to people
with learning disabilities. His work shows that tactics that help this underserved population
also make museums more accessible to visitors without learning disabilities.196
Art is a well-known source of wonder, and Lee used it to draw visitors into resonant,
contemporary questions of equity. An exhibit about wallpaper – or feminism – provides a
good example of this. One of the most striking installations on the first floor of JAHHM is a
loose roll of lush William Morris wallpaper hanging like a scroll on the wall. It beckons me
across the room. When I arrive, I find that a small table beneath it contains three little
books. They address feminism, the Arts and Crafts Movement, and William Morris. As I
peruse them, I learn more about the social goals of the arts and crafts movement as well as
the ways in which women have been left out, even though this movement purported to
increase equity through accessible design. The wallpaper in Addams’s bedroom, for example,
was actually by Morris’s daughter, though she received no credit.
Sometimes embodied experiences with art don’t work to produce resonance or
wonder. One example of this at JAHHM is an Action Station for Arts Education. It was a
community weaving project where visitors could produce a visual representation of the
neighborhoods of Chicago by weaving in colors coded for visitors’ demographics. In
weaving their colors together, visitors addressed the cross-cultural historical influences in
Hull-House and also supposedly countered contemporary boundaries of difference. But
visitors didn’t understand how to use the station, and so didn’t adhere to the color coding.
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When a museum wants to make a piece of art work for social justice, it needs to
provide enough context to make the piece give the visitor as powerful an experience as
possible. For example, when I first saw the luminous paintings of the American West, I
wanted to lose myself in their majesty. But it wasn’t until I learned about their role in
creating and propagating the national idea of Manifest Destiny that I was able to experience
their full force. I am still struck by their beauty, but now there is also that little shiver of the
darker significance of those light filled pieces. John Berger, the visual studies scholar, argues
that the way to place a work of art in the context of our experience is to make it powerful as
an experience.197 This means the organization of artwork should mirror memory, which
“works radially…with an enormous number of associations all leading to the same event.”
Alternately, Berger writes, the presenter of the art can achieve the same effect by providing
adequate context. My experience and Berger’s scholarship both confirm, in a practical way,
the mutual reinforcement resonance and wonder provide for one another. JAHHM works to
provide the depth of context Berger requires with the politically relevant direction I
described, and it does a good job. The unconventional labels at the museum help with this,
as does the way in which Unfinished Business works “radially” with the permanent exhibition.
The two exhibitions dance around one another, constantly referring to one another and
redirecting the visitor to think backwards and forwards in time at once.
Focus on Affect
Affective or emotional experiences in museums are crucial to my hypothesis that
museums can be more effective in engaging visitors in social justice when the museums
strategically integrate resonance and wonder into the experience of the visitor. Affect is part
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of the wondrous side of this formula. JAHHM is the only site in this study that was already
investigating affective experience when I began my research. As Lee put it in her plenary
address at the VSA / AMM joint annual meeting in 2011, affect and emotion have an
important role in our moral choices. In an interview with me, Lee said that the “relevance of
museums cannot be factual information that anyone can access in seconds online. It has to
be about an emotional, inspirational moment.”198 At VSA, Lee said, “We seldom evaluate for
these emotions…Instead, we ask visitors to fill out evaluation forms.” The kinds of
questions on these evaluations fail to capture the most significant parts of the work the
museum does, said Lee. Therefore, she argued, we need to begin to evaluate in ways that
demonstrate the civic and ethical dimensions of our work:
One of the first steps in this process is recognizing that while museums are
places in which to educate, transmit information, and encounter the past, they
can also be windows through which to contemplate the conditions of
possibility for the future. Their constructed educational value lies not only in
the simple storehousing of beautiful or ancient objects or the telling of a set of
facts, but also in the opportunity to unleash our visitors’ radical imaginations
about what could have happened and what might come to be.199
Lee had answers to the common critiques. To those who asked how she can possibly
evaluate her work for a just society, she denounced the corporate instinct to reduce human
complexity by suggesting that a single experience at a single museum would directly cause
people to act in certain ways. No, Lee asserted. Museums are one piece of visitors’
informational environments, and that is completely fine.200
John Falk’s well-known studies of visitors clearly demonstrate the degree to which
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visitors’ experiences depend on their own goals, their reasons for coming to a museum, and
their informational environments.201 But the studies of numinous experience by Cameron
and Gatewood and Latham, discussed in the introduction, are more germane to Lee’s point.
More and more, the staff of the JAHHM is working on making wondrous moments,
experiences replete with “sociocultural magic.” Cameron and Gatewood specify that numenseeking is the desire for a highly personal connection with the past that helps one transcend
the present. At JAHHM, this transcendence is all about simultaneously working for justice
and bringing meaning into the lives of visitors through pleasurable experiences of leisure, art,
food, and thinking.
Evaluation
In Prosthetic Memory: The Transformation of American Remembrance in the Age of Mass
Culture, Alison Landsberg, a professor of American cultural history, writes that prosthetic
memories, embodied feelings of memory for experiences one has never had, can form when
people have affective experiences.202 The prosthetic memories of visitors to a museum are
the direct outcome of resonance and wonder. Lee drew on some of the same sources as I do
as she worked with her staff to determine the place of affect at JAHHM. She stressed the
“importance of reason and rationality and of emotional response in moral action and
judgments,” saying that morality and ethics are bound to affect. The relevance and impact
that JAHHM can have is about “moral education, how to be a good person in this world and
what that means,” said Lee. “Only recently are people afraid to talk this way…[The
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museum’s] impact is huge if [evaluators] are asking the right questions.”203 Lee is not alone in
her critique of outcome-based evaluation, the most popular kind of evaluation in the cultural
sector today, and the one most frequently required by funders.
Andrew Pekarik is a program analyst in the Office of Policy and Analysis at the
Smithsonian. He argues that outcome-based evaluation is too limiting because of the initial
establishment of objectives. The people who determine the objectives are not the people for
whom the exhibition was ostensibly made.204 Pekarik also objects to outcome-based
evaluation because it overlooks unintended outcomes. It also wrongly preserves the illusion
that the museum controls the outcomes.205 “The valuation and establishment of specific
outcomes implies a paternalistic relationship between the organization and its public,” writes
Pekarik. “It suggests that the task of the organization is to change the visitor in ways that the
museum has predetermined are useful and valuable.” It seems clear, then, that this is not the
right form of evaluation for JAHHM or other museums working for social justice.
As an alternative, he offers “participant-based evaluation,” a “qualitative inquiry into the
experiences of those involved in a project.”206 It’s open ended, and its goal is to arrive at a
more complex understanding of the project, rather than to distill the understanding of the
project. The process begins without goals or boundaries.
This kind of evaluation would have dramatic implications for how we design exhibits.
Pekarik says it would result in subsequent projects being “design experiments,” wherein
exhibitions are not designed and built as a whole entities. Rather an early “seed” set of
203
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exhibits would be built and then expanded upon as iterations of participant-based evaluation
takes place. “Eventually, it is declared mature, it stops changing, and, after a decent interval,
it begins to thin as new growth – new displays for instance – begin to take away some of its
territory.”207 Pekarik views this process as appropriate for permanent exhibitions, and, as of
this writing, he had never found an example of it in practice. I could see this being the kind
of project that JAHHM would undertake in a future iteration of the permanent exhibition.
Regardless of the extension of participant-based evaluation into the design of
exhibits, Pekarik’s framework for evaluation is far more closely aligned with the work of
Hull-House than outcome-based evaluation is. I bring it in because it echoes and supports
the latest plans for evaluation at JAHHM, the Slow Museum Project, described below. It is
easy for other museum professionals and funders to deride those who dislike or refuse to
conform to contemporary standards of evaluation, as if they’re trying to get away with not
being accountable for their work. But this is not the case with Hull-House. The experience
that Hull-House has had in trying to buck the stifling trend in evaluation today can be
liberating and instructive for other museums that expend resources on evaluation that is not
germane to their missions or to the goals of their projects.
Radke described evaluation as having been an “Achilles’ heel” for the museum that
Lee and Junkin have long been working to address. The problem, as Radke put it, has been
finding a protocol for evaluation that takes seriously matters of importance to the museum.
In 2011, Lee planned to begin measuring affect as part of her regular survey of
visitors. For JAHHM, Junkin told me, it’s clearer than for other museums that people are
motivated by both intellect and emotion. Just learning something about poverty, racism, etc.,
might not be enough to motivate visitors to act. When visitors have emotional reactions,
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however, they can become motivated in this way. Affect and embodied emotional response
are crucial to JAHHM’s goal of inspiring visitors to action.
The staff completed some early evaluation projects with the new models they were
testing. These were for programs and interventions, rather than exhibitions. They were
implemented at “Rethinking Soup” and the tea drinking project in Addams’s bedroom as
well as a symposium about historic preservation. The evaluations for affect focused on the
idea that sometimes the experiences you have in a museum don’t lend themselves to
description. The evaluations offered multiple avenues for expression. Visitors could draw,
sing, or express themselves in other ways. After one visitor related her experience in the
museum to a passage she had read in Moby Dick, the museum began asking visitors if there
was anything else outside the museum that they could relate to their experience inside.
Becoming Interim Director drew Junkin’s attention away from the project of
evaluating for affect, which has been dormant since then. The evaluations for affect are an
unfinished project, but the problem remains at Hull-House that the staff feels stymied about
evaluating what matters to the museum. They hope a new grant (funded in 2013) from AAM
for their Slow Museum Project will help the museum to craft an evaluation process that
takes seriously the same issues that JAHHM does.208
The Slow Museum Project is about questioning the need or desirability of forcing the
museum to keep up with the frenetic pace of contemporary urban life. Instead the staff asks
what it would look like to “embrace the notion of a museum as a transgressive site of leisure,
recreation, reflection and respite from the busyness of life.”209
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Evaluation will be an important part of the Slow Museum Project. The staff asks
how a slow museum might “redefine success and develop playful and participatory
evaluations.” The survey of affective behavior the staff designed for the experience of
reading Kapsalis’s alternative label for Addams’s traveling medicine kit is a model for the
museum. The staff described these evaluations in the grant proposal to AAM, writing that
“survey results were stunningly intimate, poetic, and transformative in their own regard, and
have been a subject of excitement and wonder on the part of our staff ever since.”210
Conclusion: Don’t be Fearful
JAHHM is like someone making bombs in her basement from simple household
items. What makes the work of this museum exceptional is not technology that others don’t
have. It’s not special materials or even a show-stopping collection. What makes it
exceptional is fearlessness and a willingness to use the imagination of staff members to come
up with a range of ideas, some of which are successful, and some which are not. This
institution doesn’t mind taking risks that might cause others to disagree. In part, I think this
comes from its historical memory of a time when dissent and disagreement was much more
a part of our daily civic vocabulary.211
So often, museum staffs are fearful about some new exhibition or program sparking
a controversy that will adversely affect the museum. But in all of the contemporary examples
I’ve seen of this, the worries were for naught, and there was no memorable negative reaction.
The organizers of Out in Chicago at CHM, The African Presence in México at the NMMA, and
even Teresa Silva, curator of Unfinished Business: Juvenile Justice, all reported not seeing the
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negative reactions they anticipated. The message is that censoring one’s own work
beforehand unnecessarily cripples the power of the exhibition. One of the reasons museum
staffs don’t tend to see the protests they fear about exhibitions for social justice is that it
takes time – sometimes years – to roll out these exhibitions. By the time they open, they’re
often not as controversial as they might have been when the planning began.
The other element that makes the curatorial work for social justice at JAHHM
exceptional is the institutional commitment to doing it. Work in museums is highly
orchestrated over long timelines, often underfunded, and requiring a great deal of planning
and coordination by staff. Museums can only really handle what they are most deeply
committed to. Often, especially in small museums, such as JAHHM, anything that isn’t
essential will go by the wayside as limited resources are funneled toward activities that are.
Resonance suffuses nearly every exhibit at Hull-House. Wonder is what the museum
struggles to cultivate. But keen attention to the need for it helps. Wonder at JAHHM isn’t
usually where you’d expect it, in the works of art. Rather, it exists in the experiences – the
alternative labeling, the objects in Home Economics curated by domestic workers, and reading
Addams’s love poem to Rozet-Smith on the mantle in Addams’s bedroom while looking
upon the portrait of Smith. The interplay between art and other elements, often written ones
that provide robust and vivid context, builds wonder in the museum. This wonder is not the
gut-punching swoon of love-at-first-sight we might experience among grand-scale master
works in an art museum. It is often the slow-growing sense, creeping in and filling the body,
that there is something more to notice, that the veil of our everyday lives is falling away to
expose structures that surround us invisibly. Or the wonder comes in waves of common
pleasures – dancing, playing games, activities that bring on laughter and smiling. We know
feelings of wonder can arise from the stroke of a paintbrush or chisel. But what JAHHM
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teaches curators is that we can build wonder from everyday pieces just as surely as we can
build love in the home.
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CHAPTER TWO - RELUCTANT MAVERICK:
THE CHICAGO HISTORY MUSEUM
On July 4, 1987, Cardinal Bernardin addressed the crowd at the Chicago Historical
Society’s (CHS) Old Fashioned Fourth of July Program. His speech exemplified the kinds of
shifts that were taking place in public thinking and their welcome, at last, into the world of
CHS.212 In the first departure from the 4th of July addresses going back to the 1920s,
Bernardin described the American people as a diverse group of immigrants, many fleeing
“hunger, political oppression, and religious persecution.”213 His words still feel contemporary.
In the most radical part of his speech he delineated the “unfinished business” of the US,
referring to the work we need to do as a just nation.214 Bernardin denounced “continual signs
of hostility, tension and suspicion among various racial and ethnic groups,” especially the
defacing of the Holocaust Memorial Foundation of Illinois, the precursor to the ILHMEC
discussed in chapter three. In his estimation, action against prejudice and discrimination is
our obligation. He highlighted income inequality, stating that there is a “growing underclass”
of “people who face a future of mediocre education, dangerous living conditions,
unemployment, and a demeaning existence on welfare assistance, grudgingly granted.”
Rectifying these conditions are a communal obligation, Bernardin argued. He specifically
referred to a myopic “false patriotism” wherein Americans see flaws in other societies, but
never their own, as a national problem, as is “exaggerated individualism” that threatens
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collective fabrics of families and any sense of common good. These are essentially the same
arguments Robert Janes uses in his writing on museums today.
In previous years, these kinds of pronouncements would have been heresy at CHS.
But as museums struggled to conform to the emerging norms of populist museum work,
social history became an important method for including marginalized audiences in the
museum. Sharing authority with the communities whose stories the museum wanted to tell
was another such mechanism.
The story of curatorial work for social justice at CHM is, in part, the story of
increasingly nuanced attempts to share the authority of the museum while also remaining
true to telling history that is academically sound. This story involves issues the museum has
grappled with since its founding: the utility of history in the present, the multiple possible
truths in history,215 subjectivity and agency in the telling of history, and the degree to which
the museum hopes to influence the actions of the visitor. In this chapter, I will tell the story
of curatorial work for social justice at CHM by discussing four exhibitions, starting in 1995,
that form a genealogy leading to Out in Chicago (2011). Though this story is often about
institutional limits, it is important to emphasize that CHM has done increasingly good
curatorial work for social justice over the last 20 years.
Curatorial Genealogy: From Neighborhoods to Out
Exhibitions are the cornerstone of museum work. Museums themselves, CHM
included, have stated that exhibitions have a special communicative power that is different
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from other kinds of programming. Evidence from administrations throughout the history of
CHM demonstrate this. For example, in 1974 the Master Plan for the galleries states that
in developing future plans and programs, the use of the Society’s public
exhibition space assumes a primary importance. Public exhibitions offer not
only the opportunity to draw people into the Society and implicate them
more fully in the historical continuity of their city, but also
for fundraising, enhancing collections, and for the development of staff.216 In 1988,
exhibitions were a particular target of the new Affirmative Action Policy.217 In 1992,
Ellsworth Brown, then Director of CHM, describes exhibitions as “a unique scholarly and
artistic form.” Every exhibition at CHS, he writes, “must meet dual standards of historical
significance and artistic merit.”218 Bunch focused his attention on exhibitions at CHS. He
saw them as “a primary vehicle to communicate with visitors.”219 Many museums choose to
segregate the work they name as being political, controversial, about social change, or about
social justice in public programming. But the significance of exhibitions in the institutional
trajectory of CHM supports my focus on them.
Neighborhoods (1995-1998), Without Sanctuary (2005), and Facing Freedom (2010-present)
are powerful exhibitions that unambiguously demonstrate the need to make our society
more inclusive (a form of distributive justice) and to use the memories of atrocities to
oppose prejudice today (a form of retributive justice). Out differs crucially from the other
exhibitions because its curators intended to work for social justice.220 They intended to work
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to mitigate prejudice against queer people and to encourage visitors to change their behavior
in specific ways.221 To this end, I will refer to the kind of exhibition for social justice
exemplified by Out as an instrumental exhibition for social justice.
Each of the three earlier exhibitions contributed something different to the
contemporary state of curatorial work for social justice at CHM that Out represents.
Neighborhoods, the direct ancestor of Out, was a series of four exhibitions about specific
neighborhoods in Chicago. Though the curators of Neighborhoods did not use the term social
justice, I believe that distributive justice and retributive justice were both intended outcomes
of the exhibitions within that project, both for curators and for community partners. I’ll
describe in greater detail below how statements from the curators substantiate this belief.
This project was marked by sharing authority with contemporary communities, which
became a hallmark of important projects at CHM, such as the acclaimed Teen Chicago and Out.
Facing Freedom, the exhibition on American history, does not imagine the future
actions of visitors, only that they will be more informed. It works for the equitable
distribution of historical recognition through a decentralized American history. Beginning in
the 1960s, social history was part of a movement to question accepted histories of the
winners in favor of histories from the bottom up. I will call Facing Freedom a resourceful
exhibition for social justice because it uses history as a resource rather than a tool.222
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Joy Bivins, curator of Without Sanctuary, the collection of photographs of lynchings in
America, said that her exhibition “established this museum as a place where you’re going to
see projects that don’t contain easy content.” It paved the way for Catholic Chicago, which
briefly discussed clerical sexual abuse, and Out in Chicago.223 Just as Without Sanctuary contains
clear anti-racist messages, Out contains clear anti-homophobic messages. Both exhibitions
invite their visitors to help extinguish these prejudices. Out is about queer Chicagoans, the
ways in which they’ve shaped Chicago’s history, and vice versa. The curators charge visitors
indirectly with supporting equal rights for queer Chicagoans and with creating a city in which
people respect diverse family structures, forms of dress, and expressions of intimacy.
CHM is already doing good work for social justice. But this work would greatly
improve if the museum acknowledged it as such. Doing so would also help draw more
people to the museum. Nevertheless, I think they don’t work for social justice more openly
for two main reasons. One is the fear of alienating wealthy yet conservative donors. The
other is a pervasive belief at CHM that it is somehow not the job of the museum to work for
social justice: that doing so is not doing the work of a historian, as John Russick, the
Director of Curatorial Affairs put it, or that doing so is not respecting the free choice of
visitors, as Peter Alter and Joy Bivins, curators at CHM, fear. The story of CHM delineates
the boundaries of the curatorial work for social justice that this project, as a whole, charts.
As a large, mainstream history museum, CHM is a source of curatorial tactics with other
applications. I will demonstrate how CHM could pool its tactics into a strategy of curatorial
work for social justice. Others such as Ian Jones, Robert Macdonald, and Darryl McIntyre
agree that this is appropriate work for a city museum. As they put it, city museums have a
223
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crucial role to fulfill in ensuring “that cities become more responsive to the plight of their
marginal populations.”224 Lastly, I will try to read what the future may hold for CHM, an
institution that I hope will remain a keystone in Chicago’s cultural landscape.
The Politics of Out
CHM is an important case study for this project precisely because CHM does, in
certain important instances, work for the equitable distribution of risks and rewards in
society through exhibitions. Yet most staff members and institutional leaders see the work of
the museum differently. Everyone at the History Museum agrees on the museum’s
commitment to all Chicagoans. To me, this implies a commitment to social justice.
There is a tension inside CHM that comes from its understanding that it risks being
left behind in a moment of vast change within the cultural sector. Now, as at other times in
its history, CHM is acutely aware of the dangers of irrelevance, and the need for a younger
and growing base of members. The programming series, “Out at CHM” that inspired the
exhibition has been crucial to the effort to attract young people, according to Randy
Adamsick, Director of Institutional Development.225 Over its first seven years, 250 new
members joined the museum during the membership drive associated with Out at CHM,
which Adamsick felt was significant.
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As part of its appeal to younger people, CHM seeks to position itself in a way that
conflicts with its disavowal of the overtly political.226 For example, the museum organizes
exhibitions such as Out in Chicago, during the run of which the museum hosted a mass civil
union ceremony for same sex couples. Though CHM didn’t organize the event, it actively
promoted the association of its name with the event. Since then, CHM held a large wedding
expo in preparation to become “the destination for gay weddings in Chicago,” one staff
member said. According to Jill Austin, one of the co-curators of Out, the museum received
“a pat on the back for being brave.”227 To then say, as it does, that the museum has no
official position on gay marriage is false – as false as the notion that a museum hosting Out
isn’t an advocate for queer Chicagoans.228 The museum is torn between needing to appeal to
its old guard of supporters and seeming like a neutral place for Chicagoans on the one hand
and needing to appeal to a new, younger and more progressive audience on the other.
Former Historical Society
The Changing Face of Public History: The Chicago Historical Society and the Transformation of
an American Museum, by Catherine Lewis, is a crucial source for this chapter – particularly the
history of directors and the discussion of Neighborhoods. Lewis is the Executive Director of
Museums, Archives & Rare Books, the Director of the Museum of History and Holocaust
Education, and a Professor of History at Kennesaw State University. My own work follows
on her nine years of research at CHS. Lewis’s detailed case study of CHS reveals the
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museum to be representative of changes in the world of museums over the 1980s-2000s.229 It
also recounts the early history of the museum. CHS began as an elite club of powerbrokers
in Chicago bent on civilizing their rough and tumble frontier town, and suturing it to the
burgeoning US, to paraphrase Andrew McNally III.230 The founders saw the museum as a
way of shaping citizenship and ameliorating the problem of new immigrants. At its founding,
the museum was largely concerned with American history. It took nearly 150 years from the
founding of CHS in 1856, to transform it into a museum about Chicago. The history that
best illuminates the stories of sharing authority at CHM and of Out in Chicago begins in the
1990s.
Ellsworth Brown: The Corporate Model
Ellsworth Brown, Director of CHS from 1981-1993, was hired to complete the
transformation of CHS into an urban history museum that the previous director, Harold
Skramstad, began. Brown enabled the museum to begin sharing authority. To give the
background of his administration and subsequent ones, I will integrate work by Catherine
Lewis with primary sources from my research at CHM. Instead of following Skramstad’s
academic model, Brown shaped CHS with a model that both Russell Lewis, Executive Vice
President and Chief Historian, and Catherine Lewis (no relation) described as corporate.231
Brown’s corporate model would ultimately come to full flower in the strategic planning,
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market research, and formative and summative evaluations that characterize the museum’s
process of work today.
Brown wanted to change the “mom and pop” feel of the museum’s leadership,
which included a number of people who had been on staff for 30 to 40 years.232 Brown
began new plans for the building and the collections. The part of CHS that contemporary
Chicagoans think of as the old building was built in 1932 in the shady groves of Lincoln Park
where Lake Michigan spreads out before visitors walking in the dappled sunlight. Clement
Silvestro added an expansion onto the back of the museum facing Clark St., where the
entrance to the museum is today. Silvestro’s building was called the “ugliest in Chicago”
when it was completed in 1972.233 It featured a lobby that was “barren” with a façade that
was “devoid of windows.” Brown’s renovation would demonstrate that the museum was
open to the public through the use of a transparent façade.234
Brown’s work on staffing, exhibitions, and diversity stemmed from his study in
preparation for this campaign, called the “Scope Study” (1983). The first result of this study
was a new mission (1989) to focus on the diversity of Chicago.235
To interpret and present the history of Chicago to the city’s diverse public
groups through exhibitions, programs, and publications that educate and
respond to their identified needs; to collect and preserve a variety of objects
and records related to Chicago. The collection will provide the material to
document the city’s evolution, serve the research community, and educate
the general public.236
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This new mission breaks from the old mission in adopting a specific commitment to serving
the public(s) of the city, in addition to the members and donors to the museum.237 This sense
of responsibility informs the museum’s work to this day.
Brown hired Susan Tillet, the first Director of Curatorial Affairs, in 1987. Tillet
radically changed the process for selecting and making exhibitions at the museum.238 Brown
created an organizational structure wherein the exhibitions and curatorial departments
reported to Tillet instead of to himself. Tillet was a crucial part of CHS’s transition from an
academic to a corporate model. The teamwork she fostered was analogous to a corporate
system where “different skills and talents [are] blended to create collaborative products.”239
Various museums in Chicago at the time, including CHS and the Field Museum, were
pioneering this approach, adopted from the Kellogg School of Business, in the production
of exhibitions.240
In 1989 Brown hired Amina Dickerson as Director of Education. She saw
Neighborhoods off to its start. Dickerson had directed the education department at the
National Museum of African Art from 1974-1982, and then, after briefly directing the AfroAmerican Historical and Cultural Museum, came to Chicago to direct the DuSable Museum
of African American History and Culture.241
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Dickerson was a force of nature at CHS, where she drove home the message that
Chicagoans needed to see themselves at the museum.242 She also broke down artificial
barriers between “educators” and curators, involving the staff of her department in the
whole process of planning exhibitions.243 When the curatorial process was transparent and
open to educators, it was more inclusive and clear for other curators, as well.244
Douglas Greenberg: The Technologist
Douglas Greenberg came to CHS as a professional manager and academic historian
rather than a museum professional. He led the museum as director from 1993-2000.
Although Catherine Lewis and Russell Lewis note that Greenberg brought modern
technology to the museum, his tenure also spans the important time of continuing some of
the changes Brown implemented, in particular with Neighborhoods.
Greenberg also led an institutional reorganization at the managerial level. As Russell
Lewis put it, Greenberg redefined all curators and educators as “public historians.”245 This
change was in keeping with academic trends of the time. However, Greenberg’s attempt to
be forward thinking backfired because the curators were confused about their roles, and the
public did not recognize the term “public historian.”
The museum returned to using the terms “curator” and “educator.” Collections and
Exhibitions became separate departments, each with its own deputy director. This was the
third shift in the organization of curatorial work. Russell Lewis then became Deputy
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Director for Collections and Research. Phyllis Rabineau was his counterpart in Exhibitions.
(Now her title is Vice President for Interpretation and Education.) Rabineau says that
Greenberg created her position in 1997 to “strengthen the notion of audience-centered
work,” which she distinguishes from the previous “curatorial-centered approach.”246 Lewis
said that Greenberg “wanted there to be a tension between the two.” This certainly
materialized, as did more confusion about what it meant to be a curator.
Greenberg consolidated interpretation under Rabineau. She believes that having a
department dedicated to audience-centered interpretation has allowed it to take hold across
the museum. Rabineau, a pragmatist, qualifies the “audience-centered commitment,”
however, as “a market driven, financial decision.” Her goals for the museum’s exhibitions
are “audience development. Then creativity. Funders want to see impact, audience numbers.
Funders want to know how you’re engaging the community.”247 Rabineau’s efforts to
“engag[e] the community” for the purpose of audience development could suffer from a
pitfall described by Ellen Hirzy. She writes that “when audience development is the focal
point [of sharing authority] and ‘community’ is a code word for race, class, ethnicity,
educational level, or other demographic characteristics, a museum’s efforts can seem token
and patronizing.”248 Rabineau affirmed, however, that the audience-centered philosophy has
definitely advanced the museum’s financial goal.
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Under Greenberg, CHS came to use a corporate model for organization and
governance more strongly than ever.249 As Lewis put it, “constituencies were called
customers, and the market was the driving force behind the institution’s service.”250 As
discussed, corporate models neither foster the uniqueness of museums nor help them play to
their strengths. The decades-long reliance on a corporate model at CHM – and many other
museums – may be one of the great roadblocks to accepting the museological mandate to
work for social justice that many museum professionals have so eloquently described. At
CHM in particular, I think that the deeply engrained corporate culture does influence
specific decisions within exhibitions. One example is the decision to use the mantra of
“education, not advocacy” for Out in Chicago, discussed below. The exhibition worked for
social justice, but not as it would have without this institutional mantra.
Neighborhoods
By the time of Greenberg’s directorship, CHS was using its second Affirmative
Action Program to no effect.251 Neither policy had resulted in the diverse staff the museum
wanted.252 But perhaps more importantly, with certain exceptions such as Dickerson and
Greenberg himself, the employees from marginalized groups were consolidated in silos of
249
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personnel such as maintenance, security, and administration, rather than in managerial
positions. After discovering, through a study in 1994, that this was the case, Greenberg made
an effort to change the demographics of CHS’s staff. He focused on retaining non-white
staff members, rather than just hiring new ones. The other effort was to be the most
profound commitment yet at CHS toward changing the institutional culture of interpretation
and inquiry to favor social history, sharing authority, and the diversity of Chicago.
Greenberg’s profound commitment to changing interpretive culture at CHS was
Neighborhoods: Keepers of Culture.253 The four exhibitions that formed this project were created
in collaboration with members of the communities in those neighborhoods. The exhibitions
were shown at CHM and then also in the home neighborhoods.254
•
•
•
•

Exhibit 1: Douglas / Grand Boulevard: The Past and the Promise (1995)255
Exhibit 2: Rogers Park / West Ridge: Rhythms of Diversity (March – September
1996)256
Exhibit 3: Pilsen / Little Village: Our Home, Our Struggle
Pilsen / La Villita: Nuestro Hogar, Nuestra Lucha (1997)
Exhibit 4: Rooting, Uprooting: The West Side (Near West Side / East Garfield
Park) (November 1997 - October 1998)257

This set of exhibitions was the museum’s first attempt at creating narratives about
marginalized communities in concert with members of those communities. The project
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changed the status quo at CHM.258 That an exhibition formed the foundation for this pivotal
change in the museum’s identity is significant for me.
One reason why Neighborhoods succeeded in creating lasting change at CHM was that
it was explicitly meant to help “strengthen the Society’s commitment to inclusiveness.”259
Endowing “neighborhood / community history” was a first priority under “Diversity” in the
1998 Strategic Plan Revision.260 One of the ways the project produced lasting change at
CHM was the way in which the staff scaffolded the inauguration of the concept.261 Even as
Neighborhoods was in the planning phases, CHS was already seeking funding for future
exhibitions. They succeeded and Out of the Loop: Neighborhood Voices opened in 2001. They
also advanced the model into the Chicago History Galleries in 2002, Teen Chicago,262 Catholic
Chicago (2008-2009), Lincoln Park Block by Block (2009-2012), My Chinatown (2009-2012), Out in
Chicago (2011-2012), Shalom Chicago (2012), and Muslim Chicago (forthcoming).
In the early 1990s, when CHM began the series, the museum was among the primary
museums working in social history, according to Dickerson. To Russell Lewis, Neighborhoods
was about going directly to the people who weren’t using CHS.263 Dickerson was very proud
of the institution during that time for its willingness to allocate resources to a project with so
many unknowns. According to Lewis, the project “revived employees’ sense of why they got
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involved in the first place: sharing authority, getting together with the public to serve the
public.”264 Everyone felt effective. They felt that they were doing real work in the world via
the museum. Dickerson elaborated: “It was the first interaction between the professional
staff and the community they were intended to serve and it shook everything up.”265
The museum has not entirely retained the lesson from Neighborhoods about how to
take risks. Rabineau allowed that the impulse to work for social justice at CHM might have
been stronger during that project.266 Dickerson confirmed this. The museum was trying to
empower communities to tell their stories and validating the work of lay historians in the
communities who were the keepers of those narratives, as the title Neighborhoods: Keepers of
Culture, suggests. This work of validating is a kind of distributive justice. We might quibble
with CHM’s authority to validate sources for history, but they do have it and conferring it on
communities on purpose is a move toward sharing control. The Neighborhoods project was a
museum-wide effort to create equitable access to and authority over history around Chicago.
Paradoxically, over the long term Neighborhoods worked both for and against social
justice at CHM. It worked for distributive justice as it opened the interpretive process to
authority beyond that of curators. With the participation of Tracye Matthews, external
Project Coordinator, “the Neighborhoods teams were becoming pockets of progressiveness.”267
As Dickerson put it, “[the project] laid bare staff’s own biases as professionals.”268
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As Lewis put it, “Neighborhoods sought to fundamentally alter the balance of power
[between the museum and its subjects].”269 There was productive internal tension as the staff
learned to take a position other than complete control. The best practices of sharing
authority today include building collaborative relationships, which the team of Neighborhoods
tried to do, as well as engaging the first voice community in distributing authority.270
Letting Go, a new primer on sharing authority in museums, frames sharing authority
as “priming the pump of interpretation” so that interpretations that the museum’s staff may
not otherwise have made may emerge.271 Sharing authority is about acknowledging and
honoring the different forms of expertise community members, museum professionals,
scholars, and visitors bring to a project. What’s more, it requires “more not less expertise
from museum staff.”272 According to the American Alliance of Museums (American
Association of Museums till 2012), the public perception that the museum controls
knowledge and doesn’t want to share it or hear other interpretations of it broadly entrenched.
In order to combat this impression, Hirzy suggests museums should consider changing their
hiring and qualifications for staff members as well as for board members.273 Like Hirzy,
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Maria-Rosario Jackson, a researcher for the Urban Institute, suggests that museums may
need to change what they do in order to comply with the needs to share authority that are
now central to museum work.274 She wrote: “in some cases, museums will have valuable
resources that meet a current need. In others, museums will have to create a context for their
offerings, modify existing assets, and/ or invent new ones.”275
Despite the museum’s desire to cede control, “CHS did not formally outline the
community partners’ roles, [but] they were expected to participate at every level of the
exhibition process.”276 This was not the only problem with CHS’s engagement with its
community partners. But the troubled terms of collaboration also taught CHS to better share
authority in the future. Catherine Lewis and Russell Lewis both report a misconception at
CHS from the beginning of the project. It became clear that the neighborhoods of Chicago
as they are geographically defined are not necessarily the shared cultural spaces we expect
them to be. That is why all of the Neighborhoods exhibitions ended up crossing two
neighborhoods apiece when they were supposed to treat only one. To its credit, the museum
made this change to accommodate the finding.277 Other problems were not resolved as
swiftly. For example, CHS pledged to provide translators as well as multi-lingual materials in
the exhibitions, but did not do this until Pilsen, the third of four exhibitions. CHS intervened
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in other ways to accommodate potential participants, but community participation remained
low or at least incomplete.278
Though Neighborhoods created a sea change in the curatorial culture at CHM,
Neighborhoods was, in crucial ways, not radical. As Catherine Lewis put it, the project “satisfied
funding agencies who wanted to sponsor safe topics without abandoning a commitment to
multiculturalism.”279 This was what Brier would call a project of “liberal inclusion.” In the
1990s, the funding climate in the cultural sector was moving away from general operating
support and toward the support of specific projects, and funders were using these projects to
craft specific images for themselves and, indeed, to influence public culture in general.
One critique of Neighborhoods was that the project minimized negative parts of the
histories of the neighborhoods as well as discussion of conflict within them. The curatorial
teams shied away from addressing any “difficult topics.”280 According to Lewis, this is
because the telling of a marginalized group’s history, particularly in a mainstream venue,
must go through a purely celebratory phase before the group can be open to any critique.
This was Rabineau’s position as well. CHM’s preoccupation with the division of education
and advocacy may find its roots in Neighborhoods. Lewis asks, how “can museums engaged in
collaborative projects balance accuracy with advocacy?” 281
Dickerson said that there are difficult truths in the histories that these exhibitions
address and they were left out on purpose. Once the institution committed to this project,
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she felt that it should have “let the messy edges show.” Neighborhoods suffered from the
problem of providing an overly rosy narrative. But Out of the Loop, the next exhibition in this
lineage, was allowed to explore difficult issues such as gentrification because Neighborhoods
had produced trust with its celebratory narrative. During the development of exhibitions
from Neighborhoods to Out in Chicago, the balance between sharing authority (and risking an
overly rosy picture) on the one hand and telling critical, rigorous history on the other hand
has become more nuanced and sophisticated.
It is difficult to produce equitable coverage of groups in history, though doing so is a
form of distributive justice. Indeed, even certain visitors to Without Sanctuary wondered why
the museum focused only on the lynching of African Americans. Can one create an
exhibition that builds equity, or does the bounded nature of exhibitions creation simply
reinforce other inequities in the way history covers various people? I think each exhibition
needs to signal to materials and stories beyond its borders. Beyond that, institutions that are
meant to be mainstream, such as CHM, simply must tell story after story without the same
group remaining at the center, as CHM began doing with Neighborhoods.
Chicago: Crossroads of America: Bridge to sharing the future
In the late 1990s, CHS planned Chicago: Crossroads of America, the new permanent
exhibition. One of the most important pieces of evidence from this time period is a set of
worksheets from the Interpretive Goals Workshop about Crossroads in Summer 1998. For
the workshop, staff members responded via email to this prompt: “the new Chicago History
exhibit will be better than any other history museum exhibit I have ever seen if…”282 The
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responses were a treasure trove of gut level ideas from staff members that reveal much about
the diversity of opinions on staff and the trends for the museum in the coming decades.
One respondent hoped that Crossroads would capture for visitors the “passions,
powers, values…that existed in the past, created the present and can inform and improve the
future.” This is one manifestation of the way that civic responsibility and good citizenship
have developed at CHM. Another is the notion of sharing the future. As another respondent
put it, the new exhibition should not “gloss over the contested topics, spaces, characters,
meanings of Chicago’s past, present, and future, but instead [attempt] to engage audiences in
thinking about…their own role in shaping a shared history and future.” These responses
look to the future – improving it, and sharing it. To me, a shared future for all Chicagoans
implies the sharing of resources and risks, the sharing of public space and historical space.
Sharing the future is committing to distributive justice. When I discuss museums working
for social justice, I refer to work that necessarily addresses contemporary concerns.
Museums can intervene to improve the justness of distribution as well as to help redress past
wrongs. Contemporary injustices remain or go unchecked largely because of political or
economic disputes about them. For example, undocumented immigrants suffer grave and
ongoing injustices because they sit at the center of a political debate about what this country
is and should be. That debate is also rooted in economic debates about the value of work,
the social safety net, and more. Put another way, injustices often persist because some robust
community is gaining from the injustice. A shared future is one in which groups that gain
from injustices renounce greed, prejudice, and other motivators and begin to work together
with groups that have suffered from injustice. Another respondent summarizes the argument
I see in place at CHM today:
an understanding of history makes people more informed, and hence better
citizens. CHS’s role is to remind visitors of this connection and to show
116

them new ways in which this understanding can illuminate the choices that
they make in their fulfillment of their civic responsibilities.283
Here is a single statement that connects contemporary notions of citizenship and civic
responsibility to action on the part of the museum. But it also endorses the resourceful
exhibitions that have been much more common at CHM than the instrumental ones.
Lonnie Bunch – The Superstar284
Lonnie Bunch directed CHS for just four years, from 2001 to 2005, when the current
Director, Gary Johnson, took over. Bunch was the museum’s second director from National
Museum of American History, the first being Skramstad. Bunch had directed Curatorial
Affairs there, so at CHS he represented a strong departure from directors who had been
professional managers rather than museum professionals. As Catherine Lewis put it, “Bunch
was trained as both curator and historian, blending the academic and public” work that
Skramstad, Brown, and Greenberg championed.285 Bunch revamped the organization of the
curatorial staff yet again to conform to his own experience as a curator.286 Catherine Lewis
described the organization of the curatorial staff under Bunch this way:
Unlike Ellsworth Brown, he does not simply want to establish partnerships
with academic historians; he wants to train the staff to become public
historians…in order to do this, he dismantled Greenberg’s exhibit-developer
283
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model…and put the staff members trained as curators or historians in charge
of developing exhibitions.287
Russell Lewis said that the curators under Bunch became independent from the Exhibitions
Department. Exhibitions returned to its previous job of displaying and presenting the
content the curators developed.
Teen Chicago exemplified the tenor of Bunch’s directorship and his skill set. It opened
in 2004 and ran until the building closed in 2005, helping to set the tone for the new CHM.
It also set the tone for Out. When Teen Chicago opened, Tammy Gordon described it as “a
case study in best professional practices” saying that it “employed a technique often used by
highly professionalized museums to share authority: multiple perspectives.”288 In this, Teen
Chicago was an important model for Out. For it went beyond sharing authority, which can
result in an overly celebratory exhibition. The curators of Teen Chicago created a more
nuanced history of the kind the curators of Out sought to create by using diverse points of
view. The group that planned the exhibition included a panel of fifteen teenagers. “CHS
employed these teens, trained them in museum practice and oral history methods, and
provided research guidance. The [Teen] Council was integrated into every facet of exhibition
development,” writes Gordon. The project also collected the stories of people who were
teenagers in every decade from 1910 to 2000. The exhibition was exemplary for its use of
technology, interactivity, object-based interpretation, and graphic design. It won the
Excellence in Exhibition Competition by AAM.
Bunch’s directorship came at a serendipitous moment. He wanted to foster
significant change at CHS and the museum’s experience with Neighborhoods (1995-1998) had
left the museum with a sense of urgency, at long last, about the need to change its name.
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“Historical Society” communicated that the museum was elite and exclusive in a way that
inhibited the goal of serving Chicago as a whole. According to Dickerson, the museum’s
exhibition on Bronzeville (part of Neighborhoods) drew visitors to the museum “who didn’t
realize they could go to CHS before.” This, she said, “fueled the debate about the name.”289
CHS lived up to its name for many decades even after it opened to the public as a museum
in 1906. In 2006, the museum became the Chicago History Museum.
An expansion of the museum was underway when Bunch came on staff. His
presence was the right thing at the right time to make a difference. With Bunch’s
involvement, the expansion grew from a $3 million project to a $27 million one, supporting
Rabineau’s vision that the whole museum would become a visitors’ center.290 Making CHM a
museum for everyone could have happened in a variety of ways, but Bunch’s championship
of Rabineau’s plans advanced the audience-centered structure that is in place at CHM today.
Without Sanctuary
One final exhibition at CHS before it closed for renovation was the Allen-Littlefield
Collection of photographs of lynchings in America.291 Without Sanctuary functioned as a kind
of dazzling cliff hanger. If the museum can pull off something this important and powerful
on the brink of closing, what next? According to Russell Lewis, Bunch felt the show was
important because it wasn’t celebratory. He saw CHM as having an institutional obligation to
mount exhibitions that dealt frankly with painful chapters of history.
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Without Sanctuary was about domestic terrorism. The photographs in the exhibition
were available as popular ephemera, such as postcards, for white Americans to use as
weapons of intimidation against black and brown Americans. The exhibition dramatically
and horrifically highlights America’s deepest racial fault line and demonstrates that the
fissures radiating from it travel all the way to the present day. In 2005, when the exhibition
was on view at CHM, the collection belonged to James Allen, the original collector of the
photographs. When the Lannan Foundation proposed that CHM exhibit it, the museum had
just acquired the court drawings from the case of Emmett Till’s murder. It was an
opportunity to curate an exhibition that gave the local side of a national story.
Every installation of Without Sanctuary was different because it was a collection that
each site had to curate.292 By the time Without Sanctuary came to CHM, the collection had
been on view at various venues for five years with very differing results. There is a large
body of literature critiquing the book Without Sanctuary and the exhibition at its many
venues.293 But here I will focus on the installation at CHS.
Bivins used CHM’s collection and the story of Till, who was from Chicago, to
connect Chicago to the long history of racial violence in the US and to remind visitors that
this violence affected African Americans this violence in the North as well as the South. The
exhibition in Chicago largely followed the pattern set by the New-York Historical Society
(N-YHS). At N-YHS, as Carbonell put it, the “goal was not to present an ‘encyclopedic
treatment of lynching in America’; they hoped instead ‘to provide interpretive tools for the
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audience to understand a collection of challenging documents in American history.’”294 Here,
Carbonell and Desmond describe two different kinds of exhibitions. The latter, which
provides interpretive tools for understanding a terrible chapter in history, is what I call the
resourceful exhibition. CHM’s stated goal for Without Sanctuary, Facing Freedom, and generally
is to create this kind of exhibition that gives visitors tools for making history meaningful. In
fact, I think Without Sanctuary was also an instrumental exhibition against racism.
Bivins’s main goal was to expose the audience to the fact of racial violence. In the
early 2000s, most of the murders in the exhibition were already 50-100 years old. Bivins saw
elapsed time as a gap in the historical memory of what people had to endure to establish
their citizenship in this country. Bivins and Bunch wanted to let the public know that CHM
was the kind of place where the public could access this kind of historical memory.
Bivins is an African American museum professional in her 30s with degrees in
Africana Studies and Afro-American and African History. She worked on two out of the
three exhibitions at CHM with the most content on social justice. So I expected her to be
personally invested in curatorial work for social justice. She said that she has been “chasing
the dragon” ever since working on Without Sanctuary, and called the exhibition “a confluence
of her training, interests, and emotional content.” But she stated plainly that “an exhibition
to create a more equitable society isn’t possible.”295
Bivins seems to disagree with Rabineau and Russick. They affirm that there is as
Rabineau said, “a position being taken” in each piece of curatorial work, whether or not, as
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Russick put it, that position is purposeful.296 Bivins, by contrast, asserts that it is possible to
separate “the history” from “the interpretation.” When I asked her about her curatorial
process, she said that she “thinks of just the history, not the ramifications of the
interpretation, because she wants to leave that up to the visitor.” In response to other
installations of Without Sanctuary, Carbonell quoted Hayden White’s “The Value of
Narrativity in the Representation of Reality” from 1980: “Has any historical narrative ever
been written that was not informed not only by moral awareness but specifically by the
moral authority of the narrator?”297
Carbonell argues that, “audience members are called upon to be both witnesses after
the fact and parties responsible for the present and the future.”298 Wendy Wolters counters
that Allens’ documentary method “allows the audience to gaze freely and innocently at the
lynched bodies under the pretense of learning about and preventing future violence.”299 Apel
reminds us of the limits of Without Sanctuary in working for social justice: the exhibitions
don’t address the unfinished business of “the deliberate refusal of the federal government to
intervene and the continuing effects of these policies in the racist state today.”300
Bivins wants to leave interpretation up to the visitor. But to this observer,
interpretation is always already present in curatorial work. Where Bivins is trying to select
portions of her narrative based on historical importance, I see choices that also have political
implications. Here are what I see as the ramifications of her work. Bivins builds a narrative
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that gives visitors a visceral experience. This experience can be channeled into specific antiracist work as the exhibition demonstrates anti-lynching activists to have done. To do so, she
uses the curatorial tools described below.
Without Sanctuary is a clear example of “resonance and wonder” in action. Bivins
elicited a visceral, embodied emotional response from visitors by confronting them with the
photographs of lynchings. She then parlayed that into an intellectual resonance with
contemporary anti-racism activism through the discussion of anti-racist and anti-lynching
activism during the first half of the 20th century.
The Allen-Littlefield Collection that forms the core of Without Sanctuary didn’t require
any additional intervention to create emotional content. As Bivins walked the staff through
the exhibition, she couldn’t get through the show without breaking down. Many exhibitions
of human remains – such as exhibitions of mummies and Body Worlds – do not overwhelm
people emotionally. The content of Without Sanctuary is different because the photographs
are documentation of murders motivated by hate. The pictures often depict brutally and
creatively mutilated corpses. The murders were committed in the same country where the
photographs are on view, and many happened in living memory. Moreover, unlike other
exhibitions in which human remains are treated with respect, the bodies in Without Sanctuary
have been desecrated more than once, both at the time of the victims’ death and in the
reproduction of the images of these deaths. Some say that the exhibition of the photographs
is a third such desecration.301 Some critics and visitors said that Witness – the first exhibition
of the Allen-Littlefield Collection – seemed “irresponsible” because it seemed to
“compound or condone the events” it represented.302 So, how can a museum design an
301
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exhibition that manages this volatile emotional content and respects the individual victims of
murder so that the exhibition itself does not repeat the violence of their deaths?
One way is ensuring that visitors don't identify with the photographers.303 For
Wolters, though, the way Allen curated the collection of photographs for his book made this
very difficult. She argues that Allen made grave errors in allowing whiteness to remain a
normal, unmarked category that did not bear discussion or notice in his project.304 The
bodies of the victims were always the exceptional element that bore description, leaving “the
spectacle of lynching…at the center of the project.”305 As a result, writes Wolters, for white
viewers of Without Sanctuary, the book reinforces “racial lines of looking.”306
Bivins and I discussed the way the museum’s staff designed the exhibition to manage
the affective response of the visitors and direct it in certain ways. Bivins cited color, lighting,
writing transitionally, and writing concisely as tactics she used to keep visitors’ attention
trained on the exhibition’s main point, rather than sensationalizing the images. She credits
Bunch with teaching her the importance of “vistas, arresting lines of sight” through the
gallery. She tried to make sure that the images with the strongest effect are visible from
various points in the gallery. In the case of Without Sanctuary, CHM’s Senior Designer, Dan
Oliver, and the graphic designer saw the images as being so loud that the gallery needed to
be a quiet background that did not interrupt visitors’ experiences.
In Without Sanctuary, the museum was designing the experience of the visitors, for
visitors would certainly have an emotional experience one way or another. Russell Lewis says
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that Without Sanctuary was a “powerful example of the difference between an exhibition and a
book” in part because it is a “public experience.”307 Having an intense emotional experience
in the public space of the gallery means that your embodied emotional response affects the
visitors around you and vice versa. Remember the lessons of Elaine Hatfield in Emotional
Contagion. When we empathize with others we can actually catch their emotions. In the
museum, this is particularly true among visitors in groups. As Lewis put it, these spreading
emotional responses can change the way you look at something. In Without Sanctuary “it
became possible to do things in public like cry that we usually don’t allow ourselves to
do.”308 James Elkins’s Pictures and Tears breaks the false dichotomy of thought and feeling. He
argues that closing ourselves off to feeling paintings intensely also closes us off to knowledge
about the paintings. “We think while we cry, and we feel while we think,” he writes.309
According to Damasio, LeDoux, Ramachandran, and Kandel, Elkins is on precisely the right
track. An exhibition that so well combines resonance and wonder is a perfect opportunity to
implement resonance and put the emotional response to use in the world today.
Bivins described the design of Without Sanctuary as being meant to allow visitors to
see the violence and have the space to engage with it, but also to have a “line of sight” to the
responses and resistance to that violence.310 This is typical of curators dealing with atrocities
through exhibitions. It’s important to build the narrative of resisting violence into the
exhibition to avoid doubly victimizing people. The narrative of resistance is also important
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as a light drawing visitors through the dark tunnel of the violent narrative. Holocaust
museums employ a variety of tactics to achieve the combination of intensity and needed
breaks for visitors. One of these is building a space into exhibitions at the end for reflecting.
CHM offered a space for reflection and response at the end of the exhibition to help visitors
modulate and process their experiences. Most visitors wrote voluminously about their
experiences. The guided discussion was another tool. CHM’s staff received training from the
Anti-Defamation League to facilitate these conversations in Without Sanctuary. Rabineau later
praised Marne Bariso, the museum’s Volunteer and Intern Coordinator in the Department
of Visitor Services, saying that CHM was one of the most successful venues for the
collection at offering a discussion space for visitors after viewing the show.
Facing Freedom
The curators of Facing Freedom, Bivins and Alter, decided to shape the exhibition
around the idea that a constant struggle over the meaning of freedom shapes the US.
Different sections of the population are constantly seeking freedom, according to Bivins.
Since Facing Freedom was designed to meet the needs of local middle and high school teachers,
they visited Alter’s son’s 5th grade class and local high schools to hear history classes.311
Students responded to the idea of conflicts over freedom, but Bivins said that “students feel
like history is…whitewashed, they’re not being told the real deal.”312 Alter imagined himself
telling his son about the stories he and Bivins envisioned including. “We don’t have it
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figured out,” Alter said. “American Indian policy is a mess, and it’s dishonest to give the tidy
narrative.”313 This led to the important tactic of letting the “jagged edges” of history show.314
Telling an American history that is not celebratory is, in and of itself, subversive.
And it is a move toward a more equitable history. The tool of thinking of history as
incomplete or having jagged edges recalls the lesson Russell Lewis described as the most
transformative one the museum has to offer, that history could have happened differently.
So, Bivins and Alter chose stories for Facing Freedom that were messy and difficult. Alter said
he “was looking for something that would punch you in the face.”315
Bivins and Alter embedded other tools for young historians in the exhibition as well.
For example, certain events resonate to create meaning in the present. As Alter put it:
On the best day, somehow [the stories are] having an impact on the way
people want to be citizens in this country. To look at the way Muslims are
treated in this country post 9/11 and go through history mentally and land
on internment. To think about regional and national elections and remember
the importance of the history that brought Native Americans to Wounded
Knee.316
He confirmed that he saw CHM as part of a continuum, with JAHHM and instrumental
curatorial work for social justice on one end and CHM on the other end with its more openended resourceful exploration of history. He praised the work of JAHHM but suggested that
his preference was to “provide research tools to consider a given…issue.” He elaborated,
“my comfort zone is to get people to a threshold and then encourage people to think about
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it. If they come to a decision I don’t agree with, then that’s ok, as long as they got there in a
thoughtful way.”317
The key phrase there is “get people to a threshold.” How does a curator bring a
visitor to the brink of a thought? That implies the curator’s vision of a future thought he
would like the visitor to have.318 Ultimately, this is a subtle kind of goal, but I think it’s an
admirable one that does actually encourage visitors to make choices that move our society
toward greater equity, if Alter can help them build the connections he describes.
Interactives helped the curators show history’s “jagged edges” as well. Alter
described the “lift the flap labels” on the story of Wounded Knee. These are what Witcomb
calls “technical” interactives.319 They demonstrate various points of view on the story
(though how well is questionable). Witcomb, Alter, and I all question the utility of “lift the
flap” interactives, but it’s worth noting that a wondrously lonely telegram from a Pullman
Porter was a reproduction on the face of one of these activities: “Will be home some time
tonight wait to eat dinner with me. C Bruice.” We know so much in this moment, the
distance between husband and wife, the toll of long days on the road away from home, the
work of the woman left behind. This telegram made a deeply sad moment of wonder for me.
The best interactive though, according to Alter, is the large vinyl questions that are
posed on the floor. These are open-ended questions that create what he called “an
interactive that takes place in the visitor’s brain:” In the section on Race and Citizenship,
“How would you live if you lost your freedom?” In the section on Armed Conflict, “When
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do you have to fight to be free?” And in the section on Public Protest, “How do you make
your voice heard?” This strategy is much better from Witcomb’s point of view. She writes,
“If the arguments of the ‘New Museology’ are right…multimedia interactives will not, in
themselves, challenge the linear narrative structure behind exhibition design.” Rather,
“exhibition spaces need to be reconceptualized as having to be interactive in themselves.”320
Though the space of Facing Freedom is quite limited – 3,000 square feet, less than half of the
size of its two predecessors – the questioning strategy is a component of the space and a part
of the way students trace a path through the space. I think this helps to create the interactive
Alter hopes for in the minds of visiting students. That is just another way of saying that the
exhibition creates resonance through the tactic of questioning the visitor. At the Anne Frank
House Museum in Amsterdam, questioning helped adults form civic connections. Here it
helps students trace connections between their experiences and the historical experiences of
others struggling for various freedoms.
The curators had other unofficial goals. They wanted the new exhibition to be more
diverse in as many ways as possible. For Alter and Bivins, diversity meant diverse kinds of
history: military history of foot soldiers rather than Grant; labor history of Latinos and
African Americans. Diversity also meant the age of the figures in the histories on view. The
Pullman Porter was a mature man. Min and Mary, two characters in the story about Japanese
Internment were the ages of the target audience.321 Alter and Bivins practiced distributive
justice in their curatorial work through their own goal of the distribution of historical
recognition and by never leaving one group at the center of their story for very long.
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In this exhibition, Bivins and Alter created a toolkit of lessons about history that
students can use everyday. Many people don’t learn these lessons until college if at all, but
they are empowering and can lead to both a more equitable history and toward visitors’ own
positive individual action.
Gary Johnson: 2005 – Present
Gary Johnson has seen CHM codify a vision that has been in development since
Neighborhoods. The museum adopted a new mission in 2012: “We share Chicago’s stories.”
That has been the central tenet of Johnson’s leadership so far.
Johnson promoted Russell Lewis to the position of Executive Vice President and
Chief Historian and assigned the curators to him in the fifth internal restructuring of
curators. Lewis’s responsibilities are vast.322 As a result, Johnson and Lewis named Russick as
Director of Curatorial Affairs in 2010. This sixth restructuring in some ways takes the
museum’s internal structure back to the directorship of Ellsworth Brown in the 1980s.
This is not necessarily a move backwards in terms of the degree to which the
institution is able to work for social justice through exhibitions. The exhibition at CHM with
the clearest curatorial intent of working for social justice is Out in Chicago, which took place
under Johnson’s directorship. When I interviewed the co-curators, Jill Austin, a curator at
CHM, and Jennifer Brier, Associate Professor of Gender and Women’s Studies and History
at University of Illinois at Chicago, the two women felt that more curatorial control would
have facilitated their goals of working for social justice by enabling them to make choices
that pushed some at CHM outside their comfort zones. Of course, Johnson and other
administrators must balance the latitude they give curators with their charge to protect the
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institution. As Austin et al wrote in “When the Erotic Becomes Illicit,” the administrators
are the ones “who are charged to make final editorial decisions on form and content.”323
Curatorial Philosophy
It is important to acknowledge the work that the museum purposely undertakes in its
exhibitions. Russell Lewis says the museum does the most good by stimulating visitors’
imaginations and demonstrating that “history is not inevitable.”324 This valuable and
empowering statement is one of the messages of the resourceful exhibition type described
above. A history that shows itself not to have been inevitable is not a history of the winners.
It is a history that has many points of entry through which diverse Chicagoans can gain a
foothold in understanding their social and political landscape. Everyone is a decision maker
according to Lewis. And “people in power make decisions that are advantageous to them
and everyone else has to deal with that.” The lesson, Lewis says, is that
everyday people can assert themselves and participate in decision making.
This city is here because people imagined a city in successive ways. You can
imagine a better or different future, and then you can act on that. And if you
don’t someone else will do it for you. That…is the most powerful lesson
CHM can teach people.325
Though Lewis’s view was his own and not that of CHM, he did feel that people were more
likely to connect with an institution that affects the present and future.
Lewis echoed Russick, in saying that “the past is the museum’s medium.” Russick’s
understanding of why social justice work seems anathema to so many at CHM was that “we
don’t do well with contemporary stories. What we’re good at is talking about the past. We
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absolutely see the point of doing that as influencing the present and future.” To me, Russick
and Lewis’s desire to influence the present and future is an argument for improving the
museum’s contemporary work. But Russick says that trying to make a case for what you
believe too soon means you “run the risk of doing something other than history. You’re
reporting. You’re editorializing.”326 As Roger Simon put it, “public practices of remembrance
are always about the future.”327 Simon attaches this point to the notion of unfinished
business. He quotes Emmanuel Lévinas’s Entre Nous, writing:
History is ‘not simply reminiscence, but always the consciousness of
something new.’ While this ‘newness’ may unsettle the present…it can also
instantiate hope in holding the present open and thus as being
unfinished…If museums are to participate in this ‘holding open the present,’
they need to put forward practices of public memory in which a horizon of
future possibilities is accessible.328
Insofar as the history museum is about the past, it is also already about the future.
But Russick and Lewis’s ideas are not the museum’s official curatorial philosophy. In
lieu of an exhibition philosophy or curatorial philosophy, Russick told me that the museum
uses the vision statement from 2006, Claiming Chicago, Shaping Our Future. Specifically, that
vision is to help people make a meaningful and personal connection with history.329
Several elements of the vision statement speak to larger themes in this project.
Empathy is among the core values the Visioning Committee identified for the institution.
“Empathy…inspires us to value different voices and makes us better historians, colleagues,
and members of the civic community. It also enables us to anticipate rather than just
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respond to people’s needs and wishes.”330 The museum also seeks to create “ah-ha moments.”
The statement says “discovery can only be achieved when we embrace wonder and
curiosity.”331 The wonder CHM hopes to cultivate also helps to produce empathy. The
missing element of resonance is a silent undercurrent of the vision statement.
Another guiding principle of the vision statement defines the fine line CHM strives
to walk between sharing authority well and doing the work that the museum’s own scholars
have defined as important. The statement says:
We are a service organization…We will embrace service as a way to make a
positive difference in people’s lives…We will apply our creativity to eliminate
barriers to the Museum’s offerings, providing thoughtfully designed physical
and virtual environments, reaching out to diverse and underserved
communities, and accommodating multiple learning styles.332
This quote also illustrates in greater detail the ways in which CHM strives to be equitably
accessible to all.333 This is an important point that demonstrates the museum’s commitment
to equitable distribution – a key part of social justice – beyond exhibitions.
Indeed, Russick was Vice Chair of the Visioning Committee. Its goal was to create a
document that could apply to any department in the museum and so create a unified vision
for the institution. The majority of staff members at CHM believe that it is the museum’s job
to give people the tools to learn about history, but not to promote any particular view of it –
adopting the model I describe as a resourceful exhibition rather than an instrumental one.
Neutrality and Multiple Truths
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Throughout its history, CHM has struggled to organize and present the multiple
truths that Lisa Lee described using at JAHHM. The first overt mention I’ve seen of a
struggle between truths at CHS is from 1929. The museum was in a capital campaign and the
annual report documents the state of the internal conversation at CHS about the narrative
the museum would tell in the new building. It reads:
In their search for truth, our present day historians have disrobed many of
our national heroes, exposing their weaknesses to the public eye and
forgetting to stress their virtues. The story of Washington and the cherry tree
is perhaps a myth, but why explode the bubble if in doing so we break down
one of those fine childhood stories which has helped many a boy or girl to
become a better man or woman?...in the presentation of the life story of our
ancestors let us pass lightly over their faults and emblazon their virtues in the
skies.334
In this foreshadowing of the History Wars, the museum commits to supporting what
it views as the restorative truth rather than the forensic truth. Remember that
restorative truth is about creating the best truth imaginable for the world of the
future. Later, the same document states this explicitly: “For history…is read with the
mind as well as with the heart. It is, after all, a means and an avenue whereby we may
attain the future.”335 Although the administration of CHS in 1929 had ideas of what
the future should be that were entirely different from those of the administration
today, the report did not shy away from the idea of affecting the future. That notion
is an important component of a curatorial work for social justice, as is the idea that
history can be put to practical uses. The practical use of history for specific purposes
is evident at CHS even at this relatively early stage in its history. Indeed, the whole
history of Americanization – which dates back to the very founding of the museum –
is precisely the use of history for a practical purpose of social engineering.
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Nevertheless, the notion that the contemporary exhibition, Out in Chicago, would
strive to affect the present or future in concrete ways was unacceptable at CHM.
Education and Advocacy
For Out in Chicago, CHM adopted the mantra “education, not advocacy.” 336 The first
instance I saw of instructions to staff to use this mantra was an email to all of the
departmental directors from Melissa Hayes, then Vice President for External Affairs on 27
Jan. 2011, the day the museum announced plans for Out in Chicago. Hayes wrote:
If you or one of your staff should encounter an individual either on the
phone or in-person that is asking about the exhibition, please refer to the
following responses…The exhibition is based on providing education, not
advocacy…337
Nearly all 12 of the current and former staff members I interviewed felt that the
mantra of “education, not advocacy” was nonsensical from the standpoint of the
relationship between the two terms. It was a euphemism or a screen that allowed the
museum to imply that it was not entering into politics. And yet, almost all of these same staff
members found the mantra to be useful for deflecting public inquiry and undesirable
comments despite their other feelings about it.338 It is also useful in providing a buffer
between the work the museum does and donors who might disagree with the choice of
exhibition.339 The museum’s leaders seemed to fear of compromising the long term stability
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of the institution through diminished funding and other support. So it makes sense that they
chose a line for use with the public that was different from what the staff members actually
believed. Nonsensical though it may be, the use of the term “education” to point away from
politics and all kinds of controversy is common in mainstream institutions. As Rabineau put
it, “education, not advocacy” is “a safe phrase.” She says “there isn’t a use at this institution
for an aggressive public stand on an issue.”340 That’s the crux of the matter: work for social
justice does not appear, to the museum’s leaders, to advance CHM as an institution.
Rabineau’s reason for this was that the institution needs to continue to appeal to moneyed
benefactors in order to thrive.341
Russick had a nuanced view of advocacy at CHM. He claimed that it’s not the
museum’s job to tell people what is equitable, or how the city should work. Rather, the
museum should inform people of the historical precedents for all of the concerns in the city
today.342 But then he confirmed that “if doing an exhibition on the LGBT community is
pushing the position that it’s a legitimate community, then yes, CHM is guilty of that.”343

however, he said that older donors were much more conservative than young ones. That being said, all of the
trustees were supportive of doing Out in Chicago. (Adamsick, Interview with Director, Institutional
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Many, including Rabineau, don’t believe that education without advocacy is
possible.344 Austin and Brier both felt that the mantra was untrue, as well as a form of
betrayal to the queer communities behind the exhibition to say that they, as curators, were
not advocating for queer Chicagoans.345 As Austin put it, “where does that leave me? You’re
doing the interviews and then all of a sudden you’re told don’t say that you’re advocating.”346
Brier said that the museum’s fear of being seen as an advocate “made [her] sick to [her]
stomach,” but later refuted the idea that she ever accepted the role of an advocate.347 Brier
sidestepped the mantra entirely, saying “we’re telling history.” Indeed they both decided on a
sort of silent protest by simply never saying the word “advocacy” while continuing to do
what they had been doing all along – advocating for queer Chicagoans.348 As Brier put it,
A fear of advocacy in a liberal project is fear that you’re going to be seen as
somehow biased or tainted. In a social justice world, advocacy is insufficient!
So, for me that was clearly their fear…and rightly so.349
One of Brier’s points was that, if one’s goal is to work for social justice, one must go beyond
advocacy to take specific actions to influence systemic change. But Brier argued that the goal
of social justice was never compatible with the museum’s institutional philosophy, in this
case of LGBT inclusion in a mainstream history of Chicago. Brier’s argument resonates with
those of others such as Michael Warner, who writes that
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“The official gay movement …its major national organizations, its national
media, its most visible spokespersons – has…[become] more and more
enthralled by respectability. Instead of broadening its campaign against sexual
stigma…it has increasingly narrowed its scope to those issues of sexual
orientation that have least to do with sex…it has turned into an instrument
for normalizing gay men and lesbians.”350
Normalizing gay and lesbian people also extends, at times, to stigmatizing people
who jeopardize this normalization, treating them like bad apples who are ruining everyone
else’s chances for assimilation.351 There are ways in which liberal inclusion makes the
distribution of risks and rewards in society more equitable, even if systemic change would be
preferable. But it is important to recognize Warner and Brier’s points that not all people
want inclusion. For Brier, then, the project of inclusion was not the social justice work of the
exhibition, but the places where she and Austin were able to bring in intersectionality
were.352 Austin said “telling the history is advocacy.” And advocacy, for her was “the whole
point of the show.”353 This may be the reason that the curators succeeded in making an
exhibition that does work for social justice, even if it could have done better in a more
supportive environment.
Since my research has shown that Out in Chicago is the only exhibition at CHM with a
curatorial stance that worked instrumentally for social justice, it was crucial for me to
document Austin and Brier’s understanding of what this meant and how it worked out in the
gallery. Both Austin and Brier made it clear that they were tremendously committed to social
justice both professionally and personally. They were particularly committed to engaging
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students in learning about inequity and building a more equitable society –both education
and advocacy. For the curators, the social justice content of the exhibition was “obvious,” as
Austin put it. The exhibition was meant to “fight against hate and [cause visitors to] realize
that we’re all in the city together.”354 I learned that, even though Out is a landmark exhibition
for CHM in terms of curatorial work for social justice, the curatorial goals in this area never
did reach as far as they did at JAHHM, the NMMA, or ILHMEC, where the museums have
called visitors to take specific actions to ameliorate specific injustices.
While the uppermost leaders at other museums supported the social justice missions
of their exhibitions, the mantra “education not advocacy” formed the cornerstone of the
museum’s extensive preparation for controversy around the opening of Out. For example,
the museum created a 10 page “Crisis Communication Plan” for Out that was meant to
manage the responses of staff members to the media in cases where “immediate coordinated
action” was necessary and / or situations that could “have an immediate negative impact on
the operation or reputation of the institution.”355 The Plan includes lists of who should speak
to the press and in what order, lists of important contacts in the media, a response checklist,
and a list of marketing duties to help staff members decide whether or not to release a
statement on a given issue, to name a few elements. This document is fascinating because I
have never seen anything like it at CHM or any museum presenting controversial material.
The tenor of this document and others about managing crises around Out is quite serious. It
appears that administrators believed someone could be harmed, perhaps through some kind
of attack at one of the museum’s events or through a non-physical injury such as slander. No
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controversy materialized, and, during the run of the show, more than one staff member
suggested to me that a protest could only have helped the low attendance for Out.356
Brier and Austin weren’t the only people who were uncomfortable with the level of
preparation for the phantom controversy that the museum undertook. The staff of Visitor
Services didn’t anticipate an unusual number of complaints from visitors. But their
experience could not compete with what Bariso called the “institutional mandate to be
prepared for controversy.”357
When we discussed “education, not advocacy,” Austin said that two of the
exhibitions she has curated at CHM so far, Out in Chicago and Catholic Chicago both related to
social justice and advocated for specific causes. She went on to affirm that “education is
advocacy.”358 I think Austin was saying that the museum does advocacy, insofar as it does it,
through education. In many cases, this education takes place through curatorial work. This
makes sense since CHM is, after all, a museum, and a museum’s primary educational venue
is the exhibition. Russick confirmed my interpretation, saying that “social justice
encompasses a lot of activity including education, and CHM fulfills that role.”359
The museum takes a chance with certain parts of the population by simply bringing
the history of queer Chicago to light and by calling it “our history” as Chicagoans. For me,
that is where both distributive and retributive justice happen through this exhibition. Queer
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Chicagoans receive their fair claim on the city’s history and identity and the museum helps
redress their exclusion from it.
CHM has been working with Chicago’s queer communities through the Out at CHM
program since 2004, but this appeared in media on the museum mostly around Chicago’s
Gay Pride Parade. Out, the exhibition, was a completely new level of commitment for the
museum to make to these communities and this topic, and was much more visible since it
took up the museum’s largest gallery for temporary exhibitions. Trying to then separate
education from advocacy contributes to the perception that, as Austin put it, it’s as if the
museum goes as far as it can in terms of engagement with the communities and the subject
matter without truly owning it.360
Out in Chicago
Out is a rare example of an exhibition growing out of public programming rather
than the other way around. This kind of slow engineering for exhibitions would be an
excellent way for CHM and other museums to develop exhibitions with strong shared
authority. Sharing authority with marginalized groups can also lead to exhibitions that work
for social justice. The committee that ran Out at CHM suggested making an exhibition. Thus
began a planning process inspired by Neighborhoods. In 2007, Lewis asked Austin, the curator
of Lincoln Park Block by Block, to curate Out. Brier had been on the committee for Out at
CHM since 2005 and joined Austin as co-curator.
In this way, Lewis created a curatorial team that blended public history and academic
curatorial work, and included first voice representation – both curators are queer. He also
created a team that was well positioned to negotiate with CHM. As Brier put it, the two
360
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curators had more bargaining power as a result of their positions in and out of the
institution.361 Brier and Austin bonded over the suitably hybrid idea of what it would look
like to exhibit John D’Emilio’s essay from 1983, “Capitalism and Gay Identity.”362
Austin and Brier wondered what kind of an exhibition would matter coming from
CHM. They knew it wouldn’t be an encyclopedic look at queer Chicago or, as Austin called
it, “a greatest hits show” about queer celebrities in Chicago.363 Russell Lewis influenced the
curators to interpret the history of being queer in Chicago not only as Chicago history but
also as urban history, the academic common ground for many staff members at CHM.364
The story of Out that has emerged for me is one of pushes and pulls over the degree
to which the exhibition would fulfill the curators’ vision of working for social justice and the
degree to which it would fulfill the institutional mandate to stay away from political issues.365
The curators pushed with text on labels, information from visitor panels, interviews,
research, and objects. They also pushed with the organization and structure of the exhibition.
It moved from smallest to largest unit of social development (from the individual, through
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our senses of identity, the structure of families, socializing and communities, through to
political networks, educational systems, and economic systems). This structure succeeded
with a range of stakeholders, which made it possible to actually implement it.
This structure provided a way to put D’Emilio’s thesis on display. More importantly,
it made an argument about why queer history looks the way it does in Chicago. Chicago
creates the opportunity for queer communities to develop.366
Beginning the exhibition with diverse real individuals allowed the curators to make a
statement that was both about and for queer communities all over the city: the exhibition
“isn’t just about you,” as Austin put it.367 Rather, queer Chicagoans are part of a history
involving many different kinds of people and the diversity of queer identities and queer
communities today is just as great. Although contemporary communities wanted to come to
the museum and see themselves, as Brier put it, “you can’t look back in time and think
you’re going to always find yourself.” Brier explained how the touchstone of the historical
record enabled her to bridge the gap that sometimes emerged between herself and CHM:
People think that social justice or queer politics doesn’t have a history, but
bringing history to bear on those subjects exploits the ‘objective’ nature of
historical research to enable that kind of work. Training your eye to look, not
for what you see in the present, but for what the kin [of the present] is in the
past is one point where CHM and I totally agree. This enabled our
collaboration.368
She referred, as an example, to the supposed “outing” of Jane Addams in the exhibition. The
point of discussing Addams was not to reveal her as a lesbian per se. It was to discuss “the
relationship between gender and class in the homosocial worlds of the 19th century. This
366
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was a way we refused the idea that only wealthy women could have intimate friendships.”369
In this way, the exhibition went beyond serving stakeholders to educating them. This is an
important way in which Out moves beyond Neighborhoods in sharing of authority.
The museum’s leaders in curatorial review (Rabineau, Russick, Lewis, and Johnson)
pulled the curators back with editorial censorship, strict focus on history, and the mantra of
“education, not advocacy.” I will demonstrate this through the analysis of internal
communications between the curators and leaders of CHM as well as interviews that discuss
the curatorial reviews for Out. There is another pull against the curators as well, the
insistence of the curatorial review that the curators avoid the subject of sexuality in the
exhibition. Eventually, this edict came from Johnson himself as he stood against the
inclusion of specific objects, props, photographs, phrasing on labels, and words in the
“Sexicon” (a sexual lexicon used throughout the exhibition).370 A letter from Brier to
Johnson documents these elements of the exhibition as Brier argues against each exclusion
or revision.371 Usually, her argument is about the way the materials in question help the
museum to dismantle stereotypes about specific groups of queer people such as the idea that
gay men are promiscuous or that lesbians’ lives are somehow less sexual than the lives of gay
men. Brier’s arguments are also about the field of queer history.
The ways in which the exhibition relates to the notion of “normal” illuminates some
of the politics behind it. In one section of Out, “Are You Family?,” a “heteronormative”
family picture told a succinct visual story. As Brier summarized it “This is what you can get if
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you only tear down [queer variations on family]. You’ll get this: beautiful, heterosexual family
white family, middle class, upper middle class family.”372 The image allowed the curatorial
team to draw attention to the invisible normal category of the heterosexual nuclear family
and illuminate the ways in which this image and its status have enabled inequitable social
conditions for queer people and their families. One of the purposes here was not only to
invite visitors to imagine a corollary gay family – two moms or two dads, two kids, and a dog
– but to understand that many queer families are not built on marriage and children at all.
Austin et al tell the story, for example, of Chuck Renslow, “the founder of leather culture in
Chicago,” who “expressed a sense of family based on shared sexual and social practices.”373
The notion of what is normal, and therefore what society will work to enforce, is
constructed by our whole complex of cultural representations, from television to exhibitions
in museums. It seems to me that CHM wanted to portray the LGBT mainstream as Warner
defines it, while Brier and Austin wanted to acknowledge the central place of sex in the
social life and “world making” of queer people, as Warner puts it.374 As Brier said,
I do think that there’s a lot more to say about ranges of sexual practice or
erotic practice historically. And that was a place where we just couldn’t ever
get enough practice to do the kind of work that we needed to do…they
could never quite get their minds around how you would have sex in
CHM.375
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The exhibition focused on readjusting visitors’ notion of normal. It also spoke to queer
visitors in a way that was, intentionally, not always transparent to heterosexuals.376 But it
could have gone even further in enabling – for heterosexual visitors – an area of possibility
between what Warner calls normal and pathological. He writes, “one of the reasons why so
many people have started using the word ‘queer’ is that it is a way of saying ‘We’re not
pathological, but don’t think for that reason that we want to be normal.’”377 Likewise, the
exhibition could have worked more to demonstrate that, as Warner puts it “the statistical
norm has no moral value.”378 Brier and Austin were trying to do just that.
Austin and Brier’s goals for the exhibition were to demonstrate that queer history is
Chicago history and to complicate these histories with the intersections of race, class, gender,
and geography. For Brier, this “refusal of single issue identity politics” was a crucial site of
social justice work in the exhibition.379 The first of these goals would certainly have been
better served by making the exhibition more about sexuality. Brier would have liked to do so,
but she reported hearing from the visitor panels that heterosexual panelists didn’t want their
own sexuality to be included in the exhibition. They didn’t want heterosexuality to be
portrayed as part of the same realm of human experience as queer sexuality.380 Everyone has
sexuality, including heterosexuals. Just because they are in the majority doesn’t mean that
heterosexuality should remain a neutral, unmarked, normal category from which everything
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else must deviate. In fact, as Warner put it, paraphrasing Alfred Kinsey, “nonnormative
sexual activities are…the statistical norm.”381
Rather, it was important to demonstrate that queer people are just like everyone else
in crucial ways. One of the most successful parts of the exhibition, the “Home” section
discussed below, did just that.
Tactics
In this case study, as in the others in this dissertation, a pattern has developed. A
constellation of tactics has emerged at CHM that could support a curatorial strategy of
resonance and wonder. Resonance and wonder supports work for social justice while also
being sound practice for museums wishing to produce memorable educational experiences
for their visitors. I’ve already discussed some of these tactics in the context of specific
exhibitions. Here I delineate additional tactics that cross over multiple exhibitions at the
museum. I also critique practices from the museum’s exhibitions, both for their utility in
working for social justice and for the broadly applicable purposes of resonance and wonder.
Resonance and Wonder at CHM
The production of wondrous experiences at CHM began with numinous experience.
Numinous experience, as discussed in the introduction to this dissertation, is another way
scholars describe some parts of what I call wonder. Cameron and Gatewood suggest that
visitors to museums regularly come in search of this kind of experience.382 CHS has offered
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numinous experience since at least the early 20th century.383 Whereas wondrous experiences
can occur even when the visitor has very little prior knowledge of an object, numinous
experiences have to do with the visitor’s associations with an object. I discovered that, for
me at least, CHM offers a far greater range of numinous experiences than wondrous ones,
although wonder is still present. A small case in the front hall of CHM features a temporary
display of one treasure. On my last visit, it was the check Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. received
when he gave a version of his “I Have a Dream” speech in Chicago. The idea is that this
object should always be numinous. Other treasures in the museum are meant to have similar
effects on visitors, the original copies of the Declaration of Independence and the US
Constitution in Facing Freedom, for example.
In the late 1990s, as CHS planned Chicago: Crossroads of America, the new permanent
exhibition, the signals that resonance and wonder were keys to curatorial success intensified
as did a line of reasoning that there was room for CHS to work for social justice through
exhibitions. Ellsworth Brown’s social history initiative that he referred to as the “peopling of
CHS” so that visitors may “‘see themselves and come to identify with others” was among
the museum’s earliest attempts at creating resonance through exhibitions. A grant
application from 1992 demonstrates that CHS was beginning to explicitly connect visitors’
physical and intellectual experiences, creating resonance and wonder. “The role of design,”
writes Brown, “is to engage the visitor with the substance of the exhibition by stimulating
the senses and the mind.”384
The worksheets from the Interpretive Goals Workshop about Crossroads demonstrate
an increasing desire for wonder in the museum. One respondent hoped that the exhibition
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would contain hidden treasures, writing that discovery is one of the great pleasures of
museums. Another hoped that the exhibition would “excite” visitors. A third hoped it would
touch “our visitors’ hearts.” These mentions of specific embodied emotions are significant
for me, as are other responses about embodied emotional experiences. One respondent
hoped the exhibition would take the visitor on a “journey through environments that amaze
and surprise, stir the emotions and inspire laugher.” In this comment, embodied emotional
responses are connected to the idea of a path through the museum, which is an important
feature of the way other museums, such as ILHMEC, implement wonder.
The planning workshop also included a range of calls for resonance. The
respondents hoped the new exhibition would be “provocative,” embracing contemporary
concerns, including “new scholarship on race, class, gender, and sexuality,” and presenting
“conflict in an honest way.” One commenter, emboldened by the work of Holocaust
museums and culturally specific museums, wanted the new exhibition to “address the ‘tough’
issues that are realities in the lives and histories of their audiences.”
There are few moments in the museum, especially in Crossroads, that inspire an
embodied emotional response in this visitor. Russell Lewis feels that many exhibitions that
are comparable to Crossroads, simply look alike. “That’s the nature of limited number of
design firms, presentation techniques, and staff reading from the same urban history
bible.”385 When I asked him how CHM might work differently, he suggested that curators
should have a better understanding of visual culture, saying that the presentation could be
operatic and dramatic rather than framed and modular. Lewis suggested that CHM use a
broader range of workers, such as artists, on exhibitions. He also believes that the museum’s
use of technology and interactivity is unsophisticated. He clearly prefers a more embodied
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experience than simply lifting a flap, although he noted that creating such experiences
involved taking risks and experimenting. Such changes would be very difficult at an
institution that, according to Lewis and others “has a very consensus based culture.”
Nevertheless, Lewis’s own observations within CHM support my hypothesis that it would
benefit from using art to incite the experience of resonance and wonder.
CHM is capable of creating wonder in all its different permutations. It should
embrace that capability and use it intentionally in combination with the copious resonance of
the museum to engage visitors more fully, particularly beyond their visits.
Individual Stories
In Without Sanctuary, some high school students did not believe that the atrocities in
the exhibition were true. Bivins gave them a point of entry into the discussion of lynching
through the story of Emmett Till, a boy of their own age. One visitor to the exhibition at
CHM was struck by the individual stories, writing;
As I left the exhibition, I took a small card, which said, “I will remember
William James, lynched 1909, Cairo, Illinois.” Although the exhibition space
was empty when I entered, when I left the room was full—full of ghosts.386
The tactic of using specific individuals’ stories to bring the visitor closer to the material has
prevailed at every museum in this study. One respondent to the Interpretive Goals
Workshop hoped that the exhibition would connect visitors to the history of Chicago “both
intellectually and emotionally through compelling artifacts and real citizens’ experience.”387
This insightful comment connects the use of individual stories to the strategy of resonance
and wonder. It’s clear from other comments, discussed above, that the diverse desires of
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staff members could have pushed Crossroads toward resonance and wonder. And here is one
more tactic that could support that strategy. For another commenter, personal stories were
an excellent way to elicit the emotional response necessary to produce lasting memories in
visitors. “Emotion is the glue that makes history stick,” the person wrote, quoting James
Loewen. He is absolutely right, as we know from the neurologists discussed above.
One finding from the visitor panels for Out was that the museum should focus on
first person narratives about real individuals. As a result, the museum placed video greeters
at the entryway to each section to loop interviews with real people about their personal
stories. Another finding was that the museum should give visitors the opportunity to feel
what it is like to be someone else. The result was the exhibit, “Step Into Their Shoes,” a
carnival cutout that allows the visitor to see her face on someone else’s body, discussed
below as an interactive.
The State of Sharing Authority at CHM: Visitor Panels
Sharing authority and including multiple voices were both important tactics for Out.
The much touted visitor panels constitute the shared authority for Out even though they
differ substantially from more usual forms of outreach. The goal of visitor panels in general
is to create exhibitions with the experience of the visitor in mind. The visitor panels for Out
were both meant to ensure that the queer communities in Chicago were fairly included in the
planning, and to gather opinions from other kinds of potential visitors. Exhibitions are often
original scholarly works. These panels differ from focus groups in that they gather specific
suggestions for environments that promote informal learning. The museum identifies what
the staff needs to learn and builds prototypes that will elicit that kind of information from
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the panelists.388 The process of recording each panel so that the staff may plan for the next
session builds the investment of the staff members in the evaluation process.389 The panelists
are experts on the visitor experience rather than on content during the process of these
meetings. Like focus groups, however, the visitor panels were managed by an outside
consultant, in this case Slover Linett. When CHM and Slover Linett organized visitor panels
for Out, they put together one queer panel and one panel of straight allies, each with 11-12
panelists. The panelists were a mix of members and those without memberships to CHM, as
well as those who had not visited the museum.
The involvement of the panelists was not extensive, though they did address
important topics. They met with staff three times for 90 minutes over five months during
the latter portion of the planning process for the exhibition. The first meeting dealt with the
big idea of 150 years of queer history in the city and the storyline. The panelists participated
in cognitive mapping to discern whether the exhibition should be organized chronologically
or thematically. In the next two meetings, the panelists’ previous decisions guided the
museum’s plans. This created a positive chain of events, inspiring the trust of the panelists
who then provided more and better feedback.
If the curators hope to share authority, then some level of first voice involvement in
the interpretation is important. But can a process produced by an outside company actually
produce this? In a diverse community, how representative can a panel of 12 people be?390
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How well do the organizers know the dynamics within the community when they curate the
panel? Whether CHM shared authority with visitors or also with queer communities for Out
is an open question. Queer panelists carried an extra burden of expertise. The presence of
queer people on the panels constituted, for the curators, sharing authority with queer
communities. Brier said the curators’ willingness to change labels when panelists asserted
that they had misinterpreted certain objects proves that they truly were sharing authority.
There is one excellent example of such a change, though the community members
were not panelists. The curators wrote a label about a Capricorn Party, a party started for
lesbians who are Capricorns: “This multiracial party, where black and white lesbians
celebrated together, suggests that lesbians cruise one another for sex but often in private
homes instead of public spaces.”391 But the party’s organizers told the curators that they had
mischaracterized the party. “To right this wrong,” Austin et al write,
we asked the party’s organizers to write a new label that reflected their sense
of the event’s historical meaning and significance. Armstrong [one of the
organizers of the party] wrote, “These parties became legendary for their size
(hundreds of attendees), vampire tequila slammers, and naughty Wheel of
Debauchery,” and we installed the new label a few weeks later.392
At least two organizations agree that the museum shared authority in an exemplary way. In
2012, the Committee on Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender History awarded CHM the
Allan Bérubé Prize for outstanding “community-based” queer history.393 In 2013, the
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museum won the Excellence in Exhibitions award from the National Association for
Museum Exhibition with a special distinction in community engagement.394
The most crucial decision resulting from the panels was to organize the exhibition
thematically. One important reason for this was that if it were organized chronologically it
would be a long time before people of color appear in the exhibition. This was the argument,
motivated by equity, that Brier, the proponent of a chronological organization, needed to
hear to understand why the thematic choice was right.395 It ultimately helped to distinguish
Out in Chicago. Other queer histories in Chicago at that time were exclusively white according
to Brier. The thematic choice also allowed the curators to delve deeply into the themes they
chose rather than skimming larger swaths of content in the interest of coverage.
The reality of sharing authority makes intra-queer politics suddenly look fractious.
What makes Out work for social equity isn’t giving equal space to each sexual identity. Rather,
Brier and Austin decided to stress that sexuality is fluid and can change over time, a lesson
that flies in the face of the entrenched factionalism that can sometimes be the case among
queer communities. Moreover, sharing authority does not mean entirely surrendering
authority. CHM retained the ability to veto suggestions by community members and make
choices that people in queer communities and members of the visitor panels would have
disliked. The degree to which the curators preserved their ability to represent sex in the
exhibition was one of these areas. Neither the curators not the queer panelists were happy
with minimizing sex. In the Radical History Review, the curators described how the goal of the
long-running public programming series, Out at CHM, had been “to engage questions of
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how sex and sexuality mattered to urban public history.”396 This would have been a fitting
topic for the exhibition as well, but they write about the difficulty for the institution.
As a mainstream institution, CHM recognized that this undertaking offered
an incredible opportunity to connect with new audiences by displaying
LGBT history in a way that resonated with LGBT visitors. At the same time,
the exhibition could put the institution in a potentially precarious position, by
displaying sexuality in a space most visited by both children and older
members, neither of whom is supposed to see sex unless it is contained
within certain modes of heteronormativity (for example, images of a bride
and groom kissing)…Dealing frankly with sexual practice in its myriad forms,
and while telling the story in a way that would not offend people who
refused public displays of nonnormative sexuality, became one of the bases
for decisions to keep or remove materials from Out in Chicago.397
Brier said she had been telling administrators “you can’t take sex out of this exhibition,” and
they had not believed her. Then the panelists were “a room of 12 people [saying] ‘um, don’t
be talking about us like we’re just like you.’”398 As Austin et al write,
From the start the heterosexual group agreed that they wanted to learn about
how the LGBT community was similar to other communities, deemphasizing its differences. The LGBT group wanted the opposite: they
made it clear that LGBT sexual practices were not only different from
heterosexual ones but belonged in an exhibition on queer history.399
In the end, in the section of the exhibition called “In the Life,” there was discussion
of cruising as well as more private sexual encounters such as at the annual Capricorn Party
for lesbians in Chicago. It seems to me the administration’s censorship of sex from the
exhibition occurred along at least two lines – one was public / private. Whereas the
museum’s president was willing to advocate for the inclusion of photographs of men having
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intimate moments at the Belmont Rocks, a well-known cruising location, the details of the
“Wheel of Debauchery” game from the Capricorn Party were unacceptable.400 The other
boundary seemed to be about the degree to which content was legible to a heterosexual
audience. Often, content that wasn’t was either excluded or went underground in a coded
way so that it existed in the exhibition only for queer people who could read it.401 The
museum also displayed media about sex produced by and for queer audiences from pulp
fiction to literature, theater, and visual art, including a cartoon the label for which
encouraged viewers to “Look closely and you’ll see same-sex pairs enjoying the
debauchery.”402 In the places where the administration did allow the inclusion of sex in the
exhibition, the museum made the valuable statement that “these sexual practices and themes
need not be considered illicit or taboo,” as Austin et al write.403
Design for Affect
I expected Out in Chicago to lack wondrous moments. In fact, affect was important to
both Austin and the designer, Dan Oliver, and they took steps to elicit wonder or affective
responses in several places.404 The reason was to give visitors an empathetic connection with
other people whose stories the exhibition was telling. Austin said that the visual and sensory
overload of the scale of the exhibition confers a “tug at the heart strings.” The curatorial
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team designed the exhibition for multisensory exploration.405 There is much to be seen, but
audio also permeates the gallery, perhaps too much. Nevertheless, it does pique the visitors’
curiosity and draw them around the corners. The physical exploration of the space through
the visitor’s choice of path through the exhibition was important to Austin, since the gallery
had become a sort of playground of various kinds of spaces and installations. Though the
curators didn’t end up composing the exhibition entirely of immersive environments, they
did include some, such as a family’s living room, discussed below. Oliver, Austin, and Brier
used the museum effect, as discussed below, to make wonder in the form of humor.
Environment
Austin and Brier wanted the environment of the museum to help visitors feel safe
while engaging them with material that might make them uncomfortable. Of the spaces the
curators created in the exhibition, some achieved this better than others. For example, they
recreated a living room with an overstuffed sofa and a big TV. Visitors could see that the
space invited them to sit on the couch and watch TV together. What they saw was all kinds
of queer people from around the city telling their stories. They were young, old, single,
couples, in a variety of professions, speaking a variety of languages, with a variety of skin
colors. As I sat watching the videos, several teenage boys waited in the wings, watching with
me. They seemed afraid to encroach on my space on the couch, so I invited them to join me
and they did. They were just the sort of people you’d expect not to be interested in an
exhibition in a museum, let alone a video component. Yet we watched the whole program
together. The home exhibit brought a tremendous range of visitors together on that couch.
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Another space, however, became little more than a hallway. The curators created a
bar space with little cocktail tables and chairs, but no one ever sat there. Austin’s suspicion
was that the content was much more compelling in the home space. No matter when you sat
down, you had a hard time getting up before you had seen all of the interviews. And there
were a lot of them. These videos provided answers to an unspoken, and sometimes even
unacknowledged, question from outside queer communities: what are queer people really
like? Are they like me? The answer was a resounding yes. The visitor panels, the curators
hoped, would allow them to engage visitors as “collaborators, storytellers, and history
keepers.” The panels, the curators hoped, would also allow them to keep the scholarship of
the exhibition informed by the lived realities of queer and straight Chicagoans. The home
space achieved both of these goals.
Unlike in the home space, it felt contrived to “play” at going into a bar when the
visitor was actually in a museum during the day. If anything, it was more like being at a bar
when it’s closed during the day – a space that makes you wonder what makes the bar seem
so alive and fun at night. The walls were packed with objects, but the lighting was low to
approximate a bar, making reading and close looking difficult. It wasn’t low enough, though,
to make the place feel comfortable in the way a bar actually is. The result was neither a
successful gallery nor a successful bar. Both the bar space and the home space, however, did
allow visitors to experiment with being in and out of spaces in which they might not belong
– a queer stranger’s home, a gay bar.406
Museum Effect
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The curators pushed against that lack of ownership the museum took for Out with an
organizational scheme that underscored its position in the museum. This has the effect of
heightening the museum’s endorsement of the exhibition and further underscoring its role,
however disavowed, as an advocate for queer rights. It also has a tongue in cheek feeling that
appeals, in a sort of knowing way, to the young audience the museum hopes to draw in. To
wit, the first gallery of the exhibition featured a traditional costume installation much like
those the museum often installs in its costume gallery, with the venerable tradition of the
museum’s Guild, or women’s board, behind it. Mannequins stand on a pedestal clothed in
striking costumes, but these costumes are those of diverse contemporary queer individuals:
the suit and evening gown of a Puerto Rican lesbian couple; the work clothing of a male to
female transsexual, Elain O’Sullivan, a builder of architectural models; a fashion designer’s
costume from Wigstock; a Leatherman bar ensemble; the performance gown of a crossdressing man; and the flannel shirt, jeans, T-shirt, and bike helmet of a “bear,” “a gay man
who embraces generous body hair.”407 The result is an assortment of figures one would
never expect to find in the museum’s regular costume gallery. Likewise, wall text usually
reserved for relatively staid prose or questions posed to children in the galleries, was the
medium in this exhibition for the “Sexicon” in bright pink, blue, orange, and red. The
graphics on the walls gestured toward the pride rainbow with “thematic ribbons” in these
colors throughout the galleries.
“Step Into Their Shoes”
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Austin said that the team designed the physicality of this first gallery to “let visitors
imagine themselves as different.”408 Again, the goal was to get visitors stepping into other
people’s shoes, itself an embodied experiment in empathy.
The curators agreed that the exhibit that most elicited an embodied emotional
response from visitors was the interactive called “Step Into Their Shoes.” It achieved
Witcomb’s goal of inserting the visitor into the narrative of the exhibition. The carnival
cutout was a visual pun that asserted that we all perform our identities, sexual and otherwise.
It did so by deftly gesturing at the kinds of performance a general public might associate
with queer people – cross-dressing and drag – while at the same time “exploiting
freakishness, a point of debate within the community,” as Brier put it.409 The interactive
worked to produce empathy, Brier says, by making people a tiny bit uncomfortable and by
“calling them on their gaze.” The interactive also created a material example of what Warner
calls a queer moral alternative about sexuality. He writes
The rule is: Get over yourself. Put on a wig before you judge…You stand to
learn most from the people you think are beneath you. At its best, this ethic
cuts against every form of hierarchy you could bring into the room.410
The visitors look into the carnival cutouts and see themselves as other people. The curators
could have made the group of people in the cutouts more diverse. All three were born in
female bodies, and all three are white. But Jane Heap (aka Richard), Albert Cashier, and liam
Lair (sic) all made different choices about how to present themselves and their genders.
Heap was a cross-dressing lesbian from the very early 20th century. Cashier lived as a man
and fought in the Civil War only to be discovered as female when he was injured and sent to
408
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a hospital. And Lair is a contemporary transsexual. The visitor panels loved this interactive,
although they tested an incomplete version.
Austin described “Queers Mobilize Chicago” as another section that was intended to
appeal to the senses and thereby mobilize visitors to action (from wonder into resonance).
Debby Rijos’s bike, “Sky,” a Honda Shadow from 2001 anchored that gallery and produced
wonder. The big, shiny object called visitors across the gallery. Rijos is an activist and the
leader of Dykes on Bikes, and her motorcycle was the “largest symbol of action and queer
visibility” that Austin could find to state that, like so many in the US, queer people have
struggled against hate crimes and prejudice for visibility and basic rights. Now, being out and
proud is a part of maintaining those necessities that many straight people take for granted.
The Third Curator
Curatorial work is not always limited to curators. Austin said that Oliver, the Senior
Designer, was “like a third curator.” Oliver joined the curatorial team less than a year before
the opening. For Austin, it would have been a luxury to have the benefit of Oliver’s
participation on the team earlier. Although Oliver’s title implies otherwise, he is the only
exhibit designer at CHM and is stretched extremely thin. Nevertheless, the role he played in
the curatorial work was critical. In order to help translate the curators’ ideas to visual media
inside the gallery, Oliver “questioned them about the three-dimensional representation of
complex ideas,” and used concept mapping and brainstorming activities to get at what Brier
and Austin wanted people to feel.411 According to Austin, no one led their curatorial trio. She
credited Oliver with creating the right environment in the home space and making stories
emerge from objects through innovative installations.
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For example, the story of the 1851 ordinance that banned cross-dressing in Chicago
was of tremendous historical importance to Brier and Austin. This was the chronological
beginning of the exhibition. But the objects were yellowed papers covered in barely legible
script. No visitor would stop to investigate them, and, if he did, his efforts would not be
rewarded by a visceral sense of what the ordinance meant, especially not if this visitor were
straight. Oliver solved the problem by, as Austin put it, “sculpting and staging the space.”
He used color, wall text, light, and scale to transform the space and draw the visitor into the
story. A reproduction wallpaper recreated Chapin and Gore, a men’s club on Monroe St. in
Chicago in 1904. Two pieces from the museum’s significant costume collection stood in
front of the backdrop. One set of clothing appeared to signify “male,” a worsted wool suit
from 1890, and the other, a homespun wool day ensemble from 1885, “female,” but, of
course, they could have belonged to anyone. With this entry point, Austin and Brier were
free to write about early cross-dressing in Chicago and the ordinance. When the visitor
confronts the exhibit, her first question is naturally “which body is which?” Austin hoped
this would trigger other such questions as “Which body am I drawn to? Which form do I
identify with? What am I wearing? How do I present myself?”
The pushes and pulls between the curators of Out and the institutional leaders at
CHM helped me see most of the activity around the exhibition in terms of either enabling
social justice work or challenging that work. Here, then, I’ve identified some of the ways in
which Brier and Austin advocated for their work. I’ve already mentioned how Brier and
Austin strategically used their positions inside and outside the institution to gain more
control over the exhibition and have successful negotiations with the leaders of CHM.
Oliver was an important person in these negotiations as well. Sometimes, as in the case of
Rijos’s bike, his voice swung the decision in favor of the curatorial team.
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Practicalities of Social Justice Work
Several important elements contributed to the curators’ ability to advocate for their
work and that of Oliver. The first, as Brier described, was research – bringing the best of
historical scholarship to bear in the context of public history. Russell Lewis was particularly
proud of the team’s research on the ordinance banning cross-dressing in Chicago.412 The
historical record was always the curators’ first line of defense for a curatorial choice. For
example, Brier cites George Chauncey, Samuel Knight Professor of History & American
Studies at Yale, and Chad Heap, Associate Professor of American Studies at George
Washington University, in arguing that the museum retain the specificity of naming Marshall
Field’s as a location where men sought one another out for public sex. E. Patrick Johnson,
Carlos Montezuma Professor of Performance Studies and African American Studies at
Northwestern University, supported Brier’s advocacy of the term “church sissy” in the
“Sexicon.”413 Brier described the defense of curatorial choices through research and
scholarship as a “best practice,” as did other curators such as Cesáreo Moreno at the
NMMA.
Censorship
One of the most significant challenges to social justice work at CHM is censorship.
What some call censorship others simply call editing. In fact, the kind of censorship Austin
and Brier experienced is totally routine in museums around the country, according to Russell
Lewis, other staff members, and other museum professionals outside CHM. Nevertheless, I
call it censorship as opposed to editing in order to distinguish between changes made for
412
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particular political ends – which I believe many changes to Out were – and changes that
mean to preserve the author’s intent while making the presentation more accurate or elegant.
As Austin et al put it, the curators “were confronted with interpretive limits imposed on us
(sometimes self imposed, sometimes not) because of a pervading fear of the ‘illicit’ entering
the mainstream museum.”414 Russell Lewis and Brier both noted that Brier was
unaccustomed to her lack of academic freedom within CHM.415 As Lewis put it, though,
“the museum felt the need to manage its risk.” Austin et al write “in the process of
undergoing curatorial and design review for Out…the museum’s leadership expressed a
concern that the Wheel [of Debauchery] could become the ‘Mapplethorpe’ of the exhibition.”
Ongoing protests of Hide/Seek: Difference and Desire in American Portraiture at the National
Portrait Gallery in 2010 fed these fears.416
It’s important to keep in mind that these fears were real, despite the later lack of
controversy. The administrators of the museum (Johnson, Lewis, and the rest of the
curatorial review discussed here) and the curators are all good people and good museum
professionals who were working hard to do their best, on the one hand for the long term
success of the institution, and on the other hand, for the immediate project at hand. The
tension that emerged came from the complicated nature of museum work in which long
term and short term goals sometimes require different strategies. Both groups worked hard
to negotiate this tension and come to a satisfactory solution. It will become clear in what
follows that administrators censored curators in order to remove any sense of advocacy
from labels, particularly significant ones such as the main and coda labels. As I discussed
414
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earlier, diverse evidence implied to administrators that an institutional misstep could cost the
museum donors, visitors, or a backlash from some group that disapproved of Out. One staff
member mentioned the presence of the Moody Bible Institute directly across the street from
the museum and Cardinal George around the corner as evidence that the risk of protest was
real. The copy of the Crisis Communication Plan on file in Visitor Services contains
handwritten notes from a meeting, probably by Bariso or Fitzgerald. These suggest some of
the kinds of threats that staff members discussed: “bomb threat,” “nuisance viral campaigns
– telephone, fax, web,” and “physical protests.” In censorship of objects, discussed below,
administrators fought against moments of illegibility or perceived illicit content for
heterosexual visitors, which could be important in deflecting criticism from visitors.
Meanwhile, curators fought, with objects and texts, for what they saw as their responsibility
to the queer communities of Chicago.
As the quote from Austin et al above suggests, there were two kinds of censorship
that significantly affected Out in Chicago. One was the curatorial review board’s censorship of
the curators. The other was the curators’ censorship of themselves. Brier described how she
and Austin tried to “stop censorship before it happened.” Brier believed that their attempts
to do this “undercut their own position in some ways.”417 Despite the curators’ efforts,
however, reviewers and administrators regularly censored the content of the exhibition. This
censorship breaks down into censorship of objects and censorship of text.
Curators normally find more objects for an exhibition than they can possibly include.
This is the best problem to have. In this case, however, Austin and Brier agree that there
were some important pieces that would have made a difference to honoring both curatorial
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intent and community partners if the curators would have been allowed to include them.
The most intensely debated of these objects was the “Wheel of Debauchery.” This object
was made by lesbians for the Capricorn Party discussed above. The wheel is a grown up
version of that ubiquitous middle school game, Spin the Bottle, with “funny, naughty, playful
tasks (suck someone’s nipple, moon someone, do a lap dance) written on it.”418 One reason
why the curators were thrilled to find the Wheel was that it provided what they saw as a
compliment to the many examples of gay male cruising and sexuality in the gallery.419 Austin
described the Wheel as looking “ordinary from afar and…very rich up close.” Objects such
as this, that reward close inspection, are valuable because they provide a pause in the visitor’s
movement through the exhibition during which resonance can begin to take shape.
The curators agreed that it was an honor when the owners of the object offered it to
the museum. It was meant for the section, “In the Life,” about the social institutions and
cultural media of queer life. Brier and Austin originally planned an interactive of the wheel,
using a reproduction of it as a prop for visitors to spin and also exhibiting the real object.
But the curatorial review board feared that visitors would be inspired to act as the wheel
suggested or that children would see people doing acting ludely.420 The first solution was
going to be placing the object in a case, but when leading administrators heard of the object
it was banned altogether for being too explicit. This object was the subject of one of Brier’s
most intense pleas in the letter to Johnson about censorship. She wrote:
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This object (or prop) is a product of Chicago’s long history of lesbian
feminism, dating back to the late 1960s…Women’s historians have been
engaged in a debate for more than thirty years about women’s same-sex
sexuality and sensuality and how historians can and cannot quantify it. With
the wheel we have an incredible opportunity to put this body of literature
into three-dimensional form. These Chicago lesbians did have sex and that
matters to our sense of what this city makes possible. If we exclude the story
– or somehow make it less engaging than the stories that accompany it on
that wall – it will appear as if only gay men lived sexual lives. In that respect,
the stereotypes about men will be confirmed instead of recontextualized and
supplemented…421
Johnson refused to exhibit the object, however, in any permutation. Austin described its
absence this way: “If you go back in to the ‘In the Life’ section, there’s sort of what you’ll
see as a glaring, gaping hole in the wall where we were going to include…the ‘Wheel of
Debauchery.’”422 The only remnant of the Capricorn Party was the label discussed above and
a small photograph.
Austin and Brier replaced the Wheel with “a black bra worn by Julie Mosier, a
founder of the ‘Black Bra Party,’ a bar-based women’s event started in 2001. The
bra…allowed us to include women in the section on public sex in Chicago, but it minimized
the complexity of women’s desire.”423 Just as important,
because the object relied on familiar tropes of female sexuality for a range of
gazes, at the level of review the bra was not perceived as threatening. Like a
lingerie ad in the Sunday paper, people of all ages could view the bra and the
display would not lend itself to illicit imitation.424
The bra was legible to heterosexual viewers (and coded for queer viewers) in certain ways
that made it acceptable. Austin et al described this as but one of many examples the objects
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they “located in hopes of representing queer erotic desire” only to see them transform “into
objects that exemplified how LGBT people engage in acts that could be perceived as
illicit.”425 “In the process of subjecting communal erotic practice to institutional approval,
however, CHM read many acts and objects as illicit, and therefore undisplayable.”426 This is
sad and disappointing because of the institutional seal of disapproval the museum indirectly
yet implicitly puts on those acts.
The museum attempted to censor the stories from the leather community as well.
But Austin reported that once the curators were able to present the curatorial review with an
interview with someone from the leather community, “the story was inevitably accepted.”
All the reviewers needed was “to feel like they knew this nice person.”427 The personal nature
of the narrative in the interview broke down stereotypes about the leather community and
worked on the reviewers the way the curators hoped it would ultimately work on visitors.
Reviewers came to see the leathermen not as sexually threatening but rather, on the contrary,
as members of a community that is at the forefront of advocating for consensual, respectful
sex between adults. Nevertheless, when Chuck Renslow the leatherman’s interview was
edited for the viewing on the couch in the Home section described above, wording and
images “that represented Renslow’s family as he described it” were removed. This
“interpretive limit,” to use Austin et al’s term, actually had a positive result. “Visitors,
whether LGBT or straight, consistently report that Renslow’s piece is one of the most
powerful and thought-provoking stories in the entire show and has fundamentally altered
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their sense of what family means.”428
When I pressed Austin and Brier about whether they actually took steps to call for
equity within the exhibition, Austin said that they had wanted to do so and would have made
this call stronger were it not for the museum’s constant censorship of their labels. In
particular, Austin called the “welcoming panel,” a second intro panel, a “disclaimer in
disguise.” She said it was “basically a warning label that says ‘gay content ahead.’…There are
two intros to the exhibition in order to let people know what they’re getting into. [Now] it’s
turned into a photo op area.”429 According to Austin, one of the vice presidents wrote this
extra label and she and Brier had nothing to do with it.
The intro (main) and exit (coda) labels that Brier and Austin did write, however, were
interesting examples of battles the curators lost over the tone and general meaning of the
exhibition. Austin saw the labels as advocacy about “being open about a range of sexualities,”
a priority for visitor panelists. Undoubtedly, this sense of advocacy was one reason the
curators were censored. In order to demonstrate the political changes that cause me to use
the word “censor” instead of “edit,” I will discuss some of the specific changes the curatorial
review made to the main and coda labels.
In early drafts of the main label, the curators referred to “an exhilarating
combination of anonymity and access to hundreds of different people from across the
country.” (Sentence A)430 In the revisions on May 1, 2011, that changed to “residents
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experienced anonymity and encountered new people and ideas – a potentially exhilarating
combination.” (Sentence B)431 The new phrasing reduces the specificity of the original,
eliminating the connotation that Chicago was a place where people could find diverse sexual
partners. The watered down Sentence B was ripe for cutting, and the reviewers (Lewis,
Rabineau, and Adams) cut it along with the whole first paragraph of the label. Another
change made it sound as if there were breaks in the history of queer Chicagoans, which, of
course, there were not. The sentence “It’s a history that has happened throughout the city
and across time” became “It’s a history that has emerged in fits and starts throughout the
city…”432 Brier and Austin completely lost the battle over the main label. The curatorial
review board rewrote it.
In a draft of the Coda label, the curators signaled to the division among queer people,
LGBT people have transformed Chicago. We have demanded that the urban
landscape better reflect our lives and experiences even when we can’t agree
on exactly what needs to change or which issues are most important.433
At the May 11th curatorial review, the panel changed the voice from first to third person.434
This was significant. “They” sounds alienating and exclusive; “we” allies the curators with
queer Chicagoans.
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Another important change came back from this review. Lewis reworked the coda so
that its tone was a triumphant one of progress rather than honoring the curators’ goal to
resist “the urge to see only progress.”435 Brier vehemently rejected Lewis’s addition:
“After decades of struggle to win the rights and freedoms guaranteed to all
Americans, LGBT communities have made great strides in achieving this
goal. Above all else, they want to make homes, raise families, and claim
Chicago as their city. And what of the future?”436
Emily Nordstrom, the editor, noted that Lewis struck the line that read “while it has long
been dramatic, the transformation of Chicago remains incomplete.” In response, Austin and
Brier revised the coda label and took a new tack, focusing on the diversity of the queer
communities in Chicago’s metropolitan area. Crucially they also avoid collapsing diverse
queer communities by saying that queer people just “want to…raise families.” The new label
neither resisted a progressive narrative nor featured a triumphant one:
LGBT people stand poised at the crossroads of Chicago. Diverse by every
measure, they live throughout the city and suburbs; represent every class,
race, and ethnicity in the United States; and embody a range of gender
identities. Chicago has transformed its LGBT communities and, in turn, the
communities have transformed our evolving urban environment.
What of the future? New generations will inherit a complex legacy. With their
cultural, social, and political struggles, they will continue to redefine and
reshape Chicago.437
The censorship of two other labels is much more dramatic. Sam Steward was a
collaborator of Alfred Kinsey, the sex researcher. On a label that discussed their work,
Johnson removed references to Steward’s having worked at Loyola and DePaul universities
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in Chicago. Brier reported that it was never clear whether the museum was concerned about
the universities being embarrassed by hiring or by firing Steward. In any case, the removal of
the content was final. This change is an example of the way CHM has undermined its own
work in Out. As Brier points out, the specificity of Chicago is precisely what CHM has to
offer this topic. Fear of another organization’s possible embarrassment over a matter of
historical fact is a strange response for an institution that is investing such significant
resources in engaging Chicago’s queer communities and telling high quality queer history.
In a second example, the curators won out over attempts to censor a label. The
original label about public sex referred to Marshall Fields as a cruising spot at the turn of 20th
century. They were able to keep this content on the grounds that this kind of information
was important for retaining the specificity of the exhibition in Chicago. These particular
disagreements between the curators and the administration were surprising to me because
Lewis said that he was always trying to retain the exhibition’s focus on Chicago and
becoming frustrated when it became more about queer history than about Chicago. These
details seem important to the marriage of the two.
Preaching to the Choir
One challenge to curatorial work for social justice is the inherently free choice nature
of learning in museums. Homophobic people are not likely to visit Out in Chicago. But even if
these exhibitions are likely to appeal to those who already have a certain degree of familiarity
and positive association with the topic, the exhibitions can still improve equity in at least two
ways. They can deepen visitors’ engagement with the topic and their commitment to it.
Someone who was curious about queer history and culture but didn’t have any investment in
working for queer rights per se might visit Out and could be inspired to act or think
differently. Exhibitions can also offer resources to those visitors who are committed to
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working for equity but may need some direction. The museum can provide content and
strategies for engaging with those whose opinions visitors wish to change in positive,
constructive, non-confrontational ways. Exhibitions can also help these visitors make the
leap from wanting to take action or planning to take action to actually doing so, as the
Action Stations at JAHHM demonstrated.
When curators intend for their exhibitions to work for social justice, it makes sense
to reach beyond the “choir” for the target audience. This might change the exhibition and
would certainly create more work for the museum, but it could result in genuine
conversation, something museums claim to want.
Evaluation
One of the biggest challenges in discussing curatorial work for social justice is asking
curators to reflect on their work. When I asked Brier about how she knew if the exhibition
was successful, she said that success was a “moving target.”438 This attitude is frustratingly
common with exhibitions. It is very difficult to find someone who says that the curators and
the institution had goals X and Y and here is how we met them or failed to meet them. It
doesn’t help that, even in this case where the visitor panels laid out clear goals, the museum
did not fund a summative evaluation. The best statement of evaluation from the curators
comes from their article in Radical History Review:
In the end we leveraged CHM’s cultural authority to begin a conversation
about the historical evolution of how LGBT sexuality becomes marked as
illicit and how LGBT people resist normative notions of what the illicit is.439
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The conversation about evaluation was much more fruitful when we turned to the
potential legacy of Out in Chicago at CHM. Both Austin and Brier wanted to see the museum
integrate queer Chicago into its strategic plan and collecting. This was one reason the
curators were so disappointed with one clear failure in the exhibition, the final section in
which visitors are invited to share their stories. The section consisted of a booth in which
visitors could make videos.
It suffered from a range of problems. The exhibition was quite large, for one thing,
and so this came at the end of a long road. Most visitors didn’t have the energy to
participate.440 Moreover, visitors could not make the choice to record only audio. This simple
alternative would have engaged many more people who didn't feel ready for prime time after
their sojourn through the museum. What’s more, once the visitor enters the booth, she’s on
camera before she can make any decisions about what she’s going to say. Visitors who were
ready with responses were also hindered, however, because they had to navigate a complex
system of questions and menus before being able to make their statements. The museum
would have collected far more testimonies if it had been possible to submit them remotely
after the fact, either online or via voicemail. The comfort of the rest of the exhibition was
gone. This environment was cold, partly because the space was not soundproofed, rather
exposed, and “off-putting and uninviting,” to quote Austin.441 Brier felt that the incomplete
development of this section and the lack of resources to tweak it betrayed the “institutional
ambivalence [about the place of queer people within Chicago history at CHM].”442
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One of the reasons the museum ended up with this terrible venue for visitors’
responses and reflections was that it entered the process of planning for responses in a
fearful way. A traditional guestbook would have been an easy and unobtrusive solution that
probably would have garnered much more participation from visitors, but some staff
members were afraid a visitor might either deface the book or write something hateful. The
video booth offered the staff the option to screen visitors’ responses and removed visitors’
anonymity, therefore decreasing the likelihood that they would make hateful statements. The
curatorial team recognized the cumbersome nature of the booth from the beginning and
tried moving it to different parts of the space. Eventually, according to Austin, it “just got
stuck somewhere, an island in the middle of the space.”443
This failure illustrates important points of both Witcomb and Nina Simon. As
Witcomb puts it, technology does not necessarily lead to successful interaction. The space
did not inspire interaction, and that killed the activity. Simon sheds some light on why.
Visitors could not take on the activity in bite sized pieces and be assured of success. In
addition, the visitor could not understand how she would be assisting the institution with her
participation. Is the museum building an archive of queer stories? Collecting queer Chicago?
How will this visitor’s voice and image support that? All of that must be clear, succinct,
compelling, and respectful to the visitor.444
As a result of the failure, visitors may not feel that they’ve had their opportunity to
respond or contribute to the exhibition.445 In addition, the institution missed an opportunity
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to begin a strong contemporary collection of the stories of queer Chicago. In fact, though,
leaders at CHM do want Out to have a legacy at the museum. Lewis suggested a fellowship
for a special collections manager who would review the museum’s collections and identify
queer content as well as make acquisitions.446 This would build a resource for CHM that
could make it far easier to include queer content in virtually any exhibition. Richard Sandell,
Jocelyn Dodd, and Rosemarie Garland-Thomson’s edited volume, Re-presenting Disability:
Activism and Agency in the Museum, describes how this works for making disability visible in
collections and building it into the mainstream of exhibitions. This book provides a plan for
curators and collections managers who share authority with first voice constituents. CHM
and many other museums around the world would benefit from applying the methodology
from Representing Disability to the representation of other marginalized groups, such as queer
populations, in collections and exhibitions.
Indeed, “LGBTQ” has become part of the new collection plan as of winter
2011/2012.447 The collecting plan at CHM will include digital collecting as well as a
continuing commitment to collecting on queer history and include content on queer
communities in exhibitions. I hope that this excellent news is a sign that CHM will do more
contemporary collecting overall.
Conclusion
In 1929 Charles Pike, the President of CHS, referred to “the need of an institution of
a fitting temple and a proper shrine for this Society.”448 Catherine Lewis argues that
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museums wish to be forums, helping us look critically at the past. And visitors want
museums to be temples, offering a truth they can simply learn without question. The
literature on museums since Lewis’s book was published in 2005 certainly doesn’t support
that idea. For Lewis, the disconnect between the desires of museums and visitors is the
reason that changes in museums don’t seem to last long.449 But what I see in CHM is
precisely a museum where change has lasted, even though it has taken place haltingly and
very slowly. The CHM of 2014 is substantially different from what it was 100 years before.
Lewis herself acknowledges as much, writing “CHS will never again be the institution that
the twelve founders hoped would preserve a patriotic past in perpetuity for an elite few.”450
What remains to be seen is whether or not the museum will embrace or even acknowledge
its valuable work for social justice of the last nearly two decades.
One of the most consequential moments in recent museum history was
September 11, 2001, when the World Trade Center and the Pentagon were attacked.
In her conclusion, Lewis describes museums serving as safe havens, centers for
distributing supplies, and spaces for difficult discussions.451 Bunch was Director of
CHS at the time. He said of the wellspring of programs, exhibitions, and sheltering
that museums offered demonstrated that “museums can be ‘helpful tools for people
wrestling with despair and uncertainty’ – not by skirting controversy, but by offering
opportunities for discussion and reflection.”452 Lewis worried that September 11th
would “turn back the clock” for funders, making them afraid to touch anything that
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addressed discrimination or prejudice because of the possibility of it being labeled
unpatriotic. That logic is extremely troubling – that discrimination could be patriotic
or denouncing it could be unpatriotic because the targets of discrimination appear to
be, in some way, un-American. But Lewis is unfortunately right that this insidious line
of thinking is still common in America. Communities from the Arab world suffer
from it regularly, even a dozen years after those attacks. But the trend at CHS was not
toward frightened funders steering CHS ever further right. Certainly, the museum is
still beholden to individual donors. But the exhibitions of the last twelve years have
continued to build on the gentle trend of Neighborhoods, which Lewis sees as the
moment when CHS began to change from a temple into a forum.
The museum has continued the work of Neighborhoods as it works its way
around the city geographically and culturally. And it has developed a more nuanced
sense of shared authority that allows it to gather diverse opinions and consult with
stakeholders without compromising scholarship. But Out in Chicago signals the
possibility of moving beyond resourceful exhibitions to instrumental exhibitions for
social justice, something I support. This need not be the focus of every exhibition at
CHM, but I think that including it in the regular rotation of exhibitions would be
useful and appropriate. The institution of the History Museum is not the only thing
that is important to CHM. Chicago is important to CHM. If the museum persists in
using its mantra of “education not advocacy” in this kind of exhibition, the selfcensorship the mantra breeds will make CHM a place that can never live up to the
potential of working intentionally for a more equitable Chicago. Russell Lewis wants
other staff members to share his questions about the museum’s social value and what
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it could do to improve life in Chicago.453 That many don’t is a reflection of the
institutional culture the museum’s leaders have fostered since the 1980s. The
corporate culture in the museum can and should change, freeing the museum to do
better work and to fully embody its unique strengths for Chicago. As a lifelong visitor
to the museum, and a believer in the power of history to improve the present and
future of my city, I strongly hope for ever increasing success at Chicago’s oldest
cultural institution.
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CHAPTER THREE - CURATORIAL TACTICS OF THE 21ST CENTURY
HOLOCAUST MUSEUM
This chapter offers a practical answer to two related questions: how can Holocaust
museums renew their relevance in the 21st century? And how can museums work against
mass violence? Retributive justice - ameliorating wrongs of the past through memory,
education, and working against future violence are the goals of Holocaust museums, some of
the foremost examples of museums for retributive justice in the US.454
In this chapter, I explore two related tensions that are fundamental to all work about
the Holocaust: whether or not the Holocaust is relatable to other events in history, and
whether the story of the Holocaust is about six million Jewish victims or 11 million victims
overall. Peter Novick, one of the most vocal critics of the place of the Holocaust in
American life, argues that the lessons of the Holocaust are dubious in that they can and have
trivialized “crimes of lesser magnitude.” He also writes “There are…more important lessons
about how easily we become victimizers to be drawn from the behavior of normal
Americans in normal times than from the behavior of the SS in wartime.”455 His stances are
often controversial. But they demonstrate the degree to which questions of how we
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construct the narrative of the Holocaust are meaningful in our society inside and outside of
Holocaust museums and schools.
Here, I use the Illinois Holocaust Museum and Education Center in Skokie, IL
(ILHMEC), to argue in favor of opening the narrative around the Holocaust because I
believe that it is a crucial way for Holocaust museums to reach their goals of mitigating
violence and remaining relevant into the future. That, in the end, is the only way to keep the
memory of the Holocaust alive and useful. This chapter positions the curatorial strategy of
resonance and wonder as one effective strategy for curators who share the goals of building
empathy in and encouraging action by their visitors.
Like every museum that deals with how to shape the narrative of the Holocaust,
however, ILHMEC has strong voices on both sides of the central debates mentioned above.
As one of the nation’s newest Holocaust museums and possibly the last that will be built
with Holocaust survivors at the helm, ILHMEC straddles two worlds. The creators drew on
a 30-year-long history of Holocaust museums in the US and abroad. But they also moved
beyond the status quo. Three very different contemporary Holocaust museums will serve to
illustrate the background of the ILHMEC in terms of political concerns, narrative structure,
architecture, and other museological tactics and strategies. These are the United States
Holocaust Memorial Museum (USHMM) in Washington, DC; the Museum of Tolerance in
Los Angeles, California (MoT); and the Anne Frank House Museum in Amsterdam. Placing
ILHMEC in the context of these museums will also provide additional lessons for future
work at Holocaust museums, and ILHMEC in particular.
As the number of living Holocaust survivors dwindles, their institutions are
fundamentally changing from first voice museums into museums that must guide visitors
into the history and lessons of the Holocaust. As a Holocaust museum founded by survivors,
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ILHMEC is fairly traditional and conservative when it comes to narratives about the
Holocaust. But, as Rick Hirschhaut, Executive Director of the museum, put it, his goal is to
make the museum “a reliable, credible, and sought after real-time voice on human rights
issues and issues affecting intolerance and affecting the well-being of society.”456
The refrain of Holocaust remembrance, “never again,” suggests that keeping
atrocities in mind helps forestall their future occurrence. The concept hails from the 1960s
and ‘70s when survivors began to fear that the Holocaust was becoming invisible.457 But
mass violence and genocide have increased around the world since 1945, despite tremendous
efforts to remember.458 Hirschhaut and his staff recognize the urgency to do more. Rather,
the staff of ILHMEC wants “never again” to have pressing contemporary relevance.459 The
museum uses two related strategies to fulfill this mandate: character education and
connections to contemporary events. In character education, the museum teaches visitors to
be “upstanders” rather than bystanders. This idea addresses one of the critiques of
Holocaust museums by Novick. These museums, he says, encourage (and allow) visitors to
identify only with victims and not with perpetrators.460 By training visitors to respond to
small injustices and prejudices with courage, the museum hopes to stem larger instances of
prejudice and even violence before they happen. The museum also calls visitors to respond
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to current events. Clearly, Hirschhaut wants ILHMEC to remain socially relevant, something
he and the rest of the staff agree can be achieved only by going beyond the Holocaust.
A look at the Holocaust Memorial Foundation of Illinois (HMFI), the precursor to
the ILHMEC, will demonstrate the position of the new museum. One of ILHMEC’s key
strategies – character education – comes directly from HMFI, while the other – a more
expansive narrative – is a sharp change.
That so many Holocaust survivors made their homes in Skokie at the war’s end
makes this a natural place to build their museum. Skokie was once home to the largest
community of Holocaust survivors outside of Israel.461 The museum is the physical
manifestation of this community of Holocaust survivors’ work over the decades. The
museum began as a storefront on Main St.
The permanent exhibition at ILHMEC shares some important elements with that of
the old HMFI. That exhibition worked to demonstrate the normalcy of pre-war Jewish life,
replete with middle class enjoyment of regular pleasures such as gardening, watching movies,
and going to the park, just as the contemporary permanent exhibition does. The strong
reliance on the first person testimony of survivors at ILHMEC, complete with harrowing
details, hails from that early project at HMFI. As Hirschhaut put it,
A generation of schoolchildren in this state [first learned] about the
Holocaust from survivors at the old storefront museum on Main St. They
had cobbled together a small exhibition of their own possessions…but
mainly they relied on the power of their testimony as living witnesses. Even
in the magnificent new facility, the power and poignancy of their stories is
still the driving force of the museum.462
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The target audience was the same then as now, high school students. The introductory label
to that first permanent exhibition said:
Although the Holocaust ended more than fifty years ago, it is not just a part
of history that is concerned with something that happened to a group of
strangers who lived long ago and far away. It is something that happened to
people that you already know and people that you will have the opportunity
to meet…Now these survivors are all in their late fifties or even older, but
during the time of the Holocaust most of them were about the same age as
you and your friends.463
The exhibition educated visitors about how a national campaign filters through the media,
especially a state-controlled media, to influence everyday people toward prejudice and the
cruel treatment of their neighbors. One label in the early permanent exhibition asks, “Have
you ever heard anyone talk this way and try to blame all of their problems on members of
another class or ethnic or religious group?” This language verges on an exhortation to be an
upstander. It illustrates how this early permanent exhibition formed the central kernel of
what would become the contemporary project.
A new institutional voice, a more ample focus outside of the Holocaust, and a great
deal of infrastructure separate HMFI from the experience visitors have today at ILHMEC.
One way to look at the organization’s change in focus and image is through the construction
of the new building. The new building does not represent the old HMFI simply coming into
its own. It is a new entity. The building, an iconic creation of the internationally recognized
architect, Stanley Tigerman, came to materially manifest the museum’s identity. The change
in the museum’s letterhead succinctly illustrates this. The original letterhead, designed in
1981, featured a Star of David amidst a tangle of barbed wire. Now, the museum’s logo is a
stylized and simplified outline of Tigerman’s building. The heavy philosophy, by both
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Tigerman and the museum’s staff and board, that went into the planning of the building
allows for this elision between building and institution.
Back in 2000, Sam Harris launched a building campaign and began trying to
find a suitable site in Skokie for a new museum. But it took until 2003 to make the
final purchase of land.464	
  The capital campaign officially began anew in May of 2004.
This time, it was off to a magnificent start. By July, the museum had raised a third of
the $18 million it sought.465
With the project now officially underway, the board wrote a new mission:
We will support the greater mission of the Holocaust Memorial Foundation
of Illinois by educating others and ourselves on the history of the Holocaust.
Through education, we hope to achieve our greater purpose of diminishing
bias, prejudice and hatred of all types towards all peoples.466
This is a significant change in the museum’s mission from one that focuses exclusively on
Jews and the Holocaust to one that has a “greater purpose.” Nevertheless, that purpose is
always grounded in the Holocaust and in the stories of individual survivors. In response to
the question of how board members can help prepare for the opening of the new museum,
Sam Harris answered that their primary work should be in getting to know survivors and
helping to gather their belongings and stories for preservation in the museum.
The changing language of the museum’s own materials and staff suggests a move
over decades from the overtly religious identity of HMFI to a more secular, though still
sacred, view of the museum’s space and mission with ILHMEC. As I’ll demonstrate, since it
opened, ILHMEC has danced quite elegantly along the delicate line of moving forward
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effectively while still honoring the survivor generation. For example, survivors have
demonstrated their flexibility in moving beyond their own stories. Indeed, one of the first
temporary exhibitions at ILHMEC was about the ongoing genocide in Darfur.
The staff always wanted an institution that was different from other Holocaust
museums. Rick Hirschhaut was prepared to spend his career at the Anti-Defamation League,
where he was serving Greater Chicago / Upper Midwest Director, when the board of
ILHMEC hired him away. Hirschhaut’s vision of the museum was “ADL with a building.”467
Before the museum’s opening in 2009, Hirschhaut told the Skokie Review that the new
museum would be “a voice of moral authority in the community.”468 This, in a nutshell, is
what makes ILHMEC a perfect case study for this project. Here, in a single phrase, the
museum’s director has acknowledged the role that a museum can and does play in steering a
society’s moral compass toward justice. This role for ILHMEC was part of what drew him
away from the ADL to this new project. Survivors shared the idea.469
But it seems to many survivors that if the museum discusses the Holocaust in the
context of other genocides, it will depart from the notion that the Holocaust was unique and
singular, a sacred notion for many Jews. There is some debate about this inside the museum.
Hirschhaut maintains that his vision for the new museum was “a shared vision of the
senior leadership, including the survivors.” Hirschhaut and those leaders have reached an
agreement on paper, but there does seem to be tension between the survivor generation and
subsequent ones. The two groups have agreed to use a language that can be interpreted in
two potentially contradictory ways, thus allowing both groups to be right. Hirschhaut, and
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apparently other leaders, saw the museum as using the story of the Holocaust to “anchor”
the whole range of civil and human rights issues it would ultimately address. To the survivor
generation, the word “anchor” can mean that the Holocaust is the heart and soul of the
museum. While the next generation and beyond, could see “anchoring” as meaning that the
story of the Holocaust was a point of departure for the many other topics that are relevant
to the important job of stopping hate today. That is the view held by Hirschhaut and – even
more so – Kelley Szany, the Director of Educational Outreach and Genocide Initiatives, and
Arielle Weinenger, the Chief Curator of Collections and Exhibitions at ILHMEC.
The museum’s two roles of memorializing the Holocaust and working for a
compassionate future cannot have equal importance as the Holocaust recedes in history. Nor
can ILHMEC have both a conservative Jewish memorial and a cutting edge anti-hate
museum, though that seems to be the dual identity it desires. According to Szany, there is
controversy among the leaders of the museum about how far to take the museum away from
the Holocaust in terms of the topics it addresses.470 The Holocaust remains central, but the
museum has to continue to maintain interest based on contemporary concerns.
Narrative: Open vs. Closed to History471
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But placing the narrative of the Holocaust in conversation with other genocides has
been extraordinarily controversial. Many Holocaust museums refuse to place the Holocaust
in a global context. I refer to this kind of narrative as closed. In this narrative, the Holocaust
stands outside of history. The closed narrative has a long history, dating back at least to the
1970s.472 The open narrative, on the other hand, places the Holocaust within a timeline of
other genocides, ones that occurred both before and after the Holocaust. This approach is
only beginning to make inroads into the memorial landscape.
In The Holocaust Museum in Washington, the founding director of USHMM, Jeshajahu
Weinberg, and Rina Elieli, his co-author, write that “the most crucial aspect of the Museum’s
educational role is demonstrating the applicability of the moral lessons learned from the
Holocaust to current and future events.”473 This, it would seem, requires placing the
Holocaust in conversation with other genocides. Weinberg and Elieli go on to state that the
museum’s task is to make the Holocaust relevant to all Americans and to the world and to
counter the notion that it “primarily concerned the Jews of Europe.” USHMM tries to
enable visitors to “apply the metaphoric meaning” of the Holocaust to their contemporary
civic lives, which I interpret to mean that the museum hopes to encourage positive civic
involvement on the part of visitors as well as, perhaps, to encourage them to work against
prejudice and hate. However,
the Museum must remain a museum of the Holocaust; it should not become
a museum of genocide, nor a museum of human rights…The very term
‘Holocaust’ is being increasingly misused as a description for a variety of
events, thus diluting the overwhelming uniqueness of the Holocaust of the
Second World War: the bureaucratically organized murder of six million Jews
and millions of other victims to whose memory the Museum is devoted.
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This statement from the museum is clearly meant to reassure Jews that the museum would
not perpetrate the “dilution” or “murder” of memory that Elie Weisel and others feared
would occur by bringing the Holocaust into conversation with other events.474
As Edward Linenthal documented in Preserving Memory, Wiesel established the
American national narrative of the Holocaust before the President’s Commission to create
the national Holocaust Museum was even formed in 1978. According to Wiesel’s narrative,
The Holocaust could never be understood, but, for the sake of humankind,
had to be remembered. It was an event that transcended history, almost
incapable of being represented except through survivor testimony…The
Holocaust was not only a transcendent event, it was unique, not to be
compared to any other genocidal situation, and its victims were Jews. Any
comparison of event or linkage to any other victim group could be, and often
was perceived as, if not the murder of memory, at least its dilution.475
Novick writes
The assertion that the Holocaust is unique – like the claim that it is
singularly incomprehensible or unrepresentable – is, in practice, deeply
offensive. What else can all of this possibly mean except ‘your catastrophe,
unlike ours, is ordinary; unlike ours is comprehensible; unlike ours is
representable.’476
The closed narrative is one with which every Holocaust museum in the country, and many
abroad, is engaged, including ILHMEC. The Imperial War Museum in London espouses
Wiesel’s narrative, for example.477 But, as the example of the Anne Frank House Museum in
Amsterdam will show, the narrative isn’t always as rigid or simple outside of the US.
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MoT engages Wiesel’s narrative, verges on creating a more open narrative, but then
backs off to a traditional, closed one. This museum opened in 1993, among the first in the
boom in Holocaust museums. The museum examines the history of prejudice in the US and
“the most quintessential example of man’s inhumanity to man – the Holocaust.”478
Roughly 250,000 people visit the MoT each year, and more than half of them are
students.479 The museum’s annual budget was $8.2 million in 2013. The MoT does not house
many objects, but rather relies on a variety of kiosks, videos, and other informational and
graphic displays. Wendy Brown, author of Regulating Aversion, describes it as a “dazzling
ensemble of sound and light displays.”480 Others have criticized MoT for being too reliant on
technology.
MoT avoids putting the Holocaust in conversation with other events, even as a
museum that, by its very nature, places the Holocaust in a realm of instances of intolerance.
But Brown says that the Beit Hashoah (House of the Holocaust) itself makes it clear that
tolerance could not have prevented the Holocaust.
Simple failure to accept the beliefs and practices [the museum’s definition of
intolerance] of Jews does not capture the problems of economic distress,
racialized scapegoating, anxiety about racial purity, and imperial ambitions
and fascist worldview organizing the basis for the Holocaust. Nor is
tolerance itself a sufficiently active posture to combat aggression against an
entire people.481
The museum uses diverse historical vignettes to educate the visitor about tolerance and
intolerance and about the Holocaust. Among them are the genocides in Bosnia and Rwanda,
American slavery, the genocide of Native Americans, and contemporary hypothetical
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scenarios. The most popular and important areas of the MoT are the Tolerancenter and the
Beit Hashoah. The museum strives to demonstrate a marked difference between the
Holocaust and all other historical events through its division of these two sections.
ILHMEC separates its treatment of the Holocaust and other historical events, too.
While the Holocaust is the exclusive story in the permanent exhibition, Legacy of Absence, the
temporary exhibitions, and the youth exhibit all move beyond the Holocaust in various ways.
Indeed, Legacy uses many of the same historical events as MoT. ILHMEC has straddled its
two roles – traditional and contemporary – with relative elegance. But separating the content
on the Holocaust and other events in this way has led to an important sacrifice. Resonance is
largely absent from the permanent exhibition and exists instead only in the other exhibitions.
The result of segregating calls to action in these areas, however, is that the one-two punch of
embodied emotional response and intellectual resonance is disconnected and disabled. Many
visitors simply may not even see the most resonant areas of the museum. If you paid
attention to the entire permanent exhibition of roughly 450 objects, you might simply be too
exhausted and overwhelmed to go on. This is one of the many reasons that opening the
narrative in the permanent exhibition is important.
ILHMEC has done one of the best jobs of opening the Holocaust narrative so far.
Even so, this museum is locked in constant tension about its narrative. Hirschhaut maintains
that placing the Holocaust in conversation with other genocides and maintaining its
singularity are not at odds with one another. “You can preserve and maintain the singularity
of the Holocaust and draw from it and connect it to genocides that have followed, and
frankly, the first genocide of the 20th century that preceded it, the Armenian genocide.” But,
he quickly asserted, “We’re not a genocide museum. We are a Holocaust museum.”482
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I believe that this tension between viewing the Holocaust as unique and as universal
is symptomatic of not viewing the intersectionality of the Holocaust victims’ identities clearly
enough. Oversimplifying and compartmentalizing the various victims of the Nazis into
distinct groups is a common problem that Danny Cohen describes clearly in his article,
“Overlapping Triangles: Interdependency of Holocaust Victimhoods.” Although ILHMEC’s
treatment of non-Jewish victims of the Holocaust can certainly be critiqued, as Cohen does,
ILHMEC is a pioneer in terms of opening the narrative of the Holocaust. It does this
primarily through the Legacy of Absence exhibition, discussed in detail below.
The museum could immediately open its narrative further by putting Legacy of Absence
first whenever possible, rather than giving priority to the permanent exhibition in the order
of the visit.483 Though the permanent exhibition is the centerpiece of the museum, Legacy
provides an introduction that would enable visitors to experience the permanent exhibition
anew, in a more relevant and more resonant light. This order would not be possible for all
visitors, especially all students on field trips, but it could make a difference for many.484
Educators at the museum and schools could collaborate on developing the open narrative
with students during post-tour discussions and activities.
Aside from the question of open vs. closed narrative, another question has been
equally volatile: whether and to what degree Holocaust memory can include non-Jewish
victims of the Holocaust. In essence, both controversies are two parts of one single issue:
How much should Jews control the narrative of the Holocaust?
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Inclusion of Non-Jewish Victims: Exclusive vs. Inclusive Narrative
The story of the development of USHMM provides excellent context for the
strenuous debate about non-Jewish victims within Holocaust museums and allows us to
examine ILHMEC’s choices and where they fit in the world of Holocaust memory.
The national Holocaust museum opened in April 1993 after a 14-year-long planning
and development process detailed at length in Preserving Memory and The Holocaust Museum in
Washington. Since ’93, the museum has received more than 34.8 million visitors, 34% of
whom are school children, 12% of whom are visitors from abroad, and nearly all of whom
(90%) are not Jewish.485 The museum’s annual budget is roughly $78.7 million, of which
roughly 60% comes from federal funding sources and the other 40% comes from donors.486
During the preparations for the museum, the Carter Administration was staunchly in
favor of commemorating the 11 million victims of the Holocaust, while Jewish Holocaust
survivors strongly preferred a focus on the six million Jewish victims. It seems natural and
right that a national museum would be inclusive of all ethnic groups involved.
After a long road through the efforts of four presidential administrations, USHMM’s
negotiation of how to represent non-Jewish victims of the Holocaust has been exemplary
within the range of contemporary museum work on the Holocaust.487 Exhibits on various
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groups of victims that were not persecuted because of Judaism – Roma, homosexuals,
Jehovah’s Witnesses, Poles, and the disabled, for example – occupy roughly half of one of
the four floors of the museum’s permanent exhibition. This is significant. Each group is
portrayed in a nuanced way, with both objects and images, often landmark objects such as
the Roma wagon. Each group’s story appears on roughly 15’ of wall space. There is rich
description, including individuals in each group and discussion of the “world before” the
Holocaust in each case. These exhibits are located on the 4th floor, which is the first in the
long visit to USHMM. This is also significant, because visitors understand the stories of
these many different victims before they are snowed completely under by the intensity of the
visit and the vast quantities of information they will meet along their path.
At ILHMEC, both Szany and Weinenger assured me in interviews that it was
important for ILHMEC to memorialize and focus on all victims of the Holocaust but the
permanent exhibition doesn’t bear this out. As part of his curatorial proposal, which was
ultimately accepted, Michael Berenbaum, the curator of the USHMM, drafted a document
for ILHMEC called “Philosophical Approaches.” This document betrays an intent to focus
the permanent exhibition precisely on Jews and to bring in the other 45% of the Holocaust’s
victims only as context. As Berenbaum put it, “In order to understand the Jewish experience we
must portray all victims of Nazism, from political dissidents to Jehovah’s Witnesses,
homosexuals, the handicapped, Poles, and Gypsies.”488 This sounds contradictory, but this
strategy is common in culturally specific museums, as I’ll show below.
Berenbaum and Yitzchak Mais, the curator of the Museum of Jewish Heritage in
New York and former head of education at Yad Vashem, co-curated the permanent
killing in which what we know as the Holocaust was but a tiny part, the history detailed in Timothy Snyder’s
Bloodlands.
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exhibition at ILHMEC. They strove to demonstrate the diversity among Jews, but treatment
of others was a footnote, occupying roughly 3% of the exhibition’s floor (as opposed to
roughly 12.5% at USHMM). Well into the beginning of the exhibition, the visitor comes
upon section called “A Mosaic of Victims.” This is one small wall (~4’ long) that deals with
political dissidents, Jehovah’s Witnesses, Roma and Sinti, male homosexuals, and the
disabled in a cursory manner on one small label. This panel is basically just the introduction
to the Euthanasia section, on the next wall, which is about three times as long as the Mosaic
(~12’). The Euthanasia section features a panel of the same length with four times as many
objects. Neither the Mosaic of Victims nor Euthanasia is told in much detail. A third short
wall (~8-10’) bears the label “Racial Policy Against Slavs.” It’s not clear what the relationship
is between this section and the Mosaic of Victims section. Why is there no similar panel for
each part of the mosaic? Why are Poles and Soviets not mentioned in the mosaic? The wall
about Slavs, for me the richest display of the three, includes four photographs and three
original objects. Among the photographs is a picture of a Roma family in German-occupied
Yugoslavia, a Serbian escorting Roma to their execution; the photograph of the execution of
Piotr Sosnowski, the Polish priest, in the Tuchola Forest. (This photograph is on view at
USHMM, and the image is lent to ILHMEC from there.) Finally, in a wall mounted case, we
have a photograph of the family of an imprisoned Jehovah’s Witness, along with a letter they
sent him, and the pouch in which he hid personal items inside his camp uniform.
The label for the next big section, “Nazi Racism Spreads,” describes how the Nazis
evaluated the “racial stock” of the populations in the lands they conquered and how they
made diverse plans to deal with those people. The label is primarily framed in terms of Jews
and anti-Semitism, but the visitor, emerging from the last section, is meant to understand
that others were being swept up by the Nazis as well. For example, the label says: “As a
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general rule, countries west and north of Germany received greater respect. Those to the
East, especially Slavic countries, were branded as racially ‘inferior.’”489 Now we begin to
understand the previous label and know that Poland and the Soviet Union were Slavic
countries. In the rest of the exhibition, “racism” and “anti-Semitism” are interchangeable.
In “Philosophical Approaches,” Berenbaum says that his, and the museum’s, priority
is imparting the specific details of the Jewish experience to the visitor. To do so effectively,
he thinks the Jewish story must become a “human story.” Good storytelling help carry
visitors across the gap between their experience and that of Jewish victims of the Holocaust.
The visitors will thus be able to attend to the unique nature of the Jewish experience.490
Berenbaum uses a weirdly circular logic to argue that the visitor can be effectively
brought to know the Jewish experience through understanding a diversity of experiences.
The argument is compelling, however, because of the way “universalizing” cultural
arguments goes hand in hand with investigations of cultural particularities. This is true at the
other culturally specific case in this study as well, the NMMA. As with Berenbaum’s
reasoning at ILHMEC, Moreno, the curator at the NMMA, argues that allowing nonMexican visitors to make parallels to their lives enables them to step more easily into the
shoes of Mexicans.
A brief look at the example of a universal museum is instructive in considering the
strategy of universality for the culturally specific museums. William Walker’s A Living
Exhibition: The Smithsonian and the Transformation of the Universal Museum provides just such an
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example.491 Two lessons emerged for me from the Smithsonian’s curatorial history, which
tacked back and forth over the decades between being more racially exclusive and more
racially inclusive. One is that museums really can create material change. The other is that
the tactic of universalizing that the culturally specific museums are employing is effective in
both directions. It makes sense that people can more readily step into the shoes of others
when specific parallels to their own experiences are apparent. Berenbaum’s plan for
ILHMEC, though, is also just good storytelling. The details of the Jewish experience are
precisely what will engage visitors in understanding Jews as individuals rather than victims.
But there is no excuse for further marginalizing non-Jewish victims of the Holocaust.
Doing so is detrimental to preserving the memory and relevance of the Holocaust just as it is
a misrepresentation of the history of the Holocaust.492 Cohen documents the prevalence of
the problem at USHMM, ILHMEC, the Imperial War Museum, and Yad Vashem. All
acknowledge non-Jewish victims incompletely, if at all: Cohen gives the example of
ILHMEC which, in the closing film of the permanent exhibition, refers to the Holocaust as
“a Jewish story.”493 For these reasons, it is difficult to underestimate the importance, for
ILHMEC and other contemporary Holocaust museums, of building an inclusive narrative of
the Holocaust in their permanent exhibitions.
There are immediate changes that ILHMEC could implement to begin making its
narrative more inclusive. One would be to abandon its policy prohibiting tour guides from
mentioning the 11 million victims of the Holocaust. (They are told to say “six million Jews,
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plus millions of others.”)494 ILHMEC could also give a broader range to “the world before.”
As it stands, the exhibition contains no information about the “world before” for any group
other than Jews. Furthermore, during Cohen’s training of docents for ILHMEC, the
museum segregated training on “other [non-Jewish] groups” into a separate session to
mirror the way “other groups” are separated out within the permanent exhibition.495 The
pedagogical training for that session was cancelled.496 It would be simple to redress part of
this issue by reinstating the pedagogical training on this section now, after the fact, though
less simple to fix the way the groups are separated out within the exhibition.
For Cohen, for me, and for leaders at ILHMEC, such as Hirschhaut and Szany, inclusive
Holocaust and genocide education is one possible solution to several practical problems:
•
•
•
•
•

convincing governments of the need to act against the persecution of marginalized
groups,
undoing extant prejudice against those groups,
preventing prejudice from emerging,
engaging an apathetic public in taking action against prejudice rather than simply
tolerating those who are different from themselves on an individual level,
and invigorating marginalized communities, and especially their young people, for
action.497

How should visitors act in the world beyond the visit?
ILHMEC’s primary goal is that the visitor become an “upstander.” This museum
was to be an institution that helps to teach everyday people to strike down prejudice
wherever they find it, whether on the playground, in the workplace, or in their own hearts.
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The idea is that the hateful conditions that produce genocide don’t occur overnight. They
breed slowly in climates of everyday cruelty and prejudice, in the presence of normal people
who are, for a range of reasons, too frightened, apathetic, or unaware to stop hateful speech
and action before they become monstrous. This museum’s philosophy about how the visitor
should act in the world represents a middle ground between two other Holocaust museums
– the MoT and the Anne Frank House.
MoT has two goals for the visitor: tolerance and support of Israel.498 Brown
demonstrates that the inconsistencies in the museum’s exhibitions and ideology result from
the political basis for the museum’s existence. Because the strategy the museum is
advocating (tolerance) is passive and personal, it does not provide an avenue for visitors to
work against genocide and therefore fails the ultimate test of any Holocaust museum.
However, as Brown demonstrates, MoT succeeds in working for a very narrow “never again.”
Brown quotes the museum’s founder Rabbi Hier speaking to Pope John Paul II in 1983:
“Never again will the Jewish People be victims of another ‘Final Solution.’ For G-d has
bestowed upon us the gift of the State of Israel.’”499
The Tolerancenter promulgates the idea that prejudices will always be problems, but
that individual hard work and tolerance can keep prejudicial conflicts from overwhelming us.
By contrast, Beit Hashoah positions anti-Semitism as having worse consequences than other
forms of prejudice and therefore being totally intolerable.500 “This,” Brown writes, “is the
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narrative that makes the Holocaust relevant as a defense of contemporary Israel.”501 Brown
agrees with Andrea Witcomb, author of Re-imagining the Museum: Beyond the Mausoleum, that
MoT doesn’t use a museological practice that mirrors its theoretical grounding. In being at
odds in this way, it undermines itself. The museum insults visitors by betraying its underlying
assumption that visitors cannot handle ambiguity, subtlety, and complexity.502
MoT is not working for justice because it does not propose any plans or programs
for social justice beyond individual tolerance, a morally corrupt idea that is no basis for
equity. Meanwhile, by positioning “belief and practice,” the elements we are supposed to
tolerate, as coming from “blood or phenotype,” the museum allows the elision of race,
religion, ethnicity, and other difference.503 This elision promulgates the false and hurtful idea
that race is biological. At the same time, the museum proposes, through generalizations, that
difference is the cause of prejudice. This inside-out view of the relationship between the two
once again endorses the idea that the one who tolerates is righteous and powerful and that
there is actually something lesser about the tolerated person or group. This logic undermines
the work the museum purports to do – “promoting respect and mutual understanding,” –
because, as Brown put it, this glossing over of differences and turning them all into
Difference conceals the power that produces them.
The Anne Frank House Museum in Amsterdam deftly manages to place the
Holocaust concisely in a global historical context while staying true to a narrative about the
Holocaust that focuses on Jews. Anne Frank’s father, Otto Frank, was the only one of the
eight people in hiding at Prinsengracht 263, a typical canalside home in Amsterdam, to
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survive the war. He rented the building in 1953 to save it from demolition. In 1957, a
committee of prominent scientists and intellectuals in Amsterdam created the Anne Frank
Foundation. In 1960, the house opened to the public.504
From the museum’s inception, the special exhibitions focused on contemporary
events such as (in the 1960s) the Vietnam War and the American Civil Rights Movement, (in
the 1970s) apartheid in South Africa and exploitation in South America, (and in the 1980s)
discrimination and racist violence against ethnic minorities in the Netherlands. In the 1990s,
the exhibitions focused on the war in the former Yugoslavia. After the renovations were
completed in 1999, the museum added Free2Choose, described below, an exhibition more
closely focused on encouraging visitors to think about and debate contemporary conflicts
between different human rights.505
Today, the museum receives roughly one million visitors a year. 90% are foreign
tourists. Almost 60% of visitors are under 30. The predominance of young people in the
museum speaks to Otto Frank’s original desire to create a meeting place for young people
from around the world.506
This museum clearly seeks to encourage visitors to take action against prejudice and
discrimination. In the interest of helping young people make contemporary change, Otto
Frank’s guiding principle for the museum, that it should “combat discrimination and
prejudice,” allows the museum to move beyond the Holocaust with ease. The Anne Frank
House uses a light touch, though. Much of the interpretation deals with the mechanics of
hiding the eight people who lived there during the war. The individual story of Anne Frank
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herself is also extremely important within the museum, which seems natural given that her
diary began the whole project. Furthermore, Otto Frank wanted to encourage young people
to work for social justice in her memory. The museum carries on the memorial activism
today. As I’ll discuss in greater detail in a later section, questioning is the primary tactic at
work in the sections of the museum that deal with making contemporary change.
A Jewish Memorial
Despite the museum’s history as a Jewish organization, ever since the opening of the
new ILHMEC, in 2009, the museum has maintained that it is not a Jewish museum. On my
first site visit there, Szany said “people think we’re a Jewish museum, and we’re not a Jewish
museum. The Holocaust isn’t a Jewish topic, it’s a human topic.” For Szany, this was one of
the most important common misconceptions about the museum. ILHMEC would need to
put forth a concerted effort to combat the perception that it is a Jewish museum, an
impossibility while there is still great disagreement within the museum about that.
Despite some challengingly conservative Jewish volunteers who want the Jewish
narrative to be the sole one at the museum, the volunteers mostly welcome and accept the
museum’s broader mission, according to Szany, Hirschhaut, and others. By addressing
contemporary issues of genocide, the volunteers feel that they can honor their families’
legacies in a global arena, as well as in a manner that is relevant and useful today. Indeed, this
global arena begins with the gentile population visiting the museum. Students are the largest
group of visitors, and almost none of those visitors is Jewish. Overall, the majority of other
visitors aren’t Jewish either.507 According to Szany, the survivors acting as docents would
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rather talk to students from marginalized backgrounds than Jewish students from privileged
backgrounds. The former group of students identifies better with the survivors, either
because they’re from families of immigrants or because they have experienced discrimination.
To those who want the museum to focus solely on the Jewish experience of the
Holocaust, Szany says “Well, why? Why are we here? Because we never want to forget! So
that it shouldn’t happen again?! Well, it’s happening again! So what do you want to do about
it?”508
A Monument
	
  
The location of the museum lacks even the suburban charm of the residential
neighborhoods of Skokie, located, as it is, across the highway from the local mall. But the
museum’s documented “Philosophical Approaches” seem to overlook Skokie’s status as a
historic community of survivors, saying
Since Skokie is not a historical site, the Museum has the freedom to tell the
story of the Holocaust from inception to liberation and beyond. Yet this
freedom also imposes a grave responsibility, for we must create a ‘sacred’
space with which to encounter the Holocaust. Because of the magnitude of
the event, the space must have monumentality. It must reflect in design some
of the elements of the Holocaust.509
The plan to create a sacred space in which to encounter the Holocaust explains the severity
of the building, which is clearly also a memorial monument, as well as the overwhelming
philosophy underlying the architectural plans. It also begins to explain the existence of a
religious architectural philosophy for an ostensibly secular museum. Indeed, the architecture
of the museum is one of the elements that keeps the museum firmly in the territory of being
a Jewish Holocaust museum despite protestations that the museum is not a Jewish museum.
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As I headed west on Golf Road for my first visit there, the museum’s message on the
embankment of the highway: “Remember the past…Transform the future” felt like a truly
useful one for a Holocaust museum. In its usefulness, it felt genuine and meaningful. Where
“never again” feels myopic, this museum’s sign told me its staff and leaders were looking at
the rest of the world with open eyes.
As I approached the building on a cheerful July day, I was struck by the bleak
landscape of the building. I expected an environment evoked the Holocaust, of course. I
expected metal, cold, dark, and possibly confining environments. But whereas one’s
experience of the US Holocaust Memorial Museum really begins inside, this museum
envelopes the visitor in its chilling embrace as she enters its empty gardens. The exposed
concrete façade stared down at me on the walk from the parking lot to the museum’s door.
Edward Rothstein of the New York Times said that the exterior recalled a concentration
camp.510 I came to a fountain with seats beside it and a minimal number of plants. I began to
notice the signs: “Fountain of the Righteous,” “Pathway of the Righteous,” “Righteous Aisle
of Trees.” Each was a naming opportunity for a potential donor. Although, as the plaque for
the fountain informed me, these were meant to commemorate those who risked their lives
to save Jews during the Holocaust, the discord between the word “righteous” and the
location of this commemoration in such a harsh, colorless landscape of poured concrete
cheapened the gesture. The surprise for me was that Tigerman carefully this landscape to
meet the specific goals of the board. Going back to their planning sessions, we can see this
from the way the group describes the environment of the future museum.511 The museum
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“compound” (and it does feel like a compound even within the staff’s offices) would
“rest…within a penetrable wall of trees.”

Figure IV.1. Illinois Holocaust Museum and Education Center with screen of trees, Wikimedia Commons

Figure IV.2. Side view of the compound, Image: hellobeautifulblog.blogspot.com

Evoking the camps is an odd decision for a place that Jews and especially Holocaust
survivors are expected to visit. It’s an especially odd choice for what Tigerman, the board,
and Hirschhaut agreed would be a “sacred” space. How can a space that evokes a
concentration camp also be sacred? Perhaps it is a painful amulet of that time and experience
that becomes transformed into a sacred space by the first voice narrative that fills it.
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Nevertheless, evoking the camps is a common form for Holocaust museums to take, in part
because it is so difficult to build the experience of them for visitors without doing so. Much
was made of the allusions to concentration camps that were built into the architecture of
USHMM though. The architect, James Ingo Freed, described the building as making openended references to the Holocaust in such a way as to allow the building to be a “resonator
of memory” for the visitors.512 Tigerman’s choice to use the word “sacred” to refer to the
space of the new building in Illinois was a careful one. As the notes tell us, “every piece of
the experience needs to count, even the trip from the parking lot to the building.” For those
at the meeting, this trip was meant to actually create for the visitor a movement from the
everyday world we inhabit into the sacred world of the Holocaust.
I pressed on into the building, anxiety mounting as I opened the steel doors with
what looked like portholes on them.

Figure IV.3. Entrance to ILHMEC – Image: Samuel Gruber’s Jewish Art & Monuments

There was little to make me feel welcome until I passed into the museum itself where kindly
docents stood ready to assist or just to chat.
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In the first meeting between the museum’s board members and Tigerman, the
architect outlined his idea about the building’s light and dark wings. Tigerman emphasized
that the goal of the building was not only telling the story of the Holocaust but also serving
as a memorial.513
Everyone was excited to talk about this heavily philosophized space. The building is
designed so that you travel down into the permanent exhibition at one specific point and go
through it to the end.514 The entrance of the permanent exhibition is quite dark. The
darkness symbolizes the Holocaust. You remain in darkness through the majority of the
exhibition, naturally, and then emerge into the light of the other side of the building. You
exit into the Hall of Reflection, an elevated space beneath great skylights, with blocks of light
built into the floor. Now that I know the goal of the light side was to leave the future
“abstract,” this space makes more sense.515 Upon rising out of the dark of the Holocaust in
the exhibition, I felt relief, but I also felt emptiness after the sheer density of objects in the
dark side of the exhibition. Perhaps I was numb from the overstimulation of the permanent
exhibition, as well. Sounds were muffled and distant to me, and I walked on in a daze.
You can’t go backward, and you can’t enter from the wrong end. This is a significant
difference from most exhibitions, where curators understand that visitors will travel in
different paths and consume the materials in various ways. Tigerman’s strategy of movement
through the building was crucial to the board and Tigerman from the outset of the project.516
In several places, the minutes from the first planning session describe the team’s desire to
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change the visitor: “Although the museum in Washington is powerful, a visitor enters and
leaves from the same door; there is a need to leave the museum through a different door
since one is changed.” Or, here again, perhaps overly optimistically, “Merely entering the
structure should be a transformational experience; a visitor would learn and leave a different
person.”517 Precisely as Naomi Stead documents in the architectural philosophy of Daniel
Libeskind for the Jewish Museum in Berlin, the architecture and spaces within the museum
are suffused with meaning, even before the introduction of objects.518
The building lies across the land, a tremendous, hulking blanket of concrete and steel.
Tigerman describes the building as having two wings, and in the schematic logo of the
museum, that’s just what it looks like, but in person, from the ground, wings are the last
image in one’s mind. They’re more like guard houses or prisons. The two wings are as
different outside as in. One is dark and the other light colored on the outside. For another,
the exterior forms of the architecture on the dark wing are sharp and angular, while those on
the light wing are mostly rounded. The dark building features gabled roofs that “call to mind
the horse barns that Jews were housed in [in] some camps; windowless skylights [that]
suggest factories and the industrial nature of the killing; a circular shape [that] will call to
mind a smokestack.”519 In the interior, all kinds of hints remind you where you are as you
travel through the space, exposed ductwork, cavernously tall ceilings, a mazelike route that
disorients and presses the visitor through small spaces where she is made to confront
devastating realities, such as the mobile death squads who shot prisoners into huge open pits.
The two wings are hinged together by a kind of wedge in the building. That wedge is a
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custom-made space for the exhibition’s unnerving landmark object that is the Nazi era cattle
car that may have been used to carry Jews to concentration camps. (This element of its
provenance is unknown. The same is true of the rail car at USHMM.) As the visitor moves
through the exhibition, she glimpses the rail car before she is able to actually view and, if she
wishes, enter it. In that moment, one can see the light side of the building peeking out from
beyond the railcar, promising an eventual end to the darkness. Ostensibly, the wedge in the
building is a “rupture” representing structurally the rupture in history that Hitler created by
attempting to exterminate the Jews and thereby “eliminate time and history.”520
This concept was foreign to me until I read Timothy Snyder’s Bloodlands, an eloquent
account of the mass murder of civilians by Hitler and Stalin in eastern Europe from 19321945. He described the complicated idea of a rupture in history or the elimination of history:
Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union sought to master history itself. The
Soviet Union was a Marxist state, whose leaders proclaimed themselves to be
scientists of history. National Socialism was an apocalyptic vision of total
transformation, to be realized by men who believed that will and race could
slough off the burden of the past…
This lengthy passage is doubly useful for this project because it also explains an important
problem with Holocaust exceptionalism, the idea that the Holocaust somehow stands apart
from the rest of history and should not be placed in the context of other historical events:
Many people believe that the crimes of the Nazi regime were so great as to
stand outside history. This is a troubling echo of Hitler’s own belief that will
triumphs over facts. Others maintain that the crimes of Stalin, though
horrible, were justified by the need to create or defend a modern state. This
recalls Stalin’s view that history has only one course, which he understood,
and which legitimates his policies in retrospect. Without a history built and
defended upon an entirely different foundation, we will find that Hitler and
Stalin continue to define their own works for us…[This study’s] fundamental
methods are simple: insistence that no past event is beyond historical
understanding or beyond the reach of historical inquiry...521
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I agree with Snyder that Holocaust exceptionalism is damaging. I think the view of the
Holocaust as a “rupture” in history, as Tigerman and the ILHMEC board described it, is an
extension of this troubling view, even though the museum did go on to place the Holocaust
in context through exhibitions such as Legacy of Absence. For this reason, however, I think
that the mixed metaphor of the building as both an attempt to represent history and
represent the Holocaust via the trope of a concentration camp is problematic.
Just as the cold, depressing nature of the memorials to the righteous outside the
museum seem to make the memorials a little less special, Tigerman’s heavy handed
theorizing of this building seems like an undignified reach. As he told Northshore Magazine,
the two wings of the building as he first sketched it
represented the two orientations that are important to the Jews…east,
because like all agricultural people, the Jews looked to the sun for sustenance
and built their early structures facing this way, and southeast, because after
the Diaspora, the Jews began to orient their building towards the Second
Temple’s west wall.
One of the only things that is clear from the materials for the museum’s first capital
campaign is the religious nature of the building:
The self-similar siblings of Jewish Theology are represented by the eastern
orientation of the Temple Era with its anticipation of a Messianic Age, and
its post-structural significant other, the Rabbinic / Synagogue Era marked by
its 10o EESE orientation toward Jerusalem and its implicit promise of reentry into the Divine Garden. These fraternal twins are ruptured by a
holocaust of unprecedented proportions.
Leaving innocence behind, the labyrinthian-like [sic] descent into darkness is
reprieved by a monotheistic memorial – the Book of Remembrance – signed
as the single altar of two discreetly sacred spaces, after which the ascent
upward into the light and its subsequent choices, bears the promise of a
future denoted by knowledge. Armed with adequacy, one exits through an
other [sic] door into a world informed by healing.522
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The important point about this text is that the building reinforces the idea of a Jewish
museum. The Plan Book demonstrates how late in the museum’s history its own leaders
were thinking of it as a religious museum, as well as how ready to hand religious language is
when the goal is to create a “sacred” space. So the museum is trapped. It is avowedly
forward-thinking, staunchly more than a Holocaust museum. At the very least it is a new
kind of Holocaust museum. But its very bones are religious imagery. The line between
religious and sacred is thin and all the more difficult to delineate when arguably the most
important stakeholders in the museum – Holocaust survivors – are intensely involved with a
religious and cultural identity for which they were persecuted and nearly killed.
No matter the environment of a museum, it shapes our experiences of its contents.
Neo-Classical architecture, so common for museums of a certain era, speaks one set of
meanings to the visitor: authority, imperialism, universality, art. Historic house museums, for
example, have another set of messages. Purpose built Holocaust museums have their own
particular architectural vocabulary. Stead documents Libeskind’s intention with the Jewish
Museum in Berlin, an example of such a purpose built museum.523
Stead argues that the Jewish Museum in Berlin is a kind of contemporary history
museum concerned with difficult history. In this new kind of setting, art and history are
interdependent. “To read the Jewish Museum simply as a built work of art,” writes Stead,
would be to miss its attempt to represent historical truth, and to read it only
as a history museum would be to miss its sophisticated aesthetic response to
the problems of representing an unpresentable history. In the contemporary
history museum aesthetic affect is used as a kind of mediator, such that the
individual subject’s experience of truth exists in the space between the
unknowable or unmasterable past, and the contingencies of historical
interpretation. The museum can only go so far in representing an
unspeakable history, whereafter art can and must take over.524
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Tigerman employed many of the same architectural tools with ILHMEC. For example, both
deal extensively with the absence that the Holocaust left through the destruction of humans
and their societies and cultural materials. Where Libeskind placed a “void” at the center of
the building, Tigerman used a “cleave” in the building along with the nearly empty “Hall of
Reflection.” Where ILHMEC uses the title Legacy of Absence, the Jewish Museum uses the
literal absence of objects to evoke “absence more than presence.”525 Both architects built
forms out of contemporary materials, though they differ tremendously. Libeskind eschewed
any association with classical architecture because of the association it bore with the
architecture of the Nazis.526 By contrast, Tigerman built a form that openly refers to
concentration camps in particular, as I described above. In both cases, however, the
architecture intentionally causes an embodied emotional response in the visitor both upon
viewing it from the outside, as a monument, and on entering the space.
This special kind of architecture fits into this project as a sort of meta-tactic for
furthering the curatorial strategy of resonance and wonder. Indeed, the ability of architecture
to enhance both resonance and wonder in the museum imply that a future research project
could examine resonance and wonder as a museological strategy beyond the curatorial.
A Moral Compass for Today
As Hannah Arendt deftly showed in Eichmann in Jerusalem, evil doesn't have to come
with a capital E. Evil can just be small, hateful pieces that come together, through entropy,
through ignorance and without oversight, to make a great and powerful machine that works
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to its terrible ends almost on its own.527 Then too, the line between perpetrator and victim
can sometimes be terribly fine, making for an extremely uncomfortable narrative after the
fact. Tristan Anne Borer’s collection of essays, Telling the Truths: Truth Telling and Peace Building
in Post-Conflict Societies is a primer on transitional justice, not a traditional category for the
Holocaust, but, I think, an apt one. As she writes, “any mechanism created to deal with the
past must engage all communities party to the conflict.”528 For the Holocaust, I don’t think
this means engaging in conversation with contemporary Nazis, although there is interesting
history on that topic at ILHMEC. Rather, I think it means addressing this figure of the
perpetrator in general, as ILHMEC has done. ILHMEC addresses the quotidian nature of
the perpetrator in everyone by elaborating on how to actively stand up for others. MoT
attempted to address the perpetrator in each of us simply by accusing all visitors of being
bigots and stating that the museum could help them educate themselves and change. This
aggressive attitude is no way to engender goodwill in visitors.
In Telling the Truths, Charles Villa-Vicencio describes one rationale for choices such as
the Gulag Museum's invitation to former prisoners and guards to give each other tours of
the site from each of their points of view.529
In understanding the perpetrator, we begin to understand the forces that
make for evil. We discover the power of these forces and we begin to realize
that the enemy...does not have a monopoly on moral insanity. We discover
that maybe there is a little perpetrator in all of us. It is this discovery that
makes unconditional negative judgment of another a little more complex and
opens the possibility of a basis for interaction in the present that could lead
to a new kind of future.530
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This is an intense statement, and one that will evoke very strong feelings for anyone who has
lost a family member to murder, as Holocaust survivors all have. But it is powerful to even
entertain the radical possibility of thinking of perpetrators as human beings. This kind of
consideration of the perpetrator is one ultimate end of the “upstander” mentality.
By contrast, what the museum asks of its visitors is easy. And that’s really the point.
Holocaust survivors have been through experiences that we cannot possibly understand,
even after extensive viewing of primary sources and testimonies in the museum. What we
can do, though, is begin building a better world. And like the slippery slope that leads from
bullying to hate to evil cruelty, eliminating violence starts small, with children being brave
and caring enough to stand up for their friends.
Tactics of Holocaust Museums
Holocaust museums specialize in eliciting wonder, specifically horror. These
museums’ use of resonance is more recent and should become one of the hallmarks of
curatorial work in Holocaust museums in the 21st century if these museums are to remain
relevant. Holocaust museums have shied away from overtly invoking contemporary events
inside the primary exhibition on the history of the Holocaust because of their desire to
preserve an exceptionalist narrative about the Holocaust.531 But this analysis of ILHMEC’s
tactics will show, most of the room for improvement lies in building resonance.
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Four clusters of tactics contribute to resonance and wonder at ILHMEC: local and
individual stories, forms of address, tactics about our bodies in space, and the uses of art.
These appear in all three of the exhibitions mentioned above as well as in some of the
temporary exhibitions the museum hosts from other institutions. I will examine their
successes and challenges with an eye toward fostering a stronger curatorial practice for
Holocaust museums in working to achieve their goal of halting mass violence.
Local Stories, Individual Stories: Fighting Compassion Fatigue
This principal tactic requires the least introduction. It has remained constant since
ILHMEC was the HMFI. Susan Sontag writes, in Regarding the Pain of Others, that it is the
viewer’s moral responsibility not to be desensitized by violent images and, instead, to engage
with images and allow them to help the viewer to feel compassion and then translate it into
action.532 Nevertheless, compassion fatigue is a real problem in both private experiences with
violent imagery such as reading or watching the news and in public experiences as in the
Holocaust museum. According to Szany and many others at this and other institutions,
visitors will feel more empathy if they can connect to individuals in the exhibition. The
testimony of local individual survivors – written, captured on film, or given to visitors first
hand – provides the most crucial emotional and narrative currency in the permanent
exhibition at ILHMEC. As The museum’s feedback from teachers and students bears out
the power of individual stories. Chris Foster, a teacher from Warsaw Community High
School in Indiana wrote that his students’ more than 120 letters positively reviewing their
visit to ILHMEC
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answer the critical questions that must be explored before expending
resources on any unit of study…“Does exposing students to the harsh
realities of the Holocaust change their lives?”…“Does this unit help students
really question what kind of person they are and what kind of person they
want to grow into?” My unqualified answer after working with this unit is still
an unqualified “YES.”533
The students routinely refer to their conversations with specific survivors at the museum. In
their letters, the students reflected on their own experiences of prejudice, marginalization,
and violence and embrace the goal of being an “upstander,” recognizing that they have, in
the past, been bystanders at times.
The only potential negative side of the tactic of individual stories is that it privileges
the power of the upstander so much that we don’t learn about creating institutional or
systemic change. I would like to see the important lessons about individuals at ILHMEC be
occasionally balanced in the permanent exhibition with more material on working for
systemic changes. The topic of working together for institutional change is dealt with very
well in the final section of the permanent exhibition. It addresses the fight against the
proposed Neo Nazi march in Skokie. This exhibit includes discussions of protest, legal
battles, peaceful demonstrations, and the story of the creation of HMFI and then ILHMEC
as mechanisms for sustained education and positive social change. My feeling that this topic
deserves more attention throughout the exhibition comes from my perception that some
students and teachers are taking home only the message about individual choice. As one
teacher put it, “Why don’t people recognize the power of their individuals decisions and the
ability to make a difference in the world? How do we empower young people? You have
provided us with inspiring stories of individual choice.”534 The comment is both a
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tremendous compliment on the efficacy of the exhibition and a subtle warning that it may be
worth complicating the exhibition’s message.
Narrative Voice / Forms of Address
Museums’ use of narrative voice and diverse forms of address are crucial for creating
resonance. When the museum endeavors to mask the narrator or imply that there is no
interpretation, as at USHMM, the museum can actually disable the process of creating
resonance. The form of address is one mechanism for the museum to engage the visitor in
thinking about contemporary relevance, a way to create a resonant moment for the visitor.
This is most likely to occur when the museum reaches out to the visitor directly and enlists
her in something (an exploration, an idea, a social justice project) via the form of address.
Divergent Forms of Address at the MoT and Anne Frank House
The MoT and the Anne Frank House demonstrate two approaches to related
material. The MoT prescribes all thinking for the visitor. At the Anne Frank House, by
contrast, the issues visitors are asked to consider are open-ended, real, and realistic. They are
meant to linger with the visitor.
Consider a classroom. Contemporary pedagogical training for college professors
routinely teaches techniques such as “think-pair-share,” where students first consider a
question on their own, then with a peer, and then finally with the class as a whole.535 In
addition, practices such as role playing and peer review involve the students taking on the
responsibility of providing or critiquing information that would be exclusively the province
of the instructor in a more hierarchical system. These practices of embodiment and
535
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production of knowledge are not only important because they help students remember
material. They also teach an object lesson in taking responsibility for one’s own learning. For
museum educators, similar ideas prevail. In his description of planning the training of
docents for ILHMEC, Cohen wrote, “the education team and I tried…to ensure that we
used strategies that required docents to engage in active learning – in other words, there were
to be as few points as possible during the training where docents sat passively.”536
Within the world of Holocaust museums, the Anne Frank House Museum offers a
pronounced example of a non-hierarchical pedagogy. The museum uses Anne Frank’s story
and that of the Holocaust to move beyond memorializing those events in particular. It
encourages visitors to extrapolate the lessons of the Holocaust to other battles – both for
human rights and against prejudice in society today. The Anne Frank House Museum
features an exhibition about human rights called Free2Choose, at the end of which visitors are
challenged to consider real scenarios wherein human rights conflict with one another. For
example, free speech and freedom from discrimination conflicted when protesters organized
against homosexuality at the funeral of a gay person who was murdered in a hate crime.
Visitors watch videos providing arguments in favor of each right and then vote as to which
one wins in a given scenario. The museum’s website says that:
It is interesting to see how people have voted, but the result in itself is less
important. It is much more important that the participants in Free2choose
think about the arguments that mean they are for or against a particular
statement. And it is just as important that after seeing the films visitors
understand that no right is unlimited.537
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The museum’s first exhibition about conflicts between freedom of expression and freedom
from discrimination, Out of Line, was on view from 1999-2004. It was designed to produce
dissent. As Sandell put it, “new, updated examples were only included in the exhibition when,
having been trialled with the staff of the museum, they succeeded in dividing opinion.”538
According to Sandell, “a commitment to rights and social justice did not require
museums to tell their visitors what to think.”539 Especially in contentious topics that might
fall under the rubric of exhibitions for social justice, learners may be more guarded and less
ready to accept information that is simply told to them. Indeed, the less a museum tells its
visitors what to think, the more effective its work will be.
By contrast, the MoT’s scenarios that ask visitors to vote have a clear “right” answer.
Like everything at the MoT, they are scripted and the pathway along which visitors are
meant to think is brightly lit. MoT, for example, is famous for the aggressive statement its
entryway makes. The visitor must enter through one of two doorways. One, lit in green, is
marked “unprejudiced.” The other, lit in red, is marked “prejudiced.” However, in case the
visitor is considering entering through the unprejudiced door, the door bears the words
“Think…Now use other door.” This is emblematic of the rest of the experience in the
museum, according to Witcomb and Brown. As Witcomb demonstrates in her book, the use
of force, ideological or otherwise, does not breed tolerance, free thinking, or criticality of
hegemonic norms. Simply put, the MoT does not model the kind of thinking and acting it
supposedly wants to see in the public. It models the opposite. Victorian exhibitions provided
a single order that was meant to convey a single true meaning to the visitor, such as a racial,
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ethnic, or gendered social hierarchy. In just the same way, the MoT is structured to convey
single meanings to the visitor, even though it provides the illusion of choice.540
In the Beit Hashoah section of the museum, dealing with the Holocaust, the MoT
circumscribes the visitor’s experience even more strictly than in the Tolerancenter where the
museum presents all other historical events. The Tolerancenter relies heavily on technology
and offers only sketchy factual details and historical context. As Brown describes it, unlike
the Tolerancenter, where presentations are anonymous and supposedly objective,
the organization and style of the Beit Hashoah makes clear that the
Holocaust must have its whole story told, that it must be told authoritatively
yet also entirely from the perspective of its Jewish victims. And it must be
established as a single narrative, delivered at length without interruption,
distraction, or choice on the part of the viewer, and without featuring debate
or plural points of view.541
In those ways, Beit Hashoah is the opposite of the Tolerancenter. In Beit Hashoah, the design
of the museum works to make visitors both observers of the Holocaust and characters in the
narrative. Crucially, make believe characters and scenarios are not acceptable the way they
are in the Tolerancenter, except insofar as the presence of the visitor herself constitutes a
fictional narrative about the Holocaust.542
The Absent Voice at USHMM
Though the two museums are very different, USHMM flattens interpretation just as
MoT does. In both museums, the narrative is presented as fact, not as a form of
interpretation nor as a curatorial effort. Cindy Miller, the Project Director for the permanent
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exhibition at USHMM, reported that the council decided to have no narrative voice in the
museum’s exhibition, the better to keep the exhibition “open-ended” and the better to
“engage [visitors] directly.” Her goal was that visitors would not “think about the exhibition
as a ‘narrated interpretation’…but will be satisfied that major interpretive dilemmas have
been resolved.”543 But, of course, this itself is an interpretive strategy. The museum’s original
texts about the possibility of the US bombing Auschwitz dramatically demonstrated the
position and agency of the museum’s team. The label read, in part, that “although bombing
Auschwitz would have killed many prisoners, it would also have halted the operation of the
gas chambers and, ultimately, saved the lives of many more.” As Linenthal put it, the use of
“would” “keeps visitors from appreciating an ongoing controversy, and makes an
interpretive stance a statement of fact.”544
The exhibit design reflects a parallel tactic. Ralph Applebaum, the designer, said “we
tried to bleach out the idea that a designer’s style was important. We used basic abstract
concepts of style – contrast, proportion, scale – within a modular matrix.”545 This is a design
strategy, just as the attempt to remove the narrator is a narrative and interpretive strategy. A
design that looks stripped down or un-designed doesn’t just spring into being. A designer
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creates it for a particular purpose. In an exhibition, the purpose is to create the experience
that visitors have and the narrative that they perceive. In a much more subtle way than at the
MoT, this intentional masking of design and narrative voice denies the visitor agency.
Immersive Experience
Immersive experience is a hallmark of ILHMEC’s permanent exhibition and another
tool that helps some visitors empathize. The immersive nature of the permanent exhibition
is a combination of the efforts of Tigerman and David Layman, the exhibit designer. It
begins with the building. The look book for the museum’s capital campaign describes how
the building sets the stage:
The physical space shifts dramatically with increasing Nazi restrictions…The
Museum exhibition’s labarynthian [sic] descent into darkness continues with
the Eastward Nazi Blitzkrieg…Visitors eventually ascend through the lighter
wing where they experience stories of liberation, displaced persons camps,
immigration and rebirth in North America, Israel, and elsewhere.546
By fitting the architecture so well into the nature of the content, Tigerman prefigured the use
of immersive design in the exhibits.
This architectural foreshadowing partly explains two problems with the Tigerman
McCurry Architects’ (TMA) designs from 2005. These early designs featured even more
heavy-handed immersion than the permanent exhibition does today. At the same time, the
early designs were also too two dimensional for Hirschhaut and the board.547 In the design
from 2005, the section entitled “Nazis in Power” featured cases laid out in the form of a
swastika. All of the graphics on the walls were also in the form of swastikas. In “Life Under
the Swastika” a part of the ceiling was cut out in the shape of a swastika, and the section’s
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flooring and walls were laid out as a Star of David.548 These and other early designs by TMA
for the interior of the galleries were never used because it became clear to Hirschhaut that
Tigerman, a gifted architect who was very well suited to the project of building the museum,
was not an exhibit designer. Tigerman had enthusiastically taken on the project of designing
the exhibits, but, as Hirschhaut put it, “we came very close to a disaster if we had not made a
significant change in the hiring of a separate exhibit designer.”549 The museum hired Layman
roughly 11 months before the opening of the exhibitions.
Hirschhaut and Berenbaum and Mais, the two co-curators of the permanent
exhibition, all said that they were concerned about taking the immersive tactic too far. But
they did so anyway. The first and most obvious example of this is the exhibit on the mobile
killing site of Babi Yar, the ravine in Kiev where the largest single massacre by the Nazis
during the Holocaust occurred.550 A label warns the visitor that she is about to come upon
very graphic and real historical footage from Babi Yar, yet there is no way for the visitor to
bypass this exhibit. Historical footage blends with the carpeting and the graphics on the
walls. Both have been printed with a still from this footage to make it look as if the visitor is
standing in the ravine. Dim lighting enhances this effect. The space is all-encompassing.
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Figure IV.4. Image Credit: Ibid.

This choice of design is inconsistent with the museum’s own philosophy, a traditional one
wherein “the void of the Holocaust is impenetrable. Only the survivors understand what
occurred.”551 So from the point of view of the museum, why try to penetrate the void of the
Holocaust with the tools of the designer? For centuries, immersive environments have been
increasingly popular tools of embodied learning from illuminated manuscripts to cathedrals
and from panoramas to the cinema. The Babi Yar exhibit fits into this trend as Alison
Griffiths compellingly delineated it in Shivers Down Your Spine.552 But I believe this exhibit also
takes unfair advantage of the visitor.
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My aversion to the Babi Yar exhibit at ILHMEC is that it reneges on the museum’s
commitment to hospitality even as it succeeds in producing horrified wonder. One staff
member agreed with me that the exhibition is, overall, “too experiential or environmental.”
This person, who wished to remain anonymous, said, “I don’t like the idea that when you’re
in the ghetto, there’s a brick floor, and when you’re in the concentration camp, there’s
barbed wire.” And yet visitors watching the video on the camps were crying. Was this
because of the environment or in spite of it? Producing embodied emotional responses is a
delicate business. When the museum works to bring the visitor to tears, it’s worth asking
whether it should use any means at all without limit. Or should curators give preference to
certain kinds of materials, such as the testimony of survivors, for this purpose?
The barbed wire and the cobblestone floor present another dilemma of design. Both
effects elicited a sense of disbelief in me, rather than making me feel “just like” I was in
these spaces as Hirschhaut had said they would.553 Instead, the fake cobblestone underfoot
encouraged me to envision what the real streets of the ghetto must have been like – uneven,
filthy, etc. This technique worked in a backward way, because otherwise I wouldn’t have
thought about the street at all. But it did not work as the museum intended.
Immersive experience is a useful tactic within the curatorial strategy of resonance and
wonder primarily to create wonder. Immersion facilitates embodied emotional responses by
replicating the circumstances under which others felt that response. This can create empathy
directly, as it likely does in the case of Holocaust museums, and it can prime the visitor for
learning and memory through paving the way for resonant content to stick.
I find the full immersive experience to be most useful in two scenarios. When children
are the primary audience, as in the examples from the Field Museum, immersion can be a
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very effective way to create lifelong memories. Immersion can also be useful for placing
visitors in someone else’s shoes, although Holocaust museums are an exception to this.
Cohen writes:
using specific strategies, when educating about the Holocaust, to elicit
empathy – such as simulations and asking learners of history to put
themselves in the shoes of others (Wineburg, 2001) – are inappropriate
(Wiesel, 1968; Kluger, 2001; Leigh, 1999) and potentially detrimental to
learning (Berti, 1994; Mink, as cited in Wineburg, 2001).554
The educators and leaders at ILHMEC agree. Indeed, Hirschhaut envisions all students in
Illinois visiting the museum at least twice: once in middle school, and once in high school,
when they’ll finally also see the permanent exhibition.
The second use I like for full immersive environments is in the context of an art
installation. In her dissertation, On the Object of the Museum and its Architecture (2004), Stead
describes the way in which history museums offer art as a way of engaging with difficult
history.555 She notes the importance of installations the visitor can enter. In these places
where the visitor’s subjective experience becomes the “object of the museum,” we can build
empathy.556 This is much like the way in which Witcomb describes true interactivity as that
which briefly enables the visitor to inhabit the narrative of the museum. Immersive art can
be a useful tool for adults, even young adults, grappling with difficult histories and questions
of social justice.
When Immersion Works
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The Kristallnacht display does exactly what Hirschhaut hoped. Beneath a glass panel
on which the visitor stands, the floor is covered with broken glass. The centerpiece of this
exhibit is the recreated face of a synagogue that looks indexical for the Fasanenstrasse
Synagogue in Berlin, which was destroyed in November 1938 during the hateful rampage of
Kristallnacht. The ornate beauty of that synagogue is a reminder of a time when synagogues
were celebratory houses of worship that proclaimed their purpose as fearlessly and openly as
cathedrals. Many of my generation have never seen synagogues that are so easy to identify
from the street. After seeing the Kristallnacht display, the reason for that becomes clear. A
video plays over the face of the synagogue showing the destruction of many synagogues.
The pictures fade in and out with the names of the cities and towns superimposed beneath.
On the walls of this section historical photographs of the destruction hang behind broken
glass. The exhibit on Kristallnacht highlights the environment of the museum and its
relationship to history. All of the frames and framing, the broken glass – anathema in a
museum – that is also contained by the museum’s own technical apparatus, contains and
represents the history of Kristallnacht, sometimes lets us step inside it, but also protects us
from its jagged edges. This exhibit is sophisticated in its complex use of new and old
technologies and offers an environment in which visitors can reflect on the history of
Kristallnacht writ large.
Another immersive environment at ILHMEC impressed me as effective for eliciting
wonder and consistent with the museum’s philosophy. This environment does not violate
the supposed impenetrability of the Holocaust because it is actually an object. This object is
the museum’s core artifact, a 20th century German rail car of the kind used to transport Jews
to their deaths in the concentration camps. The choice of whether or not to enter the car,
and thus make the object an environment, is left to the visitor. The rail car is an excellent
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example of the kind of interactivity Witcomb proposes. The visitor may momentarily
become the subject of the narrative. In this way, the visitor’s action produces the meaning in
the exhibit.557 The visitor is allowed to enter the car because it will aid her investigation of
this object, particularly in terms of empathizing with those who traveled in it. But unlike the
experience of Babi Yar, the visitor is not forced to enter.
Video testimonies of several such travelers precede the rail car. Six monitors focus
together on one survivor at a time. One monitor in each bank of three plays video of the
survivor speaking. The other four monitors play historical footage that illustrates his or her
story. No survivor stands out from the others as having a more poignant or affecting story.
They are all dignified, terribly sad, doing something for us in facing their memories.
The survivors are locals. This gives the rail car a special kind of resonance and
cements the wonder that the car is likely to elicit. The testimonies remind visitors that the
stories of the Holocaust in general and of this object in particular are not abstract or distant.
The survivors are our own neighbors. In this way, the survivors are indexical for empathy
among neighbors and embody the contemporary topic with which the exhibit resonates.
The question of whether and how authenticity is important looms around the exhibit
of the rail car. The rail car, though authentic to the period of the Holocaust, may or may not
have carried Jews to the camps. More importantly perhaps, the museum, though noting its
uncertain provenance, does present it as a real object. In any event, it stands in
metonymically for the experience many victims of the Holocaust had of traveling by cattle
car to a concentration camp or death camp. Furthermore, this is one of the experiences that
authors and educators such as curators most frequently leverage to try to place the visitor /
reader in the shoes of a victim of the Holocaust. This may be because of the volume and
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variety of sensory information Holocaust survivors can provide about their journeys in the
rail cars. The survivors describe the sounds of illness, fear, desperation, and death aboard the
cars. Likewise, they describe the stench of a cattle car packed with terrified humans with no
way to relieve themselves except an open bucket, the painful indignity of such travel. Their
stories, distinct in their details but all equally outrageous and sad, remained with me – people
attempting to trade their most prized remaining possessions, their wedding bands, for scraps
of food; people being trampled to death; the occasional glimpse of the outside world from
between cracks in the boards of the windowless car; total disorientation and a timeless,
hellish sojourn to an even worse place. At ILHMEC, the combination of the presentation of
the rail car as real and the context of the survivors’ testimonies about their experiences on
similar rail cars serves to shape the visitor’s experience of the car as irreproachably real and
authentic. That is the way in which authenticity matters in this exhibit.
The question of what makes an immersive environment excellent is a difficult one.
Layman created the extant immersive experience at ILHMEC through exhibit design. My
quibbles with environments such as the ghetto are telling because of Layman’s fine work.
The document describing his Scenic Wall Details features photos of the real places upon
which the design is based.558 The environments at ILHMEC may be, broadly speaking, as
good as immersive environments get. For example, he even provides for a force rusted finish
on the prop padlock and chain on a gate in the section on liberation.559 My view, therefore, is
that this may not be the most successful tactic. But I am not a member of the target
audience, and the museum routinely receives glowing letters from the students who are.560
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There are other holistically immersive environments that work for me, though.
Though their subject matter does not often grip me the way the content at ILHMEC does
(notable exceptions such as the Anne Frank House and JAHHM aside), many historic house
museums exemplify excellent immersive experience. I believe that historic houses can offer
excellent immersive experiences because the building is seamlessly involved. The experience
begins at the door. And, in many cases, everything is authentic or a meticulous recreation of
the historically correct object or material, from the building to the furniture and the
decorative arts and functional objects within. In this case, as with the rail car, the importance
of the authenticity has to do with the visitor’s perception more than the actual historical
veracity. No one would think that the cobblestone street at ILHMEC is real even though it
was modeled on a real street. Partly this is the result of the choice in materials and partly it is
about the way in which the museum uses the streetscape as a sort of scrim. Semi-opaque
images of the ghetto’s inhabitants are stenciled onto the walls, for example. The space is
filled with objects in cases, so we know we are still in the museum rather than the ghetto.
When the visitor to a historic house museum such as the Anne Frank House or
JAHHM does not have her attention diverted by the perceived artifice of the environment, as
she does in some areas at ILHMEC, it enables certain behaviors, particularly a Witcombesque interactivity wherein the visitor can, through specific actions, insert herself into the
narrative of the exhibition. I remember excellent immersive environments from the
museums of my childhood. Traveling the Pacific at the Field Museum of Natural History
featured the Tahitian marketplace, for example, “where vendors sell everything from
breadfruit, ginger root, and carrots to woven baskets and fishing gear.”561 The marketplace
contains some objects young visitors can touch and others they cannot, but it feels and
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appears real. The stores contain some products we know, such as the soda, Orangina, and
others we’re less familiar with, such as hanging legs of ham and other cuts of meat. The
same goes for Inside Ancient Egypt, also at the Field Museum, an exhibition that hasn’t lost its
magic for me yet, though its structure is slightly down at its heels. In this exhibition, the
immersive environment is a tomb that sits in the museum almost like a large play structure
into which and through which young visitors can meander, encountering ancient artifacts
along the way. In one area, paintings from the inside of a real tomb chamber grace the walls.
As the visitor rounds the corner to encounter each new object, she is reminded of Howard
Carter’s famous utterance as he peered into King Tutankhamen’s tomb for the first time and
saw “wonderful things.”
Immersive environments need not recreate. Sometimes, absence can be most evocative,
as in the Anne Frank House. The rooms of the “Secret Annexe” are left unfurnished,
featuring only photographs of the way they looked when the Franks hid there. Otto Frank
wished that the void of the empty rooms would remain to represent those who were
deported and never returned, not only from this house but also from all over Europe.562
The following two tactics are subtly different from full immersion. They would work
well as alternatives in many museums.
Physicality: Another Answer to Immersion
The kind of immersion the rail car at ILHMEC offers is about bringing the visitor’s
perception to a physical presence. USHMM offers good examples of working with
physicality in order to forge resonance and wonder in the gallery. During the planning of the
museum, the commissioners returned home from their research pilgrimage to Europe
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certain that the new museum needed to create an experience for visitors that would send
them on a similar trip. This was necessary in order for visitors to “confront the Holocaust
viscerally.”563 The council of planners hoped to send visitors on another journey, too.
Applebaum, the exhibit designer, reported
We realized that if we followed [eventual victims] under all that pressure as
they moved from their normal lives into ghettos, out of ghettos onto trains,
from trains to camps, within the pathways of the camps until finally to the
end…if visitors could take that same journey, they would understand the story
because they will have experienced the story.564
The museum makes meaning through what visitors perceive, but also through the physical
experience of the path they trace. These two ideas – walking in the eventual victim’s shoes
and tracing a specific path through the museum – became the basic building blocks of
Holocaust museums. ILHMEC, MoT, and the Anne Frank House, for example, all feature
them.
The staff at USHMM devised another tool to help visitors identify with others and
walk a mile in the shoes of Holocaust victims. Each visitors receive a booklet about a
specific, real individual who was a victim of the Holocaust. Throughout the visit, you can
check in to see how your story is progressing. The identity-card project “served, without
much fanfare, subtly to extend the boundaries of memory to connect visitors with some oftoverlooked victim groups” such as homosexuals. Linenthal suspects that the inclusion of
this group also stretches the limits of some visitors’ tolerance.565 USHMM thus highlights
visitors’ own preconceived notions and even prejudices without the heavy handedness we
see at the MoT’s Tolerancenter.
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The barracks from Auschwitz that were, until recently, the cornerstone of the
exhibits on the camps at USHMM, provided another example of a physical experience. As
Martin Smith, the director of the USHMM Exhibition Department, put it, “we wanted to try
and take back as much of the physicality as we could possibly convey in the pitiful amount
of space that’s available for it.”566 Now we know that their strategy worked in part because
this embodied emotional experience, the visceral experience they most certainly attained in
the final exhibition, launches rational processes and memory.
In fact, the strategy the museum employed for large, evocative, significant artifacts
such as the barracks perfectly exemplifies the strategy of resonance and wonder. Applebaum
put it this way: the objects are “‘icons along the passageway’ of the museum. ‘They stop and
hold you for a while so that you have a little time to think.’”567 In this description,
Applebaum is recognizing the power of engagement through wonder as a path to intellectual
engagement with the resonance of objects and the stories they tell.
Unlike immersive environments, experiences of physicality without immersion draw
attention to either large signal objects such as the rail car or the barracks or to paths, such as
the path in ILHMEC past the video monitors with survivors’ testimonies of travel on the rail
car. The paths we trace through immersive environments are usually invisible because the
environment is all-encompassing. Likewise, the large signal objects are not objects at all
under those circumstances. They are part of the environment. As such, the authenticity of
feeling they provide is only as good as the environment as a whole. In a more stripped down
setting, the objects stand on their own and succeed or fail on their own merits and on those
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of the surrounding interpretation. Physicality is a middle ground between immersion and the
narrative path, described below.
Memorials and historic sites are particularly well suited to this technique. In both,
there is a often a sense that visitors should walk a specific path, either as a way of
remembering or as a way of stepping back in time. The former is more germane here. Like
fingers handling a rosary, the visitor moves through space ritualistically, engraining a path in
her memory as she traverses the physical path that others have also walked.
The Narrative Path
At ILHMEC, The rail car sits upon tracks in a wedge shaped “cleave,” as the
museum calls the split between the two wings of the building. Before the visitor confronts
the rail car, she passes it, seeing it as if in a display case. Through this effect and the use of
the car as both object and environment, the exhibit on the rail car uses the narrative path, a
compound tactic wherein the exhibition intentionally reminds the visitor that she is in a
museum while at the same time causing her to traverse a semi-immersive environment. Like
the boat trip in the famous Disney ride, “It’s a Small World,” the environment of the
museum includes a path that is itself a specialized space – like the canal – as well as separate
spaces along and around that path, the exhibits.
We can distinguish this from the immersive environments described above, wherein
the museum intends to make the visitor feel that she is elsewhere (in the ghetto, the
concentration camp, etc.). The narrative path pulls the visitor up next to the alternate reality
of the exhibits while still preserving the second valence of the museum. The environment of
the museum, which the visitor is constantly reminded of, aids her contemplation by
providing a certain remove. Even while providing this space for contemplation, though, the
narrative path does encourage a certain kind of thinking.
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The narrative path underscores the authenticity of what visitors see. Just as the moat
around the lions at the zoo reinforces our understanding that the lions are real and
dangerous, the path through the exhibits, and the remove it gives us, underscores the truth
of the exhibits themselves while also assuaging our anxiety about that truth.
The experience of USHMM relies in part on this tactic. The tower of photos from
the Lithuanian town of Eiszyszki, whose 3,500 inhabitants were exterminated, uses the
museum’s own environment and that of the exhibits to provide a middle ground between a
fully immersive environment and the notional white box of an art museum. This is what
Svetlana Alpers calls the “museum effect.” This breathtakingly beautiful, monumental
exhibit is displayed using conventional framing techniques that draw attention to the material
by seeming out of step with it and letting you step through it on your path.568 In the “Tower
of Faces,” the photos hang, not two or three or even four photos tall, but stacked far
overhead, more than 25 rows high, with the photographs of the townspeople. They abut one
another horizontally and vertically and cover all four walls of the tower.569 In that subtle flip
of the expected, resonance reverberates between the visitor’s location in the museum and the
other time and place that the museum is evoking – Eszyszki (indeed, Europe) pre-1945.
I argue that the rail car is successful as an environment because the installation gives
visitors the safety of remembering that they are in the museum space even though terrifying
truths surround them.
The fully immersive environment and the narrative path rely on two different models
for visitors’ experience and involvement. As Witcomb would put it, these tactics “insert” the
visitor into the “text” of the exhibition in different ways. In the immersive environment, the
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design invites the visitor to walk in the shoes of victims of the Holocaust through role
play.570 I think that Hirschhaut, Mais, and Berenbaum were correct that role play would be
inappropriate in the context of the Holocaust. Their design for the immersive environments
was ultimately too immersive. The narrative path, on the other hand, does not offer a whole
environment but rather just signposts on a path, such as the video testimonies and the rail
car. In this way, that tactic proposes the role of listener to the visitor, an active listener who
can, in certain cases, inhabit spaces within the narrative.
The benefits of this tactic will far outweigh those of a fully immersive environment
that is less than excellent. In the narrative path, the museum circumvents the problem of the
artifice of the museum’s environment undermining wonder by deliberately drawing attention
to the environment. This environment carries resonant meanings of authority and
authenticity from the museum. Great use of architectural space, objects, and installation can
still achieve an excellent wondrous response using this tactic (as in the Tower of Faces). For
that reason, I prefer this tactic to the other two. Rather than attempting to transform the
museum into another kind of place and possibly falling short, the museum can simply be a
museum and focus on its traditional tasks of presenting, displaying, and interpreting.
Take Ten
In asking staff members at ILHMEC what the barriers were to their work for social
justice, one of the answers was the perception that Holocaust museums are just depressing.
At Holocaust museums, positive elements provide much needed visual and spiritual respite
for visitors. But the beauty of everyday life that might otherwise bring us pleasure serves
only to punctuate, underscore, and heighten the terrible images and experiences that are the
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primary emotional currency of these museums. They form a counterpoint and a reminder,
lest we begin to normalize the images of victims. Szany says that the museum tries to leave
visitors hopeful by ending the visit with Legacy of Absence, artwork, contemporary genocide,
and by asking visitors what they themselves can do to reverse the current of mass violence.
But that doesn’t leave me feeling hopeful at all. It leaves me feeling exhausted and needing
more specific direction. Indeed, the Book of Remembrance and the Hall of Reflection, the
spaces where a visitor’s visit would end if she didn’t see any exhibitions other than the
permanent exhibition, don’t inspire hope either.
Even if you accept the inherently negative subject matter the museum covers, the
exhibit design still results in a variety of barriers stemming from overwhelming the visitor.
Aural overload happens throughout the exhibition as a result of the regularly spaced, yet not
aurally contained, videos. Audio domes would handily solve this problem. A bypass would
much improve the exhibit on Babi Yar. Visual overstimulation, is a problem that could be
easily resolved. A bank of videos in a section called “World at War” provides a great
example. There are six monitors that sometimes show part of the same picture and
sometimes all show different images. They’re disorienting and hard to read visually, since the
footage is grainy and old. I think this exhibit was designed to be fast paced and confusing in
order to illustrate the blitzkrieg and the fall of Poland, Denmark, Norway, Holland, Belgium,
Luxembourg, France, Yugoslavia, and Greece. But no other visitors ever joined me in
viewing this set of videos. The confusion of the videos seemed to drive other visitors away.
Two sections of the permanent exhibition did help to relieve the necessary negativity
of the experience. Predictably, they come near the end. “Arriving in America” tells of Jewish
Holocaust survivors seeking refuge in the US after the war. The visitor enters the section on
a small gangway, passing large photomurals of refugees making their way to America by boat.
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At the end of this passage lie stacks of suitcases, some actual artifacts and some props. A
monitor sits amidst them and gives voice to more stories from survivors about this part of
their experience. For me, this part of the exhibition has always brought a profound sense of
relief and even a bit of patriotic pride. This last is undeserved. Not only did the US
participate in appeasement during the Holocaust and refuse to change immigration quotas to
harbor and save refugees during that time, the US also persisted in a strenuously restrictive
racist immigration regime following the war, as the museum acknowledges on a single small
label: “In 1948, Congress agreed to admit 200,000 refugees over four years. Truman called
the bill ‘flagrantly discriminatory against Jews.’ It was amended in 1950- but by then, most
Jewish DPs had gone to Israel.” The way the exhibition addresses this topic is evidence of
the importance the narrative of a righteous US has for ILHMEC.
Around the bend, the visitor enters “A New Home: The United States,” a beautiful
and thoughtful exhibit that follows survivors to their diverse destinies here. Double-hung
windows are suspended in clusters along the gallery. Vignettes of various families – replete
with photographs and small objects – peek out from among them. The visitor comes to a
counter beyond the windows where more complete stories appear in drawers beneath
frosted glass upon which the narratives are printed. This exhibit and the preceding one form
an excellent segue to the section in the permanent exhibition about the Neo-Nazi march on
Skokie. This interlude of respite is crucial before thinking about ongoing hate in the US. I
see the resting places and moments of normalcy in Holocaust museums as creating space for
visitors’ emotional systems to relax and for memories to take shape.
Use of Art
Speaking the Unthinkable, Building Empathy
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Cliff Chanin’s online project, Legacy of Absence, finds its physical manifestation in an
exhibition of contemporary art at ILHMEC. ILHMEC uses this art exhibition strategically to
build wonder and resonance. The exhibition also appeals to a different kind of learner than
the overtly historical permanent exhibition. Legacy of Absence “explores how the memory of
the Holocaust and genocide appears in modern and contemporary art.”571
Legacy of Absence isn’t like other exhibitions of contemporary art, but the most
important differences aren’t immediately apparent. At first it’s just a bit dimmer, a bit more
somber. Soft music draws the visitor into the space. It emanates from a video installation
called The Wedding, captivating in its beauty yet haunting and ultimately quite troubling in its
resonance. At first, the lovely waxen figures of a wedding party dance before the camera.
Each unique sculpted individual is a candle. A match lights the heads of the candles. It’s only
a matter of time now. They glow warmly and beautifully, illuminating each other, even as
they slowly melt. The light moves inside their heads. Wax drips down their faces like tears. It
drips down their backs. Their heads begin to cave in and collapse. The figures, holding onto
their dance partners as they are, seem to be comforting each other. As they melt, the light
burns inside the bride’s body as the headless groom kneels before her. Now her back arches
and her torso falls to the ground behind her. Bodies lie all around. Some dancers remain
upright, but their bodies are on fire and melting. Sooner or later they all sag to the ground.
Finally, they lie in a heap, indistinguishable from one another. The light burns out.
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Figure IV.5. The Wedding, 2005 by Ofra Zimbalista, Video - 12 minutes, ILHMEC Collection, Image
courtesy of ILHMEC

Moving into the next rooms of the exhibition, the main difference between this and
other contemporary art exhibitions emerges. This exhibition addresses the visitor didactically
and works toward specific social and educational goals. Unlike most contemporary art
exhibitions, this one tells a story. First we see empty places. We hear about the absence that
mass violence creates. We learn about various histories of mass violence, and observe how
easy it would be to cover the tracks of violence in these empty places. The Wedding is in the
first gallery along with photographs of places where mass violence occurred that now are
empty. These places include The Empty Streets of Kigali After the Genocide by Simon Norfolk.
Alan Cohen’s photographs of the Cambodian killing fields hang along with Francesc
Torres’s photograph, Dark is the Room Where We Sleep, depicting a mass grave, invisible
beneath unremarkable dry dirt and scrubby trees. The exhibition asks us to push back against
the absence and remember anyway. The question is how.
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Then, we see people being “tangled,” as the label puts it, and eliminated by violence,
stripped of their individual identities as in Ivan Sagita’s Waiting for Death, a chilling painting
about the Indonesian conflict.

Figure IV.6. Waiting for Death, 1999, by Ivan Sagita, Oil on canvas, 165 x 280 cm, Loan from the Pritzker
Family, Image courtesy of ILHMEC

The women in the painting are surrounded by their long, flowing hair, but they are also
obscured and tethered, rising and falling. Long hair is usually considered a luxurious and
sumptuous physical trait. In this painting, though, the hair covers the women’s faces as if
they were in mourning. Perhaps it is also suffocating them. This coveted physical attribute is
suddenly both a liability and an expression of anguish. In this context, hair naturally
resonates with the Holocaust.
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As we move through the exhibition, the next section features artists seeking to
retrieve remnants of individuals who were murdered. The section label reads:
The hint of a young girl in the face of an old woman. The glasses that once
focused eyes that will always be closed.
Anything will do, because anything can be a starting point. This is where
the imagination of the artist and the imagination of the viewer meet.
Imagining together, they try to remember a person who is no longer there,
a person they never knew.572
Unlike other contemporary art exhibitions, Legacy tries to give the viewer keys like this one,
as well as other clues on gallery chats, into how to read the works and what they might mean.
Near the very end of the exhibition, a section label girds visitors for contemporary action,
encouraging us to recognize the resonance of the works with contemporary events and use
the memory of these past events for a purpose. “In trying to remember, our imagination
takes us to the past. At the same time, it brings us toward a future where we understand why
we need to know what the past has told us.”573 It is here that we see one of the most
wondrous and resonant pieces in the exhibition, Willie Cole’s, Stowage.
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Figure IV.7. Stowage, 1997 by Willie Cole, Woodblock on kozo-shi paper Ed. 15 of 16, 56 x 104 in, Loan
from the Pritzker Family, Image courtesy of ILHMEC

This giant print occupies the wall and all of our attention as we round the corner in
the final part of the exhibition. It draws us into the space, a large scale reminder and sign
post, indexical for chattel slavery. In the US, we don’t need a graphic representation of
enslaved people in chains to elicit a visceral response about human bondage. The piece
needs little introduction, but there are two – a short chat about slavery and another about
the work itself, testimony to the museum’s target audience, elementary, middle, and high
school students, and to the special educational quality of this exhibition. The image is not the
reality of chattel slavery, it’s a meditation on it from the present. It keeps our attention thus
focused on the present even as it recalls the genocidal practice of slavery in the Americas.
In addition to the works by Cole and Sagita, there is Djibril Sy’s, photograph, Untitled
(Mother of Dead Child) from 2003. A woman has fallen to the ground in the road, bereft. She
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appears unharmed physically, but we know her child is gone. The unpictured child is one of
the absent presences in the exhibition. The photo is all about physicality. We experience the
woman’s pain through physical details in the work. This is what this woman wore the day
that she woke up and her child was murdered. This is what the pavement feels like under her
feet and legs. These are the bystanders watching her suffering. This is the sunny day, warmth
on her skin. Perhaps these details enhance the physical grief we feel as we mirror her pain.
As Chanin put it, the artworks in his exhibition open the relationship between the
Holocaust and contemporary events and memory.574 This role is of landmark significance
because it changes the American narrative about the Holocaust, moving it beyond Elie
Weisel’s highly proprietary Jewish narrative.575 Merely placing other events in conversation
with the Holocaust has immediate political effects. Thus, Chanin’s more open Holocaust
narrative has the ability to denounce, for example, the genocide in Darfur, even without
Chanin having to do so directly. The result is that his work functions as part of the total
complex of ILHMEC’s anti-genocide work. This exhibition is one of the ways the museum
successfully enacts its mission to work against contemporary and future violence.
Building Communities of Memory (Opening the Narrative of the Holocaust)
In the dual problem of building the relevance of the Holocaust museum in the 21st
century and using the museum to work against mass violence, one of the keys to moving
forward is to strongly engage people who are too young to have a direct connection to the
Holocaust. ILHMEC sees Legacy as helping to fulfill this mandate.576
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Chanin’s work demonstrates another important use for art in curatorial work for
retributive justice and against mass violence. Chanin builds the connection of the Holocaust
to young people by using art to make what he calls communities of memory.577 A memory
about, say, the Holocaust connects the visitor to other people who are also remembering the
Holocaust because of their experience. The generation of Holocaust survivors forms one
community of memory. Their children form another, with its own particular narratives and
attachments to the events. Each generation, says Chanin, forms its own memory about the
Holocaust as well as other important historical events. His goal is not to pursue the
impossible goal of giving each new generation the same memory as the last, but rather to
ensure that each new generation has a memory about the Holocaust at all.
Legacy is one possible way to connect contemporary gentile communities of memory
to past communities of memory about the Holocaust, such as those of survivors and their
families. But the museum did make certain concessions to retaining a closed narrative of the
Holocaust even in Legacy. For example, the mission statement for the exhibition backtracks:
The link among these wide-ranging works is not historical; rather, it is the
artists’ shared reliance on a creative vocabulary that gives them the means to
capture the elements of absence that emerged so vividly from Holocaustrelated art.578
Undoubtedly, the support of survivors for Legacy hinged in part on this caveat. In addition,
however, when Chanin presented the artworks he was selecting for the museum’s collection
to the survivors, the magic of mutual perception happened. Chanin perceived something in
the artworks that the survivors also perceived and appreciated. Chanin, as curator, was able
to identify artworks the artists of which spoke both to survivors and new generations of
student-visitors. The survivors were moved to further support the exhibition, though they
577
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had never expected to have an art collection. At the opening of the exhibition, one board
member who had been particularly skeptical of Legacy told Chanin that the exhibition was
just what he didn’t know he wanted.
No Innocent Narrative
Memory’s utility in curatorial work for social justice, as in other areas, rests on
what you choose to or are able to remember. So, the staffs of Holocaust museums
intentionally curate memories that serve particular goals. These goals differ from
museum to museum. Likewise, the omissions serve specific goals. In the case of the
national museum, the omissions about perpetrators in the US serve the clear goal of
producing a celebratory view of the US. ILHMEC, too, produces a celebratory view
of the US. Linenthal describes the problem this way:
There are, on occasion, surprising omissions, most significantly the lack of any
attention to the thousands of perpetrators who made their way to the United
States after the war, often actively aided by American intelligence officials who
saw some of these murderers as valuable resources in the Cold War…The
story…illustrates the treachery of memory, as enemies become friends
because of a common enemy and the murderers’ past is best forgotten lest the
burden of memory interfere with strategic realities…
What better opportunity to help visitors appreciate the ease with which
nations conveniently, strategically forget, and what better way to help visitors
appreciate the bitterly ironic symbol of America as refuge.579
According to Berenbaum, there was no visually compelling way to tell this story. Much more
importantly, however, “telling the story of American policymakers’ strategic forgetfulness in
the permanent exhibition would, of course, creatively subvert one of the bedrock
assumptions of the institution: that memory itself is instructive and redemptive.”580
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ILHMEC seems to view the US as being a bulwark against injustice in the world, and
as tenderly fostering democracy against many threats. This is the message that emerges from
exhibits within the permanent exhibition that describe the allied liberation of the
concentration camps as well as the arrival of Jewish refugees to the US. At times, the
museum’s leaders are willing to turn a blind eye to injustice on the part of the US in order to
protect the narrative about the Holocaust. For example, when planning Legacy of Absence the
museum did not wish to include mention of this country’s atomic attack on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki as an instance of mass violence because of its political dimensions. According to
notes from May 9, 2007, Howard Swibel said “We need to be careful. We might want to
decide to stay away from, for example, Hiroshima/Nagasaki - equating moral dilemmas,
political decisions, particularly ‘violence’ in general, with the Holocaust.”581 Many people
seconded Swibel’s comment, though Rick Firfir rightly asked whether “considering politics
precludes considering powerful pieces.”582 Novick agrees that the memory of the Holocaust
in America leads to Americans’ ability to gloss over this country’s own atrocities as not as
bad as the Holocaust.583 Two things were happening. The sanctity of the Holocaust as a
topic was clouding discussion and hampering clear thinking. Placing another event in this
exhibition does not equate the events, though it does put them in conversation. Secondly,
there is a dangerous agreement to simply avoid the discussion of the US being the
perpetrator of mass violence, when that subject could actually serve to shed light on
questions about human nature and the positions of victims and perpetrators.
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In part, ILHMEC’s view of the US comes from the survivor generation. The US was
the liberator and the land of freedom, a place to start anew. I didn’t fully appreciate the
strength of this sentiment until hearing the survivors’ testimonies in the final sections of the
permanent exhibition. Hirschhaut distilled their attitude when he spoke of the naturalization
ceremony the museum hosted six months after opening:
We had 120 new Americans from more than 30 different countries. The
federal judge who administered the oath is the child of Holocaust
survivors…It just made sense. This was a venue to appreciate the fragility of
democracy and what it means to be a diverse, pluralistic, multicultural society,
what the opportunities are that come with it, and what the obligations are
that come with it.584
For Hirschhaut and the survivors, citizenship is bound up with being an upstander, and
Jewish survivors of the Holocaust and their families are the quintessential Americans.
Hirschhaut described the naturalization ceremony and a training workshop for police
officers about the power of the badge that the museum hosted in collaboration with the
ADL as the kinds of events that demonstrate the museum’s status as “a reliable, credible,
and sought after real-time voice on human rights issues and issues of affecting intolerance
and affecting the well-being of society today and going forward.”585 Clearly, the museum’s
director wants the museum to remain relevant, something he and the rest of the museum
agree can only be achieved by going beyond the Holocaust. But Berenbaum crystalized the
conundrum in the museum’s Philosophical Approaches:
We will…seek to avoid making the Holocaust into propaganda for a
particular political value or viewpoint, no matter how important. Our aim is
to present the Holocaust as a catalyst to moral engagement, rather than as a
cathartic experience with resolution at the end.586
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What is and isn’t using the Holocaust politically is a delicate question. There is tension, even
here, between the way in which the museum chooses to honor the Holocaust and how it will
be able to keep that material relevant toward its ultimate usage, avoiding further violence.
Conclusion
Holocaust museums face crises of relevancy and efficacy in the 21st century. As a
step toward resolving both, I propose that they open their narratives to include the
Holocaust in conversation with other genocides and instances of mass violence, particularly
contemporary ones and ones perpetuated by the US. The twin goals at ILHMEC of
character education in “upstanderism” and working actively against instances of future
violence should be best practices for Holocaust museums today. Curatorial work should be a
significant tool for implementing these practices. Museums, including ILHMEC, should also
go beyond eliciting wonder from their visitors, clearly a strong suit, to spelling out resonance
with contemporary topics and events even inside permanent exhibitions focusing on the
Holocaust. In short, Holocaust museums should focus more strongly on actively working
against ongoing and future violence to fulfill their missions of “never again” while
continuing their ongoing education about the Holocaust and maintenance of its memory.
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CHAPTER FOUR - DOING THE RIGHT THING:
SOCIAL JUSTICE THE NMMA WAY
Social justice is not the primary goal of the NMMA, originally the Mexican Fine Arts
Center Museum (MFACM). But it has always taken seriously the need for equity and the
museum’s potential to affect change. The result of this has been a diverse range of
exhibitions and tactics, which I examine in this chapter.587 I look at this work through the
three kinds of institutions the NMMA represents: culturally specific museum, art museum,
and community center. I chart the substantial changes this institution has gone through from
its humble beginning to its growth into a national institution and its weathering the recession.
Though the museum is in the midst of transitions, I try to imagine the future of this
institution, which I think is strong.
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A Culturally Specific Museum588
The NMMA is a first voice museum.589 First and foremost, it is concerned with
serving its local Mexican community. Rosa Cabrera, Director of the Latino Cultural Center
at the University of Illinois at Chicago, describes the neighborhood of Pilsen this way:
According to the U.S. Bureau of the Census, more than 80 percent of its
population is of Mexican origin or descent. The neighborhood is known for
its beautiful murals, popular restaurants, and small businesses. Pilsen also has
a long tradition of community organizing and is home to dozens of
organizations dedicated to immigrant rights, environmental justice, labor
rights, social justice, religious activism, transnational development, and
political art. As a cultural and artistic enclave, Pilsen hosts the renowned
National Museum of Mexican Art and its youth initiatives Yollocalli Arts
Reach and Radio Arte, as well as hundreds of hometown associations that
work to improve the life conditions of Mexicans living on both sides of the
border.590
Actually, the neighborhood’s tradition of activism predates the Mexican population. Pilsen
was first settled in 1857, 20 years after the incorporation of Chicago, “as a port of entry for
foreign-born,” chiefly Eastern Europeans, hence the name Pilsen.591 The area remained
“predominantly Bohemian ethnic through World War I.” Pilsen was untouched by the
Chicago Fire of 1871, so in the wake of the fire “businesses relocated lumberyards, factories,
and suppliers” to the neighborhood, and it took on the industrial character it retains – in
some areas – to this day. In Producing Local Color, Diane Grams writes that
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the prosperity of local industry, coupled with the relative deprivation in the
lives of workers, stimulated unionization. Newspaper reports…branded
Pilsen as ‘a hot-bed of Communism’…Violence came to a head in the
infamous May 1886 riot at Haymarket Square.592 Union halls, ethnic churches,
and the eight-hour workday are all testaments to the powerful labor
movement that emerged from nineteenth-century Pilsen.593
For Grams, it was “Pilsen’s long history of labor-based activism” that has “been sustained
through ethnic political activism centered on Mexican identity and culture.”594
Working for social justice is historically important for culturally specific
organizations in Chicago as well as in Pilsen. The creation of culturally specific institutions in
Chicago – first the Ebony Museum in 1961 (which later became DuSable in 1973), and then
the MFACM in 1986
was part of a larger civil rights strategy calling for representation and
inclusion of blacks, Latinos, Asians and other ethnic groups in the city’s
institutions and for equitable access to the services in locales throughout the
city.
This campaign “led to recognition of the institutional status of racially and ethnically defined
culture in Chicago.”595
Today, though the museum remains distinctly Mexican and committed to its
Mexican audience, it is increasingly using a universalist tactic to address non-Mexican visitors
as well. This results in a different kind of attitude toward cultural specificity, as I’ll discuss
below. The original name of the museum hints that this is a different kind of museum.
“Center Museum” was awkward, but the founders hoped it would help those in the Mexican
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community who thought of museums as elitist to see this place instead as a community
center that would always welcome them.596 And over time it worked. Roughly half of the
museum’s visitors still come from the local Mexican community.597
In the early 1980s, Helen Valdez, Carlos Tortolero, and four other Chicago Public
School teachers of Mexican descent were frustrated. They had large Mexican populations in
their classrooms, and these children were very disengaged. The curriculum didn’t speak to
them. They did not learn about their own culture, and the materials that did touch on their
lives were negative. The teachers wanted to build an alternative source of education and
history. Tortolero envisioned a museum that would welcome the diverse community of
Mexicans and help their commonalities to band them together rather than allowing low selfesteem to create divisions in the community, as it was doing at Bowen High School, where
he taught.598 His Mexican students slandered one another with racial slurs. The six quit their
jobs and pooled $900 of their own money to begin the project. The group began putting
together tiny exhibitions and showing them in church basements and other community
spaces. But they wanted a permanent space of their own.
Valdez, the museum’s first president, lived in Pilsen and walked by Harrison Park
every day. There she found the boathouse that became the MFACM. Peers from other
Museums in the Park pushed the founders to build their museum on the Museum Campus
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or on Michigan Ave.599 But, as Tortolero, now President of the NMMA, put it, “Not
everything that’s good has to be in downtown Chicago. Having the museum in the
community is a political statement in it of itself.”600 The group founded the museum in 1982
and opened it in the Harrison Park Boat Craft Shop in 1987.
The founders of the MFACM followed in the footsteps of Margaret Burroughs,
founder of the DuSable Museum, but “initial success of the DuSable was achieved through
mobilizing a relatively large grassroots campaign.”601 By contrast, it was “opportune political
timing and a growing political constituency of Mexican Americans” that enabled the
MFACM to come into being and flourish.602 In an interview with Grams,
Tortolero recalled that unlike the mobilization process employed by
Burroughs, the founding of the MFACM was ‘not a grassroots thing. We did
not do petitions or anything like that…we had met with every alderman and
every politician. We had letters of their support [to bring before the park
board]. But it was [park board president] Walter Netsch who supported the
idea from the start.’603
When I came to work at the museum in 2004, many original staff members still
worked there. Silvia Cisneros, the museum’s accountant since the beginning, told stories of
coming in on weekends in the early days to clean the bathrooms when the toilets had backed
up or to mop up after an area of the building flooded. Rebecca Meyers, Permanent
Collection Curator, told of the days when Carlos Cortéz, a legendary printmaker in Chicago,
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would just walk into her office and plunk a stack of prints down on her desk for the
collection.604 Meyers is tall and thin, enthusiastic and focused, but with the fierce concern of
a collections manager. She’s prone to vibrant and whimsical seasonal outfits and earrings
themed for specific holidays. The idealistic group of educators and activists that comprise
the old guard has been lucky and skilled enough to see its dream come to fruition.
Exhibiting Mestizaje by Karen Mary Davalos is the most detailed history of the
museum’s founding to date. Davalos wrote the book shortly before I came on staff, and her
work is crucial in grounding this chapter. It’s impossible to overestimate the degree to which
Valdez and Tortolero’s political commitments, which became embodied in the MFACM,
were personal. Valdez’s family moved to the Near West Side in 1963, the same year 11 of the
13 buildings of Hull-House were destroyed for the expansion of University of Illinois at
Chicago (UIC) as I described in chapter one. Hull-House was the “social and education
service center” of Valdez’s neighborhood, and she was personally involved there as a child.605
She described how the university’s expansion was funded by “urban renewal” programs that
pushed Italian, Greek, African American, and Mexican people out of their neighborhood.
Roughly half of the 9,000 Mexicans who lived in the area probably moved to Pilsen,
according to the estimate of the historian Louise Año Nuevo Kerr.606
This laid the groundwork for the growth of the Mexican community and the
MFACM in Pilsen. In the 1980s Mexicans in Chicago filled the gaps left by Hull-House with
new “social service centers, education programs, and progressive immigration organizations
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in Pilsen, Little Village, and South Chicago.”607 The MFACM was one of these organizations.
And it has fulfilled many of these roles beyond its stated one as an art museum.
Tortolero’s commitments to working for social justice began as he grew up in
Chicago during 1960s. Malcolm X’s call for Black autonomy inspired Tortolero to work with
the Mexican community to build a Mexican museum that would provide the positive cultural
content he feared the public school system never would. His observation of the Black
community showed him the crucial role that art played in education and empowerment. In
Museums and Social Activism: Engaged Protest, Kylie Message demonstrates that cultural
recognition is crucial to political and legal reform for the treatment of a given group. She
summarizes Richard Sandell as well as museum professionals within the Smithsonian, saying
that a “politics of recognition” emerged as a result of the movements of the 1960s and ‘70s.
Diverse groups demanded recognition by public institutions. Stokely Carmichael and Charles
V. Hamilton, leaders of the Black Power movement, championed this new way of using
cultural recognition to work for political change, writes Message. And, Message
demonstrates, museums are crucial for building the cultural recognition that is a prerequisite
for broader political participation and institutional change in society.608
The development of organizations in the Mexican cultural and social sectors led to
more political investment and participation by the Mexican community.609 This example of
Tepper and Gao’s “do more, do more” philosophy in action – by Mexican, Black, and
Puerto Rican communities – resulted in the two elections of Harold Washington, the only
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mayor from outside the Democratic Machine in many decades of politics in Chicago.610
From 1955 to 1976, Mayor Richard J. Daley shaped the city around an elite white Loop (the
central area of downtown Chicago) that marginalized “people of color, the poor and
working-class, and the non-English speaking world.”611 Grams describes how the
consolidation of the cultural sector in the Loop contributes to the marginalization of nonwhite people. Chicago has “cultural power and status…concentrated within the city
center.”612 Grams writes that
through consolidation from all of the artworks available, a small group of
elites have [sic] overseen the production of canons, repertoires, and
masterpieces; their power is sustained and reified through their control of the
institutions of culture…local places have been left with limited resources to
carry out the kind of valuation of cultural objects and activities that have
empowered elite groups.613
According to Grams, cultural producers “who have rejected or have been rejected by
the cultural core [of Chicago in the Loop]” create alternative scenes of cultural
production.614 Grams argues that these empower and “replenish the cultural reserves
of particular ethnic and racial groups.”615 This is exactly what the founders of the
MFACM were doing when they insisted on building the MFACM in Pilsen.
First voice institutions achieve their social justice missions in part simply by existing.
Sandell wrote,
610
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an expanded view of equal human rights…includes the right to maintain a
differentiated group identity and resists the assimilationist associations that
can stem from goals that focus…on…tolerance.616
The NMMA combats the invisibility and marginalization of Mexican people and their culture
in the American social and cultural landscape and stakes a claim to a place in the cultural
sphere and to a meaningful history. This is the oldest function of culturally specific
museums.617 Christina Kreps frames the museum’s existence as more equitably distributing
the human right to be custodian of your own culture. Kreps writes
When people lose their cultures or when they are devalued, the people lose a
fundamental human tool for comprehending and coping with the world, for
understanding and integrating their lives, and for orienting and raising their
children…Both cultural and environmental conservation are now seen not
only as feasible but also as necessary for human survival.618
Furthermore, culturally specific museums have a specific cultural patrimony bound up in
indigenous curatorial practices. Kreps classifies indigenous curation as intangible cultural
heritage, safeguarded by UNESCO since 2003. She writes that the ways in which people
document and curate their cultures are two significant mechanisms for cultural maintenance
and reproduction as well as being evidence of human diversity worthy of preservation.619
In Do Museums Still Need Objects? Steven Conn traces the birth of the culturally
specific / community museum movement to the founding of the Anacostia Community
Museum in 1967 and the exhibition of Harlem on My Mind at the Metropolitan Museum.
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Nevertheless Fath Ruffins demonstrates that the history of the community museum
movement is largely unwritten, even though the documentation of culturally specific
museums does exist. It goes back much farther than we typically acknowledge, especially for
African American museums.620 That being said, she agrees to define the community museum
movement broadly from 1967 into the 1990s.
Americans for the Arts also charts some of the history of culturally specific museums.
According to one report, the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act,
a massive federal jobs program, was crafted as a government response to
high unemployment [in the ‘70s and ‘80s]. CETA put artists to work in
schools, housing projects, community centers, and social service agencies.
The program helped launch the careers of many artists working in
communities and spawned the creation of many now mature communitybased and culturally specific arts organizations that are celebrating their 25th,
30th, and 35th anniversaries.621
Demographic changes in the US have brought culturally specific organizations from the
margins to the center of the cultural sector. 622 Referring to demographic shifts toward a
“minority majority” population in the US, Pam Korza and Barbara Schaffer Bacon of
Animating Democracy write that the missions and programs of culturally specific
organizations “often address the influx of new populations with a keen understanding of the
historical legacy of racial and cultural inequity. Many operate as arts activists with explicit
620
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theories of change.” Maria-Rosario Jackson, a senior researcher for the Urban Institute,
argues that urban planning and policy that works for “more equitable and diverse
communities” will not work without including arts and culture.623 Korza and Schaffer Bacon
call culturally specific organizations such as the Wing Luke Asian Museum, the NMMA, and
Appalshop “vital civic as well as cultural centers.” For those authors, “these groups, and a
whole new generation of artists and organizations, include people of color and other leaders
who hold as fiercely to values of equality, empowerment, and engagement, as they do to the
pursuit of artistic excellence.”
Today the NMMA becomes intentionally involved, through exhibitions and
programs, in any contemporary concern that affects the Mexican community. So
immigration, health care, education, racial profiling in incarceration, and myriad other
concerns come under the purview of the museum. Tortolero doesn’t view the museum’s
work as necessarily being social justice work. He says it’s “just doing the right thing.”624 To
me, they are the same. According to Tortolero, activism becomes important for the museum
because there is a strong base of activism in the community and among Mexican artists.625 In
order to support their work, the museum is activist as well, in causes ranging from queer
rights and the rights of women to young people, victims of violence, and other groups.626
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The NMMA lays out its relationship to social justice in the introduction to the
museum that appears on its website: “we believe in art as a bridge between communities, and
we believe that art in education expands minds and breaks down barriers while preserving
cultural heritages.” It ends by mentioning both equity and activism: “The NMMA is also a
national leader…for our advocacy of ‘first voice’ and cultural equity issues…the NMMA has
a history of being bold and activist in our approach and reach.”627 Those who know
Tortolero know this is not idle language.
I first met him for an informational interview. I sat in his teal office across his
mammoth desk from him as he alternately lectured and interrogated me in the fastest speech
I’ve ever heard. Intermittently, he shouted questions to other staff members down the hall. I
remember Tortolero’s story about the purpose the museum served from that meeting. I later
learned it was something of a refrain for him: “history is always ‘his story, never her story or
our story.’ This museum exists to tell ‘our story,’ first voice Mexican stories.”
The museum’s mission has never changed:
To showcase the beauty and richness of Mexican culture by sponsoring
events and presenting exhibitions that exemplify the majestic variety of visual
and performing arts in the Mexican culture; to develop, conserve and
preserve a significant permanent collection of Mexican art; to encourage the
professional development of Mexican artists; and, to offer arts-education
programs.628
The mission functions for social justice in several ways. Education is a key part of it.
As Cesáreo Moreno, the Visual Arts Director, once said, prejudice is the product of fear and
ignorance.629 Education can therefore disable the equation that leads to prejudice. Moreno, a
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staff member at the NMMA since 1992, has been an important source for this chapter. He’s
a powerhouse of frenetic energy, gesturing at books and riffling through papers on his desk,
roaming around the office while he talks excitedly. His desk sits amidst giant stacks and cases
of books in the scholarly warren of the Visual Arts Department, the final resting place of
many lovely and interesting items from the museum’s past. The original sign from the front
of the museum, now faded from the sun, hangs on one wall. Raquel Aguiñaga Martínez,
Registrar and Associate Visual Arts Director, who’s been at the museum since the beginning,
has trained a houseplant magically to make a trellis of vines across the ceiling of this
windowless room.
The NMMA identifies its most important audience, the Mexican community in
Chicago, and makes sure that audience is never left out.630 That this audience is otherwise
underserved by museums in the US makes this choice a move toward a more equitable
distribution of this educational resource.631 Prior to the museum opening in Pilsen, the area
was a “museum desert,” as the writers of the most recent accreditation report put it.632
Both Moreno, and Villafranca, the two leaders in the content of exhibitions,
discussed the primacy of social justice for their departments with me. As Villafranca put it,
630
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“social justice is embedded” in the new mission from 2012 for the Education Department.
“We do that through exhibitions, through the stories told through artwork.”633 The new
vision statement says (in part):
The NMMA’s Education Department believes that creating and learning
through art is a transformative and accessible process that empowers
children, youth, and adults to build a socially just and culturally responsive
society.634
The NMMA serves Mexicans and portrays Mexican culture sin fronteras, without
borders. This means the term “Mexican” applies just as much to Mexican Americans born in
Chicago as it does to those born and raised in Mexico. For Mexicans born in the US,
especially people who have largely assimilated to US culture or who may not speak Spanish,
this inclusive attitude is welcoming. Feeling welcomed into Mexican cultural identity by an
authoritative source such as a museum can help inspire somewhat liminal Mexicans to
embrace and investigate their Mexican culture. I’m a good example of this. I speak Spanish,
but I learned it as an adult and it’s distinctly Castellano, not Mexican. What’s more, I’m half
Polish and I look it. As both an Anglo European American and a Mexican American, I more
than “pass” for white. I am white, and I enjoy all of the privileges of that status in the US.
Although my family embraces both cultures, it refreshed me to feel for the first time when I
went to work at the NMMA that I wasn’t somehow faking my Mexican identity. Rather, I
felt that I was part of the Mexican diversity the museum works so hard to portray.
The philosophy of sin fronteras does more than increase the museum’s constituency. It
also treats Mexican identity as a cultural good with tangible benefits. The museum allows
Mexicans to claim a spot in American history and a place in the public view. Involving all
633
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Mexicans, no matter their birthplace, in this project produces different benefits for invisible
undocumented Mexicans, Mexican Americans who may feel pressure to assimilate, and
Mexicans from Mexico, who are made to feel that their interests could not be farther from
ours when our shared border is the most frequently crossed in the world.635
An Art Museum
The NMMA is first a Mexican Museum, then an art museum, and then a social justice
museum. As Tortolero put it, “The goal is always to do a show that’s first rate as an art
experience and then integrate the social agenda where it’s relevant.”636
By the time I arrived, the museum was a very different place from the original
boathouse. In 2001, the museum completed a $7.5 million capital campaign and tripled in
size. The boathouse is now a multipurpose space for events around which the rest of the
institution has grown. The exposed rafters of the “West Wing,” as the space is called,
provide a reminder of the museum’s humble roots. The building has five galleries:
Mexicanidad: Our Past is Present, the museum’s permanent exhibition; the Main Gallery; the
Torres Center Gallery; the Kraft Chicago Gallery; and the Courtyard Gallery for student
work outside of the West Wing. The expansion also provided office space for a professional
staff and storage for the museum’s 8,000 works of art.
The NMMA makes a point of breaking down the distinctions between fine art and
folk art or arte popular. The art world has long classified art forms such as cartonería or papier635
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mâché, feather work (plumería), low fire ceramic sculpture, and wood carving as low art. The
museum’s annual rotation of exhibitions deftly illustrates the diversity of Mexican art just as
it does the diversity of Mexican culture and people.
As Davalos put it, “The MFACM both reifies and challenges the classificatory
scheme promoted by public museums, universities, and arts councils by referring to all
objects as ‘fine art.’”637 For her, this is not a simple corrective, though when I worked there I
think staff members saw it that way. Davalos saw the practice of calling all art “fine art” as a
more extensively mestizo museum practice.638 The notion of mixture, or mestizaje, is crucial to
Mexican identity. When the Spanish colonized what is now Mexico, they used a system of
racial castes, the casta system, to organize and control the population.639 The population was
broken down into 16 different racial categories, beginning with basic mixtures of Spanish
and indigenous or African. The mixture of Spanish and indigenous was called mestizo, literally
“mixed.” After the Mexican Revolution, Mexico’s Minister of Education, José Vasconcelos,
used the term “mestizo” to describe the essence of Mexicanidad or “Mexican-ness.” In Mexico,
Mexican identity is still mainly described using the term mestizo. So, for a Mexican institution
to use mixture intentionally in its structure is an example of what Kreps calls “indigenous
curation” and “appropriate museology.”640 Museums such as the NMMA, NMAI – one of
the role models for the NMMA, according to Moreno - and the Dara Juanti Museum in
637
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West Kalimantan, Indonesia, where Kreps does fieldwork, flip the power of the European
model for museum work by implementing indigenous practices within it.
Upon entering the NMMA, you have two experiences at once: the professional,
clean, cool atmosphere that we associate with museums and the colors, sounds, and even,
during a party, smells of Mexican culture. Ochre, turquoise, and gold colors grace the
entryway, peopled with the brown faces of staff members and visitors. In the hallway,
children are often gathered, chatting, laughing, and horsing around. Once inside the
permanent collection, music drifts toward you. The experience one has in the museum
demonstrates how this mestizo practice works, and how the MFACM / NMMA is a mestizo
institution. The structure of the museum and many of the tools the museum uses, now more
than ever, derive authority, funding, and other benefits from using what Davalos calls the
“fine art scheme.” The museum fits into a landscape of fine arts museums within Chicago’s
cultural sector. But the museum actively upsets the racial and ethnic hierarchies we find in
other fine arts museums.641 By integrating and blending the categories of fine and folk art,
the museum, like Chicano artists themselves, makes new meanings for “fine art.”642 I agree
that the museum’s use of a whole range of terms in addition to “fine art” produces this
mestizo museum practice, and I will extend Davalos’s analysis of the mestizo practices at the
MFACM into the present.
The term “fine art” normally elevates the status of mainstream fine art museums.
“Folk art” lowers the status of culturally specific museums. But Davalos argues that these
641
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terms “take on new meanings when invoked from the margins.” This is especially true, she
writes, when the terms are invoked in a first voice manner, by a community to that
community, rather than to a hegemonic mainstream.643 It’s important to consider how this
invocation changes when the museum places an increased focus on addressing the
mainstream, as it does with Nuestras Historias, the new permanent exhibition discussed below.
Rasquachismo is another example of indigenous museology that affects the way
in which Mexicans and others are welcomed into the museum differently. Davalos
describes rasquachismo this way:
Rasquache sensibility rejects polish, order, and simplicity, because they
control experience and package it for consumption. The rasquache strategy
subverts hierarchies and legitimates the perspective of those on the margins
by anchoring the ordinary, the everyday, and the routine.644
Tomás Ybarra Frausto describes rasquachismo as being
unfettered and unrestrained, to favor the elaborate over the simple, the flamboyant
over the severe. Bright colors (chillantes) are preferred to somber, high intensity to
low, the shimmering and sparkling over the muted and subdued. The rasquache
inclination piles pattern on pattern, filling all available space with bold display.
Ornamentation and elaboration prevail and are joined with a delight in texture and
sensuous surfaces.645
The NMMA has never really hewed firmly to this over-the-top aesthetic. But some
of its most recognizable curatorial techniques demonstrate its presence.
Rasquachismo is a first voice language, by and for a grassroots cultural cohort, not
directed toward a powerful mainstream. The museum is not a Chicano artist, though, and
implements this technique in its own way. For example, regardless of one’s cultural
background, it would have been hard not to notice the strangely beautiful green of the walls
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of the Center Gallery for Risking the Abstract. The color brought out the best in the many
compositions of Gunther Gerzso. In the African Presence in México the walls were a deeply
regal purple that felt at once ancient and contemporary. In the sister exhibition, Who Are We
Now?, the walls were a light teal. When I worked at the museum, these colors were the
genius of Angelina Villanueva, then the museum’s Graphic Arts Director. She worked
individually with curators, learning about the exhibition and the evolving checklist before
finding the color that would make every work of art pop. But the tactic goes beyond making
the art look best. These colors are not always, or even usually, the rich, dark colors that did
begin to become fashionable in museums during the 1990s. Rather, they are often the
chillantes that Tomás Ybarra Frausto describes as a hallmark of rasquachismo. Their brightness
and variation immediately signal to Mexicans that they can feel at home. This is their
museum, not a white box designed to appeal to an elite sensibility. Yet it would be easy to
imagine the loud colors as a simple trick if not for the intention that goes into their selection.
Rather, they are an authentic, culturally appropriate tool. To those Mexicans who have never
been in a museum before, the colors are welcoming. And to white visitors, well-versed in
visiting museums they also say, subtly: This is a new kind of place, and you are a welcome
visitor. The colors, in other words, are an effective leveling tool that allows many different
visitors to apprehend important messages early in their visits.
The curators’ methods of pairing kinds of materials across medium, history, and
artistic training for a specific social purpose also reflect the kind of mixing and
resourcefulness of rasquachismo. And curators intentionally subvert dominant power
structures in our society, but they address, now more than ever, a non-Mexican mainstream
as well as Mexicans.
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A Community Center
The MFACM was founded to fill two needs – one educational and one related to
social services. In this section, I’ll show that there is a precedent for museums providing
social services. I’ll connect that to the way in which the visitors to the mainstream museums
of Chicago do not reflect the population of the city. Perhaps one reason why these
populations are so different is that marginalized or underserved groups in the city are more
used to interacting with service organizations and need those organizations more. Perhaps
culturally specific museums succeed with these populations by making them feel welcome.
This involves both cultural specificity and the kinds of resources the institutions provide.
Lois Silverman, author of The Social Work of Museums argues that museums have
historically been political, and that “have always been institutions of social service.”646 For
Tortolero, providing literature on breast self-exams beside an art work about breast cancer,
for example, is just about supporting the artist’s mission and meeting a need of the local
community. For the same reason the museum often brings a Mammogram Van to the
museum and hosts a blood drive during the Day of the Dead exhibition.
When museums succeed at engaging marginalized groups and mainstream groups at
once, they become what Elijah Anderson calls “cosmopolitan canopies,” a crucial kind of
space for building trust and respect across the city.647 Cosmopolitan canopies are “public
spaces that allow people from different backgrounds to mingle if not necessarily interact.”
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Betty Farrell and Maria Medvedeva cite the NMMA as one such cosmopolitan canopy,
especially in the case of its exhibition The African Presence in México.648
In 2010, “minorities” already accounted for 50% of births in the US.649 Yet, the nonHispanic whites in the waning majority still make up the overwhelming majority of visitors
to mainstream museums. Non-white visitors tend to go to the culturally specific museums.
Low-income people do not tend to visit the mainstream museums.650 Thus, several reports
say that the need to change the audience of museums to more accurately reflect the
population is urgent.651 Changing the audience is not magic, as Farrell et al demonstrate.
Culturally specific museums have long been doing this: Pay attention to the diversity of the
target community. Make the museum accessible in the language of that community.
Diversify staff, board, and especially front line staff to mirror those communities. Create a
welcoming environment. Provide relevant cultural materials. Correctly place the museum in
the media of the target communities. Dispel negative impressions about the museum.652
Accessibility
One of the greatest challenges facing museums is accessibility. The first obstacle to
648
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public accessibility for museums is the price of admission. Free admission is a highly visible
and valuable contribution that the NMMA makes toward social justice. Children can stop by
after school. People come in the summer to escape the heat or in the winter to come in from
the cold. People do this because they feel welcome.653 Stephen Bailey, Peter Falconer,
Malcolm Foley, Gayle McPherson, and Margaret Graham demonstrate that free admission
does significantly increase access to underserved populations of museums and that
institutions wishing to improve access must also take into account a constellation of other
potential barriers.654
The questions of whether or not to charge admission, what counts as charging
admission, and how much to charge to whom have been the topic of ongoing debate for
decades.655 Most museums in the US now charge. Of the 11 Museums in the Park, the
NMMA has been the one remaining museum that is free to all, without even a suggested
donation. (2006 was the last time another Museum in the Park was free.)656 Now, admission
among Museums in the Park ranges from $6 for discounted admission at the Peggy
Notebaert Nature Museum to $35 for access to everything at the John G. Shedd Aquarium.
653
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Parking (~$25 for museums on the Museum Campus) and food increase the costs of a visit.
Most of the Museums in the Park have special pricing for students, seniors, members, and
residents of Chicago or IL. All offer free days for residents of Illinois as part of their
agreement with the Chicago Park District.657
Recent research suggests that museums should provide free admission. Free
admission is not as big a challenge as the leaders of many museums seem to think. And
admission charges of any kind are an insurmountable barrier to the 15% of Chicagoans who
live below the poverty line, the 8.6% of the population who are unemployed, and many
others.658 Museums that charge admission exclude as much as a third of the population.
Funding
47% of the museum’s revenue comes from governmental grants and appropriations.
As one of the Museums in the Park, the NMMA receives approximately $1.2 million per year
from the Chicago Park District. Sponsorships and grants from corporations and foundations
make up roughly 27% of the Museum’s revenue. Rental fees for the special events in the
West Wing make up 12% of the museum’s revenue.659 That leaves 14% of the budget to be
covered by a combination of donations, membership, and other earned income.
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Unlike at museums where we need to ask how the interests of individual donors are
affecting the program, at the NMMA we have to ask how the agenda of the city is doing so.
The dramatically diverse agendas of the eleven Museums in the Park demonstrates that the
Park District itself is not imposing a specific political agenda on museums with its funding.
The Chicago Department of Cultural Affairs and Special Events has a mission that could be
very broadly interpreted in terms of what arts organizations it supports and what it expects
of those organizations. I think that broadness is intentional. But one hallmark of that
mission is the department’s determination to present “high quality, free and affordable
cultural programs for residents and visitors.”660 As a museum that is always free, rather than
just offering a requisite number of free days, the NMMA would seem to appear, to Cultural
Affairs, as going above and beyond. Likewise, the NMMA serves a large culturally specific
population in the city. Though we cannot assume any institutional engagement with
governmental agencies to be free from political involvement, the city does provide some of
the only general operating support still available to cultural institutions. Why would it fund
the NMMA if it didn’t endorse the museum’s basic premise?
How does the museum select its corporate donors? What happens when there is an
ethical clash between a corporate donor and the museum? When I worked in Development
at the NMMA, we were in constant conversation about the politics of specific funders,
especially corporations. In 2005, Advancing Philanthropy magazine interviewed the Director of
Development at the NMMA, Randy Adamsick. Adamsick, “advises smaller nonprofits to
uphold their own integrity when negotiating and working with large, national sponsors. ‘In
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the end, our values are what we have, and we have to follow them.’”661 But, as Adamsick also
said to me recently, “organizations rarely have the wherewithal (or the guts) to turn down
any funder. But some logos you just don't want on your collateral materials.”662 In his
decades long career as a fundraiser, he has only ever turned down one funder, Honeywell,
the manufacturer of bombs. As organizations approached the NMMA in order to try to
“connect with Latinos,” the Development Department wasn’t the only front line guardian of
the museum’s integrity. Adamsick recalls Frito Lay marketing a new spicy chip. They wanted
the students of Yollocalli, the youth initiative of the NMMA, to be the taste testers. The
students refused. Activists from LULAC (League of United Latin American Councils) wish
the museum would have done the same with a $25,000 sponsorship for its 2014 gala
fundraiser. The donation came from the company Herbalife, which “is being investigated by
federal and state authorities on claims that it’s running a pyramid scheme that preys on the
Latino community.”663
At bottom, my perception of fundraising at the NMMA – and how the museum
draws boundaries around who it will and won’t solicit or accept funds from – has been that
it has a great deal to do with Tortolero’s relationships with specific funders. For example,
when I worked there the museum would not solicit from McDonald’s because the company
had not honored a previous agreement with Tortolero from more than ten years before. The
museum’s decision to solicit funding from Kraft, a trusted local company, and not Altria, the
parent company for Philip Morris, though both are associated with the cigarette
manufacturer is another case in point. Tortolero’s relationships with individuals at Kraft
661
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were strong and positive. This intuitive method has served the museum well for a long time,
but it will be interesting to see how the museum does or does not develop more explicit
guidelines for fundraising when there is a new director.
Both Adamsick and the article in Advancing Philanthropy argued that corporate
sponsors have specific interests in philanthropy, and they are concerned with marketing and
visibility. They are very clear throughout the process of supporting an organization about
what they want to get out of their sponsorships, down to the size, color, and placement of
their logo. Nonprofits benefit from being clear as well, about the organization’s work and
mission and the purpose of specific projects. The NMMA has done this well, and my
observation has been that, as a result, the museum has not suffered financially from taking
strong stands on issues the way that, for example, CHM perceives that it would. Rather, the
NMMA has sought out funders that will themselves benefit by being linked to the subject
matter the museum is presenting, which can at times be challenging.
The museum has always been both financially healthy and on a relatively tight budget.
The Business Department, the Board of Trustees, and Tortolero have been fiscally careful,
even while Tortolero has always reached for the next ambitious project for the museum to
undertake. In the wake of the Great Recession of 2008, with museums hurting financially all
over the country, financial concerns became even more pressing. In the Accreditation
Report from 2009, the evaluators noted this, but felt that the financial wellbeing of the
museum was under control after their private meeting with Scott Hodes, the head of the
Financial Committee of the museum’s Board of Trustees. I think it may not have been. I do
not have access to the museum’s private financial information. But the update about the
museum at the end of this chapter will reveal that the museum is in the midst of transitions
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both in order to stabilize financially and to find a sustainable plan for the succession of
Tortolero.
From MFACM to NMMA
In 2009 the reviewers from AAM who visited the NMMA to evaluate the museum
for reaccreditation commented time and again on the museum’s extreme dedication to its
mission in all of its activities and details of its operations, large and small.664 The museum’s
surroundings have changed, and the institution itself has grown and matured. The name
change has been an important indication that the goals of the NMMA of today deepen those
of the MFACM of 1987. For me, the most important feature of the name change was that it
made the museum’s argument for equitable distribution of American identity part of the
public face of the institution. That is what this section will demonstrate.
Late in 2006, the museum changed its name. There were many practical reasons to
do so. The NMMA had become the premier institution in the nation for presenting Mexican
art.665 Eduardo Díaz, Executive Director of the National Hispanic Cultural Center in
Albuquerque called the NMMA “the most professional and community-connected Latino
arts organization in this country” when he commented on the name change. He told the
Chicago Tribune that the NMMA was “by far…the institution we would one day most like to
664
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be.”666 But just as the original name had worked to invest local Mexicans in the institution,
the new name made a claim on American identity on behalf of Mexicans at a time when it
was being hotly contested around the country along with the many rights and privileges it
confers.
Especially in the deeply anti-immigrant climate that prevails in many parts of the US
today, American identity has real material consequences. As a result, American identity can
be equitably or inequitably distributed. Many American citizens do not have effortless access
to all of the benefits of citizenship because of some feature of their identity that somehow
makes them less American to powerful authorities. In short, people are the victims of all
kinds of prejudice that is bound up with others’ perception of their identities. Many
Mexicans frequently find themselves in this position when, for example, they are assumed
not to be citizens because of their brown skin or accent. By calling the museum the National
Museum of Mexican Art, the NMMA claimed that Mexican art is something that is relevant
nationally and, indeed, is something that is American. The name proclaims a reciprocal
ownership. Not only is Mexican art relevant to the US, but the US is, in some sense Mexican.
By taking that name, the museum claims that Mexicans are a national presence and share in
the national identity of the US. Both the National Underground Railroad Freedom Center
and the National Museum of African American History and Culture (NMAAHC) at the
Smithsonian take a similar stance with African American history and American history.667 By
stating that African American history is American history that should be relevant to all
Americans, these museums are working to break down the color line in the US much the
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same way the NMMA is working against the notion that Mexicans are somehow less
American than others.
Lonnie Bunch, Director of the NMAAHC and former Director of CHM, offers
some insights into the importance of national identity for a culturally specific museum’s
project of working for social justice. Bunch wrote about his concern that mainstream
museums don’t feel the need to tell African American stories. He says, too often stories of
African Americans are told in a way that seems relevant only to them or in a way that is
more “exotic than instructive.” “What is missing is…‘a new integration’ – that encourages
visitors to see that exploring issues of race is essential to their understanding of American
culture.”668 Bunch’s emphasis is on the need to show, as Langston Hughes did, that “I, too,
am America.”669 When a culturally specific museum uses a national name, this is one way of
trying to do the work Bunch describes. The name performs that new integration and
proclaims that the first voice presenters are also America.
In Chicano Art Inside / Outside the Master’s House, Alicia Gaspar de Alba offers a
framework that can help us understand how the name change functions for distributive
justice. For Gaspar de Alba and many other scholars and activists, one of the salient features
of being a Chicano/a is a status that is betwixt and between – neither accepted by Americans
as American nor accepted by Mexicans as Mexican. In both cultures, Chicanos have a status
that is both “insider” and “outsider,” as Gaspar de Alba puts it. This is also true of Mexicans
in the US in general. A significant part of the US used to be Mexico, and the US invaded and
took that land. Some Americans were Mexicans first and then, as activists often say, “the
border crossed them.” This notion of being crossed by the border reflects Mexicans’
668
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complex insider and outsider identities in the US. First of all, the saying, “the border crossed
us” acknowledges that the people who lived on that land in the Southwest and California did
not magically become different people when their land suddenly became the US.670 They
were still Mexicans. Thus, in the US, they were politically instant outsiders. But they were
insiders on their native soil. Whether or not you like this logic, it permeates important
political movements and works of art such as Yolanda López’s print playing on the
recruitment poster “Uncle Sam Wants You:”

Figure V.1. “Who's the Illegal Alien Pilgrim?” by Yolanda M. López, 1994, offset poster, N.N., 22 5/8" x 16
1/4" (paper size), NMMA Permanent Collection, 2000.114, Gift of the artist (displayed in Declaration of
Immigration, discussed below, and other exhibitions at the NMMA)

She succinctly connects nation and transnationalism, race and ethnicity, and culture in a
visual and verbal argument that Mexicans of all backgrounds deserve their place in the US.

670
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Even though the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo was signed in 1848, many Mexicans
in the US today still contend with the dual status of being both an insider and outsider,
whether because of country of origin, language, cultural background, or skin color. Gaspar
de Alba’s book is about the exhibition Chicano Art: Resistance and Affirmation, 1965-1985
(CARA) at the Albuquerque Museum of Art and on tour. The logo of the exhibition
features disembodied Chicano eyes superimposed on the acronym, CARA. The eyes stare
out at the viewer. They are locked in a confrontation with the white mainstream. Gaspar de
Alba describes the gaze in the logo as having two meanings, an outsider “essentialist”
Chicano meaning, and an insider “American” meaning:
The implicit message in the essentialist stare is defiance: I see you seeing me;
you are in the process of being seen even as you pretend to do the
looking…The implicit message in the American gaze, on the other hand, is
equality: I am one of you…your house is my house, too. I affirm my
Americanness and resist your construction of me as ‘Other’ and outsider.671
For Gaspar de Alba, one of the messages of CARA was about this dual Chicano
identity. For me, this dual identity applies not just to Chicanos but to all Mexicans in the US
in different ways. When the MFACM changed its name to the NMMA, it used the American
gaze Gaspar de Alba describes. What I wonder is not whether or not the NMMA
implements Gaspar de Alba’s American gaze for a political purpose through the name
change. I think that is clear. Rather, I wonder whether the museum will also adopt the
essentialist gaze as it attempts to serve two audiences directly: a mainstream one and a
Mexican one.
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In 2010, the museum described itself as having transformed “from a community
center to a national museum with international importance.”672 Though this phrasing calls
into question whether or not the museum still provides the services of a community center,
it does not necessarily mean that the museum gave up that role. Many new staff members
come to work at the NMMA because of its reputation rather than the original simple love of
the place and its mission. But as I discussed above, social justice is still foundational for the
institution and for the programming departments, which use the degree to which they work
for social justice as a criterion for success.
Gentrification
Since the early 2000s Pilsen has become increasingly gentrified. The changing
territory of UIC and Maxwell Street have affected the neighborhood. Carlos Arango is the
Director of another Mexican cultural organization in Pilsen, Casa Aztlán. As he put it, the
NMMA, Casa Aztlán, and a host of other Mexican cultural organizations in Pilsen have
maintained the Mexican character of the neighborhood in the face of gentrification.673
Grams’s definition of gentrification is helpful here. She focuses on the “homogenization or
the ‘whitewashing’ of local culture, an influx of global franchises, and expansion of elite
institutionalized culture through the nonprofit arts sector,” even as she also acknowledges
the influx of white middle- and upper-middle class people.674 For Grams “ethnicity must be
erased or made invisible for gentrification to occur.” This is why the cultural sector is so
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crucial to a neighborhood’s efforts to resist gentrification and the homogenization that
comes with it. Grams quotes William Estrada, Assistant Director of Yollocalli when I
worked at the NMMA:
Pilsen is to Little Village as Chicago is to the suburbs. Pilsen is the
downtown; it represents the community, the Mexican people. It is where the
art is; it’s where you want to be. Little Village [the adjacent neighborhood] is
the suburb; it’s where people live.675
For Estrada, Pilsen functions as the center in this way partly because of the presence of the
NMMA.676
I visited Pilsen and the NMMA in June 2014 to try to understand the Mexican
character of the neighborhood more fully. What I found is that the museum sits on a
dividing line within the neighborhood. To the immediate northeast of the museum, 18th St.
features a lively ten blocks of shops and restaurants, schools, churches, bars, banks, and all
of the amenities of a little town. Yollocalli, the museum’s afterschool arts program is also
located on that street. This area, from Wood to Halsted, is where we see a great deal of
gentrification. The area is still home to many of the artists’ studios that made it hip in the
first place. There are still wonderful taquerias and other Mexican restaurants, but bars filled
with hipsters and shops selling unusual and expensive gifts are also cropping up. The
immediate surrounding of the museum, however, especially to the west and south, is still
staunchly Mexican. When I parked near the museum and walked there, all of the faces I saw
were Latino. All of the language I heard spoken on the street was Spanish. All of the signs
other than street signs were in Spanish. Paleteros and other street vendors – tamaleros, people
selling elotes and fruit – were out in force. I think the Mexican character of the neighborhood
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is still strong, even if property values to the north may be rising, and even if the range of
businesses on that side is more diverse than it once was.
Curatorial Philosophy
The rest of this chapter will examine specific exhibitions and the tactics within them.
Largely, these examples are the product of Moreno’s vision. In 1995 he took over as Visual
Arts Director and began curating. Moreno has curated more than 40 exhibitions.677 He has a
robust philosophy of how curatorial work furthers the museum’s social justice mission.
When he’s planning an exhibition, his touchstone is how the Mexican community will
respond. He asks:
How do you serve a community of working class migrants who are bicultural
and often without college education? They’re in a society where most people
go to college. Finances are important. They’re at odds with or challenged by
larger society. They have trouble retaining cultural identity. How do you keep
the culture alive and yet encourage dynamic change that must be a part of all
culture?678
Put another way, how do you keep the culture alive and yet encourage Mexicans to make
choices that improve their lives in the US?
Careful Texts – Every Word Counts
Text is one of those basic elements of exhibitions that, along with lighting and
mounts, fades in memory. People might not think of the use of these tools as tactical, but
677
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most curators work intensely on their texts, their ambassadors in the gallery. The NMMA
strives for a voice that is colloquial and welcoming, especially in the Spanish. The language
can’t be overly technical or pitched at too academic a level, nor can the texts seem to speak
down to the visitor. Sometimes the staff debates translations when the Spanish isn’t
colloquial enough for the local community. The labels for Nuestras Historias are pitched at a
reader with the skills of a freshman in high school.
The text is a primary vehicle for other tactics such as taking a position, and it’s worth
viewing that way and using the texts to speak plainly to visitors. The active or passive
structure of sentences, the connotations of different vocabulary, the voice of the label all
have significant impacts on the way visitors feel as they read the labels and what they take
away from them. This is a doubly delicate dance in a museum where all of the labels are
bilingual. Moreno confirmed that the translation from English to Spanish, or vice versa, is
“where the most heated arguments are during the process.”
Depending on the investment of an institution in working for social justice, it may be
more beneficial to use the institutional voice or the individual curator’s voice. At NMMA,
the institutional voice is appealing because the whole institution stands behind the work of
each exhibition. The political nature of much of the content also means that the staff is very
sensitive to the message being altered in translation, either made more forceful or toned
down. The labels must be consistent with the museum’s own political stance as a first voice
institution because, as Moreno noted, visitors assume that the narrator is the museum.
Labels use terms that give more power to the Mexican population. For example,
“pre-Cuauhtémoc” replaces “pre-colonial” because it acknowledges an indigenous Mexican
leader as important cultural touchstone. “Latino” replaces “Hispanic” as a refusal to call
people by the name of their conquerors. “Culturally specific” avoids the belittling term,
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“minority.” This vocabulary is part of the mestizo museology of the NMMA. As with “fine art”
and “folk art,” these terms appear in the mainstream lexicon. But the museum blends and
changes their meaning both through the context in which it uses them and through more
overt and intentional changes to terms’ definitions. “Traditional” is another culture-crossing
term. Whereas dominant Anglo culture often uses the term “traditional” to designate
something primitive, akin to folk art, the museum uses it to designate longevity and cultural
survival “in the face of domination.”679
One of the ways in which the museum produces agency in the visitors is through the
tone of texts within the museum. Many staff members have described the importance of
tone. Davalos noticed it as well, writing that the MFACM “speaks to Mexican spectators as
sites of authority and positions these viewers as experts…This authority brings with it a
sense of…ownership because the objects are presented to Mexicanos in the first person:
they are ours / nuestra cultura.”680 There is a chain reaction that takes place in the museum,
beginning with this vision of Mexican visitors as cultural experts. Visitors are transformed
from viewers to doers as they engage the exhibitions with their own authentic cultural
experiences and memories and begin to see themselves and their compatriots as subjects of
the exhibitions.681 Finally, as Davalos puts it, the “third eye” – the one that views others
looking at us – closes and “the self-alienation produced by western categories and positions
for the Other can vanish into thin air…The new gaze provides integrity to those in
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diaspora…This is a counterhegemonic move.”682 According to Davalos, the empowerment
of Mexican visitors does not fall into the trap of disempowering others, however. Placing
Mexicans at the center moves European Americans toward the margins. But European
Americans have so much power in our society already, and so many venues for their voices,
that this de-centering does not result in a loss for them. Most importantly it allows Mexican
visitors to “envision themselves as subjects in the nation” within a range of subjects.683
The Annual Cycle of Exhibitions
The NMMA is known for presenting a diverse cycle of exhibitions throughout the
year. The prominence of exhibitions working for social justice on the museum’s annual
schedule of exhibitions produces a bounty of potential examples for this study.684 Many
kinds of exhibitions have worked for social justice at the NMMA. Some art exhibitions rely
on the museum’s presentation of certain materials, such as Mayan textiles, as art in order to
create an argument about equity. Some exhibitions are about breaking down stereotypes,
such as those about indigenous Mexicans in various groups, or about Mexicans in general.
Other exhibitions are more about telling a particular history and relating it to contemporary
injustices. As the table below documents, at least 44% of the exhibitions at the NMMA over
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its history have worked for social justice. As the museum has matured, exhibitions working
for social justice have become more frequent.

Table V.1. Taxonomy of Exhibitions at the NMMA
Type of Exhibition
Art for art’s sake, including
retrospectives, exhibitions of
a particular collection, works
from the permanent
collection
These address social justice
from the artists’ points of
view or work to break down
stereotypes.
Exhibitions that focus on art
and take on issues of social
justice overtly
Exhibitions that use art to
tell a particular history or
story, treating but not
focusing on issues of social
justice, including dispelling
stereotypes
Exhibitions that use art to
tell particular histories or
stories in ways that explicitly
focus on issues of social
justice
Day of the Dead
Total

Number of Exhibitions
13

Percentage of Total
(~200)685
7%

8

4%

13

7%

21

11%

29

15%

84

44%

The ones I investigate demonstrate the way curatorial work for social justice takes
place across the range of exhibitions the NMMA produces. According to Davalos the cycle
685
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of exhibitions keeps the museum’s range of exhibitions, and their disciplines, hanging in a
free-floating order. It never privileges one genre as “the most authoritative or most advanced
form of Mexican art and culture.”686 For her, the cycle is an example of mestizo museology.
“The overlapping and recurrent types of shows, the range of genres and media on display,
and the non-hierarchical schedule creates a visual mixture, a mestizaje.”687
Day of the Dead
Each September, the NMMA opens the largest annual celebration of Day of the
Dead in the US. It is often the first introduction visitors have to the museum and draws
roughly 50,000 visitors each year, nearly a third of the 160,000 annual visitors.
The Day of the Dead is not Halloween. It’s not about being scary. It’s about
welcoming the souls of those who have passed on back into the world of the living for their
annual party. People who celebrate this holiday create ofrendas, often called “altars” but
literally, and more accurately, “offerings” in their homes. Ofrendas are labors of love. They
feature many common elements across different areas of Mexico and the US: sugar skulls,
decorative papel picado (cut paper flags), flame-colored marigolds that light the way home for
the deceased, candles, photos and objects that remind the family of its loved one(s), and the
favorite foods and drinks of the departed. The dead are famously debaucherous, so ofrendas
always include sweets, alcohol, and other indulgences.
The museum’s exhibition always features many large ofrendas. Alongside the ofrendas,
the exhibition features numerous two- and three-dimensional works from the museum’s
permanent collection, including the masterful papier-mâché by the Linares family.
686
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For Davalos, the installation for Day of the Dead transforms both the space of the
museum and the ofrendas themselves. The ofrendas take on a dual meaning as both religious
objects and public art installations. The museum takes on a new role as the location where a
religious celebration, though secularized, is being practiced.688 For me, this a mestizo version
of the museum as a temple, a moment of indigenous museology that, as Kreps says, turns
the colonial power of the European on its head and uses it for culturally specific purposes.
Here, far from being a temple where the content is off limits and exists to be worshipped in
a sterile environment, the celebratory mess of a real temple infuses the space.
This annual exhibition uses two tactics to work for social justice: universalism and
positivity. Visitors come to see the familiar, and even perhaps the stereotypical in Mexican
culture. As Moreno put it, the NMMA “supplies the stereotypical and then also challenges
that and presents other works of art that are off the beaten path.”689 Universalism is highly
effective in Day of the Dead, where visitors can always relate to loss and remembrance,
regardless of their cultural background. This commonality provides an avenue by which the
museum can lead visitors into the discussion of other topics.
Each year, the students from one of the Chicago Public Schools create an ofrenda for
the exhibition. These ofrendas are one of the features that make Day of the Dead exhibitions
some of Moreno’s favorites to work for social justice at the NMMA. Sometimes, these
ofrendas use universalism. For example, 2008 was a record-breaking year for shooting deaths
in Chicago. One of the best ofrendas, according to Moreno, came from Big Picture High
School. It featured empty desks for the students who died. Each was decorated with teddy
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bears, objects that belonged to the students, and the like in the manner of roadside
memorials. “The strongest part was when the school groups would come through. You
didn’t need to explain it at all. That’s where that piece resonated the most,” Moreno said.690
At other times, the ofrendas by CPS students have been much more polemical. In
2006, Día de los muertos: Rooted in Tradition featured an ofrenda by Talcott Fine Arts and
Museum Academy that commemorated Mexican migrants who died of thirst in the desert as
they tried to reach the US. The skulls that hung on the walls of this installation inhabited
empty water jugs. Neither they nor the skeletons in the festive papel picado were celebrating as
usual. Instead the traditional form of the ofrenda was used to underscore the urgent message:
cruel neglect of human life is a feature of our broken system of immigration.
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Figure V.2. Death of a Dream by the students of Talcott Fine Arts and Museum Academy, 2006, Image courtesy
of NMMA

Day of the Dead also has something most exhibitions working for social justice don’t –
a legacy of popularity. Many visitors return annually for the exhibition and the opening party
with traditional pan dulce, chocolate mexicano, and a community ofrenda where visitors can leave
written memories of and messages to their friends and family who have passed. A family of
Mexican artisans – the Mondragón family – takes up residence in the museum for months
making elaborate sugar skulls for sale as gifts or remembrances. Some of the calaveras are
larger than life size, embellished with mirrored stars in their eyes and other flourishes.
70,000 elementary and high school students visit the museum every year. So many
students visit the Day of the Dead exhibition that the museum’s Education Department
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reorganizes into a phone bank for a day to book the tours. And the tours for the whole run
of the show sell out that day, sometimes before noon. I point this out because one of the
challenges to exhibitions for social justice is often that the material is extremely hard for
visitors to experience, as with Holocaust museums. Another challenge is for curators to
make their arguments and engage visitors in taking action without making them feel that
burdened. Day of the Dead manages to transcend this through universalism and positivity.
Social Justice / Social History Exhibition
A social history exhibition may come next in the shifting annual cycle of exhibitions.
One of the most important tactics the NMMA uses to work for social justice through its
exhibitions is to use art in a variety of ways. In these exhibitions, art functions for art’s sake
and also as historical evidence. The African Presence in México and its sister exhibitions are
examples of this kind of exhibition.
The African Presence in México
The project consisted of three exhibitions that opened in 2006, a series of public
programming including a civic dialogue, a five-year international tour, and an ongoing
(through 2014) eight-year tour of a panel exhibition. African Presence drew 114,805 visitors,
only slightly fewer than the museum’s record for highest attendance.691 The programs around
the museum’s opening were among the museum’s most popular ever.692
A steering committee of 15 people, roughly half staff members from the museum
and half representatives from arts organizations and foundations across the city, led the
691
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organization of the project beginning in 2004.693 The committee was formed for the purpose
of sharing authority over the project with the African American community in Chicago while
also coordinating the logistics of the many components of the projects.694 The members of
the committee who were not on staff were all African American and represented diverse
interests within that community. The NMMA remained in charge of the project, though it
routinely took recommendations from the committee.
In the Main Gallery, a large section towards the end of the exhibition was reserved
for discussing the Afro-Mexican movement itself and introducing Afro-Mexican artists.695
Though this did not amount to sharing authority with the artists, it was an important
opportunity for them to be visible and to be recognized in a way they still are not in Mexico.
For Moreno, the responses of the Afro-Mexican communities in Costa Chica and Veracruz
were indicators of the success of the exhibition. Moreno cited the large turnout of AfroMexican artists featured in the exhibition at the opening in Veracruz.
“They drove more than 25 hours by bus to get there. They were there…to be
seen…[and] to embrace and endorse the political ideas the exhibition put
forward…They have a cultural center and smaller museums in their region,
but to see [their culture] elsewhere was important to them.”696
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It was the Steering Committee that first suggested expanding the project to include
not one but three exhibitions. The first, The African Presence in México: From Yanga to the Present,
addressed the nearly 500 years of Afro-Mexican history that languished unacknowledged in
Mexico until 1992. As Sagrario Cruz-Carretero,697 Moreno’s co-curator for The African
Presence, put it, “Blacks in Mexico did not officially exist before this announcement.698
In order for African American visitors to relate to The African Presence, the steering
committee argued, there needed to be a component that was north of the border. The
committee requested a second and ultimately a third exhibition to accompany The African
Presence.699 The second exhibition, Who Are We Now? Roots, Resistance, and Recognition, covered
the relationships between Mexicans and African Americans in the US as well as between
African Americans and the country of Mexico. (It traveled nationally.)
The third, Common Goals, Common Struggles, Common Ground addressed the
relationships between Mexicans and African Americans in the city of Chicago. (This
exhibition did not travel.) The Chicago Gallery Committee commissioned a muralist, Roman
“Static” Barnes, to create a piece for the gallery. Barnes is an African-American artist who
lived in Pilsen and worked out of the studio of a Mexican muralist across the street from the
museum. Barnes was also teaching “Analyzing Stereotypes” at Yollocalli.700 His mural was
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ultimately the finishing touch for the project. It took up nearly the entire gallery space with a
painting of a DNA double helix. One strand was Mexican history in Chicago and one was
African American and the painting illustrated the divergences and connections between the
two in a plainly legible, yet complex and visually compelling statement.
Each of these three exhibitions brought the visitor closer to examining the lived
social reality in Chicago. As they did so, they built the everyday relevance of The African
Presence for the visiting publics. This is precisely the kind of guidance that makes the NMMA
accessible and welcoming for visitors who don’t typically go to museums. This nested focus
on relevance is also a strong showing of resonance for an art museum. I see that as a
hallmark of curatorial work in art museums that are also culturally specific.
As an exhibition, The African Presence worked for social justice in several ways. At the
most basic level, this exhibition was about a forgotten chapter of Mexican history. There
were political reasons why Mexicans forgot the history of the African presence. The African
element of Mexican identity threatened the Mexican identity, Mexicanidad, forged in the
Mexican Revolution, the notion that being Mexican means being Indigenous and Spanish –
mestizo. What’s more, the challenge that African identity posed to this Mexicanidad was that it
moved Mexican identity lower in the hierarchy of the casta system. In the casta system, each
of 16 different racial pairings has its own name and set of social expectations. Spanish +
Indigenous = mestizo. Spanish + African = mulato, a lower category.
The “casta paintings” were commissioned by Spaniards in Spain to help them
understand and control the subjects of their colony.701 Ilona Katzew, a curator of Latin
American art, describes the paintings this way:
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Ilona Katzew, Casta Painting  : Images of Race in Eighteenth-Century Mexico / Ilona Katzew. (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 2004), 1, 4. Early castas (1711-1760) are more celebratory about the criollismo or racial mixing of
the colony, and later works are more focused on legitimizing racial hierarchy (1760-1790).
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Each image portrays a man and woman of different races with one or two of
their children, and each is accompanied by an inscription that identifies the
racial mix depicted. In addition to presenting a typology of human races,
most casta paintings include samplings of local objects, food products, flora,
and fauna of the New World.702
The casta paintings, forms of which were common in all Latin American countries with racebased caste systems – illustrated the social station of each category.703 “Español y Negro produce
Mulato” emphasizes how poor a choice this pairing is for the Spaniard by showing a scene of
domestic violence, of a black woman in power over a Spanish man, and of unattractive living
conditions.704

Figure V.3. “Español y Negro produce Mulato,” 18th century, oil on copper, 16 15/16” x 12 19/32”,
Collection of Museo Soumaya, Photo by Javier Hinojosa
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Mexicans banded together to cast off Spanish rule during the Mexican War for
Independence regardless of class, but the Mexican Revolution was different. Indigenous
Mexicans and Mexicans of African descent fought a kind of class warfare against the criollos,
an elite class of native Mexicans of full Spanish descent.705 In the wake of the Revolution the
new Mexican government needed to heal a nation that was torn apart by ten years of civil
war that killed 6-18% of the population.706 President Álvaro Obregón hired José
Vasconcelos as the nation’s first Minister of Education in the postwar period. His charge
was precisely reunifying Mexico and educating Mexicans about their national identity.707
Mexicanidad as we now know it was Vasconcelos’s brilliant idea.708 It was
succinct and it was readily illustrated and thereby was easily taught to the largely
illiterate Mexican population.709 Vasconcelos hired Mexican muralists to paint his
vision of Mexicanidad on the walls of the capital.710 (Rivera is only the most well
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known.) Vasconcelos’s vision, however, was specifically one in which the African
presence in Mexican identity was ever diminishing. Vasconcelos was racist.711 He
envisioned a day when Mexicans would form a superior “bronze race” or “raza
cósmica,” taking the best of the Spanish and indigenous races and leaving the African
behind.712 His notion of Mexicanidad as mestizaje, and of the Mexican as mestizo (in the
sense of the word defined by the casta paintings), quickly took hold. It was also
patently false. During colonial times, the population of enslaved Africans was 50%
larger than the Spanish population.713 Thus the linguistic omission enabled
Vasconcelos to erase more than 400 years of the African presence in Mexico at one
fell swoop.
The museum’s project, then, was explicitly an anti-racist one. The museum’s goals
for social justice were to support the bourgeoning Afro-Mexican movement for equitable
access to Mexican identity, to educate Mexicans about a more ample and inclusive
Mexicanidad, one in which many quintessentially Mexican things are recognized as being of
Afro-Mexican origin, and to bring Mexicans and African Americans together in the US to
work for social change on the basis of shared history and a history of collaboration.
History of the Project
In 1992 Mexico officially recognized its African “third root,” but did very little to
educate Mexicans about it. As Tortolero explained, a collaboration with two African
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American organizations, Muntu Dance Theater of Chicago and the ETA Creative Arts
Foundation, in 1995 inspired the MFACM to revisit the topic in an exhibition.714
The museum’s exploration of the topic happened in tandem with Afro-Mexican
organizing.715 In 1997, two separate Afro-Mexican groups organized gatherings to explore
Afro-Mexican identity.716 Ever since, Afro-Mexican identity has been evolving and AfroMexicans are becoming more vocal. The museum supports the Afro-Mexican movement.
The exhibitions’ goal to set the historical record straight is part of the museum’s effort to
diminish prejudices among Mexicans and against certain Mexicans. But Mexico is still a
pigmentocracy.717 One project at an institution in the US cannot undo the casta system, but it
can help, especially as part of an active conversation about race in Mexico.718
Tortolero lamented the worsening state of race relations in the US. He believed this
was the result of dominant powers playing a game of “divide and conquer” between AfricanAmericans and Mexicans. The division seemed to be intensifying as Latinos became the
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largest group of color in the US (with Mexicans as the largest subset of that group).719
Tortolero implied that many political leaders wanted African Americans to remain fearful of
losing status and resources to Latinos. If the two groups worked together to demand their
fair share of resources, they would have so much more than what either group had at the
moment. Tortolero felt that educating these groups about their shared history could help. He
hoped that The African Presence would bring the two groups together for precisely this kind of
political work for positive social change.
Transfer of Trustworthiness
Moreno sees visual art as one of the best challenges to preconceptions because it
isn’t based on language. Text invites immediate debate. Visitors can be drawn in to artworks
before they realize they’re dealing with a subject or position that makes them
uncomfortable.720 As a result, art “can deliver a hidden bomb of an idea.”
One of the biggest hurdles Moreno anticipated with The African Presence was getting
Mexicans to accept the history. A student could go all the way through college in Mexico and
never know about the “unwritten chapter in Mexican history.” Yet these deeply historical
works of art – the casta paintings – proclaimed the African presence in Mexico in a way that
no one could deny. The comments from visitors support Moreno’s assertion. One 57-yearold visitor from East Chicago, IN wrote “We came to view your “Casta exhibit” – how
enlightening. Yo siempre [he] sentido mucho orgullo ser Mexicana y entender nuestra cultura pero que bien
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aprender esta etapa de nuestro Mexico.”721 A number of comments came from Mexican visitors
more than 50 years old who were proud of this heritage, even when they sometimes
suspected other Mexicans would not be. In the casta paintings Moreno found material that
had such legitimacy with his audience that it gave credence to the subject matter as well.
Moreno felt that his use of these paintings was political in at least two ways, the
project of engaging the Mexican visitor and that of exposing the colonial Spanish agenda. As
he put it, “Casta paintings were political. They were a campaign. Using them now, so many
years later, is exposing that campaign.”722 Moreno was waging a new campaign. When he
would take visitors through the exhibition, he would pause in front of one of the casta
painting pictured above (Figure V.3.) and point out the menudo and tripitas, classic Mexican
foods made from offal, hanging in the kitchen of the Spaniard and mulata. What could be
more Mexican than menudo?, he’d ask. And then he’d tell the visitors how the Spanish
colonizers kept the expensive cuts of red meat, while indigenous Mexicans got a lot of their
protein from insects. Africans, however, made many dishes, such as menudo, from offal. The
story of menudo allowed Moreno to engage Mexican visitors in understanding that the AfroMexican history is their history and to demonstrate the pervasive nature of the African
presence throughout Mexico. Although Mexican visitors probably hadn’t heard the history
the museum was telling, they had certainly heard of the casta paintings and learned about the
colonial era.
Embracing Controversy
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When The African Presence and Who Are We Now? traveled in the US, a packet called
“The African Presence in México: A Model for Tackling Controversy” accompanied them.
We also distributed it at AAM’s centennial meeting, where Moreno, Jacqueline Atkins (a
member of the steering committee), and I presented a panel of the same name. The
museum’s goal was not to quell or quiet controversy, but to use it to engage visitors in
critical thinking. When the NMMA was planning the tour of The African Presence, it was
conscientious about finding host venues for the tour that were interested in taking on this
project, controversy and all. And on our planning visits to those institutions, we talked
openly about preparing for and managing controversy in a constructive way.
Rather than finding funding wherever possible by spinning the project to suit the
funder, the NMMA sought out funders who were interested in the challenging material. In
African Presence, this resulted in the presence of funders on the steering committee, such as
Amina Dickerson of Kraft Foods, a longtime funder of the museum and colleague of
Tortolero from her days as President of the DuSable Museum. At Dickerson’s suggestion,
the museum hosted a luncheon briefing on the exhibitions for the leadership of corporations
and the heads of their diversity committees prior to the opening of the exhibitions. The idea
was that these corporations would be more likely to support the museum if they had a safe
space in which to discuss what they perceive as risky issues.723
But the controversy was not to be. The comments from Mexican visitors
demonstrate that there wasn’t the widespread denial of the history we feared. African
American visitors also believed that Mexican visitors would deny the history, making
statements like: “Very provocative. I’m black and I don’t think my Mexican friends would
like this” (58-year-old visitor from Chicago);
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Fantastic exhibit – about time. I first learned of subject from Mexican coworker from Veracruz 30 years ago. As an African American I suspected the
facts and now am happy the museum is bringing it to life. Some Mexican
friends were offended and didn’t believe me, so will encourage them to see
exhibit. (52-year-old visitor from Chicago)724
Others, like this 26-year-old visitor from Chicago, seemed to obliquely feel that the
exhibition was for African Americans:
The African Presence in Mexico is probably the second best exhibit I’ve seen
in my life after the exhibits at the National Civil Rights Museum in Memphis,
TN. As an African American, lots of questions were answered. I will
definitely get as many African Americans here as I can.
But the presence of Mexican visitors having positive experiences belied these expectations.
Resonance and Wonder
The African Presence demonstrates the one-two punch of resonance and wonder. The
early sections, packed full of factual information, built up the resonance in visitors’ minds
both by forging connections to the present day and by causing visitors to readjust their
notions of how history happened. One of Moreno’s strategies was to place statistics,
timelines, and demographic information near works of art. The information would then
complement the images or the images would visually reiterate that information. He felt that
this worked very well with the casta paintings. The other works in the gallery demonstrated
what was happening in Spanish society during the campaign of the castas.
Around the corner lay Moreno’s favorite section of the exhibition, a room of
contemporary photographs, right in the middle of the exhibition. His plan for this space
mirrored the museum’s goals for the exhibition as a whole. Moreno wanted the visitors to
recognize their family on the walls. The photography room was small and contained, and the
23 photographs inside were hung salon style, which had the effect of surrounding the visitor
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with Afro-Mexican faces of people harvesting cane, getting a haircut, going to a quinceañera,
playing by the water, playing baseball, or just posing for the camera. Late in the process of
production, Moreno realized that these photos had much more power double hung all
together than if they were spread out throughout the exhibition. Moreno saw his decision
validated at each venue on the exhibition’s tour as he saw the visitors have the same reaction
each time. The early parts of the exhibition contained a lot of historical information. The
visitor emerged into this section, and “You’re looking into people’s eyes. They’re doing
things that are familiar in familiar environments, especially to a lot of Mexicanos.” Moreno
could see both African Americans and Mexicans relating to the Afro-Mexicans in the
photographs, and that recognition was beautiful, one of the purposes of the project all along.
Moreno told me how he loved to stand in that section because you could see people
whispering and pointing at the photos, and he knew they were discussing who the subjects
of the photographs resembled in the visitors’ own families. They’d say “There’s Nacha in the
kitchen! That’s the way she dresses!” The resonant recognition and wondrous excitement
mingled as visitors engaged with the photographs. As Moreno put it, “That’s where a lot of
the ‘aha!’ really happened.”725 That “aha” moment is a feeling of both wonder and resonance.
Davalos describes the museum as using a subversive museology in which “emotions,
not just aesthetics, are central to exhibition decisions.”726 It is subversive, writes Davalos,
because it gives primacy to everyday personal experience and shines the museological light of
“serious study” on those areas, which are often ignored by art museums. She was writing
about the museum’s exhibition El Jugete Popular Mexicano / Popular Toys of Mexico from 1991.
That exhibition may be the genesis of the combined use of resonance and wonder at the
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MFACM in an exhibition other than Day of the Dead. In a strategy that may be derived
from the Day of the Dead exhibitions, the entire complex of objects and techniques for
display encouraged long looking in the exhibition. In this way, wonder functioned to arrest
the visitor long enough to potentially have a resonant experience. That is precisely what
happened in the room of photographs within The African Presence.
Not everyone has the same experience, however. Intentional use of resonance and
wonder involves imagining and planning for this in the construction of an exhibition
through the use of other diverse tactics. It’s like an instructor making a conscious choice to
teach to a range of different kinds of learners. Visitors whose own family histories do not
lead them to connect with the photographs might not be having the same visceral experience
in the photography room. Moreno tried to capture those other visitors in the net of
resonance and wonder by appealing to whatever is most in their hearts. He built a flow of
sections after the photography room that casts, as he put it, a wide net. Exhibits on cooking,
music, and film led into present day organizing of Afro-Mexicans on the Costa Chica. For
mainstream visitors, Moreno cited the Afro-Mexican history of “La Bamba” asking “who
hasn’t heard of ‘La Bamba’?” For most Americans, the song is quintessentially Mexican, but
the exhibition showed that it was also Afro-Mexican. What that connection might do for
non-Mexican visitors, the vocabulary words in that appeared in large vinyl lettering above
the photographs in that exhibit would do for the average Mexican visitor. To learn that
ubiquitous “Spanish” words such as chamba (work), fandango (a party with music), and pamba
(to beat) are actually African words is astonishing and meaningful at a core level when you’ve
been using them your whole life in daily speech. As Moreno put it, “they’re building blocks:
[the African presence] is there, you’ve heard it, you’ve experienced it, you just didn’t
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recognize it.”727 The range of materials also encouraged people to think about realms of
culture and veered back toward universality. As with choosing the objects in an exhibition,
choosing the tactics works best when, as here, it’s a holistic and thoughtful process.
I laughed, I cried.
Laughter is a significant embodied emotional response that engages us completely
and often sticks with us after the fact. In The African Presence, Moreno commissioned a work
of art to deal with a particular concern. It was relatively late in the project, but after going
through the exhibition’s checklist, Moreno felt that we were missing the piece that would
display the dark side of the story, that would meditate on the terrible way Africans came to
be a presence in Mexico in the first place as well as on the ongoing racism in Mexico today.
Moreno recalled the work of Alfred Quiroz. Quiroz is a professor of art at University of
Arizona and a Chicano artist of the Civil Rights Movement.728 His work has always been
about stereotypes. His cartoonish style helps viewers to look at violent content from a bit of
a distance even when they know the content is historical. This is a microcosm of the
technique that Moreno described for the exhibition as a whole wherein he found ways to
enable visitors to enter the subject matter without becoming too overwhelmed.
Moreno asked Quiroz to make a piece for the exhibition. It never occurred to him
that Quiroz would include the deeply controversial cartoon character, Memín Pinguín, a
depiction of an Afro-Mexican boy whose ape-like features read as clearly racist to anyone in
the US but who is still overwhelmingly popular in Mexico. It was too late to stop Quiroz
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from including Pinguín at that point because he was already the central figure in the giant
(roughly 5’ by 8’) triptych, “La Raza Kósmica.”
The title of Quiroz’s piece reminds the viewer that he is making fun of Vasconcelos’s
racist notion of improving the Mexican race by eliminating the African. The triptych features
a variety of extremely offensive imagery. In the center, a whitened and lightened Memín
Pinguín, looks for all the world like a caricature out of the Jim Crow south. Three other
stereotypical figures surround him. A savage conquistador raises his spear at a savage African
slave with a bone through his nose. Each of these two figures reaches down to snatch one of
the human hearts the savage indigenous woman holds in each hand. The backdrop of this
central panel is the Mexican flag and Memín Pinguín’s head appears where the eagle atop the
nopal traditionally does. The message is that Vasconcelos’s magical mestizaje of the three
stereotypical figures have resulted in the corrupt “bronze race” of Memín Pinguín, rather
than the perfected one Vasconcelos sought. And that’s just the center panel of the triptych.
The side panels of the painting each feature a lynching. On the left, an African man hangs
under the title “EL JEFE DE LA REBELIÓN EZKLAVO” (Head of the Slave Rebellion).
Beneath his feet are the place and date: Mexico 1537. On the right, an African American
man hangs from a tree in a scene that is clearly copied from a postcard of a lynching. We
know from the banner near the man’s feet that it’s Florida 1938. Spectators stand around
behind him, including men, women, and a little girl in the near middle ground. The banner
over the man’s head reads “SIEMPRE KOLGADO” (Always Hung). Quiroz undermines the
legitimacy of the Spanish position at every turn in this piece, from his use of such a
traditional colonial art form, the painted triptych on wood, to the bastardization of the
castellano where he changes “Cs” to “Ks” in the titles on the piece, as in “ezklavo,” “kósmica,”
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and “kolgado.”729 By doing this, and through his cartoony style, he asserts his Chicano identity
and distances himself from the history at hand. But he also, as Moreno promised, takes shots
at all of the characters in his piece. No one in the center panel is virtuous.

Figure V.4. “La Raza Kózmika” by Alfred J. Quiroz (b. 1944), 2005, Acrylic on wood panel, 64” x 95.5” x 3.5”,
collection of the artist, Photo: Wilson P. Graham

Moreno was terrified, as were the other staff members who saw the piece, that it
would be outrageously offensive to African American visitors, and would be unacceptable
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for presentation. He brought images of the work before the steering committee and also got
feedback from the committee on how to write the gallery chat for the piece. The committee
members were enthusiastic about the work, saying that the exhibition is outside of most
people’s comfort zones anyway, and this piece allowed a discussion of that discomfort to
begin right away.730 Visitors seemed to respond to the piece in the same way as the Steering
Committee. No one complained about the work, which is significant given its strong content.
So if anyone was offended, that was never documented. More likely, it offered an
opportunity for conversation. When groups toured the exhibition with a guide, it was
regularly something they discussed at length.
Long Lost Cousin
The African Presence was a constant topic at our weekly all-staff meetings as the
opening neared. One morning, Tortolero said something that I will never forget. He said
that we were going to have a lot of new visitors in our museum home. If we did everything
right, we would have a great number of African American visitors in particular. He cautioned
the staff that these visitors were to have the most welcoming and wonderful experience at
the museum and that negativity of any kind would not be tolerated. He said that if there
were staff members who felt any prejudice toward our black visitors or any doubt about the
history we were presenting, that if there was anyone who didn’t feel he could carry out our
mission to explore and interpret this history respectfully with all our visitors, that they
should look for another job now. Rather, he said, everyone in the museum, from the gallery
attendants and custodians to him and the directors, needed to embrace our visitors with the
attitude that we have, as Mexicans, discovered African Americans as long lost cousins or
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brothers. This history literally links these groups together, and he asked us to open the door
of the museum with joy to these new members of our family.
Moreno made the same points at his training of the tour guides. He continued:
African Americans have already embraced this exhibition. The problems will
come from our own community. We have to be ambassadors of the history of
the African presence. We will be baited to participate in discrediting the
exhibition. DO NOT TAKE IT.731
That message stayed with me, in part, because of what had been happening already
among the staff. As we put on what Moreno had referred to as our “African Presence
Goggles,” we began to see the African presence in Mexico all around us. And this spread,
too, to those we talked to about the project. My father was kind enough to help me edit my
article for the catalogue. He did so while visiting the Mexican side of our family in San
Antonio. When he called me to go over the piece, he told me excitedly: “Elena! Your cousin
Sarah is black!” In fact, what he was saying was that he saw the African presence in her
features after reading my article. But you don’t un-see these connections, and that day was
the culmination of something that began with my research for the project. I actually did feel
a sense of familial kinship with African Americans in a way I never had before. And I spoke
to other staff members who felt the same. So, when Tortolero made that analogy for the
staff, I took on the mantle of his request whole-heartedly as, I think, did all of the staff. And
that attitude is a crucial tactic in this project, coming from a culturally specific museum as it
did. It’s worth noting, too, that that attitude can only emerge in a climate where staff and
leaders are free from fear about the mission of the project. If the NMMA had been trying to
conceal the goals of the project, or pretend that its goals were not political, our president
would never have felt secure in being so open about prejudice with the staff. The openness
paid off, too. Visitors felt the surprising connections that emerged as a result. One person
731
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from Chicago wrote: “Wonderful to see so many cousins – Gracias.” Another visitor from
Watsonville, CA, recognized the politics of the project outright: “The African Presence in
Mexico exhibit was extremely well presented. It was both visually and intellectually
stimulating. Thank you for your contribution to re-writing history.”732
Who Are We Now? Roots, Resistance, and Recognition
This exhibition is both a tactic within the project of The African Presence and an
exhibition for social justice in its own right. The African Presence in México armed visitors with
the new knowledge of the history that Mexicans and Afro-Mexicans share south of the
border. Who Are We Now, my first curatorial effort, used art from the 20th and 21st centuries
to tell the history of connections between the two groups in the US. I also traced the history
of the relationship between African Americans and the country of Mexico. My goals for the
exhibition were to encourage Mexicans and African Americans to “critically assess their
group identities in light of the…history of the African presence in Mexico, recognize shared
elements of history and culture, and begin to work together in various realms.”733 Here I’ll
discuss some of the tactics I used to do so.
My enemy’s enemy is my friend.
The title of the exhibition breaks the exhibition up into three sections: Roots,
Resistance, and Recognition. These refer to three phases of a timeline that charts the
collaboration between the two groups in the US over more than 200 years. “Roots”
investigated three early connections between African Americans and Mexicans. The most
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exciting one was the story of Mexicans coming to the aid of enslaved African Americans by
connecting the Underground Railroad to Mexico in the roughly 30 years after Mexico
abolished slavery when the US had not yet done so. The discovery of this story was my
equivalent of the casta paintings. If I could show collaboration between the groups through it,
no one would doubt their potential to work together. I was able to do this thanks to the
National Park Service’s identification of a “stop” on the Underground Railroad in Mazamitla,
Mexico. This story was of great tactical importance because it gave my exhibition and its
goals legitimacy with visitors. In turn, this freed me to explain the differing social
constructions of race in the two countries to help each group better understand the other.
In “Resistance” I investigated resistance to the dominant white culture in the US on
the part of both the Mexican and African American communities. Connecting the Mexican
Revolution and the Harlem Renaissance brought the two groups together through
something very dear to each.734 The denouement of the Mexican Revolution happened in
tandem with the Harlem Renaissance.735 Since Mexicans consider themselves to be mestizo,
the fight for civil rights in Mexico has been largely about class and less about race.
Numerous scholars including Romare Beardon, Harry Henderson, Lizetta Le-Falle Collins,
and Shifra Goldman have documented this very focus on indigenous Mexicans as an
inspiring contemporary of the Harlem Renaissance.736
African Americans were also significant participants in the exodus of artists to
Mexico during McCarthyism of the 1950s. The Taller de Gráfico Popular (TGP), a
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printmaking workshop in Mexico, was an important venue for collaboration between
Mexican artists and African American artists such as Elizabeth Catlett, Charles White, and
Margaret Burroughs. They worked together to combat injustice and to educate the Mexican
public (only 37% of whom were literate by 1940).737 Cultural cross-pollination was important
here too. Catlett illustrated the “Black is Beautiful” campaign from afar, and Burroughs
returned from her time in Mexico to found the DuSable Museum in 1957 with her husband.
Contemporary artists contributed powerfully to this tactic by demonstrating that the
cultural cross-pollination and collaboration of the past has blossomed into solidarity in the
present. I showcased artists who reached across black / brown lines in appeals to multiple
groups, as with Favianna Rodríguez’s “War Targets Poor People of Color” or Carlos
Cortéz’s “Draftees of the World Unite!...” (Ca. 1960).
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Figure V.5. “War Targets Poor People of Color” by Favianna Rodríguez, 2002, offset poster, Permanent
Collection of the NMMA 2003.327

I also showed pieces by Mexican artists who hailed African American or African
champions across racial lines, as with Malaquías Montoya’s Steven Biko and Malcolm X (1992),
Chaz Boriquez’s Malcolm as the Phoenix (1993), and Carlos Cortéz’s Ben Fletcher.

Figure V.6. Who Are We Now? Gallery shot; Image courtesy of NMMA

Accentuate the Positive
The story of the Harlem Renaissance was important for another reason, too. One
strategy I hoped to engage throughout the exhibition was building an emotional connection
between Mexicans and African Americans, itself a kind of wonder. To this end, it was
important to showcase historical figures and cultural movements that would make visitors
proud, such as the Harlem Renaissance or, for Mexicans, the reactions of black American
baseball players to playing in Mexico instead of in the Negro Leagues. As Willie Wells, a
Black shortstop, put it, “Here in Mexico, I am a man!”738
Common Language
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John Lipski, Professor of Spanish Linguistics at Pennsylvania State University, argues
that linguistic groups are a kind of community. Many anthropologists and linguists agree that
when people share a vocabulary, they come together as a community, and conversely, when
a community spends time together, it develops a shared vocabulary. Moreno told me the
story of his first tour of The African Presence for anyone other than staff. He was leading a
group of African American women. He feared that, coming from different communities, he
and the visitors did not share a vocabulary, and that he would make some gaffe as a result. In
fact, what he found in giving the tour was that the materials in the gallery gave him and the
visitors a shared vocabulary and thus made them a kind of ephemeral community. One of
the pieces that gave them a shared vocabulary was the triptych by Quiroz, which spoke of
stereotypes, hate crime, racial mixing, the casta system, and the shared histories of Mexicans
and African Americans. Moreno found that building this common vocabulary for visitors
was so successful that he planned to use this tactic again.
I used a visual form of this tactic in my exhibition. I intended to demonstrate to
visitors that a shared vocabulary exists between Mexicans and African Americans through
the art forms they share. African Americans found inspiration in the work of the Mexican
muralists. As muralists, such as Diego Rivera, came to work on commissions in the US, and
African Americans traveled to Mexico to work with them, African Americans began to
incorporate murals into their culture-building and educational efforts. Ultimately, a black
mural movement took place across the US, featuring prominently in the Chicago
Renaissance. Printmaking, again something Mexican and African American artists shared in
Mexico, also featured prominently in black campaigns in the US. The Black is Beautiful
campaign and the Black Panthers, for example, both are well known for their prints, which
allowed quick and inexpensive dissemination of organizing information and arguments
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throughout black communities.739 In both the Mexican and African American cases, the
printmaking also enabled the rapid dissemination of an iconography – a shared visual
vocabulary – that further bound the group together and offered keys to members who
wished to broadcast their identity as such.740
The most recent element in my story of shared history and culture was that of
recognition. One last example from that section demonstrates another way of building
community through a shared visual vocabulary. Since the 1980s, visual artists, especially
photographers, have traveled to Mexico to document the African presence. Often this
documentation is a complex combination of a search for personal history on the part of the
artists, most of whom are African American or Mexican American, and a desire to illustrate a
history that has gone unrecognized until recently.
Photographs of Afro-Mexicans by Ron Wilkins and Tony Gleaton (both African
Americans) subtly told the story of the relationship between African Americans and AfroMexicans. This story is partly about the African American gaze, and partly about the
American gaze. As black Americans build their own identities, they apprehend and
incorporate Mexicans, especially those with visibly African features, into the black diaspora.
Gleaton and Wilkins allow us to see how this happens because they gaze professionally as
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photographers and preserve the record of that gaze. Gleaton (who is very light-skinned)
photographed Mexicans in Mexico with whom he had some variant of this conversation:
Gleaton (upon finally, after years of searching, seeing black people in
Mexico):
Hi! You’re black! I’m black! Let’s talk about this!
Mexican:
Whoa, whoa, whoa. You don’t look black to me. And I’m not
black, I’m Mexican.
In this exchange, Gleaton discovered the way in which Mexican identity developed through
the casta system and then the Mexican Revolution first hand. Gleaton’s photographs show
Mexicans engaged in everyday activities and looking quintessentially Mexican, yet also – to us
in the US - black.

Figure V.7. “Madre África” by Tony Gleaton (b. 1948), 1987, archival gelatin silver print, 20” x 16”, NMMA
Permanent Collection, 2005.121, Gift of William F. Cheek and Aimee Lee Cheek and Museum Purchase Fund

The photographs by Wilkins that I used in the exhibition are different. First of all, they are in
color rather than black and white. They focus on young Afro-Mexicans who look like they
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could be black Americans while also looking like the young Mexicans they are, allowing me
to make the leap to discussing the growing Afro-Mexican population in the US, passing, and
the actual isolation of Afro-Mexicans from African Americans in the US.

Figure V.8. Untitled by Ron Wilkins, Santo Domingo, Oaxaca, 1998, photograph, 20” x 16”, Collection of the
artist

Figure V.9. “Grandma and Me” by Ron Wilkins, Ciruelo, Oaxaca, 2002, photograph, 16” x 20”, Collection of
the artist

Statistics and Logic
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The final section of the exhibition, “Recognition,” explored the demographics of the
2000 census, the famous census in which, as many put it, Latinos surpassed African
Americans as the nation’s largest minority. Though it is factually true, that statement pits the
two groups against one another as if being the nation’s largest minority were a status that a
group should defend. It also frames as minorities two groups that become the majority in
many cities when they come together. For example, when I curated this exhibition, the two
groups made up 56% of the population in Chicago.741 Roughly 25% of the people in the
Chicago area were Latino; and roughly 75% of the Latinos in the Chicago metro area were
Mexican.742 These kinds of statistics were crucial to building a sense of political potential and
to moving both groups away from the notion of being “minorities.” To facilitate this tactic
Villanueva produced special maps that showed the distribution of the two populations
around the country and where they converged. I bookended the maps with stories of
political collaboration. This tactic is most useful for creating resonance, and is more
common in history museums than in art museums.
Political Appeal
“Recognition” explored political collaborations between Mexicans and African
Americans in the US, such as the elections of Harold Washington and the mourning of his
untimely death. Another collaboration resulted in Antonio Villaraigosa’s successful campaign
to become mayor of Los Angeles in 2005. The section featured Alderman Jesús “Chuy”
García’s eulogy of Washington alongside photographs from Washington’s mayoral campaign
and wins. Jennifer Jones, a Post-Doctoral Fellow in Sociology at The Ohio State University
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and researcher of Afro-Mexican identity complained that stories of effective coalitions
between black and brown people are always qualified with caveats. For her, seeing a black /
brown coalition in an unreservedly positive light was a refreshing place to end the exhibition.
There were several photos of large marches and rallies that were clearly multiracial. Photos
showed African Americans and Latinos together en masse at Harold Washington’s election.
For her, the photographs demonstrated, as I had hoped, that the two groups were sharing
space and working together on a daily basis.743 One visitor’s comment also indicated that this
section was producing wonder. The 47-year-old visitor from Los Angeles wrote:
The two exhibits on Mexican – African heritage people are timely and
wonderful. I was very moved at hearing Jesús García’s eulogy for Harold
Washington. I was at that funeral and at the acknowledgement of race
politics in the election of my Mayor now, Antonio Villaraigosa.744
These two kinds of responses demonstrate that this tactic could be used to create
both resonance and wonder.
Contemporary Art Exhibition
The NMMA presents a contemporary art exhibition each year. Declaration of
Immigration was a group exhibition of contemporary art that worked directly for social justice.
The museum solicited works for the exhibition through a call for proposals. Moreno curated
the exhibition to take a pro-immigration stand in solidarity with the rallies in Chicago that
year, 2008, on the eve of the intensely anticipated presidential election.
Declaration of Immigration
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Though the exhibition was expensive and time-consuming, it was a matter of
principle for the NMMA.745 The goal was creating a strong statement that represented how
the Mexican community felt about prevalent anti-immigrant sentiment. It was important to
demonstrate that the US is a nation of immigrants and that we are all immigrants. (See
Figure V.1.) In 2006, when Tortolero thought of the idea for Declaration of Immigration,
emotions ran high at the museum. They were positive because all of the work on The African
Presence was coming to fruition, and negative because immigrants faced such virulent antiimmigrant sentiment in the US. Congress approved the building of a wall between the US
and Mexico, and both candidates for president, John McCain and Barack Obama, voted for
it.746 Tortolero felt hemmed in by bad options and bad politics and wanted to create an
exhibition that would support the first voice conversation on immigration reform.747
Declaration of Immigration, like The African Presence, occupied all three of the museum’s
temporary galleries during its run. The purpose, Moreno said, was to say that this topic is “so
important to us that if you come into the museum today you’re going to see it.”748 The
annual Day of the Dead exhibition features numerous specially commissioned installation
pieces in many different media, shapes, and sizes. But this exhibition far outpaced that
traditional display. The museum showcased installations in many media, including a
customized foosball game about immigration and neoliberal corporate globalization.
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Figure V.10. “Immigration Cup 2008 / Copa de Inmigración 2008” by Juan & Ricardo Compean (b. 1975, 1971),
mixed media installation, Courtesy of the artists, Image courtesy of the NMMA

The museum also had a sanctioned street art piece atop the old arch that was once
the entryway of the museum. The piece was a large version of the sign that has become the
icon of the DREAMers, “Caution Families Crossing.”749 In silhouette on a yellow
background, a family flees. The mother holds the hand of a little girl, dragging her along
behind.
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Figure V.11. “CAUTION Project: The displacement” by Camilo Ontiveros (A site specific installation project
from 2005-2008.) Image courtesy of the NMMA

The biggest critique of this dramatic, expensive show of solidarity is that it was preaching to
the choir. No one who was strongly against immigration would choose to come to this
exhibition, especially not to the opening on July 4th, nor to be berated by the gallery
attendants dressed as Border Control agents, requesting visitors’ papers.
As I discussed in chapter two, however, there are benefits to preaching to the choir
as well. In this case, I think the primary one is a sense of empowerment for the first voice
communities involved: Mexicans and other immigrant groups. Not only do these groups
make powerful statements for the public within the safe space of the museum, but they also
successfully worked together for the first time in this venue. As cities, and eventually the
country, become “minority majority,” that status is meaningless unless groups work together.
This is an instance, as is Neighborhoods at CHM, of collaborative work by curators working for
social justice beyond the outcomes of the exhibition.
Taking a Position
Moreno’s most controversial curatorial tactic is also the most basic: taking a position.
Moreno described Declaration of Immigration as the museum’s most overtly political exhibition.
In cases such as this, The African Presence, and other exhibitions, the decision to take a strong
position came through the highest levels of the museum’s leadership and the Exhibitions
Committee. Specifically, Tortolero either imagines or shares the vision for the museum’s
position and engages the Board in supporting the project before the museum moves forward.
Then it is up to curators such as Moreno to build a visual and textual statement in the form
of an exhibition. I think that Moreno’s commitment to taking a position should be a feather
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in his cap, because it contributes to the NMMA’s transparency as an institution and because
understanding and standing behind your position is simply a good ethical choice.
It’s important to bear in mind, though, that the museum doesn’t fabricate these
positions out of whole cloth. As Moreno described, especially for an exhibition of
contemporary art such as Immigration, artists respond to the museum’s call for proposals. The
museum knows its position is on track when a “critical mass” of artists supports the
exhibition’s thesis. In 2007, the CFP for Declaration of Immigration stated the museum’s goals
plainly, yet in an open way that invited artists to coalesce around themes:
This exhibition will survey various attitudes and ideas regarding
immigration…One of the principal notions of the exhibition will be to
display work that allows the general public to better understand the unique
relationship between the US and its Latin American neighbors. Another aim
is to somehow ‘put a human face’ on immigration in order to more
accurately show how this issue truly affects families in different ways…Some
of the issues that may be addressed include, but are not limited to…: U.S.
labor & economics; Migration patterns; Immigrant dreams, struggles &
contributions; Cultural influences, assimilation & identity; The rural and/or
urban experience of the immigrant; Fears, stereotypes and misconceptions;
The history of the US borders & ports of entry; General concepts of borders
(national, political, neighborhoods, neighboring communities…)750
Collaboration
Declaration of Immigration was the first and, to date, only time that the NMMA opened
the gallery to non-Latino artists. The museum invited collaboration from the many cultural
organizations in the Field Museum’s Cultural Connections program.751 The program was a
“partnership of over 25 ethnic museums and cultural centers throughout Chicago” that were
dedicated to understanding diversity through universality. As they put it, “all of us share
750
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common concerns, but we respond to these concerns in different ways.”752 As a result,
“there were artists in that show who will never be in the collection or on the walls again,”
Moreno affirmed.

Figure V.12. Portraits from “Passport to the United States of America”; Left to right: “Camilia, Columbia,”
“Arwa, India,” “Sheila, Italy;” by Anni Holm (Danish b. 1977), 54”x43” each; composed of over 4,000 unique
fingerprints each; archival inkjet print, 2005 Courtesy of the artist, Image courtesy of the NMMA

This and other moves of collaboration in this exhibition were necessary to take immigration
out of the political context wherein it was only about Mexicans. Mexicans had become
synonymous with immigrants and were being treated like criminal immigrants even when
they were actually law-abiding citizens of the US. The category of citizen was becoming
racialized, just as it has been throughout American history.
Moreno spoke glowingly of the museum’s many partners, saying “there was not one
negative experience there, and…I didn’t know if I was going to find some sort of prejudice
or racism.”753 Moreno was surprised to find that “the NMMA is respected and seen as a
model,” despite the reticence of the NMMA to participate in groups of culturally specific
752
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organizations, such as Cultural Connections. For Declaration of Immigration, Moreno worked
with the Swedish American Museum, the Indo-American Heritage Museum, the Polish
Museum of America, the Irish-American Heritage Center, the Chinese American Museum,
the Chicago Japanese American Historical Society, the Ukrainian National Museum of
Chicago, and Casa Italia Chicago, the Italian Cultural Center. He was refreshed to find that
many of the leaders of these organizations came to the project with the memories of a time
when “their group was also being demonized.” So they were eager to help change
stereotypes and negative perceptions about Mexicans.
Moreno’s friendships with staff members at the other cultural centers continue to
this day. I remember when a devastating fire practically destroyed the Chinese American
Museum in 2008. It had opened only three years earlier. The museum lost many unique
objects in the disaster, but happened to have loaned some of its most valuable pieces to the
NMMA for Declaration of Immigration two months prior to the fire. Moreno and the NMMA
were honored to hold those pieces for the Chinese American Museum until it could rebuild
its facilities and house them again. Moreno said that the solidarity between the NMMA and
the other cultural institutions was lasting, and that he could call on those partners at any time.
They were extremely generous with the NMMA, opening their collections to Moreno and
lending the NMMA some of their most prized pieces. Most of these organizations aren’t
collecting institutions, so loans are more difficult both logistically and in terms of removing
important offerings that are normally on view at their sites.
Even this very positive experience didn’t change the institutional culture of extreme
independence at the NMMA. Tortolero prides himself on having a lithe and flexible
institution that can respond to contemporary events and turn around projects quickly, with a
minimum of bureaucracy. He is wary of any collaborations that could constrain this work.
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Exhibition from the Permanent Collection
Exhibitions from the Permanent Collection are another mainstay of the annual cycle
of exhibitions. They are the least likely to work for social justice in a prominent way. As one
of the few non-Mexican members of the museum’s staff, Meyers said she “wouldn’t be
confident doing a show that was fully [politicized] such as Declaration of Immigration.”754
Nevertheless, Meyers works for social justice through her stewardship of the collection. She
works to break down stereotypes through her choices of artists and subject matter in
acquisitions as well as in her many exhibitions. Through specific works of art, Meyers works
toward equitably representing women and other groups and addressing specific injustices
such as inequitable distribution of municipal resources and the need to fix the immigration
system. Collections management is part of curatorial work for social justice. Since she is in
charge of curating the collection as a whole, she is always considering the potential of a given
artwork to work for social justice when the museum is thinking of accessioning it. According
to Meyers, “more than 90% comes through donations. If the piece furthers the social justice
mission [through its subject matter or the political arguments of the artist], it’s more likely to
be accepted in the collection.” Even when artworks don’t make an overt argument about a
specific issue, Meyers makes a case to the Collections Committee for pieces based on how
the work breaks down stereotypes about Mexicans.755 She presents the diversity of Mexican
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culture, is always trying to present more female artists, and is always looking for a broad
geographic range of artists to fulfill the sin fronteras mission.
Meyers curates mini-sections for social justice within larger surveys of works in the
collection. These have each been the subject of whole exhibitions by other curators at the
museum. For example, in her recent exhibition, Keepers (2012), a vignette about immigration
allowed Meyers to make a smaller argument in favor of social justice for immigrants. Upon
entering the gallery, Laura Molina’s painting, “Amor Alien,” greeted the visitor. The piece is
large, more than 4’ x 3’, and it took up the whole wall. In Molina’s typical palette of deeply
saturated fluorescent colors, the sharp lines of a graphic novelist, and a glossy metallic finish,
we see an otherworldly pieta. An astronaut sits, apparently naked, on a Martian rock
embracing a beautiful green (yet still clearly Mexican) alien woman. The piece from 2004
made a poignant argument in favor of the rights of immigrants. At that time, the national
climate was deeply divided on immigration. Anti-immigrant groups began to work more
intensely and became better organized. The perception inside the Mexican community was
one of a strongly intensifying anti-immigrant sentiment. At the same time, that community
and other pro-immigrant groups became more vocal and more well organized, as the
subsequent advocacy for the DREAM act demonstrates. For Meyers, the piece both drew
visitors into the space with something interesting, colorful, hip, beautiful, and strange, and
offered an opportunity to discuss this important issue within an exhibition that was simply
highlights of the permanent collection. As Meyers’s label for the painting put it,
The piece has a direct visual correlation to Jesus Helguera’s illustrative
painting, La Leyenda de los Volcanes...However, the doomed lovers on this
canvas, as the title infers, are unable to remain together because of her “alien”
status, thus calling attention to Mexican / American border issues.756
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Figure V.13. Amor Alien by Laura Molina, 2004; oil, fluorescent enamel and metallic powder on canvas, 49” x
37”, Permanent collection of the NMMA, Image Courtesy of the NMMA

Permanent Exhibition
Mexicanidad: Our Past is Present
Given the museum’s fundamental commitment to working for social justice and its
origin story, it makes sense that its permanent exhibition would be an exhibition for social
justice. It functions like a microcosm of the NMMA rather than an exhibition on a single
issue. The goals for Mexicanidad are similar to those of the museum. The title says it all. “Our
Past is Present” means that the greatness of Mexican culture is ongoing and Mexicans retain
their culture. At its inauguration, the opening of the newly expanded building, the main idea
was that Mexicanidad would impress visitors with the depth of Mexican history and leave
them in awe the same way exhibitions of European antiquities do. Indeed, Mexican culture is
as old and advanced as Greek and Roman cultures. “If people understood what happened in
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the Americas on the part of land we now know as [Mexico], there would be a new found
respect and admiration for people from that area,” Moreno said. The two main goals of the
exhibition were instilling pride in Mexicans about their rich history and heritage and
correcting ignorance about Mexicans and thereby fighting prejudice.757 This is what the
exhibition that opened at the MFACM Aug. 27, 2001 did well. “It rocked for the first eight
months,” Moreno said, calling it the best exhibition he ever worked on.758
The mysterious 3,000 year old Olmeca civilization! The seven foot tall, 1,100 year old
Maya bat god from the Templo Mayor in Mexico City!

Figure V.14. “Dios Murciélago” at home at the Museo del Templo Mayor, Mexico City, 2012, Image courtesy of
VdeViajera.com
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The original exhibition included substantial coverage of the Chicano movement but did not include explicit
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The exhibition opened concurrently with the museum’s expansion. Moreno confirmed that Tortolero cut
the funding for all professional photography of the exhibition when it opened due to budget constraints. There
are almost no images of the iconic loans in place at the MFACM. The images of the interior of Mexicanidad are
snapshots taken by staff members at the opening.
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The museum had it all when it opened its gorgeous newly expanded galleries in 2001: self
portraits by Frida Kahlo and Diego Rivera, the largest easel painting by José Clemente
Orozco on loan from the Art Institute of Chicago, the best colonial paintings from the
Basilica de Guadalupe, and silver from the Museo Franz Mayer – the home of the foremost
collection of decorative arts and design in Mexico.

Figure V.15. Visitor at the opening of Mexicanidad, Image courtesy of the NMMA
As Moreno put it, “every section had master works.”759 After those eight months, though,
the museum began returning loans and substituting pieces from the permanent collection.
Substitutions took place according to the size of the outgoing loan in order to create as little
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work and disruption in the gallery as possible. Moreno and Meyers agreed that this slowly
deteriorated the thesis of the exhibition.760 It’s clear that the exhibition is due for renovation.
Nuestras Historias: Stories of Mexican Identity from the Permanent Collection
The new permanent exhibition, Nuestras Historias: Stories of Mexican Identity from the
Permanent Collection, is scheduled to open in December 2014. Four interconnected features
mark the difference between Nuestras Historias and Mexicanidad. Although Mexican artists will
have the primary voice in the exhibition, the exhibition will be universalist and will address
both Mexicans and non-Mexicans. The museum’s outreach to non-Mexicans is not new. In
the 1980s and ‘90s, Tortolero and Valdez both said that the museum supported a secondary
goal of reaching out to non-Mexicans. According to Valdez, this outreach allowed the
museum to “confirm our reality as a community.”761 Nuestras Historias will also be organized
thematically rather than chronologically. Nuestras Historias will contain roughly 160 works of
art. Of these, at least 33 (or 20%) are from Mexicanidad. Of the other works, many are
paintings and sculptures, and many (46 pieces - 29%) are pre-Cuauhtémoc objects were
donated to the museum for its 25th anniversary. The museum recently received many other
important gifts. In 2008 the museum began an anniversary collecting campaign for its 20th
anniversary. With those funds it purchased another 43 pieces (27% of Nuestras Historias).
The NMMA received a grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities in
2010 to plan the new exhibition. The goals were to enhance the exhibition so that it better
served the museum’s community (taken to be the Mexican community in Chicago), and so
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that it “reflect[ed] current scholarship in an accessible manner, and ma[de] better use of
available museum design technology.”
The museum received a grant in 2012 from the Institute for Museum and Library
Services for implementation of the project. Several changes in the new exhibition will help
avoid the pitfall of Mexicanidad. First of all, the new exhibition will rely almost entirely on the
permanent collection. The result of this is that,
as opposed to being a history book of Mexican culture…it will be an
anthology. There will be very important episodes of Mexican history that will
be missing, but the average visitor will walk away with stories about what it
means to be Mexican.762
The Works on Paper Room, a newly separated space in Nuestras Historias for works that need
to be rotated more frequently, will change twice a year. Issues such as immigration and the
US / Mexico border, urban life, politics, protest and struggle, trans-nationalism, and
women’s concerns will regularly be showcased along with other themes less overtly focused
on justice. This room will draw on a section of the collection that is heavily invested in
working for social justice, however. The Mexican heritage of works on paper hails from the
printmakers and photographers of the Mexican Revolution, which never could have
happened without the support of these artists spreading revolutionary messages. The legacy
of Mexican works on paper is a legacy of protest, and the gallery will reflect both the history
of that and the contemporary iterations of it.
The thematic, rather than chronological, organization of the exhibition could mean
that, rather than having to place topics relating to social justice, such as immigration, at
specific historical moments, the museum will have more latitude to pair, compare, and
analyze in ways that make more compelling arguments. The thematic categories in
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Understanding Mexico allow for many of the issues of importance to the museum to
maintain a constant presence in the exhibition.
The thematic organization also allows the museum to use its modest but good
collection of ancient pieces to particular effect: discussing the influence of archeology on
Mexican national identity today.763 The ancient societies in what is now Mexico have been
foundational to Mexican identity since the Mexican War for Independence. The volume of
archaeological excavation and the excitement of the discoveries from 1876-1911 “provided a
sort of international credibility to the young nation of Mexico, while the living indigenous
communities became a source of shame and resentment to the wealthy Porfiriato high society
[under the dictatorship of Porfirio Díaz].”764 But Mexico’s ancient past also contained the
seeds of revolution. As indigenous communities sought respect and rights, they turned to
that past for legitimacy.
The final section about the Midwest and Chicago offers another important
opportunity for curatorial work for social justice. This section will address
blue collar workers and the transformation of urban civil rights, replenishing
ethnicity in a city of immigrants, politics in Chicago, the Chicago muralist
movement, Midwest Chicanos, Chicago art and culture.765
Whereas the Mexicanidad spoke primarily to Mexicans, this time addressing non-Mexicans is
part of the museum’s strategy. Moreno plans to demonstrate cultural universalities to non-
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Mexican visitors through this exhibition. Rather than focusing on exploring what it means to
be Mexican, Moreno is using language that speaks of “the human condition.”766
Despite new exhibition’s significant shift in audience, Moreno asserts that Nuestras
Historias will still be first voice and will still speak to the Mexican community. Part of the
reason for the change, he says, is that
every exhibition educates the staff, and, over [the last] 10 years, we’ve seen
enough exhibitions on Chicanos and multiracial experiences in Mexico, in the
US, in the Southwest…The Mexican story is not unique. We are much more
comfortable associating ourselves within the bigger multiethnic / cultural
experience.767
Moreno attributes the shifting attitudes of the staff in part to the transnational turn of the
last decade. As a result of globalization and transnationalism, identity itself has changed
along with the way the museum advocates for it. When the NMMA prepared to mount
Mexicanidad, it was essential for the museum to inventory the cultural heritage that the
Mexican community felt it was losing through assimilation in the US. Now the museum sees
its mandate as being more about relating to others. This is where Moreno’s strategy of
sharing similarities by presenting differences becomes important.
Universalism
Within the galleries, the NMMA shows the Mexican community to the rest of the
city (and country). Moreno’s main goal in Nuestras Historias is to enable non-Mexican
Chicagoans to relate to Mexicans. When Moreno speaks to his European American visitors
through exhibitions, one of his messages is to encourage them to remember their own
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families, how they came to this country and this city, how they worked in Chicago’s
industries, fought prejudice, moved around, worked for representation in schools’ curricula
and in government. Moreno hopes to go beyond breaking down stereotypes to show the
universality of culture.768 We all have foodways, music, religious practices, artistic practices,
celebrations, methods of mourning, and on and on. Only the details of our practices change.
The NMMA demonstrates the good to which the universalist tactic can be put as
well as the arguments that it can help make. The backdrop of the universalist museums to
the cultural specificity of the NMMA has actually prepared many white visitors to move with
the power flip the NMMA is invoking using indigenous museology. The tactic of
universalism can develop resonance among non-Mexican visitors to the NMMA.
Move Away from Social Justice?
It is possible to interpret the plan for Nuestras Historias as a move away from social
justice. External reviewers who evaluated Mexicanidad felt that “the political focus on the
Mexican nation needs to be abandoned in favor of cultural themes.”769 But this statement
can be interpreted in a variety of ways, and interpreting it is complicated by my lack of access
to the original materials from the external review of Mexicanidad. A quote from the
Exhibition Walkthrough of Nuestras Historias provides one possible interpretation: “The
broad…timeline will go back and forth across current national borders in order to best
demonstrate how culture, regardless of political boundaries, is the basis of a society.”770 Here
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the invocation of “cultural” rather than “political” could be a way of supporting a proimmigrant position in the immigration debate.
The terms “political” and “cultural” are coded as opposed so that we see “cultural”
as referring to the exclusion of politics, but that may not be the case at all. “Culture” may be
a strategy for engaging with the political. I think it is oversimplifying to suggest that that
statement advises a removal of politics in general from the exhibition. In the absence of
further information from the reviewers themselves, I will examine the three grant proposals
for Nuestras Historias together with the transcripts from my five interviews with Moreno.
I argue that Nuestras Historias can work for social justice in at least two ways. It offers
a first voice platform for Mexican stories. Doing so works for distributive justice and builds
a place for Mexicans in the national and international cultural narrative. In addition, Nuestras
Historias, through the use of universalism, can build empathy among Mexican and nonMexican groups, a crucial precondition for social justice. The focus on individuals in the
proposal to NEH from 2010, however, does leave the door open for the museum to do less
work for social justice. The proposal says that understanding Mexicanidad supports “the
capacity that the individual has to create his or her place in the world.” Moreover, “firstvoice representations of Mexicanidad,” such as those that will be on view in Nuestras Historias,
support individuals’ ability to interpret their past and “develop a better future.”771 This could
mean that the responsibility for building a better future now falls on individuals, and
museums may begin to step away from direct intervention on specific issues. This bears
further watching beyond the opening of Nuestras Historias.
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When we look at the grant proposals and interviews, windows to additional work for
social justice emerge within the newly decentralized narrative of the exhibition. Nuestras
Historias will continue the anti-racist work of The African Presence by reincorporating the story
of Mexico’s third root into the discussion of Mexican identity. Stories of Afro-Mexicans,
indigenous Mexicans, and Chicanos and Mexican Americans can encourage more
distributive justice for communities that the traditional narrative of Mexican art marginalizes.
By centralizing these marginalized stories and art forms alongside more
recognizable Mexican traditions, the Museum intends to de-centralize the
predominant narrative surrounding Mexican culture, critiquing and adding to
it without devaluing it.772
“The NMMA is committed to representing the stories of social minorities,” the proposal
from 2010 states as well.773 In 2012 the museum refined this commitment, arguing that by
practicing self-representation the museum would exemplify Tony Bennett’s “differentiating
machine.”774 Bennett challenged museums to become institutions that bring people from
different cultures together to work for a more healthy society.775 Bennett articulates a strategy
for fostering this kind of work: “according respect and recognition to previously
marginalized or repressed histories and cultures, opening up the museum space to the
representatives of different communities by providing them with opportunities for authoring
their own stories.” This is what the NMMA claims to be doing.
The grant proposals also demonstrate the museum’s ongoing commitment to
discussing immigration. The narrative from 2012 says “the Museum will integrate a more
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comprehensive analysis of Mexican immigration as expressed through art, ranging from
representations of the US / Mexico border to examinations of liminal spaces and identity.”776
This tells me that the museum could expand its narrative about immigration based on its
experience with Declaration of Immigration as well as development in contemporary art.777
Restructuring
In 2012 the board of the NMMA engaged an external consultant to conduct a
comprehensive assessment of the institution for the museum’s 25th anniversary.778 The
evaluators returned 17 recommendations for change and suggestions for implementing them.
The board embraced them, as did some departmental directors; but Tortolero did not. My
understanding is that, though Tortolero was involved in planning the evaluation, he did not
like the results of it or want to implement it. However, the Board strongly believed that the
museum should pursue acting on the evaluation. According to several people associated with
the museum who spoke off the record, the Board and Tortolero jointly decided to evaluate
the institution in the interest of long range strategic planning.779 The evaluators interviewed
staff members about potential areas of improvement at the museum, and the responses of
the staff indicated that the museum was not prepared for Tortolero’s succession.
In 2013, Tortolero replaced the retiring Vice President of the NMMA, Juana
Guzmán, with Phil Jiménez, in the new position of Chief Operating Officer. Jiménez joined
the museum from San Miguel School, a Christian middle school for low-income students in
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the Back of the Yards neighborhood of Chicago. For many years, Tortolero has struggled to
plan for succession, as is common for founders. It’s also common for institutions without
succession plans to founder in their second generation of leadership. The board mandated
that Tortolero experiment with ceding power to the new COO. Tortolero gamely allowed
Jiménez to begin reforming the museum as he saw fit.
Jiménez used the institutional assessment as his blueprint for change, guiding the
museum through a dramatic restructuring. Jiménez is inexperienced in the arts, but he is a
professional manager, a person with a keen ability to spot and eliminate institutional
weaknesses. The board hired him for this quality. Jiménez was more than capable of
following the institutional assessment, streamlining departments and outsourcing when
necessary.
In the roughly seven months of Jiménez’s tenure at the NMMA, he laid off 16 staff
members – a third of the museum’s staff – many of whom had been with the museum for
years, some for a decade or more. Financial challenges spurred the museum to review its
institutional structures, such as departmental organization, with an eye toward efficiency.
But ultimately the museum went, in a very short time, from having a culture among
the staff that was very like a family to being operated on a corporate model. Jiménez may
have been able to eliminate problems, but he was not capable of building up new structures
that would be authentic to the NMMA. According to one anonymous staff member, a group
of directors at the NMMA saw this and helped Tortolero see that his good-faith experiment
with Jiménez would damage the museum if it continued. It’s not clear whether Jiménez
resigned or was pushed out, but he left the museum in January 2014.
Now, in early 2014, no one is prepared to step into Tortolero’s shoes, and no one is
yet being groomed, though the museum is seeking a suitable candidate. It’s hard to foresee
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how the museum will change when Tortolero is no longer at its helm. Will institutional
survival become such a dominant priority that it crowds out social justice work? Will the
institution regain a sustainable footing and continue the work it has always done?
Now the NMMA has a skeleton staff that needs rebuilding, with a newly restructured
organizational chart.780 I am hopeful that the museum will rise through the difficulty of
rebuilding to continue its exemplary work. Most of the staff members I’ve talked to about
the restructuring have been unfazed, seeing the changes as a temporary return to leaner,
simpler days. One staff member said the museum seemed “pretty much the same.” When I
visited the museum most recently, the place was just as clean and well cared for as ever, and
seemed to be functioning completely normally. Preparations were underway for the opening
of Nuestras Historias as well as Day of the Dead in the fall.
It’s too early to know the entirety of what is happening at the NMMA, let alone what
the result of these many changes will be. But the museum’s turn to a corporate model for
organization raises questions: Can the NMMA be true to Mexican family values without
having a familial institutional culture as it did for 25 years? Were these values one of the
museum’s secrets to success in the first place? And can the museum use corporate tools and
practices without having a corporate culture?
The NMMA has long been one of the largest, best organized, and most successful
culturally specific museums in the city of Chicago. For 27 years this art museum has offered
an extensive schedule of exhibitions, programs, and services to the local community with an
780
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eye toward supporting the Mexican community, instilling pride in it, and combatting
prejudice against it. Non-Mexicans benefit from the museum’s advocacy as well, as the
museum seeks out areas of injustice to address that touch the lives of Mexicans but often
include many more. The transformations happening at the museum could result in a
museum that is less responsive to its core Mexican community and more responsive to nonMexicans. But I think that the Mexican community is too central to the museum for that to
be likely. Rather, I think the new exhibition can reflect a Mexican community that is
becoming much more comfortable reaching beyond its boundaries. The restructuring can
strengthen the institution and prepare it for the next era of leadership so that the museum
can continue to work for social justice in Chicago well into the future.
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CONCLUSION
In this dissertation, I’ve proposed that museums’ work for social justice through
exhibitions is part of what makes them relevant today. I surveyed a range of curatorial tactics
that museum professionals are using at a variety of museums in the Chicago area. Through
the four case studies of this dissertation, I’ve gathered and presented the curatorial tactics
that most take advantage of the strategy of resonance and wonder that I’ve suggested for
museums doing this kind of work. These are mechanisms that can assist curators in more
equitably distributing historical recognition, including marginalized people in dominant
national identities, and maintaining our guarantees of human rights, civil rights, and civil
liberties. These tools can also help curators work to mitigate prejudice and to memorialize
atrocities such as genocide. I have also demonstrated why the curatorial strategy of
resonance and wonder should help visitors to museums build memories and empathy, both
important for inspiring visitors to work for social justice. That curatorial strategy has been
one of my primary lenses for analyzing and evaluating the tactics at each museum.
What tactics are where and why?
It’s instructive to see which tactics are common to all of the sites in this study. All of
the sites share authority in one way or another, though some veer more toward the inclusion
of multiple voices than truly sharing authority. CHM, NMMA, and ILHMEC organize first
voice exhibitions at least some of the time. And all use stories of specific individuals to
connect visitors more personally to the subject matter. I think that is because this
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constellation of tactics is both ethically responsible and helpful in putting visitors in the
shoes of another – something that interests many museums, regardless of their goals.
Museums that seem quite dissimilar often use the same tactic. These overlaps tell us
that many museums that work for social justice have the tools to implement a strategy of
resonance and wonder with intentionality and many of them are already using one or both of
those tools independently. My belief is that these museums tend to intentionally produce
resonance and tend to want for wonder. ILHMEC is an exception since it cannot address its
topic without eliciting horror. An art museum will naturally produce wonder since wonder is
a product of the best encounters with art.
Rather than discuss all of the tactics again here, I will focus on connecting those that
multiple sites use in interesting or divergent ways. The JAHHM and the NMMA are quite
different. But they share the most pervasive commitments to social justice of the museums
in this study. Though their topics tend to be different, they aren’t always, and the two
museums have collaborated in the past on projects such as Declaration of Immigration. The
ongoing interest in immigration and advocacy for undocumented immigrants at JAHHM
indicates that the two museums are likely to work together again.
Despite the very different experiences visitors have at the two institutions, they share
multiple important curatorial tactics. Both use art as historical document, making liberal use
of the strategy Naomi Stead describes of letting art take up where history leaves off. The
difference is that JAHHM starts with historical documents and the historicity of its art
collection, while NMMA starts with an art collection and with exhibitions that are always
explicitly art shows. Put another way, JAHHM starts with resonance and intentionally seeks
out wonder while the NMMA often starts with wonder and seeks out opportunities to build
resonant content into presentations of art.
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Both museums also produce pleasure in the museum. At the NMMA, the production
of pleasure is overt and intentional, often having to do with food on the opening nights of
exhibitions, pleasing colors, and invitations to celebrate. There is a political content to this
pleasure as the universalizing tactic at the NMMA and the lengths to which the museum
goes to welcome and accommodate visitors make clear. But the political goals of the
introduction of pleasure to the experience at the museum are not accompanied by scholarly
theory. At JAHHM, the museum intentionally introduces pleasure in its public programs and
its exhibitions. And a direct statement of the radical political value of pleasure in art, leisure,
etc. accompanies the visitor’s experience of pleasure. In Out in Chicago, CHM came close to
JAHHM by arguing at times – albeit obliquely – on behalf of pleasure, though it did not
actually produce intentionally pleasurable experiences for visitors.
JAHHM allied itself with the culturally specific museums in the study by intentionally
eliciting counterpublics through forms of address, something the culturally specific museums,
such as ILHMEC and the NMMA, do naturally. Their publics are counterpublics. Though
CHM doesn’t usually address counterpublics, it did in Out, a culturally specific exhibition.
ILHMEC and the NMMA both combine art and statistics and use objects to say the
unspeakable. This is not because they’re culturally specific museums, but rather because they
both work for retributive justice. These tactics are useful for first exposing injustice and then
discussing the scope of problems that defy our ability to describe them.
Only CHM uses the tactic of questioning the visitor. This fits perfectly with that
museum’s larger goal of teaching people to make history useful to their own lives. Likewise,
it is telling that the other three museums use calls to action to the visitor at various points.
The NMMA, ILHMEC, and the JAHHM are all open about wanting their visitors to go on
to take specific actions after their visits.
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The tactic of universalism also sets CHM apart by its absence in certain instances.
Brier and Austin wanted to use it to discuss sexuality, but were not allowed to.
Heterosexuality was all but excluded from Out. For ILHMEC and the NMMA, by contrast,
it is a crucial tactic.
Though the NMMA and ILHMEC often have longer than normal label copy,
JAHHM is far out ahead of the pack when it comes to producing accessible thick
description. The museum’s Alternative Labeling Project is valuable, I think, because it gives
visitors authority and authentic reason to linger in the gallery space. The tea drinking
experience is the best example sharing authority with the visitor. That cup of tea gave me the
authority to relax into the space and spend more time there. If we felt that way more
frequently in the spaces of museums, we would certainly learn more and remember better.
It’s fascinating that the two history museums are the ones that intentionally designed
for affect. They seem to have recognized that they have ample resonant material and need to
engage visitors more intensely – emotionally and physically – in order to make the best use
of that resonance. Designing for affect has also been present in the ongoing fundraising
efforts of JAHHM, such as the successful grant proposal for the Slow Museum.
The NMMA was the only museum that I found to be using a clearly indigenous
museology. This is a point that helps us begin to separate the NMMA and ILHMEC as
culturally specific. Indeed, ILHMEC is ostensibly not culturally specific – not a Jewish
museum. As I have argued above, in practice it clearly is. But the ways in which it does and
does not employ indigenous museology helps illuminate the gray area in which that museum
lies. For example, the Jewish symbolism in the production of the building is a kind of
indigenous museology. But inside the museum, many form of presentation are traditional to
the American culture of museums or are specific to Holocaust museums. If the museum had
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wanted to present itself as an exclusively Jewish museum, it might have made some different
choices about presentation. As it stands, the presentation is designed to address a non-Jewish
visitor from a staunchly Jewish point of view throughout most of the museum. The
exceptions – Legacy of Absence, the youth exhibition, and the temporary exhibition – are the
spaces that could grow in prominence within the museum to transform its identity fully away
from being a Jewish museum and into a 21st century Holocaust museum.
Advice to the Field
For me, this project has produced lessons about curatorial work for social justice that
range from the tactical (practical tools that curators use in the gallery) to the systemic
(institutional ways of being that enable this kind of work). Literature on museums in recent
years has pointed the way toward some of these lessons. For example, making museums
more accessible in every way: from removing the barriers of cost that keep many out to
curating exhibitions that respectfully address a range of learners, is crucial. Accessibility is the
foundation that enables all other museum work. In general, increasing accessibility for
vulnerable populations increases accessibility for all. Recall Paul Gabriel, the education
consultant who specializes in finding ways for exhibitions to be more accessible to people
with learning disabilities and ADHD. I first met Gabriel in 2006 at the annual meeting of
AAM.781 When we recently spoke about my project, Gabriel believed that the strategy of
resonance and wonder would improve accessibility for all kinds of people including those
with learning differences. In fact, tactics that work for resonance and wonder also engage
visitors and build lasting memories, even when the topic is not related to social justice.
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Another significant lesson from this study also reflects new scholarship. The
mandate to share authority is part of making museums accessible and often a useful part of
working for social justice. The museums in this study demonstrate the range of possibilities
for sharing authority, from simply including multiple voices while retaining strong curatorial
control to involving external partners in creating content the museum then vets and
produces, both of which JAHHM exemplifies; from building exhibitions with visitor panels,
as at CHM, or with steering committees, as at NMMA, to building wholly first voice
exhibitions, as NMMA and ILHMEC do. JAHHM also delves into how and why to share
authority with visitors. One of the most important lessons about sharing authority with
visitors, for me, comes from Nina Simon, who emphasizes that sharing authority with
visitors will only have the desired effect of further engaging them with the institution when
they able to perceive that they are performing authentically useful work for and with the
institution.
At the institutional level, one lesson is paramount: curatorial work for social justice
flourishes in an environment where leaders from the director or president to the board on
down support it, and where funders are involved in supporting it as well. For certain kinds
of institutions, such as JAHHM, the NMMA, and, at times, ILHMEC, this kind of support is
a natural part of the museum’s structure and functions smoothly with the administrative
world in which the museum lives. But this is only possible as long as certain elements remain
in place. At JAHHM, for example, one key is the support at from the university’s
administrators including the provost and dean, all of whom periodically change. At
ILHMEC, work for social justice beyond the Holocaust and anti-Semitism is contingent on a
successful negotiation between leaders from the survivor generation and a new generation of
leaders.
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In other museums, such as CHM, there is a fundamental ongoing tension between
the exhibitions for social justice that the organization chooses to take on and other
institutional needs. The daily exercise of juggling the desires of diverse stakeholders as well
as balancing long and short term needs is a challenge. But it’s one that I think museums like
CHM will negotiate more fluidly over time. Consider, for example, the question of queer
rights. That issue looked very different in the mid 2000s when CHM was planning Out in
Chicago than it does now, as the legalization of gay marriage sweeps the country and has
started to feel mainstream to many. The museum found that visitors’ and donors’ concern
about queer rights split along generational lines, with younger people being more progressive
on the issue and older people being more conservative. As other issues take on this
demographic profile as well, perhaps museums like CHM will see a shift in the ease of
balancing the tension of institutional and programmatic needs.
But the need to plan for institutional advancement and even privilege it above the
needs of exhibitions is not the exclusive province of mainstream museums. Moreno at the
NMMA expressed his concern that the museum’s commitment to social justice might come
into tension with the need to sustain the institution. He put it this way: “We’re at a funky
new time…where the institution is starting to take on as much importance as the mission.
This happens with all successful institutions.”782 Negotiating this kind of tension and others,
such as the interests of diverse stakeholders, is a constant challenge of work in museums.
Nevertheless, it’s good when these negotiations make room for museums to be bold
and take risks. This is when exciting new ideas and new ways of working emerge. Sometimes,
plans fail. But often what people inside a museum perceive to be risky is not that
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controversial with the visiting publics. Sometimes this is because public opinion shifts during
the long preparations of exhibitions.
The NMMA demonstrated how to embrace controversy while also planning for it.
JAHHM demonstrated the value of being a risk taker. CHM demonstrated how aversion to
risk can hamper the work of an institution. It also showed that planning simply to quell or
avoid controversy, rather than planning to use potential controversy to foster
communication, can be a waste of precious institutional resources. ILHMEC is living an
example of the difficulties of embracing controversy when the controversy is within one’s
own community and the risks the museum might undertake are perceived to be a threat to
something of value to the museum’s own community. It could take years for the museum to
take on its chosen mantle as 21st century Holocaust museum, and move to a more inclusive
and open narrative of the Holocaust. But the founding work of the museum has prepared it
for that, and when and if the museum does move toward the more controversial, but more
sustainable, open narrative about the Holocaust, it will become a model of embracing
controversy and building bridges among communities touched by the gravest injustice. The
power of this kind of work is a great thing to contemplate.
Critiques and Summary
The museums I have examined in this dissertation are diverse in terms of type of
museum, kinds of curatorial tactics, funding structures, and institutional support of work for
social justice. These different elements help us to see what the consequences are of trying to
work for social justice in various environments and some of the possibilities of doing this
work under the best of circumstances.
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Each of the museums in this study has sustained criticisms that relate to my project
as a whole. Some would say, for example, that the concept of restorative truth in use at
JAHHM is nothing more than an excuse for propaganda, and that my project condones the
use of misinformation for any political purpose. I think that the South African Truth and
Reconciliation Commission is right that multiple truths – that are actually true – can coexist
based on our diverse positions as subjects.783 And I argue that the information the museums
in this study provide is not misleading or untrue despite its use, in some cases, for an explicit
purpose. Museums that shy away from openly staking out their position on the issues on
display in their galleries should recall that even the most conservative institutions use the
notion of multiple truths, as CHM began to do nearly 100 years ago. They do so in a
surprisingly similar way to institutions that accept their involvement in contemporary politics,
such as JAHHM and NMMA. The main difference seems to be the transparency with which
they do so.
Some feel that the instability of the funding world and the precarious financial
position of the American cultural sector is plenty of reason for museums such as the History
Museum to be very averse to risk. Though I do believe that museums are valuable in their
own right, I also believe that interpretation is one of the most crucial offerings of museums.
To me, interpretation implies purpose, and when there is no explicit purpose we need to
intensely scrutinize what the intended or unintended effects of that interpretation may be.
Museums cannot afford to ask only what is at stake in terms of alienating a funder. They
must also ask what is at stake in the agenda that they sometimes unwittingly promote. In
looking at the field of museums that specifically dedicate themselves to social justice, human
rights, and atrocities, including Holocaust museums, some, such as Peter Novick, might ask
783
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what good it does to have a good cry about these events.784 To that, I say that when we have
a good cry we learn and remember and we empathize. If our goal is a broad “never again”
that is about working to stop the violation of human rights in general, then these are crucial
tools.
The work of museums where people are willing to struggle for social justice is crucial
to our human project, as scholars such as Robert Janes, Hilda Hein, and Richard Sandell
demonstrate.785 The vast international network of museums holds our diverse record of
existence and, with it, the seeds of some of our best solutions to contemporary problems.
Environmental sustainability and social justice are connected insofar as the only possible
future people have is a shared one. As resources grow scarcer and damage to the
environment escalates, the future we face is one in which we will eventually destroy each
other or learn to work together and to equitably distribute risks and rewards in society.
Museums are valuable in their own right, but their work for social justice is one way
to solve the public perception of their irrelevance. In addition, museums have the potential
to be “cosmopolitan canopies” where we meet and mingle with people unlike ourselves.786 If
museums can approach that task with a commitment to building hospitality among us,
museums can help us to dissolve the negative groupness that makes us refuse to put
ourselves in the shoes of another.787 Museums can help us to empathize and inspire us to act
on behalf of others, two processes that are crucial to a potential shared future.
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But museums must begin somewhere, with specific issues, concerns, and projects.
And small scale goals for empathy and action. I hope this collection and analysis of curatorial
tools can help us meet these goals.
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